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Preface to the Report

It gives us immense pleasure to be associated with the assignment to undertake
the Cadre Review of various Services of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. The Committee
commenced its work on 26 September, 2014 and completed the task on 30 October,
2015.
The Council of States was constituted on 3 April, 1952. Its Hindi equivalent as
Rajya Sabha was adopted on 23 August 1954. Thereafter, in exercise of powers
conferred by article 98 of the Constitution of India, the Rajya Sabha Secretariat
(Recruitment and Conditions of Service) Rules, 1957 were notified on 15 March, 1957.
Later on, the Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Methods of Recruitment and Qualifications for
Appointment) Orders have been issued in August 1958. A comprehensive Order was
notified in August 2009 superseding earlier orders on the subject, to regulate the
appointments and career progression of the employees of the Secretariat. In the mean
time, the Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Ahmedabad was engaged for cadre
review of the various Services of the Secretariat. IIM, Ahmedabad gave its Report in
March, 2007. Finally, the Staff Inspection Unit (SIU), Govt. of India, was entrusted with
the task of assessment of staff for the Secretariat. Report of June, 2010 (Report No.
1002) on the staff assessment covered the employees and offices of the Secretariat
below the rank of Joint Secretary.
Human resources are the primary factor for growth and success of an
Organisation. The skill, experience and competency of an employee are needed for the
3
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prosperity of that organization. Active involvement of employees in the affairs of an
organisation is sine qua non for its g rowth and development.
The Cadre Review Committee (CRC) set about its task methodically by inviting
suggestions/views of various groups/ associations/ individuals having their stakes in the
Cadre review. 394 representations were received from 11 different Services and the
Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association. Personnel Section furnished their
comments on the issues raised in the representations. Several documents of Rajya
Sabha Secretariat as were produced before us during the process of compilation and
analysis of facts, were also perused in this context. Thereafter, oral evidence of the
representatives of each Service and Employees Association was also taken for which
14 hearings were held. Approximately 70 representationists were heard in person.
CRC interacted with officers of the level of Joint Secretaries and above
individually. It held a continuous and detailed interaction with the Personnel/
Administration Section to ascertain the factual position and the administrative point of
view. Data required for analyzing the special characteristics of each Service and its
problems and other issues were also obtained from the Personnel/Administration
Section. The Committee relied on the data and information made available to it for its
analysis. CRC visited various Sections of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat so as to acquire
knowledge as obtaining at the ground level and also to have discussions with Assistant
Directors and Deputy/Joint Directors in charge of such sections.
We have accorded due diligence in ensuring that our analysis of data and facts
provided to us is fully objective. We have sifted through the voluminous details and
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statistics presented to us by representationists running into about 2000 pages which
have been bound in a folder consisting of 7 volumes. Besides, the detailed comments
of Personnel/Administration Section and Verbatim Records of oral evidence are bound
in separate folders, which have also been perused in depth for deriving our conclusions.
The objective of the Report is to recommend a cadre structure of the Services so
that employees get promotions regularly based on vacancies throughout the service
period of almost 34 years. Effort has been made to put in place a pyramidal structure of
hierarchy to avoid acute stagnation at certain higher levels. It is expected that this will
continuously motivate the employees to achieve organizational goals and incentivize
them to perform for earning promotion based on vacancy. For this end in view, cadre
strength has been suitably increased at some levels in different Services as per
requirement. Change in work processes and computerization of diary/ dispatch/ file
movement have been suggested. Hygiene factor for boosting employee morale has also
been emphasized.

(S. K. Lohani)
Member (CRC)
____ November, 2015

(Parkash Chander)
Chairman (CRC)
_____ November, 2015
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Chapter – 1:

1.1.

Introduction

A two Member Cadre Review Committee (CRC) was constituted by the

Rajya Sabha Secretariat vide Circular No. RS/48/2014-Perl. dated the 4th September,
2014 (Annexure-I) with Shri Parkash Chander, IAS (Retd.), former Chairman, Staff
Selection Commission, as its Chairman, and, Shri S.K. Lohani, former Joint Secretary,
Government of India, as Member, to undertake the Cadre Review of various Services of
the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. The Committee commenced its work on 26 th September,
2014. The Committee was required to submit its report within a period of 9 months.
During this period, the Committee was expected to hold oral evidence and submit draft
report followed by the Final Report.

However, due to certain administrative and

compulsive reasons, its tenure was extended upto 31st October, 2015.

A:

Terms of Reference:

1.2.

The Terms of Reference of the Second Cadre Review Committee of Rajya

Sabha Secretariat were as follows:i.

To review and define the role and functions of various Services of the Secretari at
and suggest appropriate designations of various posts in each Service of the
Secretariat.

ii.

To suggest a suitable hierarchical structure of each Service of the Secretariat
including number of posts at each level having regard to workload, efficiency,
optimal use of manpower and legitimate career aspirations of the members of the
9
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Services so as to bring congruence between the existing and future functional
needs of the Secretariat and the legitimate career aspirations of the members of
each Service of the Secretariat. In doing so, SIU (Staff Inspection Unit) Report of
the Secretariat and instructions of Government of India on cadre review may be
taken into account. Different grades of a Service should reflect distinctly different
levels of duties and responsibilities.
iii.

To lay down duties and responsibilities of various posts in each Service.

iv.

To examine prevailing promotional schemes in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat and
the Lok Sabha Secretariat and suggest suitable promotional schemes for the
Secretariat in order to enhance efficiency and motivation of the employees of the
Secretariat.

v.

To study Recruitment & Conditions of Service Order, 2009 and amendment
thereto from time to time and suggest changes so as to make it a more effective
instrument of achieving efficiency, multitasking, merit based promotions and
optimal utilization of available manpower.

vi.

To examine the direct recruitment system of the Secretariat and suggest
changes if any, required to make the system more transparent and effective in
recruiting the most appropriate persons for various posts in the Secretariat.

vii.

Identification of areas/services/posts which can be phased out in systematic
manner or outsourced to outside agencies to achieve economy in expenditure
and increased efficiency. In doing so, requirement of parliamentary work would
be kept in view.

10
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viii.

Identification of areas of work where computerization can be introduced and
suggest blueprint for transition from manual to computer based system in such
areas.

ix.

To suggest the effective use of technological and managerial advancements to
make the officers and employees of the secretariat more result oriented,
productive, effective and efficient.

x.

Any other issue referred to the Committee by the Hon’ble Chairman or the
Secretary General, Rajya Sabha from time to time.

1.3.

People are the main factor for growth and success of an Organisation.

The skill, experience and the competency of an employee is needed for the prosperity
of that organisation. Thus, their active involvement in the affairs of an organisation
becomes

inevitable.

suggestions/views

With
of

this

various

objective

in

view,

groups/associations/

the

Committee

individuals/the

invited
Service

representatives and all individual officers having their stakes in the Cadre review to
submit their suggestions tentatively by 27 th October, 2014. The last date was, however,
extended upto 7th November, 2014 on the request received for the same. 394
representations (service-wise details in Annexure-II) were received from 11 different
Services and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association which were
forwarded to Personnel Section for verifying the facts mentioned therein and examining
the suggestions made through such written representations received by CRC. The
Personnel Section was indicated a time limit up to 5 th January, 2015 to furnish their
response/comments in a tabulated manner. Thereafter, oral evidence was also held in
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the Committee Rooms with the representatives of each Service and Employees
Association separately.
representationists

and

In all, 14
individual

hearings

were

held

representationists.

with all the

Thus,

group-

approximately

70

representationists were heard. No group or individual, who had not made any
representation till the specified date, was allowed to make any oral submission before
CRC on ground of fairness, equity and justice to all stake-holders in such cadre review.

1.4.

The following documents were specifically referred to the Committee:
i.

Rajya Sabha (Recruitment & Conditions of Service) Rules, 1957.

ii.

Report of March, 2007 on Cadre Review for Rajya Sabha Secretariat
made by the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. It is generally
referred as the 1st Cadre Review Committee report.

iii.

Rajya Sabha Secretariat Order No. RS/1/2007-Perl. Dated the 25th June,
2007 on creation/reduction of temporary gazetted and non-gazetted posts
in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

iv.

Recruitment and Conditions of Service Order No. 3/2009 dated 25 th May,
2009 (Classification of posts in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat)

v.

Recruitment and Conditions of Service Order No. 4/2009 dated 25 th
August,

2009

(Methods

of

Recruitment

and

Qualifications

for

Appointment) and amendment thereto from time to time.
vi.

Report of June, 2010 (Report No. 1002) made by Staff Inspection Unit
(SIU) on the Staff Assessment of Rajya Sabha Secretariat.
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vii.

Annual Reports of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. of 5 years from 2009 to
2013.

1.5.

The issues in these documents were also examined and have been

incorporated into the Report wherever considered necessary and appropriate. While
perusing and examining all such documents/papers that were submitted to the
Committee by any officer/association/representationist, the Committee has gone by the
maxim that contents of these are to be believed to be true and correct unless otherwise
proved. The Committee in its wisdom has, instead of making the report heavy by using
technical terminology, administration and management jargons, attempted to examine
the issues that came before it in a manner which can be easily understood by a person
of common prudence, but with objectivity of bringing organisational improvements to
achieve its effectiveness and efficiency.

B.

METHODOLOGY OF STUDY:

1.6.

Following methodology was adopted by CRC for the study of various

issues relating to Cadre Review:

a. CRC met the Senior Officers in order to ascertain their views regarding the Cadre
Review. (Shri NK Singh Additional Secretary met the Committee on 29.7.2015
and highlighted the need for augmenting the staff requirement in various
Committee branches/sections, mainly on the ground that nature and volume of
13
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work being handled by some Committees have undergone a substantial change
in the present system of parliament-functioning.)

b. Apart from the detailed interaction with the Senior Officers, CRC held a
continuous and detailed interaction with the Personnel/Administration Sections to
ascertain the factual position and the administrative point of view. Data required
for analyzing the special characteristics of each service and its problems and
other issues was also obtained from the Personnel/Administration Sections.

c. The Committee visited various Sections of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat so as to
acquire knowledge as obtaining at the ground level and also to have discussions
with Assistant Directors and Deputy/Joi nt Directors in charge of such sections.
The visits include Legislative Section, Bill Section, Table Office, Notice Office, IT
and Hardware Section, O&M Section, Distribution Branch, MA Section, MSA
Section, Question Branch (all five groups together), General Administration
Section, Recruitment Cell, One Department-related Committee Section (Home
Affairs), Personnel Section, etc. The Committee also inspected all the gates/entry
points managed by Parliamentary Security Service (Rajya Sabha). The gist of
discussions with In-charge of various Sections visited by the Committee, as
referred to above, with on-the-spot observations of CRC, is placed collectively at
Annexure III. Committee wanted to witness the proceedings of the House so as
to have some knowledge in respect of some Sections/or Services which, as
claimed by these during interactions with officers in-charge of such Sections/or
Services, directly assist in functioning of the House on daily-basis and as such,
14
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these find themselves hard-pressed for time and energy, but could not some-how
make it for reasons beyond its control.

Similar situation arose when the

Committee desired to witness the proceedings of any House Committee. It,
however, interacted extensively with the service associations and the individual
officers who wanted to have an audience with the Committee.

Lists of the

Officers Associations and individual staff members , who presented their views
before CRC in person, is available at Annexure-IV.

Representatives of

Personnel Section (Shri S. Rangarajan, Jt. Director and Smt. Subha
Chandrasheker, Assistant Director) used to be present during hearings held with
Service-representatives and the Employees Association’s representatives.

1.7.

All the written representations submitted by the associations and the

individual members of staff and oral evidence duly recorded, have been gone through
and considered by the Committee.

These representations have been kept as a

separate folder (Folder A) in the form of Annexures and appropriately referred to while
discussing the respective Service.

1.8.

It has been, prima facie, noticed that representations made by individuals

are many times repetitive in nature.

In some cases, one representation has been

signed separately by individual representationist. In other cases, one representation
has been signed collectively by several representationists in group. In still other cases,
one individual has submitted more than one representation. Each representation is not
being commented upon individually, but they have all been taken into account while
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making recommendations for each service. A broad classification of issues raised
therein and comments of Personnel Section has also been made for each service.

1.9.

Some of the demands of the members of the Service made either in

writing or orally, the Committee felt, are not within the Terms of Reference of CRC.
However, Committee, in its wisdom, wherever considered necessary, has made its
observations which the Administration may consider.

1.10.

The Committee has perused the Report of the earlier Cadre Review

conducted by IIM, Ahmedabad and Work Study Report of Staff Inspection Unit. As the
details of calculations by technical team of SIU have not been provided, CRC has relied
on its assessment without checking the calculations.

1.11.

The issues, related to the upgradation/change of Grade Pay, are not

covered in the terms of reference of this Committee as these matters are considered by
the

Parliamentary

Pay

Committee.

Personnel/Administration Section too.

This

has

been

opined

by

the

There were also demands in a number of

instances for merger/upgradation to the next higher post which would automatically lead
to an increase in the Grade Pay and in some cases the Pay Band also. It would also
lead to doing away with or abolishing the lower post. The Committee has commented
on these in the relevant chapters.
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1.12.

The issues of allocation of suitable space/rooms for various sections of

Rajya Sabha Secretariat are also not included in the mandate of this Committee.
Therefore, these issues have not been considered by the Cadre Review Committee.
But, as stated earlier, CRC have, after visiting various Sections/Branches of the
Secretariat and also after having discussions with the officers of the General
Administration Section of the Secretariat, made certain observations for consideration of
the appropriate authority in the Secretariat.

C.

1.13.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT:

After briefly indicating the organizational set up of the Rajya Sabha

Secretariat, Chapter 3 gives on Overview of the vacancy position in the Secretariat, the
slow pace of Direct Recruitment, Career Progression, Disparity in Promotion Prospects.
It also discusses the suggestions made by the Personnel/Administration Section and
the Representatives from the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. The Rajya Sabha Secretariat
has been structured on a functional basis into different Services which cater to the
specific needs of the House and its Committees.

A separate Chapter has been

devoted to each major Service which discusses the suggestions received from the
members of that Service, the nature and the quantity of work being done in each
Service and requirements for Staff.

Similarly, the creation of leave reserve, the

identification of areas/ services/ posts to be phased out or outsourced has been
discussed Service wise where necessary. Posts of Joint Secretaries and above and the
appropriate quota of posts at the level of Joint Secretary for each Service have been
17
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discussed in Chapter 4. The smaller Services and isolated posts i.e. Staff Car Drivers,
Despatch Riders and Messengers have been covered in Chapter 13.

1.14.

The Structure of the Report is, therefore, as follows:-

Chapter 1

:

Introduction

Chapter 2

:

The Rajya Sabha Secretariat

Chapter 3

:

An Overview

Chapter 4

:

Posts of Joint Secretaries and above (Senior Management level)

Chapter 5

:

Legislative, Financial, Executive and Administrative Service
(LAFEAS)

Chapter 6

:

Library, Reference, Research, Documentation and Information
Service (LARRDIS)

Chapter 7

:

Simultaneous Interpretation Service (SIS)

Chapter 8

:

Editorial & Translation Service (E&T S)

Chapter 9

:

Verbatim Reporting Service (VRS)

Chapter 10

:

Private Secretaries & Stenographic Service (PSSS)

Chapter 11

:

Parliament Security Service (PSS)

Chapter 12

:

Printing & Publication Service (P&P S)

Chapter 13

:

Other Services

Chapter 14

:

Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association

Chapter 15

:

General Observations of Cadre Review Committee

Chapter 16

:

Summary of Recommendations
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Chapter – 2:

2.1.

Rajya Sabha Secretariat

The makers of Indian Constitution held that ‘executive accountability to

Parliament’ was central to the parliamentary form of governance. The Council of States
(Rajya Sabha) was constituted in 1952.
Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, the first Chairman of Rajya Sabha , had
envisioned the Second Chamber of Parliament as under:
“We are for the first time starting, under the new Parliamentary System,
with a Second Chamber in the Center, and we should try to do everything in our
power to justify to the public of this country that a Second Chamber is essential
to prevent hasty legislation” (Source: Annual Report 2013, Rajya Sabha
Secretariat, page vi)
2.2.

From its first sitting on 13 th May 1952, Rajya Sabha has continued its

existence, undissolved. The Hon’ble Vice President of India presides over the Rajya
Sabha in his capacity as Hon’ble Chairman, Rajya Sabha and in his absence, the
Deputy Chairman, Rajya Sabha/or a Member from the Panel of Vice Chairmen,
presides over the House. CRC has not intentionally considered it necessary to devote
its energy and time in carrying out any empirical study on the aspect of evolution,
necessity and importance of a second chamber in a federal structure of any
parliamentary democracy, particularly in the case of India and its Rajya Sabha as plenty
of literature on this subject has been made by legal and constitutional experts like Shri
B.N.Rau (Indian Constitution in the making), Dr. Subhash C. Kashyap (Our Constitution

19
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– An introduction to Indian Constitution and Constitutional Law; Constitutional Law of
India; Our Parliament; Parliamentary Procedures – Law, Privileges, Practice and
Procedure), Shri D.D. Basu (Constitutional Law of India (8 Volumes); Introduction to
Constitution of India; Shorter Constitution of India), Shri H.M. Seervai (Constitutional
Law of India-3 Volumes), Shri Kaul & Shri Shakdhar (Parliamentary Practices and
Procedures) besides debates of Constituent Assembly of India. Para with head ‘Growth
of Bicameralism’ of book-let no. 1 (Rajya Sabha-Practice & Procedure Series) ‘Rajya
Sabha-The Upper House of Indian Parliament’; para 1.2 (The Rajya Sabha Secretariat)
of Mannual of Office Procedure (second edition) brought out by O&M Section of the
Secretariat; Chapter – Introduction of Report of the Committee of Parliament appointed
to report on the Structure of Pay, Allowances, Leave & Pensionary Benefits ……. (Lok
Sabha Secretariat-1974) – material from in-house literature, also throws enough light on
the evolution of this House and its importance in our Parliamentary system of
democracy.

2.3.

A separate Secretariat designated as the Council of States Secretariat

came into existence in May, 1952. The name of the Secretariat was changed in 1954 to
the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. Article 98 of the Constitution of India reads as follows:-

“98. (1) Each House of Parliament shall have a separate secretariat staff:
Provided that nothing in this clause shall be construed as preventing the
creation of posts common to both Houses of Parliament;

20
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(2) Parliament may by law regulate the recruitment, and the conditions of
service of persons appointed, to the secretarial staff of either House of
Parliament; and
(3)

Until provision is made by Parliament under clause(2), the President may,
after consultation with the Speaker of the House of the People or the
Chairman of the Council of States, as the case may be, make rules
regulating the recruitment, and the conditions of service of persons
appointed, to the secretarial staff o f the House of the People or the
Council of States, and any rules so made shall have effect subject to the
provisions of any law made under the said clause.”

2.4.

The independence of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat is ensured through the

following provisions:

(1)

The Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Recruitment and Conditions of Service)
Rules were framed and promulgated with effect from 15 March, 1957, by
the President of India, in consultation with the Chairman, Rajya Sabha,
under Article 98(3) of the Constitution of India. The powers conferred on
the Hon’ble Chairman, Rajya Sabha by these rules are exercised through
the Recruitment and Conditions of Service Orders issued from time to time;
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(2)

Posts in the Secretariat of Rajya Sabha are excluded from the purview of
the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) under the provision of UPSC
(Exemption from Consultation) Regulations, 1958;

(3)

The Administrative Tribunals Act, 1985, is also not applicable to persons
appointed in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. Any dispute regarding service
matters can be raised only in the High Court of Delhi and the Supreme
Court of India.

(4)

In matters of recruitment of officers and staff to both the Secretariats the
Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) is not consulted. Two
Secretariats directly recruit personnel under the orders of their respective
Presiding Officers. Earlier, there was a Joint Recruitment Cell for both the
Rajya Sabha Secretariat and the Lok Sabha Secretariat to hold recruitment
examination/ interviews

for selecting

candidates

for appointments.

However, in the year 2008, Rajya Sabha Secretariat has got its separate
Recruitment Cell.

(5)

Question of revision of pay scales of officers and staff of the Secretariat
has been kept outside the purview of the Pay Commissions appointed by
the Government of India from time to time. Since 1973, separate
Parliamentary Pay Committees were constituted in the light of the
recommendations of the Third, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Central Pay
Commissions for deciding pay, allowances, etc. of the employees of the
22
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Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha Secretariats. The present Parliamentary Pay
Committee consists of Chairman, Estimates Committee, Chairman, Public
Accounts Committee, Chairman, Public Undertakings Committee, Minister
of Finance, Minister of Parliamentary Affairs and a Member of Rajya
Sabha. Chairman, Estimates Committee is the ex-officio Chairman of the
Committee and both Secretaries General of Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha
are associated with the Committee; and

(6)

According to well established convention, the orders applicable to the
Ministries, Departments of the Government of India do not ipso facto, apply
to the officers and staff of the Secretariats of the two Houses, unless
explicitly adopted in the Secretariat subject to such modifications,
variations or exceptions, if any, as the Chairman may by order specify.

(Source: Structure and Functions of Rajya Sabha Secretariat, Rajya Sabha Secretariat, New
Delhi, 2009, abstracts from pages 3 to 5)

A.

FUNCTIONS:

2.5.

The Vice President of India is the ex-officio Chairman of Rajya Sabha. The

Secretariat functions under the overall guidance and control of the Chairman, Rajya
Sabha. The main functions of the Secretariat, inter alia, include the following:-

i.

Providing secretariat assistance and support to the effective functioning of the
Council of States (Rajya Sabha);

ii.

Payment of salary and other allowances to the Members of Rajya Sabha;
23
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iii.

Providing amenities, as admissible, to the Members of Rajya Sabha;

iv.

Servicing the various Parliamentary Committees;

v.

Preparing Research and Reference material and

bringing out

various

publications;
vi.

Recruitment of manpower in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat and attending to
personnel/service matters; and

vii.

Preparing and publishing a record of the day-to-day proceedings of the Rajya
Sabha and bringing out such other publications, as may be required concerning
the functioning of the Rajya Sabha and its Committees.

(Source: Report of Staff Inspection Unit (SIU) on the Staff Assessment of Rajya Sabha
Secretariat of June, 2010 (Report No. 1002), Pages 2-3)

B.

ORGANISATIONAL SETUP OF THE RAJYA SABHA SECRETARIAT:

2.6.

In discharge of his constitutional and statutory responsibilities, the

Chairman, Rajya Sabha is assisted by a Secretary General who is the administrative
head of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. His pay scale, position and status etc. is
equivalent to that of the highest ranking official in the Government of India, i.e. Cabinet
Secretary.

2.7.

The Secretary-General of the Secretariat of Rajya Sabha is assisted by a

hierarchy of officers at the level of Secretary, Additional Secretaries, Joint Secretaries
and Directors, who with the help of subordinate officers and staff members perform the
entire functions of the Secretariat. Presently, senior level management consists of one
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post of Secretary, two posts of Additional Secretaries and twelve posts of Joint
Secretaries.

2.8.

Of the 15 posts of Secretary/ Additional Secretaries/ Joint Secretaries,

25% of the posts or 4 posts are required to be filled in by deputation. At present, there
is only one Joint Secretary on deputation out of 12 Joint Secretaries. As against this, in
Lok Sabha Secretariat there are one post of Secretary, 4 posts of Additional Secretary
and 17 posts of Joint Secretary, out of which 25% posts are meant to be filled on
deputation basis.

Besides, out of 17 posts of Jt. Secretaries in the Lok Sabha

Secretariat, one post of Jt. Secretary (Security) is meant to be filled from amongst IPS
officers on deputation basis.

2.9.

Chart 2.1 shows the organizational chart of Senior Management in the

Rajya Sabha Secretariat.
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CHART 2.1 .

Note: Reporting linkages to Secretary-General as on 13.01.2015. Additional Secy. (P) is
holding additional charge of Joint Secy. (PPG) after the last incumbent retired.

2.10.

In 1974, on the basis of the recommendations of the Parliamentary Pay

Committee, the Secretariat was restructured on the functional basis into different
services, keeping in view specialized nature of their functions and responsibilities. The
Secretariat is presently organized on functional basis into eleven services:-

(i)

The Legislative,
(LAFEAS)

Financial,

Executive

and

Administrative

Service
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(ii)

The Library, Research, Reference, Documentation and Information
Service (LARRDIS)

(iii)

The Verbatim Reporting Service (VRS)

(iv)

The Simultaneous Interpretation Service (SIS)

(v)

The Printing and Publications Service (P&PS)

(vi)

The Editorial and Translation Service (E&TS)

(vii)

The Private Secretaries and Stenographic Service (PS&SS)

(viii)

The Watch & Ward Door Keeping and Sanitation Service/Parliament
Security Service (PSS)

(ix)

The Drivers and Despatch Riders Service (D&DS)

(x)

The Reprographers Service

(xi)

The Messenger Service

2.11.

The structure of each Service, along with the number of posts at various

levels, Pay Scales and Recruitment and Conditions of Service Rules is described in
some details, in the Chapter pertaining to that Service.
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Chapter – 3:

3.1.

An Overview

A remarkable feature of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat is the actual

strength in Group ‘A’ posts being in excess of the sanctioned strength, thanks to
the Assured Financial Upgradation Scheme, in situ promotion scheme and combining
the sanctioned strength of two or even three posts at different levels as reflected in the
Tables 3.1 & 3.2 below. Large number of vacancies in Group ‘B’ and ‘C’ posts in various
services are generally due to slow pace of direct recruitment, wherever applicable. Out
of the 1476 sanctioned posts, 128 posts or approximately 9% of the posts are lying
vacant. The Group-wise position of the vacancies may be seen in Table No.3.1.
TABLE 3.1
Group Wise Vacancies in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat

Sl.

Group

Sanctioned

Actual

In situ

Total in

Vacancies Percentage

No.

Code

Strength

Strength

1

A

374

359

57*

416

(-)42*

(-)11.23

2

B

655

493

29^

522

133^

20.31

3

C

447

408

2#

410

37#

8.28

4

TOTAL

1476

1260

88**

1348

128**

8.67

position

*Additionally, 57 employees are holding higher posts under various schemes, e.g., AFUS,
Combined Cadre, In situ.
^Additionally, 29 employees are holding higher posts under various schemes, e.g., AFUS,
Combined Cadre, In situ
.
#Additionally, 2 employees are holding higher posts under various schemes, e.g., AFUS,
Combined Cadre, In situ
.
** 88 employees got in situ promotions. Thus, net vacancies are 128 (1476 – 1348).
Table sourced from the “Staff List(as on 01/01/2015)” furnished by Personnel Section relating to
Service-wise sanctioned and actual strength in each grade(Annexure V).
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Service-wise vacancies:

3.2.

The Service-wise vacancies may be seen in Table 3.2.
TABLE 3.2
Service Wise Vacancies in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat

Sl.

Service

No.

Sanctioned

Actual

Strength

Strength

In situ

Total in

Vaca-

position

ncies

%

1

LAFEAS*

466

381

53

434

32

6.87

2

LARRDIS

37

29

0

29

8

21.62

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Simultaneous
Interpretation
Editorial &
Translation
Verbatim
Reporting
PS &
Stenographer
Parliament
Security
Printing &
Publication
Messenger
Staff Car Drivers/
Despatch Riders
Joint Director
(Media)
Total

31

27

0

27

4

12.90

111

91

0

91

20

18.02

48

35

0

35

13

27.08

112

76

31

107

5

4.46

249

225

0

225

24

9.64

75

52

4

56

19

25.33

299

298

0

298

1

0.33

47

45

0

45

2

4.26

1

1

0

1

0

0.00

1476

1260

88

1348

128

8.67

*LAFEAS includes the Clerical Service which has a sanctioned strength of 188(124 Sr Clerks +
64 Jr. Clerks). There is vacancy of 34 which amounts to 18.09%.

3.3.

The largest service LAFEAS, which has 466 posts from the level of Jr.

Clerk to the level of Joint Secretary, has 32 vacancies. Due to the career progression
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scheme prevalent in Rajya Sabha Secretariat (AFUS, In situ, combining cadre strength
for certain group of posts), the incumbe ncy in Group ‘A’ posts is 148 as against the
sanctioned strength of 118 posts. Maximum vacancies at 34 are in the category of Jr.
Clerk. The position is much better than that in Lok Sabha Secretariat where the vacancy
level is very high at Group ‘A’ level, thanks to their Time Scale Promotion Scheme,
which suitably spaces the promotions while allowing higher pay scale in lower post after
completion of one additional year beyond the eligibility years.

3.4.

The Library, Reference, Research, Documentation a nd Information

Service (LARRDIS) has an actual strength of 29 posts only as against 37 sanctioned
posts, there being 8 vacant posts. This amounts to 21.62 % vacant posts, i.e., every
fifth post being vacant. Almost half of the posts of Research Assistant are vacant - the
actual strength 6 against the sanctioned strength of 14. There are 2 sanctioned posts of
Junior Library Assistant and both are vacant.

3.5.

The Simultaneous Interpretation Service (SIS) has 4 vacancies against

the sanctioned strength of 31.

All the vacancies are in the combined cadre of

Parliamentary Interpreter/Jr. Parliamentary Interpreter - the actual strength 5 against the
sanctioned strength of 9.

3.6.

The Editorial and Translation Service (E&T S) has an actual strength of 91

as against 111 sanctioned posts. It has 20 vacant posts. All the vacancies are at
Translator level where actual strength is 25 against 45 sanctioned posts.
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3.7.

In the Verbatim Reporting Service (VRS), there are 12 vacancies against

the sanctioned strength of 47 posts upto Director level. Thus, roughly every fourth post
is vacant. Of these, 11 posts are vacant in the combined cadre of Parliamentary
Reporter/ Jr. Parliamentary Reporter where actual strength is 3 against the strength of
14.

3.8.

The Private Secretaries and Stenographic Service (PSSS) has a vacancy

level of only 4.46%. The actual strength is 107 against sanctioned strength of 112. At
Group ‘A’ level posts in this service, actual strength is 66 against sanctioned strength of
42, i.e. an excess of 24. The resultant vacancies are at Group ‘B’ level of PA – 17
vacancies against sanctioned strength of 34, and of Stenographer – 12 vacancies
against sanctioned strength of 36.

Consequently, out of 29 vacancies at

PA/Stenographer level, 24 vacancies stand filled due to upgradation/excess at Group
‘A’ level. Thus, in effect, there are only 5 vacancies in this service.

3.9.

The Parliament Security Service (PSS) has an actual strength of 225 as

against 249 sanctioned posts and a vacancy position of 24.

These vacancies are

distributed over various grades at Group ‘B’ level. In the Non-technical Wing, against
the sanctioned strength of 36 posts at group A level, actual strength is 41, that is in
excess by 5 posts. However, in the combined cadre of Senior Security Assistant/
Security Assistant Grade-I/Security Assistant Grade-II having a cadre strength of 146,
the actual strength is 126. Thus, at this level, 20 posts are vacant. In the small cadre of
Technical Wing having a sanctioned strength of 16 posts, 9 vacancies lie in the cadre of
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Senior Security Assistant and Security Assistant Grade-I against sanctioned strength of
14 of Gr. B posts (7 each post). In the Sanitation Wing of this Service, there is no
vacancy as all sanctioned posts, numbering 51 stand filled up.

3.10.

The Printing & Publication Service (P&P S) has 19 vacancies out of 75

sanctioned posts at various levels. Of these, 15 vacancies are at the level of combined
cadre of Proof Reader/Junior Proof Reader where actual strength is 5 against
sanctioned strength of 20 posts. Other posts vacant are of IBM operator (2);
Reprographer Gr. I (1) and Binder Gr. II (1), thus , total 4 vacancies at these level. It is
learnt that this is due to outsourcing of printing and publications work.

3.11.

The Messenger Service has only one vacancy out of sanctioned strength

of 299.

3.12.

In the Drivers & Despatch Riders Service (D&DR S), actual strength of

Drivers is 32 against sanctioned strength of 34. All posts of 9 Despatch Riders and 4
Cleaner-cum-Helper are filled up. As against this, in the Lok Sabha Secretariat, there
are 11 vacancies of Drivers against 55 sanctioned posts.

3.13

From critical analysis of above position, it would be clear that vacancies,

wherever these exist, are at the lower level of that service, reason being that promotions
from lower-level to next level is not linked to the vacancy in the next level but totally
subjected to completion of a fixed period/years of service - it is five years for promotion
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from non-gazetted post and three years for promotion from gazetted post. Secondly,
combining of the two-levels – lower level and next level at particular stage of that
service appears to be the primary reason for no -link between promotion to the next
stage and the availability of vacancy. Analysis would also reveal that at the higher level,
actual strength exceeds the sanctioned strength thereby causing a major grievance of
stagnation as beyond a point, promotion has been linked to vacancy.

Thus, the

Committee has kept the above position before it while examining each service in greater
detail with reference to demands received either in writing or orally through presentation
before the Committee; and comments received from the Personnel/Administration
Section of the Secretariat in response.

3.14.

One notable feature in the recruitment rules is that in the case of

promotion to higher post, a proviso of direct recruitment has been inserted if both
promotion mode and deputation mode fail. There could be some rationale in 1957 when
these recruitment rules were initially formulated and notified. At the time of ‘1957 Rules’,
there could have been a possibility due to initial constitution that all posts at higher
levels could not get suitable eligible candidates for promotion and even for filling the
posts on deputation basis. It was, therefore, envisaged to fill the post by direct
recruitment. However, now that possibility no longer exists. It is, therefore, felt that
resorting to direct recruitment at middle level promotion posts will block promotion
prospects of officers awaiting promotion in the feeder grades and it will also not provide
adequate career progression to such directly recruited candidates at middle level. In
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view of this, such stipulations in the recruitment rules have been modified in the
recommended recruitment rules.

3.15

Another statement of fact which, though unintentionally, has also

conditioned Committee’s views/suggestions, and, which the Committee would like to
mention in the beginning itself, is that whichever Section was visited physical ly by the
Committee, and whichever Service a representationist belonged to, all were found to be
unanimous in their respective projection regarding work-load stating that there had been
tremendous increase in their work-load, particularly during the session period of the
House, and such stupendous increase demands augmentation or strengthening of
either the Section staff or the Service as a whole. In this regard, Committee would like
to point out that increase in the work-load during Sessions cannot be a justifiable benchmark to examine the need for increase in the staff etc. While agreeing to the point that
during Sessions, work increases, but, in the absence of any empirical study regarding
data on work-load during intervening period between two Sessions, the Committee
could not get reasonable satisfactory/convincing information. Thus, the Committee, as
also warranted under the terms of reference of the Committee, as already pointed out
by it vide para 1.8.1 ibid, had to give a due weightage to the Report of the SIU on
certain aspects relating to staff and their assessed strength. It may be pointed out that
SIU proceeds to assess the strength of an organisation on the basis of an average
work-performance during a year gone-by. They have a well established system in this
regard. Thus, it was difficult for the Committee to summarily dismiss the SIU report.
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Chapter – 4:

4.1

Posts of Joint Secretaries and Above

The posts of Secretary-General, Secretary, Additional Secretary and Joint

Secretary form part of the top management of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat, SecretaryGeneral being at the head of such team. These posts of Joint Secretary and above are
as follows:-

1.

Joint Secretary

12

Rs.37400-67000/- (PB4)
GP Rs.10000/-

2.

Additional Secretary

2

Rs.67000-79000/- (HAG)

3.

Secretary

1

Rs.80000/- (fixed)

4.

Secretary General

1

Rs.90000/-(fixed)

4.2.

The Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Recruitment and Conditions of Service)

Rules, 1957, have been made in exercise of the powers conferred by Clause(3) of
Article 98 of the Constitution of India. Sub-rule (2) of Rule 4 and Rule 5 of these ‘1957
Rules’ state as below:

“4.

Method of recruitment –

(1) …
(2) The Chairman may, from time to time, by general or special order –
(a) specify the method or methods by which recruitment to a post or class of
posts shall be made;
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(b) in case of recruitment

by more than one such method, determine the

proportion of vacancies to be filled by each method; and
(c) in case of direct recruitment, specify the manner in which such recruitment
shall be made.
“5.

Qualification for appointment – The qualifications required for appointment to the

various categories of posts by departmental promotion otherwise shall be such as the
Chairman may, from time to time, by general or special order specify.”

4.3.

In view of the above enabling powers, Rajya Sabha Secretariat has been

issuing Orders from time to time. The Rajya Sabha Secretariat Recruitment and
Conditions of Service Order dated the 25 th August 2009 (‘2009 Order’) deals with
methods of recruitment and qualifications.

The situation where no qualification has

been prescribed for the post is envisaged in the first proviso to Clause 4 of the ‘2009
Order” which states as below:

“4.

Qualification for appointment – The qualifications required for appointment

to the various categories of posts mentioned in column 1 of the Schedule shall be
such as are specified in the corresponding entries in column 3 of the Schedule
“Provided that where no qualification is specified for any post or class of posts,
the Secretary-General may, by a special or general order, specify the
qualifications for that post or class of posts….”

Further, Clause 6 of ‘2009 Order’ states as below:
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“6. Promotion – (1) Where the method of recruitment by promotion has been
prescribed in the Schedule –
(a)

it shall be made by selection;

(b)

for purposes of selection under clause (a) of this sub- paragraph, the

following criteria in relation to an officer shall be taken into consideration –
(i)

his performance at a test, whether oral or written or both, if such a test is
ordered by the appointing authority to be held for the purpose of such
selection;

(ii)

the reports on his work and conduct by his superior officers;

(iii)

the enthusiasm shown by him in the various activities of the Secretariat;

(iv)

his academic qualifications;

(v)

his previous experience of the particular type of work which he will be
required to perform if selected;

(vi)

any other requirement which the appointing authority

may lay down for

eligibility for such promotion;…”

Finally, Clause 6A of ‘2009 Order’ stipulates as below:

“6A.

Appointment to posts not included in the Schedule – Subject to the first

proviso to Clause 4, appointment to posts of Joint Secretary and above shall be
made by the Chairman.
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Also, the Secretary-General may make appointments of suitable persons to a
post or class of posts not included in the Schedule, with the approval of the
Chairman.”

4.4.

Thus, appointment to the posts of Joint Secretary and above (not having

been included in the Schedule of ‘2009 Order’) does not include seniority as the only
factor. Appointment has to be based on a number of factors and ultimately it has to be
the decision of Hon’ble Chairman, Rajya Sabha as to the most suitable person to hold
the post included in the above referred Order.

However, it is suggested that for

appointment to the post of Joint Secretary and above, performance record of the e ntire
service put in as Group ‘A’ Service by the officers under consideration zone should be
looked into.

4.5.

IIM, Ahmedabad, in its Cadre Review Report in 2007, recommended

creation of a new post of Secretary (Apex Scale), to be filled through merit based
promotion. It was also suggested that one Secretary and two Additional Secretaries
should play second line role to Secretary-General. It was also recommended that not
more than 25% of JS (11 posts) and AS (2 posts) level positions should be filled from
outside on deputation/transfer, which includes the post of JS (Security) also. (We
however feel that since this post of Jt. Secretary (Security) is post borne on the cadre
strength of the Lok Sabha Secretariat, it should not have been shown against the Rajya
Sabha Secretariat while working out the recommended strength of JS level posts for
this Secretariat). It distributed eleven posts of Joint Secretaries as seven for LAFEAS,
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one for LARRDIS, one for VRS (heading VRS and PSSS), one for SIS and E&T
combined, and one for PSS as JS(Security) in Lok Sabha. This implied that apart from
JS (Security), another post of JS or AS will be filled from outside. (i.e. 11 posts of JS
meant for LAFEAS and other Services + one post of JS (Security) + 2 posts of AS –
Total 14 posts available for division between promotion and Deputation/transfer from
outside the organisation). It was stressed that suitable rules would have to be made for
direct recruitment and promotions to the levels of JS and above. The incumbent for the
post of Secretary should have completed three years service in the scale of Additional
Secretary or have minimum of six years continuous service in the Secretariat, not below
the level of Joint Secretary. The eligibility for Additional Secretary will be mi nimum three
years as Joint Secretary and eligibility for Joint Secretary would be minimum experience
of three years at the lower level of Director or equivalent.

4.6.

SIU, in its Study in 2010, did not make any recommendation for the posts

of Joint Secretary and above and the staff attached to these posts, rather they did not
study these levels at all.

4.7.

Representationists of LARRDIS have raised an issue for making JS posts

combined for both LAFEAS and LARRDIS as prior to 2008 there was a common pool
for promotion to the post of Joint Secretaries of LAFEAS and LARRDIS. The rationale
behind this arrangement could have perhaps been the similarity in the general nature of
educational qualifications and capabilities of handling similar work profiles. According to
them, Hon’ble Chairman had approved common seniority of LAFEA and LARRDIS for
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promotion to JS but the same had not been implemented perhaps due to suppression of
facts by the Administration.

4.8.

Personnel Section has commented that ’1957 Rule’ empowers Hon’ble

Chairman to lay down eligibility condition for appointment to various posts and also to
determine mode of their appointment. Prior to 2008, the number of posts of Joint
Secretary was very limited and no post was earmarked for promotion by members of
any service. However, consequent upon implementation of first cadre review report of
IIM, Ahmedabad, 6 posts of Joint Secretary were created, making total number of posts
of Joint Secretary equal to 12 out of which LAFEA which is the main servi ce of the
Secretariat with a sanctioned staff strength of 466 was allocated 7 posts (including 2 to
be filled on deputation basis) while specialized services including LARRDIS were
allocated one post each of Joint Secretary as promotional post. It has been stated that
one post of JS has been allocated to LARRDIS. These allocations have been made in
exercise of powers of Hon’ble Chairman under ‘1957 Rules’. Moreover, as LARRDIS is
similar to other specialized services like VRS, SIS, etc. any change in existi ng position
may invite similar claims from other specialized services. Here, it is pertinent to mention
that IIM, Ahmedabad, in the First Cadre Review Report, while recommending one post
of Joint Secretary to LARRDIS had observed that this recommendation should be
implemented with abundant caution. Structurally, the Parliament Library controlled by
Lok Sabha has the mandate to provide research and referencing services to Members
of Parliament and maintain the library and hence the role of LARRDIS has shr unk.
Though there is enough scope for providing value added service to the Rajya Sabha,
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the Service has not been doing so. Report of IIM, Ahmedabad has given an opinion that
as a pre-requisite to creating the post of JS, the activity basket of the Service has to
undergo change. The members of the Service use the library books mainly for speech
writing and rarely for reference. In their meetings with the external customers it was
evident that LARRDIS in Rajya Sabha was not in their frame of mind as a support
mechanism and even a contributor in the Committee work. These observations of 2007
are still relevant as the Service has not acquitted itself well to deserve vertical mobility
as also horizontal expansion.

4.9.

Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association has represented that

Rajya Sabha Secretariat does not have Recruitment Rules for the posts of Joint
Secretary, Additional Secretary, Secretary and Secretary-General and so no prescribed
criteria or procedure for promotion to these posts. Similar issue has been raised in
representations received from Group ‘A’ officers of LAFEAS.

4.10.

Responding to the issue, Personnel Section has commented that Rajya

Sabha Secretariat has a very small set up with a very few top level posts with the
onerous responsibility of assisting Hon’ble Chairman to run proceedings of the Rajya
Sabha and its Committees smoothly. Though ‘1957 Rules’ regulate appointments to all
posts in the Secretariat, in view of special requirements of the Secretariat which may
vary from time to time, it has been considered prudent not to lay down any rigid
eligibility conditions (there are only six such posts viz., one Secretary-General, one
Secretary, two Additional Secretaries and two Joint Secretaries out of an employee
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strength of 1518 where rigid eligibility conditions have not been laid) so as to give
necessary flexibility to the Hon’ble Chairman to make appointment of the most
appropriate person depending upon the needs of the Secretariat at the time the
appointment is being made. Moreover, as Rules empower Chairman, Rajya Sabha to
prescribe eligibility conditions and he is also Appointing Authority for various posts in the
Secretariat, no useful purpose would be served by prescribing eligibility conditions for
these six posts as Hon’ble Chairman would be competent to change or relax them, if he
so desires.

4.11.

CRC held discussions with Joint Secretaries and Additional Secretary of

LAFEA and other Services, service-wise on 7th October with 5 Joint Secretary and one
Additional Secretary of LAFEAS, on 8 th October with Joint Secretary (LARRDIS) at
12.00 noon, with Joint Secretary (SIS) at 2.30 pm, with Joint Secretary (E&TS) at 3.00
pm and with Joint Secretary (VRS) at 3.30 pm. CRC had earlier discussed with another
Additional Secretary of Rajya Sabha Secretariat before his superannuation. One Joint
Secretary of LAFEAS and JS & FA were not present on the scheduled date of
discussion. CRC also interacted with Secretary later on.

4.12. .

It was informed by the senior officers of LAFEA Service:


That due to shortage of staff, subordinate legislations/ notifications are not
getting examined in depth.



That In 2007, the pyramidal structure got reversed due to implementation
of the Cadre Review Report of IIM, Ahmedabad.
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That Report gave temporary solution, like in situ/ time bound promotion, to
remove stagnation existing at that time but without looking into long-term
solutions.



That In Parliament Security Service, stagnation at Joint Director level has
not been addressed as there being only one post of Director, and that too,
is to be filled by deputation.



That Direct Recruitment at Assistant level has stopped due to merger of
the post with Senior Assistant.



That Welfare unit should be taken out of GA Section and made an
independent Cell and Welfare measures like Gym, Crèche for children of
working women, Common Room for working women, sports activity, food
court for the employees which would provide a facility particularly for
employees, who sit pretty late beyond canteen hours during Parliament
Session, etc. should be taken on priority by such Cell.



That. Recruitment process needs to be expedited as currently there are
more officers at JD/DD level than at Assistant level.

4.13.

Joint Secretaries of 4 other Services mostly focused on their respective

Service requirements which, in any case, have been discussed in respective chapters
relating to different Services incorporating representations from members of the specific
Services. JS (LARRDIS) drew comparison with the counterpart Service in Lok Sabha
Secretariat. He was of the view that Rajya Sabha Media Unit should be supervised by
him. He was all praise for intellectual ability and writing skill of officers of his Service but
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the role, mandate given to LARRDIS in Lok Sabha Secretariat has been denied to them.
He mentioned about a few articles of topical interest, Background papers on
legislations, Rajya Sabha at Work being produced and published by LARRDIS. He
wanted one Department Related Parliamentary Standing Committee to be assigned to
LARRDIS for secretarial assistance. However, on further interaction at higher level and
analysis of the past and present performance of the Service it transpired that the
members of the Service, especially those inducted at Group ‘A’ level are living in a
world of make-believe. They are suffering from narcissism. It is also difficult to ignore
the fact that Parliament House Library and the LARRDIS of the Lok Sabha Secretariat
attached to it, has been providing the required assistance – both to the Lok Sabha and
the Rajya Sabha. Thus, the Committee does not find it justifiable to modify its own
observations made in para 4.8 above in this regard.

4.14.

Joint Secretary (SIS) mentioned that it is difficult to get interpreters. Posts

of interpreters in Marathi and Assamese language have been lying vacant for a pretty
long time. Simultaneous interpreters are available only in our Parliament and they are
also deputed outside for NDC meetings, Governors’ conferences, etc. Unlike in
European countries, there are no university/ Institute in India offering specialized
courses in simultaneous interpretation. Simultaneous interpreters in Parliament are selftrained. They need to be given exposure to training abroad to be familiar with latest
technology in their field. Regional language interpreters are also engaged in translation
of documents and petitions in respective language. Stagnation, especially at Joint
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Director level in the Service has been having a demoralizing effect as there are little
openings beyond JD level.

4.15.

Joint Secretary (E&TS) spoke about extreme shortage of Translators

resulting in officers having to do translation work. Recruitment process being too
lengthy, it takes years to recruit translators. By the time translators are recruited, they
would have joined elsewhere , thus, negating the outcome of lengthy recruitment
process. He suggested campus interview/ walk-in interview or strict calendar of time
bound recruitment. According to him, shortage of staff and stagnation are hampering
the work.

4.16.

Joint Secretary (VRS) explained that as a result of fast tracking

promotions by combining cadres of two distinct posts the Junior Parliamentary
Reporters and Parliamentary Reporters, the Reporters are getting promoted as Joint
Director within a time span of 12 years and thereafter, they are stagnating. Moreover,
due to multiple stage recruitment process, the recruitment has slowed down. Speed of
typing may also be reduced from 160 wpm to 140 wpm with a condition that selected
candidates will need to qualify at typing speed of 160 wpm within a stipulated time
period in order to get increments.

4.17.

In the light of the provisions in ‘1957 Rules’ followed by ‘2009 Order’ and

the representations from members of some Services as also from the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat Employees Association, it is imperative that recruitment rules be made for
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the posts of Secretary, Additional Secretary and Joint Secretary. IIM, Ahmedabad in its
Cadre Review Report in 2007 while recommending creation of one post of Secretary
(Apex Scale) and increase in number of posts at Joint Secretary level and distributing
them to various Services and for deputation had stressed that recruitment rules should
be made for filling these posts. Inspection Report of the Office of the Director General
of Audit, Central Expenditure, New Delhi, on the account of DDO, Rajya Sabha
Secretariat for the year 2013-14, in the part II-B (Para 1) has, inter alia, observed that
Recruitment Rules (RR) have been framed…...for posts below the level of Joint
Secretary. However, for the posts of Joint Secretary and above, no RR have been
framed. Lok Sabha Secretariat has already framed recruitment rules for such posts.

4.18.

Department of Personnel and Training in Part I of its Guidelines on

Framing / Amendment / Relaxation of Recruitment Rules envisage that as soon as a
decision is taken to create a new post / service or to upgrade any post or restructure
any Service, action should be taken immediately to frame Recruitment Rules/ Service
Rules therefor. Recruitment Rules should be framed for all posts which are likely to last
for one year or more. This is applicable to the Administrative Ministr y / Department
concerned in the Government of India. Nevertheless, as in the case of several other
instructions being implemented by Rajya Sabha Secretariat, these guidelines should
also be implemented by framing recruitment rules for the sake of transpare ncy and
judicial scrutiny of all appointments.
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4.19.

In the light of discussions with officers of the level of Joint Secretary and

above in the Secretariat and the comments of Personnel Section, it is noticed that the
issue of recruitment rules has not been pressed. It is clear that while there are no
recruitment rules for these posts, 10 posts of Joint Secretaries to be filled by promotion
of officers of respective Services are being filled in a systematic manner. A person is
appointed as Joint Secretary only if he has 3 years of approved service in the
immediate lower grade of Director and has completed at least 17 years of Group ‘A’
service. The system has been reported to be working well on the basis of established
norms of Rajya Sabha Secretariat. Ho wever, even then, for 10 posts of Joint Secretary,
which are filled in by promotion mode referred to above and which are distributed as
one each for LARRDIS, SIS, VRS, E&TS and 6 posts for LAFEAS (excluding 2 posts of
LAFEAS which are believed to be filled in by deputation mode), the criteria for
promotion being followed in the Secretariat needs to be formalized. It is suggested that
in harmony with recruitment rules for all

Group ‘A’ posts in various Services in Rajya

Sabha Secretariat as also eligibility conditions in Lok Sabha Secretariat, the post of
Joint Secretary in all Services except LAFEAS should have mode of recruitment with a
modification of not combining the experience in the feeder grade and a grade junior to
feeder grade. Thus, the recruitme nt rule for 10 posts of Joint Secretary, referred to
above, suggested is as below:
“100% Promotion. By selection, pursuant to Clause 6 of the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat Recruitment and Conditions of Service Order dated the 25 th August
2009, from the grade of Director with a minimum of 3 years of approved service
in the grade and having completed at least 17 years of Group ‘A’ service.
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Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer belonging to another service in the Secretariat or of a State
Legislature Secretariat or State Higher Judicial Service/Central Group ‘A’ Service
with a minimum of 17 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field.”

4.20.

We do not intend to make any comments on either the recruitment rules or

the process for filling up remaining 6 posts of Secretary-General, Secretary (1),
Additional Secretary (2) and Joint Secretary (2) as the present system appears to be
working well. However, it may be emphasized that the then Chairman, Rajya Sabha in
his minutes dated 19.06.2007 in the notings at page 84/N in Rajya Sabha Secretariat
File No. RS/24/2007-Perl had, inter alia, approved as below:

“…(2) … two posts viz. JS&FA and JS (Personnel, Establishment and Vigilance)
be earmarked for being filled up on deputation by officers belonging to an
organized service of GOI.”

4.21.

There are two posts of Additional Secretary in the Rajya Sabha

Secretariat. The then Chairman, Rajya Sabha in his minutes dated 19.06.2007 referred
to in above para, had, inter alia, approved as below:
“…(4) Posts of AS and above will be selection posts (i.e. not to be treated as
promotion posts); selection to these posts will be as per discretion of the
Chairman….”
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CRC has been informed that presently, a person is appointed as Additional Secretary
only if he has 3 years of approved service in the immediate lower grade of Joint
Secretary and has completed 20 years of Group ‘A’ service. It is suggested that these
posts should be filled by deputation of officers from Government/ State Legislature from
outside the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. However, if at all it is considered by the Chairman
as administratively necessary and expedient in the interest of continuity, not more than
one post should be filled up by selection from amongst officers belonging to LAFEA
Service because this Service has the cadre strength of almost one-third size of the total
cadre strength of all services in Rajya Sabha Secretariat. Moreover, it is observed that
members of LAFEAS serve almost all the Sections whether Council/House related
including various Committees of the House, and thus acquire rich and good experience
of handling matters which help in smooth functioning of the House through Hon’ble
Chairman.

4.22.

Here, it would be relevant to quote the Third Pay Committee:
“There cannot be parity of Services within the Secretariat in determining the
scales of pay and promotional avenues as the nature of job, description of
duties and responsibilities attached to the posts in various Services are quite
different and cannot be compared.”

This Committee does not dare to disagree with the above observations.

4.23.

There are certain Services where functional duties are limited to one

particular aspect like Reporting or Interpreting or Translating or the Private Secretaries
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and Stenographers Service. On the other hand officers from LAFEAS carry out the
mainstream functions of the Secretariat and deal with the management and cross
functional issues of the Lok Sabha Secretariat.

4.24.

It is, therefore, a fact that at the Joint Secretary level, the officer of LAFEA

Service only has the necessary experience in handling different areas in the Secretariat,
as this Service consists of about 40 Sections serving the House, Committees, and deals
with administrative, financial matters. Thus Joint Secretary from LAFEA Service alone
appears to fulfill the requirements for incumbents to be promoted to the next higher
grade of Additional Secretary.

4.25.

CRC has been informed that presently, a person is appointed as

Secretary only if he has completed at least 3 years of service as Additional Secretary
CRC is of the view that the post of Secretary should be filled by deputation only. The
incumbent of the post should have sufficient exposure of not only functioning of
Parliament but Government as a whole too. Only then, the incumbents of the post of
Secretary coupled with Additional Secretaries can play second line of command to
Secretary-General.

4.26.

The post of Secretary-General should be filled by Hon’ble Chairman,

Rajya Sabha as at present from amongst those who have made their mark by long
years of service in the Parliament or State Legislatures or the Civil Service, appointment
being by any of the methods of recruitment viz., promotion or deputation or contract.
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CRC has been informed that the post of Secretary General has always been filled by
distinguished and meritorious Civil Servant with vast exposure in various fields.

4.27.

There is one post of Secretary and two posts of Additional Secretary. As

on 1st January, 2015, the post of Secretary was vacant and the work distribution among
Additional Secretaries was as below:
1.

Additional Secretary (P)
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

2.

Additional Secretary (Q)
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

4.28.

Personnel Section
Estt.(G) Section
Recruitment Cell
RSTV
Committee Section (MPLADS)
Committee Section (S&T)
Committee Section (PPG)
Committee Section (Commerce)

Question Branch
Committee Section (HRD)
Committee Co-ordination Section
Committee Section (Ethics)

Apart from the work units handled by Additional Secretaries, as above, it is

noticed that 23 Group ‘A’ officers report to Additional Secretary(P) and 20 Group ’A’
officers report to Additional Secretary(Q). However, no Joint Secretary reports to
Additional Secretary. Joint Secretaries and Additional Secretaries report directly to
Secretary-General.

4.29.

Secretary-General is getting work directly from 14 officers at JS/ AS level.

Currently, the post of Secretary has been filled up but there is a vacancy at AS level and
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no Joint Secretary/ Additional Secretary reports to Secretary. Thus, span of control at
Secretary-General level is very large. The major load of work is being borne by the
Secretary-General. It would be appropriate if we suggest that the Secretary-General, by
delegating some of his functions to the Secretary, can fruitfully achieve two objectives –
one - optimum use of experience, time and energy of Secretary immediate below; and
second, he may get time to devote his full attention to House related matters and matter
of policy requiring his intervention. Rajya Sabha Secretariat is a very close -knit office
like a family and downward delegation is possible without sacrificing the quality,
efficiency and control mechanism in the discharge of official responsibilities. There does
not appear any justification for an increase in the number of Additional Secretaries or
Joint Secretaries as demanded by some Services of Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

4.30.

At Joint Secretary level, number of work units varies from 3 to 11. Thus

JS(MA) has the highest number of 11 sections under him. Besides, number of Group ‘A’
officers reporting to Joint Secretaries varies from 6 to 35, the highest number of Group
‘A’ officers being under JS (MA). The latter is handling heavy burden of work in terms of
number of units and number of officers reporting to him. With the filling up of vacant
posts of Joint Secretary/ Additional Secretary, work of all JS/AS will be quite
manageable.

4.31. On the basis of the above analysis, number of posts of Secretary, Additional
Secretary and Joint Secretary should remain unchanged. Present System of promotion/
deputation to these top management posts has stood the test of time. CRC will not like
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to make any recommendation for change in established norms for filling up these posts.
However, CRC, as also desired in one of the paras above, would appreciate if the
system being followed by the Secretariat for filling up the posts at Joint Secretary level
is given a formal shape to bring in transparency and legitimacy to the system as such.
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Chapter – 5:

5.1.

Legislative, Financial, Executive and Administrative
Service (LAFEAS)

LAFEA Service consists of officers that support functioning of Rajya

Sabha directly, by processing matters relating to the Rajya Sabha business, i.e.,
Questions, Motions, Resolution, Legislation, etc. It also staffs offices which support
Committee work of the Members of Parliament. In addition, all administrative work
related to the Secretariat, including personnel management, employees’ welfare, and
finance and accounts are handled by this Service. The Service has supervisory control
over subordinate Services like Messengers, Drivers etc.

5.2.

This Service, in a way, can be considered as the backbone of the

Secretariat, providing required direct support to the functioning of the House and
performing the administrative and financial control service. The latter (financial control)
has been added to this Service since in an era of financial accountability, including
handling Committee related expenses – a separate department staffed with adequate
trained people has to be created.

5.3.

The units which fall under LAFEA Service are as follows:
(i)

Sections directly dealing with House -related matters;

(ii)

Committee Sections, Standing Committee Sections and Departmentrelated Standing Committee Sections;

(iii)

Sections providing services to Members of the Rajya Sabha; and

(iv)

Sections providing services to the Secretariat.
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5.4.

There are 24 Department Related Standing Committees (DRSCs) which

cover all the Ministries/Departments of the Government of India. Each DRSC consists of
31 Members – 21 from Lok Sabha and 10 from Rajya Sabha who are nominated by
Speaker, Lok Sabha and Chairman, Rajya Sabha respectively. Of these 24 DRSCs, 8
DRSCs are serviced by Rajya Sabha Secretariat. These are on Commerce; Home
Affairs; Human Resource Development; Industry; Science & Technology, Environment
& Forests; Transport, Tourism & Culture; Personnel, Public Grievances, Law & Justice;
and Health & Family Welfare. Besides these 8 DRS Committees, there are other
Committees, such as, Business Advisory Committee (looked after by Table Office),
Committee of Privileges and Committee on Rules (both serviced by Legislative Section),
House Committee (looked after by the M.A. Section), General Purposes Committee,
Committee on Petitions (both serviced by Committee Section (Petitions)), Committee on
Provisions of Computers to Members of Rajya Sabha (serviced by Notice Office and IT
Sections (Hardware and Software)), Committee on Govt. Assurances; Committee on
Subordinate Legislations; Committee on Public Sector Undertakings; Committee on
MPLADS; Committee on Papers Laid on the Table (COPLOT), etc., and finally, there
are Ad hoc Committees/Select Committees also.

5.5.

There are 08 sanctioned posts of Joint Secretary in LAFEA Service.

These Joint Secretaries are deployed for supervising and monitoring the working of
various Sections/Units, including Committees related Sections and Council related
Sections.
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5.6.

The sanctioned and existing strength of various posts in the LAFEAS

along with Pay Scales, mode of Recruitment are given in the Table 5.1:
Table 5.1
Structure of Legislative, Financial, Executive and Administrative Service
(LAFEAS)
As on 01.01.2015
S.
No.
1.
2.

3.

Name of the Post
and Scale of Pay
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Director (Finance)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Mode of Recruitment &
Eligibility for promotion to the GRADE

Sanctioned
Strength

100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of Joint
Director with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade or 6
years combined service in the grades of Joint Director &
Deputy Director/ Pay & Accounts Officer in accordance w ith
the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretariat or of a State Legislature
Secretariat or State Higher Judicial Service/Central Group
‘A’ Service with a minimum of 14 years experience in a
Group ‘A’ post.
100% Deputation. By Selection from amongst officers
belonging to:-

8

No. of
posts
filled
8

15

14

1

1

(i) All India Services; or
(ii) Central or State Group ‘A’ Services; or
(iii) Central Secretariat Services; or
(iv) Constitutional
Bodies,
Autonomous Organisations; or

Autonomous

Bodies,

(v) Central/State Regulatory Authorities; and
(A) Holding on a regular basis in the parent cadre;


Posts in PB-4 (37400-67000+8700 Grade Pay);
or
Posts in PB-3 (15600-39100+7600 Grade Pay)
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with 5 years regular service in the said grade; or
Posts in PB-3 (15600-39100+7600 Grade Pay)
with 14 years Group ‘A’ service and

(B) possessing at least 5 years experience in the field of
accounts management, account maintenance, expenditure
control, preparation of budget estimates, audit etc.
4.

Joint Director
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.8000

5.

Deputy
Director/
Pay & Accounts
Officer
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.7600

6.

Assistant D irector
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.6600

7.

Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/ Executive
Officer
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.5400

100% Pro motion from the grade of Deputy Director/ Pay &
Accounts Officer with a minimum of 3 years in the grade or
6 years combined service in the grades of Deputy Director/
Pay & Accounts Officer and Assistant Director in
accordance with seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretariat or of a State Legislature or State
Judicial Service or Central Group ‘A’ Service with a
minimum of 11 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the
required field, failing which by direct recruitment.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of Assistant
Director with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade or 6
years combined service in grades of Assistant Director and
Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Officer in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretariat or from the Government or State
Legislature Secretariat with a minimum of 9 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field, failing
which by direct recruitment.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of
Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Officer with a
minimum of 3 years service in the grade or 8 years
combined service as Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/
Executive Officer and Senior Legislative/ Committee/
Protocol/ Executive Assistant..
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Senior
Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant with a
minimum of 5 years service in the grade or 15 years
combined service in the grades of Senior Legislative/
Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant and Legislative/
Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that in the case of existing per sons in the grades
of Senior Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive
Assistant and Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive
Assistant, the combined length of service required for
promotion to the grade of Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/
Executive Officer in the erstwhile grade of Legislative/
Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant and the merged
grade of Senior Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive
Assistant shall be minimum of 7.5 years or 15 years
combined service in the grades of Senior Legislative/
Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant, erstwhile grade
of Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant and

38

34

4

56

56

32
(in situ)
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8.

Senior Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/ Executive
Assistant
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4800

9.

Sr. Clerk
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4200
Jr. Clerk
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs.2400

10.

TOTAL

Senior Clerk.
Note: In case of the existing persons in the grades of Senior
Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant and
Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant, the
combined length of service required for in situ promotion in
the grade of Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive
Officer shall be 11 years in the erstwhile grade of
Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant and
the merged grade of Senior Legislative/ Committee/
Protocol/ Executive Assistant or 22 years in the combined
grades of Senior Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/
Executive Assistant, erstwhile grade of Legislative/
Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Assistant and Senior Cler k.
50% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Senior
Clerk with a minimum of 10 years service in the grade or 15
years combined service in the grades of Senior Clerk and
Junior Clerk in accordance with the seniority in the higher
grade.
50% direct recruitment. By selection by open competitive
examination from amongst the candidates possessing
Bachelor’s Degree in any discipline from the recognized
University.
Desirable: Certificate in Computer course recognized by
AICTE/ DOEACC or course equivalent to ‘O’ level in terms
of syllabus and duration of cour se as prescribed by
DOEACC.
Note: the direct-recruit candidates appointed in the grade
shall continue to remain on probation and will not earn their
increments till such time they qualify in a typing test on
Computer at the speed of 40 words per minute. The
candidates who are unable to qualify in such a typing test
within 5 years from the date of their appointment shall be
discharged from the service of the Secretariat.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of Junior
Clerk with a minimum of 5 years service in the grade.
25% Pro motion. By selection on the basis of competitive
departmental examination open to regular employees in the
Secretariat having a minimum typing speed of 40 words per
minute in English/ Hindi typewriting and qualifications of
Matriculation or equivalent
75% direct recruitment. By selection through open
Competitive Examination from amongst candidates
possessing minimum qualification of Graduation and
minimum typing speed of 40 words per minute.
Preference will be given to per sons having typing speed of
40 w.p.m. both in English and Hindi
(In case of Urdu typist, the candidates should possess
minimum typing speed of 40 w.p.m. in Urdu)
Desirable: Cer tificate in computer course recognized by
AICTE/ DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in terms
of syllabus and duration of cour se as prescribed by
DOEACC.

160

132
(111+
21 in
situ)

124

124

64

30

466

435
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5.7.

In the Cadre Review Report of IIM, Ahmedabad, one significant

recommendation was that Clerks and Typists be taken out from their erstwhile Service
and added to LAFEA Service because in terms of work profile and qualifications, clerks
did not fit in there. Clerks also serve as a feeder cadre to upper level of LAFEA Service
through promotion and departmental tests. The Report proposed to correct another
anomaly by recommending creation of post of Assistant Director in the erstwhile grade
starting at Rs.10000 (presently, Pay Band 3, Grade Pay Rs.6600). It also suggested
introduction of desk officer system in LAFEA Service, being a step towards improving
effectiveness and making the Service officer oriented. Considering the nature of work,
the Report suggested combined cadre strength instead of grade wise strength fixation
by grouping of posts as below:

Existing Designation

Proposed No.

Joint Secretary
Director

Current
Sanctioned (In
Position)
4*
7(7)

Joint Director

8(8)

Combined
Cadre
Strength of 38

Deputy Director

21(21)

Asst. Director

New
level
proposed (0)
46(45)

Legislative/
Executive/
Protocol Officer

Committee/

Senior Legislative/ Executive/ Committee/
Protocol Assistant
Legislative/
Executive/
Committee/
Protocol Assistant
Senior Clerk

87(84)

Junior Clerk

114(91)

7
15

Combined
Cadre
Strength
of
56.
Vacancies at the
level of E.O. has
been proposed to be
filled by promotion
and
direct
recruitment in 75:25
ratio
Combined
Cadre
Strength = 151**

71(71)
82(81)

Combined
Cadre
Strength = 184

Proposed
Recruitment
100% P (Vacancy
Based)
100% P
(Time
Bound)
100% P (Vacancy
Based)
100% P
(Time
Bound)
75% DE
25% DR

100% P
Bound)
60% DE
40% DR
100% P
Bound)
25% DE

(Time

(Time
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75% DR
Total
440(412)
451
(Abbreviations – P (Promotion); DE (Departmental Examination); DR (Direct Recruitment)
* Considering all 4 JS belongs to LAFEA Service.
** Introduction of Desk Officer System suggested, being more officer and technology oriented in the Secretariat.

5.8.

It was recommended that minimum eligible time in the lower grade be

retained as earlier, except for promotion from EO to Assistant Director, to be fixed at 3
years and AD to DD (selection) also at 3 years as AD.

5.9.

SIU, in its Report in 2010, made assessment relating to various posts

belonging to LAFEA Service, except Joint Secretaries, Section-wise (in all, 48 Sections)
as under:5.9.1.

Office of the Chairman:

S.No.
1.

Name of the Post
Deputy Director (LARRDIS)

In Position
1

Assessed Strength
1*

2.
3.
4.

Assistant D irector (LARRDIS)
Research Assistant
Steno/ PA/ DD(PSS)

1 Steno + 3 PAs + 1
DD(PSS)

1*
1*
1 Steno + 3 PAs + 1
DD(PSS)

5..

Sr. Clerk

1

1

6.

Xerox Operator

1

1

7.

Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Gr.)

5

5

8.

Despatch R ider

1

1

9.

Bearer

3

3

17

19

Total
* Posts assessed in LARRDI Service

Remarks
As per functional
requirement
-do-doNot studied. The
deployed strength has
been taken as
assessed strength.
Five Posts assessed in
PSS Service
Not studied. The
deployed strength has
been taken as
assessed strength in
LAFEA Service.
1 Post assessed in P &
P Service
5 Posts assessed in D
& DR Service
1 Post assessed in D &
DR Service
3 Posts assessed in
Messenger Service
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5.9.2.

S.No.
1.

Office of the Deputy Chairman:

Name of the Post
Sr. Executive Assistant

In Position
1

Assessed Strength
1

2.
3.

Executive Assistant
P.A.

2
1

2
1

4.

Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Gr.)

2

2

5.

Senior Clerk/ Junior Clerk
Total

1
07

1
07

5.9.3.

S.No.
1.

Office of the Secretary General:

Name of the Post
Steno/ PS/ Sr. P.S.

In Position
1 Sr. PS + 1 PS + 2
Stenos

Assessed Strength
1 Sr. PS + 1 PS + 2
Stenos

2.

Sr. Clerk

1

1

3.

Dispatch Rider

1

1

4.

Resograph Operator/ Reprograph
Operator/ Xerox Operator
Staff Car Driver

1

1

2

2

09

09

In Position
1
2
4

Assessed Strength
1
2
5

4
11

5
13

5.

Total

5.9.4.

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remarks
Not studied. The
deployed strength has
been taken as
assessed strength in
LAFEA Service.
-do1 Post assessed in
PSS Service
2 Posts assessed in D
& DR Service
In LAFEA Service

Remarks
Not studied. The
deployed strength has
been taken as
assessed strength in
PSS Service.
Not studied. The
deployed strength has
been taken as
assessed strength in
LAFEA Service.
1 Post assessed in D &
DR Service
1 Post assessed in P &
P Services
2 Posts assessed in D
& DR Service

Personnel Section:

Name of the Post
Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
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5.9.5.

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establishment (General) Section:

Name of the Post
Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total

5.9.6.

S.No.
1.

In Position
2
2
7

Assessed Strength
2
2
7

5
16

5
16

General Administration Section (Including Welfare Unit):

Name of the Post
Director (Welfare)

In Position
1@

Assessed Strength
$

2@
3
4

2
2
5

4
14

4
13

In Position
1

Assessed Strength
$

1
2
7

1
2
8

7
18

7
18

2.
3.
4.

Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
5.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officers having additional charge.

5.9.7.
S.No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Remarks
$ Can be looked after
by one of the D irectors
assessed w ith
additional charge.

Establishment (Accounts):
Name of the Post
Director

Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total

Remarks
$ Can be looked after
by one of the D irectors
assessed w ith
additional charge.
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5.9.8.
S.No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Budget & Finance Section:
Name of the Post
Director)

2.
3.
4.

2.
3.
4.

Name of the Post
Joint Director / P&AO
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total

2.

1
1

01

1
04

In Position
#

Assessed Strength
#

1
5

1
5

2
08

3
09

In Position
1#

Assessed Strength
1#

2
9

2
8

2
14

3
14

In Position
1@

Assessed Strength
1*

1@

1*

Remarks
# Common for
P&AO(Audit &
Accounts)

P&AO(Audit):
Name of the Post
Joint Director / P&AO
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total

5.9.11.
S.No.
1.

1
-

Remarks
* Brought from Estt.
(Accounts) and can be
given additional
charge.

P&AO (Accounts) Section:

5.9.10.
S.No.
1.

Assessed Strength
1*

Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total

5.9.9.
S.No.
1.

In Position
-

Remarks
# Common for
P&AO(Accts)

Stores Section:
Name of the Post
Director
Joint Director/ Deputy Director

Remarks
* Cushion available
and can be assigned
additional charge.
* Cushion available
and can be assigned
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additional charge.
3.
4.

Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
5.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officer having additional Charge.

5.9.12.

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1
4

1
4

3
10

3
10

In Position
2@

Assessed Strength
1*

2
4

2
4

08
07

11
08

06

06

29

32

In Position
-

Assessed Strength
$

1
2
3

1
1
4*

1
1
08

1
07

In Position
2@

Assessed Strength
1$

Distribution Section:

Name of the Post
Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Resograph Operator/ Reprograph
Operator/ Xerox Operator
Despatch R ider

Total
@ Officer having addl. Charge.

5.9.13.
S.No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5.9.14.
S.No.
1.

Remarks
* Cushion available
and can be assigned
additional charge.

8 posts assessed in
P&P Service.
6 posts assessed in
D&D Service.

Sales & Archives Section:
Name of the Post
Director

Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Stenographer
Total

Remarks
$ Can be looked after
by any of the Director
assessed w ith
additional charge.

*Including one post for
North Avenue Office

O&M Section:
Name of the Post
Joint Director / Deputy Director

Remarks
$ The incumbent will
also be assigned
Director additional
responsibility of other
Sections as per
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requirements of Rajya
Sabha Secretariat
2.
3.

Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
4.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officers having addl. Charge.

5.9.15.
S.No.
1.

Name of the Post
Director

Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
5.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officers having addl. Charge.

5.9.16.

Name of the Post
Director

Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
5.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officers having addl. Charge.

5.9.17.

2.

1
05

1
04

In Position
-

Assessed Strength
$

2@
1
2

1
1
2

1
06

1
05

Remarks
$ Can be looked after
by any of the Director
assessed w ith
additional charge.

IT Section (Hardware & Software):

2.
3.
4.

S.No.
1.

1
1

Training Cell:

2.
3.
4.

S.No.
1.

1
1

In Position
1@

Assessed Strength
$

1@
2
4

1
2
4

3
11

4
11

In Position
1@

Assessed Strength
1*

1

1

Remarks
$ Can be looked after
by any of the Director
assessed w ith
additional charge.

RTI Section:
Name of the Post
Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer

Remarks
* Cushion available
and can be assigned
additional charge.
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3.

Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
4.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officers having addl. Charge

5.9.18.

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of the Post
Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total

1
04

1
04

In Position
2
1
2

Assessed Strength
1
1
2

1
6

1
5

Conference & Protocol Section:

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of the Post
Director
Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
5.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officer having addl. Charge.

5.9.20.

2.
3.
4.

1

Joint Recruitment Cell/ Recruitment Cell:

5.9.19.

S.No.
1.

1

In Position
1@
1
1
1

Assessed Strength
1
1
2

1
5

1
5

In Position
1@

Assessed Strength
1*

1
2
3

1
2
3

4
11

5
12

MA Section:
Name of the Post
Director

Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
5.
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total
@ Officers having addl. Charge

Remarks
* Cushion available
and can be assigned
additional charge.
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5.9.21.

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

MS&A Section:

Name of the Post
Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Total

5.9.22.
S.No.
1.

In Position
2
2
10

Assessed Strength
2
2
11

5
19

6
21

In Position
2

Assessed Strength
1

Steno Pool:
Name of the Post
JD / DD (PSS)

2.
3.

Sr. P.S.
P.S.

2
1

1

4.

P.A.

5

4

5.

Steno

3

2

6.
7.

Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk
Xerox Operator

2
2

1
1

17

10

Total

5.9.23.

Council/House related Sections:

(a)

Table Office:

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name of the Post
Director
Joint Director/ Deputy Director

In Position
1@
1@

Assessed Strength
1
1

Legislative Officer
1
Sr. Assistant
3
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
3
Jr. Clerk
1
Total
10
@ The 0fficers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections

Remarks
1 post assessed in
PSS Service.
1 post (English)
assessed in PSS
Service.
4 posts (2 Hindi)
assessed in PSS
Service.
2 posts ( one H indi)
assessed in PSS
Service.
1 post assessed in
PSS Service.

Remarks
Will also supervise the
work of Notice
Office.and Lobby
Office

1
3
4
10
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(b)
S.No.
1.

Notice Office:
Name of the Post
Director

In Position
#

Assessed Strength
*

2.

Joint Director/ Deputy Director

#

*

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Executive Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk

1
2
1
3
1
8

1
3

In Position
#

Assessed Strength
*

#

*

1
3
1
1
1
7

1
3

In Position
1@
1@

Assessed Strength
1
1

1
2
2
3

1
4

Total

Remarks
*The work of Notice
Office will be
supervised by the
Director assessed in
Table Office.
*JD/ DD assessed in
Table Office will also
supervise the work of
Notice Office.

4
8

# Common for Table Office

(c)
S.No.
1.

2.

Lobby Office:
Name of the Post
Director

Joint Director/ Deputy Director

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Assistant D irector/ Executive Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total
# Common for Table Office

(d)
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remarks
*The work of Lobby
Office will be
supervised by the
Director assessed in
Table Office.
*JD/ DD assessed in
Table Office will also
supervise the work of
Lobby Office.

3
7

Legislative Section:
Name of the Post
Director
Joint Director/ Deputy Director
Legislative Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk

3

Remarks
Director and JD/ Dy.
Director will also
supervise the work of
Bill Office.

Out of the 3 Sr. Clerk,
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one is assessed for
Publications Counter.
Total
10
@ The 0fficers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections

(e)
S.No.
1.
2.

10

Bill Office:
Name of the Post
Director
Joint Director/ Deputy Director

In Position
#
#

Assessed Strength
*
*

1
1
1
2
5

1
3

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Assistant D irector/ Committee Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total
# Common for Legislative Section

(f)

Remarks
*Work of this Office will
be supervised by the
Director & JD/ DD
assessed in Legislative
Section..

2
6

Question Branch:

S.
No.

Name
of the
Group

1.

Group
I
Group
II
Group
III
Group
IV
Group
V
Total

2.
3.
4.
5.

5.9.24(a)(i).
S.No.
1.
2.

In Position
EO/
DD
AD

Sr.
Clerk/
Clerk

Asstt/
Sr.
Asstt.

2

3

1

2

3

2

Assessed Strength
Asstt/
EO/ DD/ Dir.
Sr.
AD
JD
Asstt.

JD

Dir.

Total

Sr.
Clerk/
Clerk

1

-

1

8

2

3

1

1

-

1

1

8

2

3

1

3

1

1

1

-

8

2

3

1

2

3

1

1

-

-

7

2

3

1

2

3

1

1

1

1

9

2

3

1

10

15

5

4

3

3

40

10

15

5

Total

5

2

37

5

2

37

Committee Section (Subordinate Legislation):

Name of the Post
Joint Director
Deputy Director

In Position
1
1

Assessed
Strength
#
-

Remarks
# Assessed commonly
( 2 posts of Director and 6 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed for all House
related Committees for supervision
purposes).
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3.

Asstt. Director

1

2

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Research Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total

1
2
2
2
10

3

5.9.24(a)(ii).
S.No.

CO – 1
AD – 1
RO assessed in the LARRDIS

4
9

Committee Section (Petitions):

Name of the Post

In Position

1.
2.

Joint Director
Deputy Director

1
1

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Asstt. Director
Committee Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total

1
1
2
1
7

Assessed
Strength
#
-

Remarks
# Assessed commonly
( 2 posts of Director and 6 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed for all House
related Committees for supervision
purposes).

1
2
1
4

5.9.24(a)(iii). Committee Section (Government Assurances):
S.No.

Name of the Post

In Position

1.
2.

Director
Joint Director

1
1

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Committee Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total

1
3
1
4
11

Assessed
Strength
#

Remarks
# Assessed commonly
( 2 posts of Director and 6 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed for all House
related Committees for supervision
purposes).

1
3
3
7

5.9.24(a)(iv). Committee Section (COPLOT):
S.No.
1.
2.

Name of the Post
Director
Joint Director

In Position
1
1

Assessed
Strength
#
#

Remarks
# Assessed commonly
( 2 posts of Director and 6 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed for all House
related Committees for supervision
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purposes).
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Committee Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total

5.9.24(a)(v).
S.No.

1
1
1
1
1
7

1
2
1
4

Committee Section (Ethics):

Name of the Post

1.
2.

Director
Joint Director

1
1

Assessed
Strength
#
#

3.
4.
5.

Committee Officer
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Total

1
1
4

1
1
1
3

5.9.24(b)(i).
S.No.

In Position

In Position

Assessed
Strength
#

1.
2.

Jt. Director
Dy. Director

1
1

3.
4.
5.
6.

Asstt. Director
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Jr. Clerk
Total

1
1
1
5

1
1

In Position

Assessed
Strength
-

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

# Assessed commonly
( 2 posts of Director and 6 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed for all House
related Committees for supervision
purposes).

Committee Section (MPLADS):

Name of the Post

5.9.24(b)(ii).

Remarks

Remarks
# Assessed commonly
( 2 posts of Director and 6 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed for all House
related Committees for supervision
purposes).

1
3

Section JPC on Wakf:

Name of the Post
Director
Dy.Director
Asstt. Director
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
6

-

Remarks
Committee has already completed its
mandate. Further continuation is
uncertain. Therefore, no staff
assessment has been made.
After submission of its final repor t, no
work is being done in the Section.

-
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5.9.24(b)(iii). Co-ordination Section:
S.No.

Name of the Post

In Position

1.
2.

Director
Joint Director

1
1

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Committee Officer
Sr. Assistant
Assistant
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total

1
2
1
1
7

5.9.25.

S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Assessed
Strength
#
#

Remarks
# Assessed commonly
( 2 posts of Director and 6 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed for all House
related Committees for supervision
purposes).

1
3
2
6

Department Related Committees Sections (consolidated picture):

Names of
the
Committee
Sections
Commerce
Home Affairs
H&FW
T&T
Industry
HRD
S&T
PPG
Total

Sr. Clerk/ Jr.
Clerk
WS
AS
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
23
24

Asstt./ Sr.
Asstt.
WS
AS
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
21
16

Assessed Staff Strength
AD/ CO
DD
JD
WS
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
9

AS
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8

WS
1
1
1
1
1
1
6

WS
-1
1
1
1
1
1
5

DD/
JD
AS
1
1
1
1
4

Director
WS
1
1
1
1
1
5

AS
1
1

WS – Working Strength
AS – Assessed Strength
@ The officers deployed under working strength have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.
Note: The assessment at the level of Deputy Director/ Joint Director/ Director for supervision purposes have been made for
Department Related Committee Sections, based on their annual workload. It is suggested that during the Session/peak work
period, additional functional/ positional requirement of manpower at this level may be met by redeploy ment of LAFEA Service
working in other Sections.

Committee-wise picture is as below:
5.9.25.1.
S.No.
1.
2.

Committee Section (Commerce):
Name of the Post

Director
Deputy Director

In Position
1#
1#

Assessed
Strength
@
@

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
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Committees.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Committee Officer
1
1
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.
3
2
Sr. Clerk
1
3
Jr. Clerk
2
Total
9
6
# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.9.25.2.
S.No.
1.
2.

Committee Section (Home Affairs):
Name of the Post

Director
Deputy Director

In Position
1#
1#

Assessed
Strength
@
@

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
Committees.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Committee Officer
1
1
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.
3
2
Sr. Clerk
1
3
Jr. Clerk
2
Total
9
6
# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.9.25.3.
S.No.
1.
2.

Committee Section (HRD):
Name of the Post

Director
Joint Director

In Position
1#
1#

Assessed
Strength
@
@

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
Committees.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Committee Officer
1
1
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.
2
2
Sr. Clerk
3
Jr. Clerk
3
Total
8
6
# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.9.25.4.
S.No.

Committee Section (Industry):

1.
2.

Director
Joint Director

1#
1#

Assessed
Strength
@
@

3.

Committee Officer/ Asstt.
Director
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.

2

1

2

2

4.

Name of the Post

In Position

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
Committees.
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5.
6.

Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk

1
3
2
Total
9
6
# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.9.25.5.
S.No.
1.
2.

Committee Section (S&T):
Name of the Post

Director
Deputy Director

In Position
1#
1#

Assessed
Strength
@
@

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
Committees.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Committee Officer
1
1
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.
2
2
Sr. Clerk
1
3
Jr. Clerk
1
Total
7
6
# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.9.25.6.
S.No.
1.
2.

Committee Section (T&T):
Name of the Post

Director
Deputy Director

In Position
1#
1#

Assessed
Strength
@
@

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
Committees.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Committee Officer
1
1
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.
3
2
Sr. Clerk
3
3
Jr. Clerk
Total
9
6
# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.9.25.7.
S.No.

Committee Section (Health & Family Welfare):
Name of the Post

In Position

1.
2.

Director
Deputy Director

1#
1#

3.
4.
5.
6.

Committee Officer
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.
Sr. Clerk
Jr. Clerk
Total

1
3
3
8

Assessed
Strength
@
@

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
Committees.

1
2
3
6
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# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.9.25.8.
S.No.
1.
2.

Committee Section (PPG):
Name of the Post

Director
Deputy Director

In Position
1#
1#

Assessed
Strength
@
@

Remarks
@ 2 posts of Director and 4 posts of JD/
DD have been assessed exclusively for
supervision of work of all Deptt. related
Committees.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Committee Officer
1
1
Sr. Assistant/ Asstt.
3
2
Sr. Clerk
1
3
Jr. Clerk
2
Total
9
6
# Officers deployed have also got additional charge of other Sections/ Sections.

5.10.

Thus, aggregating the sanctioned strength, working strength and strength

as assessed by SIU as above (including LR (Leave Reserve) wherever considered
desirable), the consolidated position is as below:
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Name of the Post and
Scale of Pay
Joint Secretary
Director
Director (Finance)
Joint Director
Deputy Director
Assistant D irector
EO
Senior Leg./ Com./ Pro./
Exe. Asstt.
Leg./ Com./ Pro./ Exe.
Asstt.
Senior Clerk
Junior Clerk
Total

Sanctioned Strength

Working
Strength
8
14

Assessed Strength

35

33

56

57

53

155

141

144 + 7 LR = 151

188

146

162 + 8 LR = 170

461

401

414 +15 LR = 429

8
15
1
38

8 (Not Studied
14
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A.

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service/ Comments of Personnel Section:

5.11. The representations from the members of the Service have been grouped in 3
parts as below:
i.

In the first part, three individual representations and one representation by a
group of 14 employees have been received from the members of the Service
representing

Junior/Senior

Clerks.

Thus,

17

representationists

have

submitted their demands (Annexure A-5.1).
ii.

Second part represents the group of Executive Assistants/Senior Executive
Assistants.

Here,

one

representation

has

been

submitted

by

30

representationists separately. Another representation has been signed by a
single representationist. One representation has been signed collectively by
21 representationists. Two representations have been signed by a group of
17 employees and yet another representation has been signed by another
group of 10 representationists collectively. Thus, 35 representations have
been received in 6 groups signed by 79 representationists (Annexure A-5.2).
iii.

Finally, the third part represents the members of LAFEA Service Group ‘A’
officers. Here, five representations have been received by the Committee.
One representation has been signed by 4 representationists separately.
Another representation has been signed by 25 representationists separately.
Third representation has been signed by 23 representationists separately.
Fourth representation has been signed by 33 representationists separately.
Fifth representation has been signed by 12 representationists separately.
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Thus, 97 representationists have submitted 5 representations (Annexure A5.3).
Several issues have been raised by the members of the Service.
Personnel Section has also provided comments on the issues. These are as below
(copies of representations and comments of Personnel Section have been placed
collectively at Annexures A-5.1 to A-5.3 and B-5.1 to B-5.3 respectively in separate
folders marked as A (for representations) and B (for comments thereon).:

5.11.1.

Junior Clerks/ Senior Clerks Group of LAFEA Service

5.11.1.1.

Consequent to the merger of grades of Executive Assistant and Senior

Executive Assistant , the feeder grade of Senior Clerk has been adversely affected both
monetarily and promotion wise on the following counts:i.

Loss of higher post of Executive Assistant;

ii.

Loss of Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/- and one increment;

iii.

Lesser number of vacancies for promotion due to Change in quota from 66.66%
to 50% for Sr. Clerks;

iv.

Loss of pay in deemed pay fixation benefits after 7 th Central Pay Commission.
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Request for:
a.

Exemption of all existing Junior/ Senior Clerks in the grade as on 26.9.2012 as

has been done for PSSS and LARRDIS (i.e. issue relating to the concept of missing
grade policy)
b.

Keeping the length of service intact for the feeder grade as it was prior to the

merger, i.e., 5 years in the grade of Senior Clerk and 10 years combined grades of
Junior and Senior Clerk for promotion to the grade of Senior Assistant
c.

To increase the ratio of promotion from 50% to 75% for the grade of Senior

Clerk.
Comments:
Prior to the merger, a Senior Clerk required 5 years for promotion as
Executive Assistant provided a vacancy in the grade was available for promotion and a
further 5 years for time bound promotion as Senior Executive Assistant, i.e. a minimum
of 10 years in all. Consequent to the merger, the condition of 10 years of service in the
grade of Senior Clerk for promotion as Senior Executive Assistant remains the same.
The Senior Clerks therefore would be promoted as Senior Executive Assistants in the
same length of time as they would have been prior to the merger. Further, after merger,
a Senior Clerk would be directly eligible for in situ promotion for the grade of Senior
Executive Assistant and to higher grades. As such, in long run even Senior Clerks
benefit from the merger. Annexure-I (enclosed by the Personnel Section along with their
comments – not reproduced here but can be seen in Folder B containing Annexures
relating to comments of Personnel Section) shows a benefit of 1-2 years for Senior
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Clerk in reaching the grade of Senior Executive Assistant after merger of Executive
Assistant with Senior Executive Assistant.
Prior to the merger, Direct Recruitment quota was 33.33% of combined
cadre strength of Assistant and Senior Assistant. Quota was enhanced to 50% of the
vacancies of the vacancies in the grade of Senior Executive Assistant in order to
increase the functional efficiency of the Service and attract the best available talent from
the market. For Rajya Sabha Secretariat employees, there is no age bar in appearing in
the direct recruitment examinations conducted by the Secretariat and hence deserving
promotee officers can appear in the Open examination as well.

5.11.1.2.

Grade Pay of Junior Clerk should be increased to Rs. 2800 to match with

the LDCs of Courts.
Comments:
The Grade Pay of different posts is based on report of Sixth Central Pay
Commission and Fourth Parliamentary Pay Committee.

5.11.1.3.

Designation of Junior Clerk and Senior Clerk should be changed as Junior

Assistant and Assistant respectively, since post of Assistant does not exist in the
hierarchy.
Comments:
An Assistant in the Secretariat as per 1957 Rules is equivalent with Assistant
in the Central Secretariat. Keeping this rule position in view, a decision may be taken.
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5.11.1.4.

Departmental examination should also be conducted for Security Assistant

Gr-II in Parliament Security Service and for Stenographers in PSS Service.

5.11.1.5.

Departmental examinations should be conducted for the post of Senior

Executive Assistant since Attendants of the Secretariat are being provided opportunity
to become Junior Clerks through Departmental examination.
Comments:
For Rajya Sabha Secretariat employees, there is no age bar in appearing
in the direct recruitment examinations conducted by the Secretariat and deserving
promotee candidates can compete with others in Open examination. Cadre Review
Committee may, however, consider the matter on merit.
A Writ Petition No. 9260 of 2014 has been filed in the Delhi High Court on
the issue of the promotional prospects of Senior Clerks being adversely affected by the
merger and the matter is sub-judice.

5.11.1.6.

The Recruitment and Conditions of Service (R&CS) Order in respect of

recruitment of Junior Clerk prescribes 25 percent for Departmental Candidates and 75
per cent for Direct Recruitment (DR). But educational qualification for Departmental
Candidates is Matriculation whereas for DRs, it is Graduation. Low educational
qualification for departmental candidates is the primary reason for deterioration in the
quality of some of the Senior/ Junior Clerks. Directly Recruited Sr./Jr. Clerks are the
most affected from this situation. (This point was also raised by Sr. Clerks through a
separate representation made at the time of oral evidence).
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Comments:
The existing position has been correctly stated. Cadre Review Committee
may consider on merit.

5.11.1.7.

Recruitment Rules in respect of Direct Recruitment of Jr. Clerk and Sr.

Executive Assistant are same. After being promoted to Senior Clerk, 13.5 years of
Service is required for in situ promotion to Senior Executive Assistant which is very
frustrating and this is casting demoralizing effects on the grade of DR Sr./Jr. Clerks.
(This point was also agitated by Sr. Clerks through a representation given at the time
oral evidence).
Comments:
Comments of this Section on the merger of the grade of Assistant/ Senior
Assistant as forwarded vide note dated 18.02.2015 in response to earlier representation
stand.

5.11.1.8.

Request for:

a) Abolition of Direct Recruitment to the grade of Junior Clerk and addition of the
combined existing strength of the grade of Junior/ Senior Clerk (by gradually
upgrading them) to the grade of Senior Executive Assistant. (This point was also
agitated through a separate representation made by Sr. Clerks at the time oral
hearing on 10th July, 15).
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b) Provision of a mandatory Qualifying/ Screening Examination (which may be
held half yearly or annually) for Sr./Jr. Clerks for promotion/upgradation to the
grade of Senior Executive Assistant for ensuring quality at this level.
c) Similar provision of Qualifying/ Screening Examination for the grade of Sr.
Executive Assistant for promotion to the grade of Executive Officer.
d) Assured Career Progression Scheme or other similar Scheme for those Sr.
Clerks/ Sr. Executive Assistant who are not able to clear the Qualifying/
Screening Examination.
Comments:
As regards point a), a Junior Clerk mainly performs diary/ typing duties
while a Senior Clerk puts up noting/ handles work of more complex nature. The
functional requirement changes at the level of Assistant who initiates noting/ drafting
and handles complex matters including policy decisions. As holders of the two posts
perform different functions, it may not be advisable to abolish either of them. Further, as
regards parts b) to c), Cadre Review Committee may consider on merit.

5.11.1.9.

In the meantime, till such arrangement is made, following requests have

also been made:
e) In situ promotion to the grade of Senior Assistant after 11 years of service in
the grade of Senior Clerk, similar to the erstwhile grade of Assistant and the
merged grade of Senior Assistant.
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f) Reduction of length of service required for promotion as Senior Assistant from
the grade of Senior Clerk to 7.5 years or 12.5 years from the grade of Junior
Clerk.
Comments:
As stated in comments at Point 5.1.8 above. It is however stated that an
administrative decision taken in a peculiar situation should not become norm and
sufficient length of service should be prescribed for in situ promotion to avoid
deterioration of quality in performance.

5.11.1.10.

The designation of these non-gazetted grades of LAFEA Service, Junior

Clerk, Senior Clerk and Senior Assistant ma y be re-designated as Junior Parliamentary
Assistant, Parliamentary Assistant and Senior Parliamentary Assistant.
Comments:
Cadre Review Committee may consider on merit.

5.11.2.

Executive Assistant/ Senior Executive Assistants of LAFEA Service

5.11.2.1.

Giving opportunities to Assistants of the Secretariat to re-exercise their

option of pay-fixation in the pre-revised scale of 7450-11500 as done in the CSS.
Comments:
Matter has been referred to the Lok Sabha Secretariat for its views since
the Parliamentary Pay Committee is common for both the Secretariats.
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5.11.2.2.

Consequent to the merger of grades of Assistant and Senior Assistant, the

existing Senior Assistants of LAFEA Service have been prescribed 11years of service
for becoming eligible for being considered for promotion to the next higher grade of
Executive Officer on in situ basis or 22 years of service from the grade of Senior Clerk
to that of Executive Officer. However, the same Order envisages 8.5 years of service for
those candidates who join the Secretariat as direct recruits in the grade of Senior
Assistant. Therefore, the serving employees of this Secretariat are made to suffer a
deferred applicability of in situ promotion while full benefit has been granted to new
recruits even before their joining.
Comments:
Prior to the merger, grades of Assistant and Senior Assistant were
combined grades and five years of service in the grade of Assistant was needed for
promotion as Senior Assistant. A Senior Assistant after 8.5 years of service in that
grade was eligible for in situ promotion to next higher grade of Executive Officer. In
other words, an Assistant took 5+8.5=13.5 years for being eligible for in situ promotion
as Executive Officer. On merger of grades of Assistant and Senior Assistant, it was felt
appropriate that entire service of existing Assistants should not be equated as service in
the grade of Senior Assistant and their in situ promotion as Executive Officer after 8.5
years of service would give them undue, unintended and excessive benefit which may
compromise with the efficiency of service. As such, for them 11 years combined service
as Assistant/ Senior Assistant was prescribed.
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5.11.2.3.

In GOI, the maximum length of service an employee is required to serve in

a particular pay scale is 10 years. In this Secretariat, this required length was reduced
to 8.5 years by introduction of in situ promotion and Assured Financial Upgradation
Scheme. Now, the requirement of 11 years of service for Senior Assistant and 22 years
for Sr. Clerk to become eligible for being considered for promotion as Executive Officer
on in situ basis is quite harsh and needs to be rectified. There is a precedent in the
Secretariat when two posts in the Verbatim Reporting Service were merged and the
merged grade was given complete benefit of such merger for promotion to the next
higher grade.
Comments:
Reasons for keeping 11 years of service for existing Assistants has been
explained above. As regards Senior Clerk, prior to merger, he took minimum 22 years
(8.5 years as Sr. Clerk and 5 years as Executive Assistant and 8.5 years as Senior
Assistant = 22 years) for being eligible for in situ promotion as Executive Officer though
earlier for in situ promotion length of service from Senior Clerk was not prescribed as
the grade was more than 2 stages below the grade of Executive Officer. As such no
change in length of service from the grade of Sr. Clerk has been made. As regards
precedent, a bad precedent need not be followed, particularly as in LAFEA Service, it
would have compromised with the efficiency of the Service.

5.11.2.4.

Recruitment Rules applicable to all the Services of the Secretariat were

made uniform across all equivalent grades in the Secretariat as per R&CS Order dated
25.08.09 and 30.09.10. However, with the issuance of R&CS Order dated 11.03.2013
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(exempting PSSS and LARRDI Services) concept of uniformity has been dissipated. For
example, officials of PSSS and LARRDI Services in Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 and 4800
respectively become eligible for in situ promotion to the next higher pay scale (GP 5400)
after 8.5 years whereas Senior Assistants require 11 years of service. Senior Clerks
have to spend 22 years of service, from GP of 4200 for promotion to G.P. of 5400
whereas their counterparts in PSSS and LARRDIS require only 13.5 years.
Comments:
The position as existing in respect of PSSS & LARRDIS at the time in situ
scheme was introduced has been maintained particularly as nature of duties between
various grades of these Services do not differ significantly. In LAFEA which is the main
Service of the Secretariat, merger of the grades of Assistant and Senior Assistant was
done after introduction of the scheme of in situ promotion. Maintenance of efficiency in
this Service apart from avoiding undue and unintended benefit to existing Assistants
were the main reason for prescribing the length of 11 years service for existing
Assistants.

5.11.3.

Group ‘A’ Service members of LAFEA Service

5.11.3.1.

Recruitment Rules may be framed for the post of Joint Secretary and

above.
Comments:
The Rajya Sabha Secretariat has a very small set up with a very few top
level posts with the onerous responsibility of assisting Hon’ble Chairman to run
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proceedings of the Rajya Sabha and its Committees smoothly. Though 1957 Rules
regulate appointments to all posts in the Secretariat, in view of special requirements of
the Secretariat which may vary from time to time, it has been considered prudent not to
lay down any rigid eligibility conditions for appointment to a fe w top level posts in the
Secretariat (there are only six such posts viz., one Secretary-General, one Secretary,
two Additional Secretaries and two Joint Secretaries out of an employee strength of
1518 where rigid eligibility conditions have not been laid) so as to keep necessary
flexibility with the Hon’ble Chairman to make appointment of the most appropriate
person depending upon the needs of the Secretariat at the time the appointment is
being made. Moreover, as Rules empower Chairman, Rajya Sabha to prescribe
eligibility conditions and he is also Appointing Authority for various posts in the
Secretariat, no useful purpose would be served by prescribing eligibility conditions for
these six posts as Hon’ble Chairman would be competent to change or relax them, if he
so desires.

5.11.3.2.

The TSP (Time Scale Promotion) Scheme of Lok Sabha Secretariat which

operates up to Additional Secretary level may be considered in this Secretariat with
adaptations if any deemed appropriate, since the in-situ scheme and time-bound
promotion schemes in this Secretariat operate only up to the level of Joint Director.
Comments:
The Secretariat as a policy, has sought to ensure that every employee
gets at least four promotions in his career. Accordingly, the in situ promotion schem e
has been introduced till the grade of Joint Director as a person joining the Secretariat at
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the highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade would be ensured of
getting at least 4 promotions up till the grade of Joint Director. The Secretariat also has
combined cadres in some scales and an Assured Financial Upgradation Scheme. Lok
Sabha Secretariat in place of all these schemes has only one scheme viz., TSP and
hence there is no comparison. Cadre Review Committee may, however, consider on
merit.

5.11.3.3.

Creation of at least 33 posts of Executive Officer and creation of new

sections.
Creation of 15-20 posts at the level of Joint Director and Deputy Director.
Creation of 6 posts of Joint Secretary.
Comments:
A chart showing the sanctioned strength of various grades of LAFEA
Service, prior to the Cadre Review of 2007, post the Cadre Review and the SIU
recommendations on the sanctioned strength of LAFEA Service is placed at Annexure-I
(not reproduced here but can be seen in Folder B (Annexures containing the comments
of Personnel Section). The requirement for creation of new posts has been calculated
on the basis of the proposal for bifurcation of existing Sections. Creation of new
sections does not come under the Terms of Reference of the Cadre Review Committee.
More than 20-25 Sections have been proposed to be bifurcated or
trifurcated to create ne w Sections. However, the SIU in its work study of various
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sections of the Secretariat did not find sufficient increase in workload to necessitate the
bifurcation of these Sections.

5.11.3.4.

Scheme of fast track promotions up to the level of Joint Director through a

method of examination and interview, which was also suggested by Cadre Review
Committee of 2007.
Comments:
Cadre Review Committee may take a view.

5.11.3.5.

Merger of the posts of Executive Officer and Assistant Director as they

both function as Section Officer, on the analogy of merger of Assistant and Senior
Assistant. Further, for the purpose of calculating regular vacancy, joint roster for
Executive Officer and Assistant Director is applicable in this Secretariat.
Comments:
The post of Assistant Director in LAFEA Service was created consequent
to the recommendation of the Cadre Review Committee of 2007 to improve promotional
chances and bring equity across Services as the grade of Assistant Director existed in
some Allied Services. Presently grades of Executive Officer and Assistant Director are
combined cadre. It is also relevant to note that grades of Assistants and Senior
Assistants were merged mainly to attract better talent in the Service by making direct
recruitment at a higher scale.
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5.11.3.6.

Scheme of ‘Golden Handshake’ of VRS after 15 years of service.

Comments:
Does not come under the terms of Reference of the Cadre Review
Committee. However, employees of the Secretariat are eligible for VRS after 20 years.

5.12.

Oral evidence/ hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

three different dates, i.e., 10 th July, 2015 (for Jr./ Sr. Clerks), 17 th July, 2015 (for
Executive Assistants/ Sr. Executive Assistants) and 24 th July, 2015 (for Group ‘A’
Service members).

5.13.

On 10th July, 2015, S/Shri Sanjay Kumar, Vijay Kumar, Gautam Kumar

Singh, Laxman Singh Negi, Shailendra Kumar, Manoj Verma, Ms. Anju Tama ng, Sunit
Kumar, Sanjay Kumar Sahani, Hari Shankar Gupta, Mohammad Akram, Ratan Lal &
Others made the presentation (Copy of verbatim record of their presentation is at
Annexure C-5.1).

5.13.1.

During the presentation, it was stated that for promotion from Senior Clerk

(GP Rs.4200) to Senior Executive Assistant (GP Rs.4800), the concept of missing
grade has been applied in LAFEAS but in similar promotion in LARRDIS and PSSS, this
concept was initially applied but later on these Services were exempted. Thus, a Junior
Clerk takes 22 years to be promoted as Senior Executive Assistant and that too on in
situ basis. Further, earlier a Junior Clerk took 13.5 years to get promotion as Executive
Assistant but after merger of the post of Executive Assistant with Senior Executive
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Assistant, a Junior Clerk now requires 22 years for that promotion. It means financial
loss, apart from status loss. Promotion quota has also been reduced from erstwhile
66.6% to 50%.

5.13.2.

It was also represented that designation of Junior Clerk and Senior Clerk

should be changed to Junior Parliamentary Assistant and Senior Parliamentary
Assistant respectively.

Another point raised was about 25% promotion quota for

Messengers to be promoted as Junior Clerks. For such promotion, educational
qualification is Matriculation as against Graduation for directly recruited (DR) Junior
Clerk. For the promotee group, there should be a screening test before promotion as
Junior Clerk. Further, there being requirement of computer literacy to utilize 85 in-house
software-applications, the posts of Junior/ Senior Clerks be slowly phased out by
merging existing 30-40 vacancies in the grade of Senior Executive Assistant.

5.13.3.

It was also argued that DR Clerks are not only graduates like Senior

Executive Assistant but technically highly capable possessing typing speed of 40 wpm
in English (as also in Hindi in some cases). It was also stated that Senior Clerks be
promoted as Senior Executive Assistant after 13.5 years instead of after 17 years on the
plea of a missing grade. This is more painful as some Clerks retire without getting
promotion to GP Rs.4800 whereas earlier they could at least get promotion to GP
Rs.4600. The issue of incentives for new bilingual Clerks was also raised.
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5.14.

On 17th July, 2015, S/Shri Sanjay Kumar, in situ E.O., Sunil Tripathi, N.

Shyamkishwor Singh, Prabhakar Singh and K.V. Raman Rao, all Sr. Assistants &
others made the presentation on behalf of Senior Executive Assistant Group in LAFEA
Service (Copy of verbatim record of their presentation is at Annexure C-5.2).

5.14.1.

During the presentation, it was stated that for promotion from Senior

Executive Assistants, double standards have been applied which has resulted in longer
period for promotion for Assistants (who became Senior Assistants due to merger of the
post of Assistant with Senior Assistant)

as EO vis-à-vis directly recruited Senior

Assistant. Inter Service comparison with LARRDIS, E&TS and VRS also indicates that
prospects of Assistants are the worst. While the post of EO has been allowed after 11
years on in situ basis in 2011, 2012, regular promotion as EO will take place in 2018
onwards due to tight vacancy position.

5.14.2.

It was argued that in Rajya Sabha, Department Related Standing

Committees are inadequately staffed at officers’ level as compared to those in Lok
Sabha for similar quantum of Committee work. This affects quality and efficiency of
work and creates stress also. It was also suggested to streamline the work of Sections.
In Rajya Sabha, I.T., G.A. Sections and Notice Office are engaged in purchase of goods
unlike in Lok Sabha Secretariat, there is one procurement cell. Similarly, Personnel
Section is also looking after disciplinary ma tters as well.
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5.14.3.

It has been requested that the post of E.O. and A.D. should be merged

because due to in situ promotion scheme, the incumbents do not stay long as regular
E.O. It was complained that vacancies on account of deputation are not filled up. It was
suggested that period of service for availing of voluntary retirement scheme (VRS)
should be reduced from 20 years to 15 years.

5.14.4.

It was pointed by the group of Senior Executive Assistant promoted from

Clerks grade that after merger of Assistant and Senior Assistant, a provision of 22 years
of service as Senior Clerk, Assistant and Senior Assistant was introduced for promotion
as E.O. In other services, e.g., LARRDIS and PSSS this time limit is 13.5 years.
Further, those promoted as Senior Assistant take 11 years to be promoted on in situ
basis whereas directly recruited Senior Assistant will get the post of E.O. under in situ
promotion scheme after 8.5 years. It was also suggested that in Audit and Accounts
side, one more Section of Principal PAO be created as is done in Ministries. Audit
Section should also be separate for Member related claims and Staff related claims.

5.14.5.

A suggestion was made to introduce Departmental Examination Scheme

for promotion to the post of E.O. so as to get quality improvement at the first supervisory
level. Further, in the sanctioned strength, deputation reserve, leave reserve and training
reserve should be in-built. Due to manpower shortage, the applications are not being
forwarded for posts on deputation basis. Leave is also being denied during Session.
Trainings are also allowed during inter-Session period only. An issue of pay fixation was
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also raised related to merger of posts in GP Rs.4600 and GP Rs. 4800. DOPT
instructions for pay fixation in this case are not being followed.

5.15.

On 24th July, 2015, S/Shri T.N. Pandey, Ashok Kumar Sahoo, Rakesh

Naithani, all Joint Directors, R.P. Shukla, Deputy Director, Gautam Kumar, Har Prateek
Arya, both Assistant Directors & others made the presentation on behalf of Group ‘A’
officers of LAFEA Service (Copy of verbatim record of their presentation is at Annexure
C-5.3).

5.15.1.

During the presentation, it was stated that LAFEAS consists of 39

Sections. Of these, 20 Sections serve House which includes 14 Committees related
Sections, Questions Branch, 5 House related Sections – Notice Office, Lobby Office,
Table Office, etc. Committees has 3 categories – Department related Committees - 8 in
number, House Committees - 4 in number and 2 Ad hoc Committee of MPLADS and
Ethics. All these 14 Committees require dependent Directors. Questions Branch should
continue with 5 Directors. Similarly 5 House related Sections also need independent
Directors. In the remaining 19 Sections, 7 Directors will suffice. Moreover, 1:2 ratio in
staffing pattern in Rajya Sabha Secretariat and Lok Sabha Secretariat should not apply
in House related Sections because both Secretariat have equal work in matters of
Assurances, Laying of Papers, Bills, etc. It was, thus, argued to enlarge the number of
Directors from 15 to 30 in LAFEAS. In Lok Sabha, there are 36 Directors in LAFEAS.
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5.15.2.

It was informed that in the USA, the Membership strength of the House of

Representatives is 435 and that of the Senate is 100, i.e., the ratio of 4:1. However, the
staff strength is in the ratio of 1.6:1. It was, therefore, argued that staffing should be on
actual work load basis and not on historical 2:1 based on number of Members in Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha.

5.15.3.

Messengers for Joint Directors, grant of Pay Band 4 to Joint Directors and

change of designations of Assistant Director as Under Secretary, etc. were some other
issues raised during the presentation. Committees in Rajya Sabha need strengthening
across levels up to Senior Assistant as the officers and staff are overloaded with work.
Cadre needs restructuring rather than review. There should be a Section for ManManagement.

B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee:

5.16.1.

The Cadre Review Committee visited several Sections under LAFEA

Service and interacted about the mandated work, manpower and management
problems with the officer in-charge of the respective Sections and branch heads. CRC
visited following Sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Legislative Section
Bill Office
Table Office
Notice Office
IT Section
O&M Section
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Distribution Branch
M.A. Section
M.S.A Section
Section serving Committee on Subordination Legislation
Section serving Committee on Govt. Assurances
Question Branch (all five groups together)
Recruitment Cell
Committee Section (Home Affairs)
General Administration Section
Personnel Section

Broadly, different Sections, including the above, perform duties as briefly indicated
below.

5.16.2.

Personnel Section: The Section deals with recruitment of casual

labourers, appointment/ promotion/ transfer of officer/staff in various grades of 11
Services of the Secretariat, processing of disciplinary, vigilance and court cases,
maintenance of ACRs of officers and staff of the Secretariat, etc. The Committee was
informed that there were 20 cases pending and there was no contempt of court case.
CRC was also informed that they have a photocopy out of which APAR is circulated to
members of its staff but they do not scan it. The Committee was informed that around 3
to 4 complaints are received every month which are mainly related to unauthorised
absence and some of them are related to domestic violence. As regards a format/
requisition intimating the vacancies to the Recruitment Cell, it was informed that they do
not have any such format. However, they send the requirement through an office note
containing all relevant details in January each year for the whole calendar year. The
Committee

observed

that

this

is

a

grey

area

because

the

delay

in

assessment/projection of vacancies results in delay in the recruitment which hampers
the functioning of the Secretariat. The Committee was informed that there is a transfer
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policy but there is no fixed time frame. In view of the above information about work load
and the existing strength of the Section, it is felt that the section is adequately staffed.

5.16.3.

Estt. (G) Section: Estt. (G) Section is responsible for maintenance of

service/ leave records and personal files of all the employees of the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat. It is also responsible for pay fixation, sanction of loans/advances for car,
scooter, computer, motor-cycle, HB, etc. besides examining & settling the claims for
LTC/ Tuition Fee reimbursement, VRS, Pension and retirement benefits, etc.

5.16.4.

G.A. Section (Including Welfare Unit): It is a service Section dealing

with maintenance of office building, allotment of office/ residential accommodation to
officers

and

staff, reimbursement of medical claims,

installation/maintenance

telephones-office & residential, issue of CGHS Cards, Library Cards, Photo Identity
Cards, Rajya Sabha Telephone Directory, Rajya Sabha Diaries and Calendars, subsidy
to railway catering unit and welfare of the Secretariat officials. The Cadre Review
Committee visited the section and interacted with JD and AD in charge of the section.
Broadly, it was argued that the section’s existing strength is less than the sanctioned
strength which is putting pressure on the dealing hands in disposing of medical claims,
etc. In the absence of a dealing hand, Welfare unit is being handled separately by a
Deputy Director. It was learnt that except handling the cases of gratuitous relief to
employees kin in case of death in harness or organizing some sport activities
occasionally, no other welfare activity seemed to be under the control and supervision
of this Welfare Unit.
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5.16.5.

Establishment (Accounts): This Section is responsible for preparation of

salary and allowances bills of the gazetted/ non-gazetted employees of the Secretariat,
Offices of LOP and Leaders/ Deputy Leaders and Chief Whips of recognized parties/
groups. It also deals with preparation of HBA bills/ TA bills/ LTC bills/ contingent bills/
medical bills/ GPF bills and assessment of income -tax of employees of Secretariat, etc.
The budgetary work of the Secretariat is also dealt with by this Section. SIU
recommended that this work should be handled by Finance Section which should
function as Budget Section also. Some budgetary work relating to funds for meeting
various demands of MPs of Rajya Sabha was also being done by MSA as claimed by
them during visit to that Section.

5.16.6.

Budget & Finance Section: The Finance Unit assists Financial Adviser in

all matters relating to Expenditure (Control) and incurring expenditure from allotted
Budget Heads of the Secretariat. The budgetary work of the Secretariat is being
handled by Establishment (Accounts and Budget) Section. Considering the workload
and functional requirements, SIU recommended that the Finance and Budget functions
should be combined to function under Budget & Finance Unit. Accordingly, this Section
headed by a Director level officer under the supervision of JS/ AS and FA, should be
responsible for rendering advice on financial issues, preparation/ finalization of Budget
and Revised Estimates of the Rajya Sabha, Rajya Sabha Secretariat including Office of
Leader of Opposition, and P&AO, in consultation with all Sections, allocation of Budget
to all Sections of the Secretariat, re -appropriation Funds, surrender of savings and
Budget monitoring etc.
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5.16.7.

Pay & Accounts Office: This office functions as Treasury-cum-

Departmental Accounts Office of Rajya Sabha Secretariat and as Controller of
Exchequer. All payments and accounting of transactions relating to the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat and Pay and Accounts Office are made by this Office. This office consists of
two Sections, namely, Accounts & Audit Section.

(a)

P&AO (Accounts) Section: This Section is responsible for preparation of

Union Government Finance Accounts, Appropriation Accounts, disbursement, revision/
settlement of pension cases in respect of retired/ retiring employees of the Secretariat/
PAO, maintenance/ issue of GPF/ CPF Accounts/ Statements of all officers and staff of
the Secretariat, settlement/ disbursement of GPF advances/ withdrawal to employees of
the Secretariat.

(b)

P&AO (Audit) Section: This Section is responsible for pre -check/audit of

all salary bills and bills claiming all kinds of allowances (like TA/DA, LTC, HBA, GPF,
Children Education, Tuition Fee, Medical, Telephone, Car/ Scooter Loan, etc.) in
respect of officers/ staff of Rajya Sabha Secretariat, Chairman, Dy. Chairman and
Members of Rajya Sabha and contingent bills received from Estt.(Accounts) and MS&A
Sections through P&AO(Accounts) Section and authorization of payment thereof after
pre-check. It also deals with authorization of payment of pension to ex-M.Ps. and
maintenance of Service Books/ Records in respect of officers/ employees of P&AO.
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5.16.8.

Stores Section: Stores Section deals with purchase and supply of

stationery items, photo copiers, Fax Machines, Computer consumable items, furniture
items, Staff Cars/ Office bicycles, Rubber Stamps, auction of obsolete/condemned
items, conveyance management for staff of the Secretariat etc.

5.16.9.

Distribution Branch:

Distribution Branch deals with distribution/

dispatch of all letters/ publications/ Parliamentary papers to MPs and outside agencies,
general dispatch work and making copies and sets of various Debates/ Reports etc. The
Cadre Review Committee visited Distribution Branch/ Section with a view to understand
the distribution mechanism in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

The Committee was

informed that the dispatch of material is done with the help of motor bikes, auto
rickshaws and cycles. 9 Reprographers, though belonging to Printi ng and Publication
Service, report in the Distribution Branch. The Committee visited the area where
photocopier machines are kept.

The Committee was informed that Lok Sabha

Secretariat has modern machines which can take heavier loads of photocopying. As
elsewhere, diarizing here too amounts to duplication of work and if web based online
diarising (DMIS) is adopted, the same diary number can be used everywhere till the file
is closed after due processing of the matter. The Committee also noted that sets are
prepared automatically; however, stapling is done manually. The Committee observed
that there are heavy-duty machines/ gadgets available in the market having in-built
stapling provisions. Installation/ use of these gadgets can save time and energy.
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5.16.10.

Sales & Archives Section: This Section deals with the procurement and

sale of souvenir items, Greeting Cards, M.Ps. D.O. letter heads, stationery items, Rajya
Sabha Publications and issue of Rajya Sabha Debates etc.

5.16.11.

O&M Section: This Section is responsible for preparation and updation of

Manual of Office Procedure in Rajya Sabha Secretariat, compilation of Annual Action
Plan and Annual Report.

It also monitors inspection of Branches/ Sections of the

Secretariat as per schedule of inspection drawn by it. CRC visited this Section and had
inter-action with concerned Jt. Director in charge. During discussions, it transpired that
O&M Section has not engaged itself effectively in studying the work-processes so as to
bring about improvements therein with the objectives of avoiding/cutting delays,
duplicities, and irrelevancy in the system as a whole.

Shortage of staff and non-

availability of expertise with O&M may be the reasons for this. We do not deny this.
However, as suggested by the Employees Association in its representation in writing as
well as orally, this aspect does need proper attention. It is therefore suggested that
Secretariat may like to either augment the strength of present O&M Section by providing
some experts to assist it or alternatively, entrust this job, as one time measure, to some
experts in the field, preferably such retired persons who had earned name and
recognition while working in the Secretariat in the past.

Such team should be

specifically assigned this job with a clear mandate that they would study each Section of
the Secretariat and submit report next day for that Section to O&M Section. O&M
Section must act as a nodal Section for coordination etc.
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5.16.12.

Training Cell:

The Cell is responsible for conduct of training for

upgradation of professional skill of staff and officers of the Secretariat and arrangement
of Orientation Programme for new M.Ps. for helping such MPs in understanding the
functioning of our parliamentary democratic system so as to provide them a first -hand
guide in the discharge of their functions and duties. However, it is felt that nature of
training courses need to be more diversified so as to cater to all the services of the
Secretariat.

For that purpose, if need be, employees should be encouraged for

undergoing foreign training courses. The argument of shortage of staff/officers should
not work as blockade for such outside exposure.

5.16.13.

IT Section (Hardware & Software): The Committee visited IT Section in

order to understand the various functions undertaken by the IT Section. It was informed
that the Section has two parts – one looks after hardware and other deals with software.
For software designing and developing, NIC is the main Section which provides
software assistance. It deals with the formulation of Information Technology Plans for
computerization of the Secretariat and coordinates with NIC and various Sections for
identification of software needs and data bases for use in Rajya Sabha Secretariat/by
M.Ps.

The Section also deals with procurement of Hardware/ Software items/

accessories, AMC of the hardware as well as guarantee period of the computers. The
complaints are received i n the Section and the Section prioritizes deputing the
Engineers provided by the outsourced company for resolving the problems.

The

Committee felt that the AMC Engineers could be contacted by the users directly which
would save time for the Section for other work provided that the IT Section keeps the
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user well-informed of such AMCs (Annual Maintenance Contracts) and concerned
agency details to whom such AMC has been awarded. IT Section should entertain
complaints in this regard only when the User has failed in its attempts in getting the
complaint attended to. IT Section also informed that they got Rs.2.5 crores from the
Secretariat Budget and Rs.1.2 crores from Members’ Budget. After having inter -action
with IT in-charge, the Committee felt that there is a need for e-governance training of
the Personnel Section as well as all the personal staff of senior officers of the
Secretariat. CRC is of the opinion that there are software applications available for
routine activities like file movement, receipt diarizing, Service Book maintenance, GPF
account, Leave records, APAR, etc. which are already standardized and time-tested in
various organisations of the Government. Through appropriate training, the processes
of these software applications may be fully internalized. This will save a lot of time and
energy and facilitate location of files and receipt etc

5.16.14.

RTI Section: This Section is entrusted to deal with all work relating to the

applications/ appeals relating to the Secretariat received under RTI Act. It however
transpired that work relating to RTI is highly centralized as only one PIO has been
notified for all kinds of work which obviously demands for prompt action for collection of
information from concerned Sections. This not only leads to delay in furnishing the
requisite information but also leads to insensitivity amongst rest of staff towards RTI Act
as such. It is, therefore, suggested that Jt. Director in charge of Section should be
notified as PIO for that Branch or Section and concerned Jt. Secretary supervising the
work of that Jt. Director be notified as Appellate Authority. In case the issues raised in
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RTI application pertain to more than PIO, the RTI section will mark the application to
that PIO who is concerned with the thrust of the matter in the application. That PIO will
coordinate with other PIOs concerned for collecting requisite information, and
transmitting the consolidated information to the applicant. This would instill a sense of
responsibility and accountability towards provisions of the RTI Act besides speeding up
the process of furnishing the requisite information to the applicant. Application under
RTI should be received at a centralized point only as is being done now and the Officer
receiving the application would transfer the said application to PIO concerned under
intimation to the applicant with directions that the applicant would thereafter approach
that PIO only.

5.16.15.

Recruitment Cell:

A separate Recruitment Cell has been set up for

Rajya Sabha Secretariat. After hearing various service representatives during oral
evidence, the Committee prima facie felt that almost all the services wherever direct
recruitment process is involved, were feeling the pinch of very-very slow pace of direct
recruitment – in some cases, vacancies under DR quota were lying vacant for more
than two years. The Committee was also given the impression that this cell was not
properly staffed. The Cadre Review Committee visited the Recruitment Cell and
interacted with the Director and Assistant Director. It was informed that Rajya Sabha
has developed its own schemes and system with slight deviation from the JRC,
especially the interview system in all the examinations held by it which has been done
away with in the Lok Sabha Secretariat. On the issue of interviews being taken away
with a view to reduce element of subjectivity in the selection, CRC was informed that the
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interviews carry little weightage ranging from 10 -15 percent. The Committee noted that
there are about 125 vacancies at entry level and wanted to know the plans of
Recruitment Cell to fill up the vacancies at the earliest. The Committee was apprised
that the role of the Cell was confined to the conduct of the examinations as and when
the question papers are ready. Further, the Cell does not directly deal with the panel of
question-paper setters or examiners or interviewers. These cause delay in completing
the cycle of recruitment. The Committee felt that in certain category of posts where
recruitment is done by Staff Selection Commission (SSC), the candidates selected by
SSC could be offered jobs to save on time and effort in recruitment by the Cell. It is also
necessary that the Cell should have functional autonomy under a separate senior officer
JS/ AS dedicated for recruitment process from the start to end. The existing strength of
Recruitment Cell of Rajya Sabha Secretariat needs to be augmented in terms of
manpower and other paraphernalia for expeditious recruitment in a regular manner.
Alternatively, it may be explored how to entrust the job of making recruitment to various
posts in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat to suitable professional agencies so as to avoid
the coordination and functional problems in operating the Recruitment Cell within the
Secretariat.

5.16.16.

Conference & Protocol: This Section deals with visit of Indian

Parliamentary Delegation to

foreign countries

and

vice

versa,

forma tion of

Parliamentary Friendship Group with other countries, issue of Diplomatic Passports and
Visas to M.Ps. and their spouses, and officers of the Secretariat making official visits
abroad, arranging of Conferences, Republic Day/ Independence Day Celebra tions etc.
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5.16.17.

M,A, Section: The Committee visited this Section. It was informed that

the mandate of the Section is mainly to provide accommodation; provide transport;
telephone facilities and medical facilities to MPs. It also services House Commit tee. It
also informed the Committee that during Session, period a lot of coordination work is
required when many Members visit the Section quite often and the Section faces a lot of
difficulty in handling the work pressure due to inadequate staff. It spends considerable
time in briefing the Chairman about the accommodation issues to the Members of
Parliament. The Committee was apprised that the file movement is manually done.
Further, CRC feels that MA Section should have sufficient space as it entertains MPs
visiting it for various enquiries and approval for Medical, Telephones, etc.

The

Committee is of the opinion that this Section issuing approval/sanction, should also
process the claims against such sanctions This will provide one-window service to the
MPs. and will be more effective in delivery of service. In case of implementation of
above procedure, recommended staff strength of MA Section would further increase by
one Sr. Assistant to be shifted from the recommended strength of MS&A Section.

5.16.18.

M.S.&A. Section: This Section deals with preparation of Salary Bills of

Chairman, Dy. Chairman, Leader of Opposition (LOP) and Members of Rajya Sabha
and their Personal Assistants (engaged by MPs at their own level), preparation of TA/
DA bill of Dy. Chairman, LOP and M.Ps., reimbursement of medical bills of Chairman,
Dy. Chairman, LOP and Members of Rajya Sabha and their family members, settlement
of telephone bills/ water/ electricity bills of Members, issue of I.D. Cards to Members
and their spouses etc. The Committee visited this Section. It was informed that this
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Section also prepares budget estimates in respect of such items which are not handled
by it but by other sections of the Sectt. It was also informed that this Section has made
some tangible progress in computerizing its functioning as some of the information
required by it can be directly accessed by software used in the office.

5.16.19.

Steno Pool: This Pool provides stenographic/ typing assistance to the

Hon’ble M.Ps. for discharge of their official work.

5.17.

Besides 19 Sections, as above, for routine financial, establishment and

administrative matters, there are 20 other Sections dealing with House Business (6),
Select Committees (4), Ad hoc Committees (2), Department Related Standing
Committees (8).

5.17.1.

Council (House) Sections: These support the functioning of the Rajya

Sabha directly by processing matters relating to the House Business i.e. Questions,
Motions and Legislation etc. There are six Sections/ Branches which func tion as Council
sections as under:

(a)

Table Office: This Section is mainly responsible for preparation of list of

business, parliamentary bulletins, making

arrangements

for oath/ affirmation,

preparation of Obituary and other references, Election of the President/ Vice President
and the Deputy Chairman and matters pertaining to Election of Members etc. The
Committee visited the Table Office in order to understand the functioning of Table Office
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in relation to the House. The Committee was informed about various activities
undertaken by the Table Office during Session as well as inter Session period. The
Committee observed that Bulletin Part-I, prepared by Table Office, could be used for
indexing the participation of Members in the proceedings of the House, which can be
useful for Members who demand CDs of their participations in the House. This Section
also serves the Business Advisory Committee of the House.

(b)

Notice Office: Notice Section is responsible for receiving all notices and

papers from Members in connection with the Business of the House. This Section also
deals with applications for Visitors Passes, Issue of Vehicle Parking level and Passes
for Press etc. The Committee visited the Notice Office to appreciate the main functions
undertaken by it. It was informed that the Notice Office diarizes all notices received
from Members and after giving the serial number dispatches them to various concerned
Sections. The Section also works as a guide to new Members of Rajya Sabha. The
Committee noted that the computers placed in the Notice Office suffer from functional
inefficiency as all the operators cannot work on the computers simultaneously. Once
the paper received from the MP is given a diary number, same number should carry
along wherever that paper goes and need not be diarised again till its final disposal, as
against the present practice of diarizing in each section. Rather, unique no. already
given to a paper at the initial stage of receipt must remain unchanged so as to follow it
properly. However, in case of Question Branch, there would be slight variation. That
Section should give a Question No. only for the purposes of having draw of lots for
enlisting the questions as Starred or Unstarred but diary no. once given at any stage,
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must remain unchanged. During the course of interaction with Joint Secretaries from
LAFEAS, it was informed that during session period, papers are received at various
levels including the level of Secretary General. In addition, many a times, action on
such papers is warranted immediately. In such circumstances, process of diarizing the
papers is also sacrificed. CRC is conscious of urgency and timely action on papers
received during the session in particular. Even then, process of accounting the paper
received in the Secretariat, whatever level it may be, should not be avoided as each
paper so received adds to work-load on the basis of which depends the staff-strength.
Thus, possibility of diarizing such papers after finalizing the action should be explored
and made part of work-process.

Through a proper system-software, unique diary

number system can be evolved.

(c)

Lobby Office:

This Section deals with attendance of Members,

applications for leave of absence, video recording of proceedings and general upkeep
of Rajya Sabha Chamber, Committee Rooms, Rooms of Chairman/ Deputy Chairman
etc. in the Parliament House.

(d)

Legislative Section: The Cadre Review Committee interacted with the

Officers present and asked them about the work transacted in the Section.

The

Committee was informed that the main work included summoning/prorogation of the
House, President’s Address, processing Short Duration Discussion Notices, processing
Resolutions and Calling Attention Notices, Motions, Special Mentions and Zero Hour
Submissions etc. The Committee was informed that they also assist the Committees,
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namely, Committee on Privileges and Rules Committee. The Committees work during
the inter-session period whereas other above mentioned functions relate to Session
period.

Besides, they also service Publication/sale Counter.

The Committee was

informed that the allocation of work among inmates of the Section was informally done.
Further, it was informed that the file movement is not done digitally on line. As per
information provided by the Section regarding number of sittings of House during the
years 2011-2013 (Three years) were as follows:
Session No.

Number of sittings

Total in a year

222

23

)

223

26

)

224

24

)

225

35

)

226

19

)

227

20

)

228

32

)

229

21

)

230

10

)

73 in 2011

74 in 2012

63 in 2013

Above information does not lead us to conclude that there had been
increase in the work-load of the Section. However, it is important that one should not go
strictly by statistics as these can be misleading. Thus, one has also to look into the
aspect of actual work done in these sittings i.e. how many legislative Bills were
introduced, discussed and cleared by the House during this period.
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(e)

Bill Office: The Committee wanted to know about the procedure of

processing the Bills both Government as well as Private. The Committee was informed
that there is a check list prepared which has various parameters which are used to
examine a Bill before it is listed for converting the Bill into an Act. It transpired that
generally, 50 to 60 Bills were received in every Session. Currently, 97 Private Member
Bills are pending.

(f)

Question Branch: This Branch deals with questions, issue of bulletins

and charts of dates and programmes of sittings of Rajya Sabha, supply of printed forms
for giving notice of questions, short notice of questions and receipt of notices of
questions, diarizing and balloting, processing and examination of notices of questions
for admission under Rules, preparation and finalization of list of Starred and Unstarred
Questions, preparation of sets of reply, correspondence with the Ministries and
Members of Rajya Sabha regarding questions etc. It is also responsible for supply of
question-forms in bulk to the Notice Office after getting such forms printed. Within the
Question Branch, for the operational purposes, five groups are functional and Ministries/
Departments have been allocated to each group according to their weekdays as per the
business of the House.. The Committee visited the Question Branch. The Committee
was informed that the distribution of Ministries as well as questions in five groups is
done in such a way that every group gets around similar number of questions notices
for processing and the answer days of a Ministry in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha do not
clash. It was also informed that diary of the question notices is done at two stages:
firstly, at the Notice Office and secondly, at the Question Branch (in this regard,
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reference is also made to the observations of CRC reflected in para above while
discussing the Notice Office). The Committee was apprised that in Rajya Sabha , the
question of the Starred List is decided either on the lowest diary basis or the preference
indicated by the Member on the notice of questions. Rajya Sabha does not go by the
content of the question while deciding the questions of the Starred List. The Committee
was informed that induction level training of the staff is done through In-House training
on the functioning of Rajya Sabha including Question Hour.

Besides, there is a

Sectional Manual giving the minute details of examination of notices of questions. The
staff gets on-the-job training and they learn while working. On the issue of adequacy of
staff in the processing/examining the questions , the Committee learnt that every group
is manned by three dealing hands which is required to do the basic examination and
each dealing hand has to process/examine 170 to 200 questions in two days’ time
besides attending to other miscellaneous issues, like queries from Members and
Ministries, examination of facts received on the notices and processing of notices for
Half an hour discussions and Short Notice Questions. Therefore, the strength of dealing
hands in each group should be increased to at least 5 per group.

However, the

Committee was informed that as an alternative, there could be separate Groups for
Ballot and other miscellaneous issues on the lines of Lok Sabha Secretariat. This will
provide adequate time to the dealing hands for examination of the questions. The
strength of Typists also needs to be increased by at least two. The Section felt the
need of a software, especially for listing the questions, to avoid duplication of the
questions with reference to questions or answers given earlier by Ministries.
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5.17.2.

Committee Sections (For Council/House Related Committees): Four

Sections deal with the House Related Committees on the following subjects:

(i)

Subordinate Legislation

(ii)

Petition

(iii)

Govt. Assurances

(iv)

COPLOT

(v)

ETHICS

Analysis of Table 113 (Rajya Sabha Statistical Information 1952-2013) reveals the
following:
a) 774 meetings of Subordinate Legislation Committee were held between 1964 to
2013 (averaging about 15.5 meetings per year) whereas 18, 9, and 12 meetings
were held during 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively i.e. average comes to 13
which is less than general average;
b) 1060 meetings of Petitions Committee were held during the same period as
against 19, 17 and 20 meetings in the year 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively,
which means that last three years average was 29 against 21 general average.
c) 752 meetings of Assurance Committee were held between 1964 and 2013
(averaging about 15 meetings per year) whereas 10, 14, and 18 meetings were
held during 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively i.e. 14 meetings per year – less
than general average.
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d) 443 meetings of COPLOT were held between 1982 and 2013 at an average of
13.8 meetings per year. During 2011, 2012 and 2013, meetings held were 19,
11 and 5 respectively i.e. average comes to 12 meetings, which again is less
than general average.

Analysis of above would reveal that there has been no remarkable
variation in general average of these Committee meetings and the average of last three
years i.e. after submission of SIU study report.

CRC visited the sections dealing with Subordinate Legislation and Government
Assurances

5.17.3.

Department

Related

Standing

Committee

Sections:

Following

Committee Sections provide support services to the Department Related Committees:

(i)

Committee Section (Commerce)

(ii)

Committee Section (Home Affairs)

(iii)

Committee Section (HRD)

(iv)

Committee Section (Industry)

(v)

Committee Section (Science & Technology)

(vi)

Committee Section (Transport, Tourism & Culture)

(vii)

Committee Section (Health & Family Welfare)

(viii)

Committee Section (Personnel & Public Grievances)
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Table 111 (Meetings of Department Related Parliamentary Standing
Committees since their inception) from publication titled “Rajya Sabha Statistical
Information 1952 – 2013” reveals the following:

Name of Committee

Total Meetings
During 1993-2013

Yearly
Average

Meeting during
2011 2012 2013

Commerce
H. & F. Welfare*
Home Affairs
HRD
Industry
PPG*
S&T
T&T

462
164
667
448
509
228
484
390

22
16
32
21
24
23
23
19

21
15
27
30
13
29
15
9

22
27
34
27
24
18
19
18

31
27
29
23
26
27
17
20

* H&F Welfare & PPG Committees started functioning from 2004.

Analysis of above further strengthens our observation made earlier that
there has been no remarkable variation in general average of these Committee
meetings and the average of last three years i.e. after submission of SIU study report. It
is, however, admitted that some other factors govern this situation which are not under
the control of the officials of the Secretariat as Secretariat provides only secretarial
assistance or support to the functioning of these Committees.
somewhere else.

Even then, importance of these

The initiative lies

Committees cannot be

underestimated. Issues have become more complex and sophisticated, warranting a
more serious and strenuous thought-process in addressing such issues. CRC takes the
liberty to quote from the speech of Shri K.R. Narayanan, one of the Hon’ble
Chairpersons of the House:
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“This system, apart from dealing with the basic or ordinary issues, will tone
up the functioning of Parliament. One of the important impacts of this system
has been the general toning up of debates and efficiency of functioning of
parliamentary system. ….
“The main function of our Committees would be in depth examination of
the functioning of the government, consideration of Demands for Grants, Bills,
long term national policies, etc. The main purpose, of course, is to ensure the
accountability of Government to Parliament through more detailed consideration
of measures in these Committees. The intention is not to weaken or criticize the
administration but to strengthen it by investing it with more meaningful
Parliamentary support.”

CRC visited the Committee Section (Home Affairs) so as to appreciate the
working and constraints of the sections dealing with Department Related Standing
Committees.

B.

5.18.

Observations of the Committee:

As regards the grievance of Clerks grade, the Committee feels that

missing grade concept has been discriminately applied on Senior Clerks which denies
them faster promotion channel as available to equivalent grade officers in LARRDIS and
PSSS in moving to the next higher grade after merger of the grades. Moreover, their
promotion is delayed inordinately as it now takes them 17 years from Senior Clerk
grade. Meanwhile, some of them face the prospect of retirement and all of them face
financial loss. In order to set right the loss partially, it is suggested that they should be
given higher grade of GP Rs. 4600 in their own post after 5 years by designating that
bridge post as Senior Clerk (Selection Grade) or perhaps Assistant, preferably the first119
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one, seeing the comments of Personnel Section on demand relating to redesignate the
post of Sr. Clerk as Assistant. Thereafter, promotion to Senior Assistant will be vacancy
based after completion of further eligibility period of 5 years’ service as Senior Clerk
(Selection Grade) and after 8.5 years of service promotion under in situ promotion
scheme in case vacancy under promotion quota of 50% is not available.

5.19.

Change of designation of Junior Clerk/ Senior Clerk as Junior

Parliamentary Assistant/ Parliamentary Assistant is not justified on functional ground.
Similarly, requirement of graduation qualification for promotee Clerks will put road
blocks for promotion of experienced Messengers just because they did not acquire
graduation degree. Further, phasing out of Clerks grade just because they are also
graduates like Senior Assistants, is not a convincing logic. Functionally, both categories
- Clerks and Assistants - discharge functions expected of them. Even for Civil Services
Examination conducted by UPSC, the eligibility is graduation. In a competitive era, what
matters is the level of one’s success in a particular examination and not merely the
educational qualification which is only enabling candidates to appear in the examination.
Similarly, demand for screening test for promotee clerks like DR Clerks, perhaps
emanates from their feeling that they stand aggrieved as discriminated in promotion
after merger of Assistant/ Senior Assistant. During the course of interaction with Jt.
Secretaries from LAFEAS, it was emphasised that quality of personnel recruited or
promoted at this level needs improvement as the basic work at all the Branch level in
the Secretariat gets initiated by such personnel. In this regard, it would suffice to say
that at the entry level for direct recruitment is Graduate which seems to be sufficient.
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Rest of the responsibility for upgradation of their skill etc. will have to be discharged by
the Secretariat by ensuring regular induction/.refreshers training course for both – the
Sr. Clerks and Senior Assistants.

Providing higher qualifications at the initial

recruitment level may work as a dissuading factor.

5.20.

In the matter of promotion of Senior Assistant as E.O. after 11 years so as

not to give unintended and excessive benefit to Assistants after merger of Assistant with
Senior Assistant, the Committee feels that the argument is half baked. While both the
posts exist in Lok Sabha Secretariat, what prompted merging feeder post with
promotional posts in Rajya Sabha Secretariat is inexplicable. Even so, service rendered
as Assistant short of 5 years in the event of merger of Assistant and Senior Assistant
could be added to each promotee Senior Assistant as before merger. Thus prescribing
11 years uniformly could be avoided which has put Senior Assistants having longer
service as Assistants at a disadvantage vis-à-vis those who had just become Assistants
(Sr. Assistant). Technically and legally, once two posts are merged into one, the one –
newly created post obliterates the other completely – in other words, the other ceases to
exist in records any more. Thus, applying two different yard-sticks for persons holding
same post or rank, to the Committee, appears unconvincing one. Moreover, this merger
has not only taken away a valuable promotion post for experience at that level but also
rubbed salt in the wounds of those seniors who had comparative loss.
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5.21.

As regards adopting DOPT instructions in the matter of pay fixation, it is

an issue concerning both Lok Sabha Secretariat and Rajya Sabha Secretariat, and as
such, without commenting on its merit, the Committee would not like to interfere with the
stand taken by the Personnel Section. However, the Committee would appreciate if
some time-limit is given to the other counterpart to re-act, and thereafter, this
Secretariat may decide the matter either way as per its wisdom and discretion (including
having consultations with the Ministry of Finance or Department of Personnel, Govt. of
India if Rajya Sabha Secretariat deem it necessary) so as to close this chapter.

5.22.

Promotions beyond the level of Joint Director on the pattern of Lok Sabha

Secretariat on Time Scale Placement basis cannot be applied in the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat as both the Secretariats have evolved their own schemes independently.
Rajya Sabha Secretariat has grouped cadres of two consecutive posts allowing them
higher post with pay scale and causing the pyramid of hierarchy as funnel shaped at
many points. Committee feels that it is because of such grouping of two cadres at
various level in the hierarchy, the officers in the Secretariat reach Joint Director level
much faster, firstly on account of grouping of posts for a combined cadre, and secondly
due to adoption of in situ promotion scheme (irrespective of the fact regarding existence
of a vacancy at the higher level). It is different matter altogether that ideal pyramidal
structure in a service has been a casualty.

5.23.

As regards creation of 33 posts of EO level, 15 -20 posts at Joint Director/

Deputy Director level and 6 posts at Joint Secretary level, it is agreed that strengthening
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manpower support for House/Council related sections is necessary (as discussed by
the Committee while discussing Section’s requirement). The Committee also feels it
desirable to have recruitment rules for the post of Joint Secretary and above, even
where mode of recruitment is on deputation/short term contract, as discussed
separately in Chapter 4. Merger of E.O. with Assistant Director is not justified as both
grades are quite distinct and are available in the Lok Sabha Secretariat also.

C.

Recommendations

5.24.1.

In view of discussions above, it is recommended that Senior Clerks should

be given higher grade of GP Rs. 4600 in their own post after 5 years by designating that
intermediary post as Senior Clerk (Selection Grade). Thereafter, promotion to Senior
Assistant will be vacancy based after completion of further eligibility period of 5 years’
service as Senior Clerk (Selection Grade).

In situ promotion scheme after 8.5 years

of service for in situ promotion in case vacancy under promotion quota of 50% is not
available, should however continue as usual.

5.24.2.

Members of the Service are feeling aggrieved due to designations of

Additional Director/Under Secretary in Lok Sabha Secretariat against Joint Director/
Assistant Director designations in Rajya Sabha Secretariat. It is recommended that
change of designation should be carried out to have uniformity with similar grades in
Lok Sabha Secretariat.
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5.24.3.

Time bound promotions across various grades in a Service fall in the

category of Flexible

Complementing

Scheme

Technological Departments for in-situ promotion

in operation in Scientific

and

of scientists/ technical personnel as

contained in Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 2/41/97 -PIC dated
9.11.1998 after duly examining the recommendations of the Fifth Central Pay
Commission. Similar time bound promotions are available in academic institutions
engaged in research and teaching. The eligibility/ residency period also varies from 3 to
5 years even in Group ‘a’ posts of various Services in the Government of India,
including All India Services. However, it is 3 years uniformly in the Services of the Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha Secretariat for Group ‘A’ posts. Thus, time bound promotion
should not exist in any of the Services of the Secretariat. It will, therefore, be in fitness
of things to have vacancy based promotion at each level. The Secretariat as a policy,
has sought to ensure that every employee gets at least four promotions in his career.
Accordingly, the in situ promotion scheme has been introduced till the grade of Joint
Director as a person joining the Secretariat at the highest entry level of Senior Assistant
or equivalent grade would be ensured of getting at least 4 promotions up till the grade of
Joint Director.

5.24.4.

During interaction with the Joint Secretaries of LAFEAS, it also

transpired that in order to attract and encourage the talent already existing in the
service; and also to gain benefit from their experience, recruitment through a
departmental examination should be made at the level of E.O. While supporting this,
CRC feels that Syllabus of such examination should, besides general knowledge &
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social environment issues, cover all function-related subjects pertaining to the jobs they
are expected to perform. For the present, recruitment at the level of EO is 100% by
promotion. To begin with, 10% of vacancies can be filled in on the basis of such
Departmental Examination. Such provision would also lead to merit based upward
mobility. It may not be out of context to mention that in the Lok Sabha Secretariat,
element of Direct Recruitment exists at this level of post.

5.24.5.

There is need to increase the posts, especially in sections dealing with

Committees and the House. The statement of the Representationists that LAFEAS in
the Secretariat has 15 Directors against 36 in Lok Sabha Secretariat is incorrect
because the sanctioned strength there is 27. In fact, Sanctioned strength on similar
grades of LAFEAS in the two Secretariats is given below in Table 5.2. It is 596 in Lok
Sabha Secretariat compared to 278 in Rajya Sabha Secretariat up to the level of
Executive Assistant which is in the ratio of 2.1: 1. At Director’s level, the ratio is 1.7:1, at
Additional Director/Deputy Secretary level the ratio is 1.9:1, at Under Secretary/E.O.
level, it is 2.8:1, and finally at Sr. Executive Assistant/ Executive Assistant level the ratio
is 2.1:1.
Table 5.2
Comparison of Sanctioned Strength in LAFEAS in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha
Secretariats along with SIU Assessment for LAFEAS in Rajya Sabha Secretariat
S.
No.
1.
2.

Name of the Post
and Scale of Pay
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director

Sanctioned
Strength in Lok
Sabha Secretariat

Rajya Sabha Secretariat
Sanctioned Strength

No. of posts filled

Common Pool for all
Services

8

8

Posts Assessed by
SIU
8 (Not Studied

27

15

14

14
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3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

9.
10.

Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700
Director (Finance)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700
Addl. Director(LSS)/
Joint Director
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.8000
Deputy Secy(LSS)/
Deputy
Director/
Pay & Accounts
Officer/
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.7600
Under Secy(LSS)/
Assistant D irector
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.6600
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/ Executive
Officer
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.5400
Senior Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/ Executive
Assistant
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4800
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/ Executive
Assistant
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4800
Sub Total
Sr. Clerk
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4200
Jr. Clerk
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs.2400
TOTAL

5.24.6.

30

1

1

38

34

42

40

33

4

56

118

56

53

32
(in situ)

158

160

132
(111+
21 in situ)

144 + 7 LR = 151

181

Posts merged with Senior
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/ Executive Assistant

596

278

281

272 + 7LR=279

124

124

162 + 8 LR = 170

64

30

466

435

414 +15 LR = 429

In view of above discussions, assessment of posts and recommended

structure of the LAFEA Service are as given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 respectively:
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Table 5.3
Assessment of Posts (Section Wise) in LAFEA Service
S.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6A.
6B.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Name of the Unit

Office of the
Chairman
Office of the Dy.
Chairman
Office of
Secretary
General
Personnel
Section
Establishment
(General) Section
General
Administration
Section
Welfare unit
Establishment
(Accounts)
Section
Budget & Finance
Section
P&AO (Accounts)
Section
P&AO (Audit)
Stores Section
Distribution
Section
Sales & Archives
Section
O & M Section
Training Cell
IT Section
(Hardware &
Software)
RTI Section
Joint Recruitment
Cell/ Recruitment
Cell
Conference &

Strength of LAFEAS assessed by SIU in 2010
(including sanctioned strength)
Dir.
Addl
Unde
Sr.
Sr./
Tot
Dir. /
r
Asst.
Jr.
al
Dy.
Secy
/
Clerk
Secy
/
Asst.
E.O.
1(2)
1(2)
3

3(1)

1(1)

Assessment of Strength of LAFEAS by CRC
Dir.

Addl
Dir.

Dy.
Sec
y

7

Unde
r
Secy

E.O
.

3

Sr.
Asst

3

Sr.
Clerk

Jr.
Cler
k

Tot
al

1

1

1

7

1

1

1(0)
1(0)
1

2(1)

5(6)

5(9)

2

2(2)

7(5)

5(6)

2

2(1)

5(2)

4(3)

13

1

16

1

13

1
1

1

6

4

4

17

1

7

4

4

18

1

5

3

2

12

1

4

1
1

2(1)

8(5)

-

1(1)

1(1)

1(1)

1(1)

5(4)

3(4)

-

1

2(1)

8(6)

3(6)

1
-

1
1

1(1)
2(1)

4(2)
4(2)

1

1(1)

4(3)

3(4)
11
(13)
1(2)

1
1
1

1(1)
1(1)
2(2)

1(1)
2(2)
4(4)

1(1)
1(1)
4(4)

-

4

1
1

9(9)

1

1
-

1(0)
1(1)
1(1)

1(1)
2(4)
2(2)

1(1)
1(2)
1(2)

1

1

1

8

5

5

21

1

1

1

5

5

2

3

12

8

2

3

15

4

1

2

10

5

6

6

19

1

4

1

1

8

1

2
3

1
1

1
1

6
7

1

5

3

3

14

1

1

1

4

3

1

2

9

1

5

1
1

14
(13)
10

1

18

-

-

1

1

1
1

1

7

1
1

1

4
5

1
1

11
1
-

1

7(6)
18

1

1

1

1

4

1

5

1

5

1

1

1

1
1

2
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Protocol Section
MA Section
MS&A Section
Steno Pool
Table Office
Notice Office
Lobby Office
Legislative
Section
Bill Office
Question Branch
Group I
Question Branch
Group IIII
Question Branch
Group IV
Question Branch
Group IV
Question Branch
Group V
Committee
Section
(Subordinate
Legislation)
Committee
Section
(Petitions)
Committee
Section
(Government
Assurances)
Committee
Section
(COPLOT)
Committee
Section (Ethics)
Committee
Section
(MPLADS)
Committee
Section (JPC on
Wakf)
Coordination
Section
Standing
Committee
(Commerce)
Standing
Committee
(Home Affairs)
Standing
Committee
(H&FW)
Standing
Committee(T&T)

1
1

1
2
1

1

2

2

3(4)
11(7)
3(3)
3(2)
3(3)
4(0)

5(3)
6(11)
1(2)
4(4)
4(5)
3(3)
4(0)

12
21
1(2)
10
8
7(7)

1
1

1

2(2)
2(2)
1(1)
1(1)
1(1)
1(1)

11

1

1(2)
1(1)

3(3)
3(3)

2(2)
2(2)

6(7)

1

5

13

2

1(1)

3(3)

2(2)

6

1(1)

3(3)

2(2)

1(1)

3(3)

2(2)

1(1)

3(3)

2(2)

2(0)

3(4)

4(4)

2(2)

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

4
12
4
3
3

3
4
1
3
3
2

4
4
1
3
3
3

15
24
2
13
11
10

1

5

3

3

15

1

4

1

2

10

1

4

1

2

12

1

4

1

2

9

1

4

1

2

12

1

4

1

2

9

1

4

1

2

9

2

4

3

3

24

1

3

1

1

6

1

4

2

3

11

1

2

1

1

5

1

2

1

1

5

1

2

1

1

6

-

-

1

3

1

2

7

1

1

4

2

3

15

1

1

4

2

3

11

1

1

4

2

3

13

1

1

4

2

3

11

1
1
1
1

1
1

2

6(6)
6(6)

3

6(6)

1
1
1
1

6(6)
17

1(2)

1
1

3

4

1(2)
4(6)

1(3)

3(4)

3(4)
7
(11)

4

1
1

1(1)

2(2)

1(2)
4(5)

1(1)

1(0)

1(0)

1(1)

1(1)

1(2)

1
-

3(1)
3(4)

-

-

0

1

1

1(1)

3(3)

2(2)

1(1)

2(3)

3(3)

6(6)
8

2

1

0

1
1(1)

2(3)

3(3)
6(7)

1

1(1)

2(3)

3(3)
7

1(1)

2(3)

3(3)

6(7)

1

1
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45.
46.
47.
48.

Standing
Committee
(Industry)
Standing
Committee (HRD)
Standing
Committee (S&T)
Standing
Committee (PPG)
Total

1

1

1(1)

2(3)

3(3)
8

1

14

33

1(1)

2(3)

3(3)

1(1)

2(3)

3(3)

1(1)

2(3)

3(3)

56
(49)

142
(128)

131
(148)

2

1

1

6(7)
7

1

1

6(7)
376

20

22

23

1

1

4

2

3

15

1

1

4

2

3

11

1

1

4

2

3

13

1

1

4

2

3

11

30

35

180

90

110

510

Table 5.4
Recommended Structure of Legislative, Financial, Executive
and Administrative Service (LAFEAS)
S. No.
1.
2.

3.

Name of the post &
Scale of Pay
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Director (Finance)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Mode of recruitment
Sanctioned

100% Pro motion. By selection from the
grade of Additional Director with a
minimum of 3 years service in the grade or
6 years combined service in the grades of
Additional Director & Deputy Secretary/
Pay & Accounts Officer in accordance w ith
the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the
post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretariat or of a State
Legislature Secretariat or State Higher
Judicial Service/Central Group ‘A’ Service
with a minimum of 14 years experience in
a Group ‘A’ post.
100% Deputation. By Selection from
amongst officers belonging to:-

Number of Posts
Filled in Recommended

8

8

8

15

14

19

1

1

1

(i) All India Services; or
(ii) Central or State Group ‘A’ Services; or
(iii) Central Secretariat Services; or
(iv)Constitutional Bodies, Autonomous
Bodies, Autonomous Organisations; or
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(v) Central/State Regulatory Author ities;
and
(A) Holding on a regular basis in the
parent cadre;- Posts in PB-4 (37400-67000+8700
Grade Pay); or
- Posts in PB-3 (15600-39100+7600
Grade Pay) with 5 years regular service in
the said grade; or
- Posts in PB-3(15600-39100+7600 Grade
Pay) with 14 years Group ‘A’ service and
(B) possessing at least 5 years experience
in the field of accounts management,
account maintenance, expenditure control,
preparation of budget estimates, audit etc.
4.

Additional Director
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.8000

5.

Deputy Secretary/ Pay &
Accounts Officer
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.7600

6.

Under Secretary
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.6600

100% Promotion from the grade of
Deputy Secretary/ Pay & Accounts Officer
with a minimum of 3 years in the grade or
6 years combined service in the grades of
Deputy Secretary/ Pay & Accounts Officer
and Under Secretary in accordance with
seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the
post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretariat or of a State
Legislature or State Judicial Service or
Central Group ‘A’ Service with a minimum
of 11 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post
in the required field.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the
grade of Under Secretary with a minimum
of 3 years service in the grade or 6 years
combined service in grades of Under
Secretary and Legislative/ Committee/
Protocol/ Executive Officer in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the
post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretariat or from the
Government or
State
Legislature
Secretariat with a minimum of 9 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the
required field..
100% Pro motion. By selection from the
grade of Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/
Executive Officer with a minimum of 3

38

56

34

22

4

23

56

30
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7.

Legislative/ Committee/
Protocol/ Executive
Officer
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.5400

years service in the grade or 8 years
combined
service
as
Legislative/
Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Officer
and Senior Legislative/ Committee/
Protocol/ Executive Assistant..
90% Pro motion. By selection from the
grade of Senior Legislative/ Committee/
Protocol/ Executive Assistant with a
minimum of 5 years service in the grade or
10 years combined service in the grades
of Senior Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/
Executive Assistant and Senior Clerk
(Selection
Grade)
[Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive
Assistant] in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that in the case of existing
persons in the grades of
Senior
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive Assistant and Senior Clerk (
Selection
Grade)
[Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive
Assistant], the combined length of service
required for promotion to the grade of
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive Officer in the er stwhile grade of
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive Assistant and the merged grade
of Senior Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/
Executive Assistant shall be [minimu m of
7.5 years or 15 years combined service
in the grades of Senior Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive
Assistant,
erstwhile
grade
of
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive Assistant and Senior Clerk.]

32
(in situ)

35

132
(111+
21 in
situ)

180

10% Departmental Examination. By
Selection through limited depar tmental
competitive examination from amongst the
Sr. Assistants with a minimum of five
years service in the grade and/or 10 years
combined service in the grade of Sr.
Assistants and Sr. Clerks (Selection
grade) out of which a minimum of 2 years
service in the grade of Sr. Assistant. The
Syllabus should, inter alia, include
function-related subject required for
perfor mance of job at this level.
8.

Senior
Legislative/
Committee/
Protocol/
Executive Assistant
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4800

50% Pro motion. By selection from the
grade of Senior Clerk Selection Grade)
with a minimum of 5 years service in the
grade or 10 years combined service in the
grades of Senior Clerk (Selection Grade)
and Senior Clerk in accordance with the

160
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9.

10.
11.

Sr. Clerk (Selection
Grade)
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4600
Sr. Clerk
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4200
Jr. Clerk
Rs. 5200-20200 (PB-1) +
Rs.2400

seniority in the higher grade.
50% direct recruit ment. By selection by
open competitive examination from
amongst the candidates possessing
Bachelor’s Degree in any discipline from
the recognized University.
Desirable: Cer tificate in Computer cour se
recognized by AICTE/ DOEACC or course
equivalent to ‘O’ level in terms of syllabus
and duration of cour se as prescribed by
DOEACC.
Note: the direct-recruit candidates
appointed in the grade shall continue to
remain on probation and will not earn their
increments till such time they qualify in a
typing test on Computer at the speed of
8000
key-depressions
per
hour.
Candidates will not be entitled to second
increment unless they qualify above
mentioned test Further, the candidates
who are unable to qualify in such a typing
test within 5 years from the date of their
appointment shall be discharged from the
service of the Secretariat.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the
grade of Senior Clerk with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the
grade of Junior Clerk with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade.
25% Promotion. By selection on the basis
of competitive departmental examination
open to regular employees in the
Secretariat having a minimum typing
speed of 40 words per minute in English/
Hindi typewriting and qualifications of
Senior Secondary or equivalent.
75% direct recruitment. By selection
through open Competitive Examination
from amongst candidates possessing
minimum qualification of Graduation and
minimum typing speed of 40 words per
minute in English or 35 WPM and in Hindi.

90

124

124

64

30

110

Preference will be given to persons having
typing speed of 40 w.p.m. in English and
35 w.p.m. in Hindi.
(In case of Urdu typist, the candidates
should possess minimum typing speed of
40 w.p.m. in Urdu)
Desirable: Certificate in computer course
recognized by AICTE/ DOEACC or
courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in ter ms of
syllabus and duration of course as
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prescribed by DOEACC.
TOTAL
466
435
518
Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promot ion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

5.25.

With above recommended structure of LAFEA Service, the overload of

work in the Committee Sections will be eased out. The officers will be able to pay
greater attention on quality and efficiency. However, clubbing of posts for time bound
promotion has not been recommended so that promotions are based strictly on
vacancy. Stagnation will be taken care of by the in situ promotion scheme which
ensures at least 4 promotions in the entire career of 33-35 years. In the meanwhile,
those holding a post beyond the sanctioned strength will continue to hold the post by
upgrading the feeder post below as personal to them. As soon as the incumbents in
higher posts retire or get promoted, the upgraded post will revert to the feeder post.
With above structure, the prospects at different levels in LAFEA Service are discussed
below.

5.25.1.

At Additional Director level, number of incumbents are 34 against the

recommended sanctioned strength of 22 which is in excess by 12. However, there being
only 15 Directors against the recommended strength of 20, 5 posts will be available
immediately for promotion of Additional Directors. Besides, there are 5 retirements at
Joint Secretary/ Director level in 2015. Thus, 10 Additional Directors will hold regular
posts this year itself. Moreover, one vacancy arising in 2017 and five vacancies arising
in 2018, so on and so forth, will pave way for holding of regular posts by the remaining 2
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Additional Directors in 2017 and 2018 respectively besides promotion of 4 senior most
Additional Directors as well.

5.25.2.

At Deputy Secretary level, there are 4 incumbents against sanctioned

strength of 23 recommended. These 4 Deputy Secretaries promoted in 2014 become
eligible for promotion in 2017. All of them will get promotion in 2018. Thus there will be
no stagnation.

5.25.3.

At Under Secretary level, there are 56 incumbents against the

recommended sanctioned strength of 30, which is in excess by 26. These were
promoted during the years 2008(2), 2009(13), 2010(9), 2011(10), 2012(7). These have
completed the minimum eligibility period of three years service for promotion as Deputy
Secretary. With the recommended structure, 19 Under Secretaries will get promotion
this year itself. Out of remaining 7 Under Secretaries, 4 will get promotion in 2018 and
remaining three Under Secretaries will get promotion in 2019 (1) and 2020 (2). Thus,
there will be no excess by the year 2020. Remaining Under Secretaries will avail of
benefit of in situ promotion scheme.

5.25.4.

At E.O. level, there are 32 in situ E.O.s. With increase in combined

sanctioned strength of E.O.(35), U.S.(30), D.S.(23), Additional Director(22) and
Director(20), there is a net increase of 21 posts up to E.O. level. This will facilitate
regular promotion as E.O. of 21 immediately and the remaining 11 in the years 2020
onwards.
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5.25.5.

At Senior Executive Assistant level, incumbency is 132. Additional 21

posts recommended at E.O. and higher levels will benefit them. At this level, the
incumbents occupying the post since 2009(6), 2010(37) are eligible for promotion as
E.O. They will get promotion immediately as 22 posts will fall vacant in chain apart from
21 posts added which amounts to 43 posts. Others may avail of in situ promotion
scheme too.

5.25.6.

At Senior Clerk level, incumbency is 124 against sanctioned strength of 90

for posts in Sections under LAFEAS. Besides, 3 posts of Senior Clerks are in LARRDIS
and 30 posts of Senior Clerks are in E&TS. Additionally, 2 posts of Sr. Assistants are
in LARRDIS. Thus, there will be no excess beyond recommended sanctioned strength
at this level of Sr. Clerks. However, in order to offset their financial loss on account of
merger of posts in GPs of Rs. 4600 and 4800, it is recommended that Senior Clerks will
have an in-built Selection Grade to which they will be upgraded on completion of
eligibility of 5 years without requirement of vacancy. Thereafter, they will be eligible for
promotion as Senior Executive Assistant after 5 years as Senior Clerk (Selection
Grade). With 180 posts recommended as sanctioned strength of Senior Executive
Assistant, promotion quota will have sufficient vacancies for their promotion against
regular vacancies failing which in situ promotion after 8.5 years.
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Chapter – 6:

6.1.

Library, Reference, Research, Documentation &
Information Service (LARRDIS)

This Section is presently headed by a Joint Secretary level officer assisted

by three Directors, three Joint Directors, three Deputy Directors, three Assistant
Directors and two Research Officers. In addition to this, this Section has supporting staff
such as seven Research Assistants, one Sr. Executive Assistant, one Sr. Clerk, two Jr.
Clerks and one Jr. Library Assistant. The posts of Sr. Executive Assistant, Sr. Clerk
and Jr. Clerks are part of LAFEAS cadre strength.

6.2.

The LARRDIS is functioning mainly for research, report/ speech writing for

higher dignitaries like Chairman, Dy. Chairman and Secretary General. This Section
also brings out publications including biographical sketches of Members every two
years soon after the biennial election of Rajya Sabha Members.

6.3.

This Section maintains a small reference library of 8000 titles in the Rajya

Sabha Secretariat. However, as compared to the Parliament Library, this Unit is very
small and located in one single room and that too, far away from Parliament House
Annexe Building. The books in this library are mainly used by the officers of this Section
in connection with work relating to research, reference and preparation of articles.
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6.4.

It is not the mandate of this Service to provide research support for Rajya

Sabha MPs. This function is performed by the LARRDIS Service under Lok Sabha.
However, beyond the brief, few members of the House take help from the Service. This
Section also liaises with Press and Media agencies for the publicity of activities of Rajya
Sabha. It also provides research back up to the eight Departmental Committees.
Further, a small unit of this Section is also functioning at the residence of the Hon’ble
Chairman for providing functional support to that office.

6.5.

The present cadre structure of the Service is given below in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1

Library, Research, Reference, Documentation and Information Service

As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

Name of the
post and payscale
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) +
Rs.10000
Director
(LARRDIS)

Mode of recruitment

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Joint
Director with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade or
6 years combined service in the grades of Joint Director
and Deputy Director in accordance with the seniority in
the higher grade.

Sanctioned
strength
1

No. of
posts
filled
1

3

3

9

9
(8 JDs
+
1 DD)

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from another
service in the Secretariat or from the Government or
State Legislature Secretariat with a minimum of 14 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field.
3.

Joint Director

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Deputy
Director with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade or
6 years combined service in the grades of Deputy
Director and Assistant Director in accordance with the
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seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging to
another service in the Secretariat or from Government or
State Legislature Secretariat with a minimum of 11 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field, failing
which by direct recruitment.
4.

Deputy Director

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Assistant
Director with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade or
6 years combined service in the grades of Assistant
Director and Research Officer in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging to
another service in the Secretariat or from the Government
or State Legislature Secretariat with a minimum of 9
years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field,
failing which by direct recruitment.”

5.

Assistant D irector

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Research Officer with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 8 years combined service in the grades of
Research Officer and Research Assistant in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.

6.

Research Officer

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Research Assistant with a minimum of 5 years service in
the grade or 15 years combined service in the grades of
Research Assistant and Junior Library Assistant in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.

7.

Research
Assistant

25% For promotion –

8

8
(4 ADs
+
1 RO)

14

8

By selection from the grade of Junior Library Assistant
with a minimum of 5 years service in the grade and
preferably possessing the qualification of Master’s
Degree in one of the Social Sciences or Law Degree or
other Post Graduate Degree.
75% For Direct Recruitment –
Through open competition from amongst candidates
possessing Master’s Degree in any discipline or
bachelor’s degree in any discipline w ith Law degree.
Desirable: (i) Degree or diploma in Library Science.
(ii) Certificate in computer course recognized by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
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DOEACC.

8.

Junior Library
Assistant

100% Direct Recruitment. Through open Competitive
Examination from amongst candidates possessing
Bachelor’s degree in Library Science.

2

0

Desirable:
Certificate in computer course recognized by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
9.

Cameraman*

100% Direct Recruitment. By selection on the basis of
competitive departmental examination/skill test from
among regular employees of the Secretariat with a
minimum of 5 years regular service in the Secretariat,
having minimum educational qualification of Matriculation
(10th Class pass) and at least 5 years experience in Still
and Video photography.

0

Desirable: Certificate/Diploma in Photography, Video
Production, Cinematography from a recognized institute.
Provided that if the post is not filled up through
Competitive Departmental Examination, the post may be
filled up through Open Competitive Examination/Skill
Test from amongst candidates possessing qualifications
as prescribed for competitive depar tmental examination.
10.

Light Assistant*

100% Direct Recruitment. By selection on the basis of a
Competitive Departmental Examination/Skill Test from
amongst regular employees of the Secretariat with a
minimum of 5 years regular service in the Secretariat and
possessing a minimum educational qualification of
matriculation or equivalent.

0

Provided that if the post is not filled up through
Competitive Depar tmental Examination, the post may be
filled up through Open Competitive Examination/Skill Test
from amongst candidates possessing qualifications as
prescribed for competitive departmental examination.
Total

37

29

*Posts of Cameraman and Light Assistant has been abolished by Secretary General in April, 2014.
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6.6.

IIM, Ahmedabad in its Cadre Review Report in 2007 has observed that it

is necessary that the Service needs to be given a new impetus, focusing more on
research and publishing. In the current framework, the Service’s role to support
members is limited, since Hon’ble Members of Parliament can get the above services
from the Parliament Library which is more equipped to do the same. Hence, there is
limited justification for the service to keep an independent library of 8000 titles and
demand multiple positions of qualified library staff.

6.7.

SIU conducted the work study and submitted its Report in 2010. The study

team has projected the workload of this Section in four major Units viz. Office of Hon’ble
Chairman; Who’s Who, Library and Reference Unit; Media, Education and Audio Visual
Unit; and Research Unit. Keeping in view the assessed workload and functional/
positional requirements, the requirement of officers/ staff for the above Units of
LARRDIS Section, consolidated assessment of posts had been recommended as in
Table 6.2 below.
Table 6.2
Consolidated Assessment of Posts under LARRDIS

S.No.

Name of the Post

Sanctioned
Strength

Existing Strength

Assessed
Strength

Remarks

1.

Joint Secretary

1

1

1

Not Studied

2.

Director

3

2

2

Cushion available

3.

Joint Director/ Deputy Director

9

5

4
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4.

Assistant D irector/ Resear ch
Officer

8

5

(5+3)

(3+2)

5

5.

Research Assistant

14

7

7

6.

Senior Executive Assistant#

#

1

1

7.

Executive Assistant#

#

-

1

8.

Jr. Library Assistant

2

2

1

9.

Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk#

#

3

3

10.

Library Attendant

-

-

1

11.

Cameraman

1

-

-

12.

Light Assistant

1

-

-

#These posts have been shown against the sanctioned/ assessed strength of LAFEA Service.
Note 1:

10% Leave Reserve has been provided in the category of Research Assistant.

Note 2: The number of posts of Supervisory Officers at the level of D irector, Joint/ Deputy Director has been assessed as 50%
of the total assessed strength (12 in number) at the level of Assistant Director/ Research Officer and Research Assistant put
together. This has been done taking into account the nature of jobs/ responsibilities of the officers.
Note 3: In the Media, Education and Audio Visual Unit, the study team have assessed the Ministerial posts of Senior Executive
Assistant instead of Research Asstt., since the nature of work being handled in this Unit is not technical in nature and rela tes to
general correspondence/ coordination.

6.8.

SIU, in its Report, has recognized that the nature of work performed by

LARRDIS is of creative and intellectual in nature. It may be desirable to consider the
option of co-opting talent from outside for adding more value to the work done by
LARRDIS. Against this background, for enhancing the quality and content of various
Committee reports and other journals/ documents published by Rajya Sabha Secretariat
and for infusing new ideas and concepts, it has been suggested that the feasibility of
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filling up a few posts at the level of Assistant Director and above in LARRDIS from
outside on deputation/ contract may be explored.

A.

6.9.

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service/ Comments of Personnel:

Four representations have been received by the Committee from the

members of the Service. One representation has been signed by three members of the
Service. Thus there are six representationists. Several issues have been raised by the
members of the Service. Personnel Section has also provided comments on the issues.
These are as below (copies of representations and comments of Personnel Section are
collectively placed at Annexures A-6 and B-6 respectively):

6.9.1.

Rechristening of the Service as Researc h and Information Service (RIS).

The change in nomenclature has been requested to give due acknowledgement to the
legitimate aspirations of the LARRDI Service to provide full-fledged research and
reference services to MPs (excluding the Library Service which is being looked after by
the Parliament Library under the administration and control of the LSS). The new
nomenclature is in the interest of maintaining parity in matter of career opportunities,
service status/ profile vis-à-vis other Services.
Comments:
The LARRDI Service encompasses both library and research functions.
Though the main Parliament Library is maintained by the Lok Sabha Secretariat,
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LARRDIS also maintains Rajya Sabha library. Research and Library functions have
always been a part of the LARRDI Service. Before being renamed LARRDIS, this
Service was Research and Library Section. Moreover, providing full-fledged research
and reference service to MPs is the job of LOK Sabha LARRDIS. Rajya Sabha
LARRDIS is basically to collect material for speeches, messages, etc. of Hon’ble
Chairman, Deputy Chairman, and prepare draft speeches for them. It at time brings
publications on issues identified by the Secretariat and updates the Rajya Sabha
publications. It is also supposed to provide research and reference services to the
Hon’ble Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Secretary General and 8 Department related
Committees.

6.9.2.

Making JS posts combined for both LAFEAS and LARRDIS: Prior to 2008,

there was a common pool for promotion to the post of Joint Secretaries of LAFEAS and
LARRDIS. The rationale behind this arrangement could have perhaps been the
similarity in the general nature of educational qualifications and capabilities of handling
similar work profiles. Hon’ble Chairman had approved common seniori ty of LAFEA and
LARRDIS for promotion to JS but the same had not been implemented perhaps due to
suppression of facts by the Administration.
Comments:
‘1957 Rule’ empowers Hon’ble Chairman to lay down eligibility condition
for appointment to various posts and also to determine mode of their appointment. Prior
to 2008, the number of posts of Joint Secretary was very limited and no post was
earmarked for promotion by members of any service. However, consequent upon
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implementation of first cadre review report of IIM, Ahmedabad, 6 posts of Joint
Secretary were created, making total number of posts of Joint Secretary equal to 12 out
of which LAFEAS which is the main service of the Secretariat with a sanctioned staff
strength of 466 was allocated 7 posts (including 2 to be filled on deputation basis) while
specialized services including LARRDIS were allocated one post each of Joint
Secretary as promotional post. It may be noted that though Cadre Review Committee
had recommended that a post of JS for LARRDIS may be created only with abundant
caution since the level of work in that did not warrant a JS level person to head it and
LARRDIS is a comparatively small Service with a sanctioned strength of 37 while
LAFEAS has a sanctioned strength of 466, one post of JS has been allocated to
LARRDIS. These allocations have been made in exercise of powers of Hon’ble
Chairman under ‘1957 Rules’. Moreover, as LARRDIS is similar to other specialized
services like VRS, SIS, etc. any change in existing position may invite similar claims
from other specialized services.

6.9.3.

Shifting Sh. N.K. Singh, JS (LARRDIS) from LAFEAS to LARRDIS –

reversal of the same.
Comments:
This is purely administrative decision and does not fall within the terms of
reference of the Cadre Review Committee. However, matter, in brief, is explained
below.
There is only one post of JS in LARRDIS but there are two Joint
Secretaries from the Service, one appointed against the post of JS in LARRDIS and the
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other adjusted against a post JS in LAFEA Service. Since the post of JS needs to be
restored to LAFEAS as soon as possible, Shri N.K. Singh who is retiring in 2015 is
shown as JS against the post in LAFEAS and Sh. Sahu (retiring in 2018) is shown
against the post of JS in LARRDIS.

6.9.4.

Creation of Information Reservoir comprising of ten wings:

The Wings will provide, inter alia, in depth research in response to the
specific requests made by the Members, Presiding Officers, Committees of Rajya
Sabha etc.
Comments:
LARRDIS had been restructured into 8 units in 2008, consequent to the
recommendation of the First Cadre Review Committee that the service expand its
activity basket.
The present proposal of Ten Wings also have similar work allocation as
was done earlier for 8 units. Even all these 8 units have not become functional and as
such there can hardly be any scope for further expansion as long as even existing units
remain non functional. More units cannot be created merely to create more posts for
LARRDIS. ISSUE of duplication of work with LARRDIS of Lok Sabha also needs to be
kept in view so that public money is optimally utilized.
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6.9.5.

Creation of Documentation wing for creating a database for a ll

Legislations of national importance.
Comments:
Documentation is already a part of the LARRDI Service. Moreover,
duplication of work with Lok Sabha LARRDIS is to be kept in view.

6.9.6.

Creation of a Centre for Parliamentary Studies and Information (CPSI)

under LARRDIS.
Comments:
BPST in Lok Sabha already caters to this need.

6.9.7.

Capacity Building of Officers of LARRDIS.
Comments:
The details of various kinds of training, both domestic and foreign,

provided to the officials of various services is available.

6.9.8.

Manpower planning, control and deployment to be under the concerned

Sectional Head.
Comments:
Manpower planning, control and deployment is basically the function of
Personnel Section. However, as per present practice, Personnel section issue orders
for transfers/ postings in the LAFEAS, PSSS, D&D and Messenger Service. With regard
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to the remaining Services including LARRDIS, posting of official within the Service are
an internal matter of that Service. Regarding posting of some Research Assistants in
Committee Sections, it is a purely short term measure taken to alleviate the shortage of
Senior Assistants in LAFEA Service. As and when sufficient numbers of Senior
Assistants in LAFEA are recruited, the Research Assistants would be posted in the
LARRDI Service.

6.9.9.

Space Crunch
Comments:
Does not come under Terms of reference of the Cadre Review

Committee.

6.9.10.

Upgradation of stagnating Posts. In LARRDIS 4 Joint Directors who

directly joined as Assistant Director in 1996, may be upgraded as Directors making
these posts personal to them.
Comments:
The posts of Directors in all the Services is vacancy based and since there
are relatively fewer posts in the grade of Director, there is stagnation in all Services in
the grade of Joint Director. Quicker promotions in earlier period is bound to lead to
stagnation at some stage. Any relaxation for LARRDIS will invite claims from others.

6.9.11.

Time Scale Placement Scheme as adapted in Lok Sabha Secretariat.
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Comments:
This Secretariat has In situ Promotion scheme up to the grade of Joint
Director under which an employee, upon completion of 8.5 years in the feeder grade or
13.5 years of combined service in the feeder grade and the grade immediately lower to
it gets in situ promotion to the next higher grade.
There is also an Assured Financial Upgradation Scheme in the Secretariat
but that is applicable only to some isolated non-gazetted grades. We also have
combined cadres in some grades. As against these three schemes, Lok Sabha has only
one Scheme of time scale placement and hence there can be no comparison with
Scheme existing in Lok Sabha Secretariat.

6.9.12.

Demarcating promotional lines in the Service would be extremely unfair to

the library professionals.
Comments:
Direct recruitment in the LARRDI Service is at two levels
-

100% direct recruitment in the grade of Junior Library Assistant.

-

75% direct recruitment in the grade of Research Assistant and 25% by promotion
from the grade of Junior Library Assistant after 5 years of service.

-

There is no discrimination either on functional basis or in promotion prospects
between the direct recruits in the grade of Research Assistant and the promotees
in this grade.
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-

This system seems to have been envisaged keeping in view that LARRDIS is to
maintain library and provide research and reference services. The system upto
this time has worked well.

-

Separation of existing stream also have legal implications.

6.9.13.

The vacant posts of JLAs may be filled at the earliest.

Comments:
Vacancies have been intimated to Recruitment Cell.

6.9.14.

Separate space may be allotted for Library books.

Comments:
Not in Terms of Reference of the Cadre Review Committee.

6.9.15.

Need for creating physical infrastructure for the Library and its personnel.

Comments:
Does not come under the Terms of Reference of the Cadre Review
Committee.

6.9.16.

Creation of post of Library Attendant would help in the organization of the

library/ reference records.
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Comments:
There has never been a post of Library Attendant in this Secretariat.
However, LSS has posts of Library Attendant (5200-20200 + 2200) and Senior Library
Attendant (5200-20200 + 2400).
The Library maintained by the LARRDIS of RSS is however much smaller
as compared to the Parliament Library of the LSS.

6.9.17.

Hierarchy should be balanced by pyramidal structure to minimize

stagnation.
Comments:
No comments required.

6.9.18.

Refresher training for each official on promotion.

Comments:
A list of the Training programmes organized by the Training Cell is
available.

6.10.

Oral evidence/hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

27th April, 2015 (Verbatim Record of the oral evidence is placed at Annexure C-6).
S/Shri S,D. Nautiyal, Raghab P. Dash, both Directors (LARRDIS), Virendra Singh,
Pawan Kumar, Dr(Smt) Rosey Sailo Damodaran all Joint Directors, Smt. Vandana
Singh, Deputy Director and others made the presentation before CRC.
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6.11.

It was stated that the Service came into being in 1974.

An effort to

expand this Service was notified but the Order was kept in abeyance. The Service has
the ability to serve much more but there is no structured roadmap or vision or plan for
future course of action. The Secretary General and the Hon’ble Chairman want to see
the visibility of the research set up in their product. They have since been producing lot
many publications which are now made available to MPs. On the insistence of
Secretary General, the members of the Service have been producing research papers,
called ‘background papers’ on each of the legislations which are taken up in Rajya
Sabha. Earlier, the idea of occasional research papers with proper foot notes,
references, and issues of current and enduring importance was also pursued. Seven
occasional research papers were produced and these were used by MPs. Members of
the Service, especially those 6 recruited on a one time basis as Assistant Director in
1995-1996, are M.Phil or Ph.D. Shri KR Narayanan, the then Hon’ble Chairman, Rajya
Sabha had given elaborate indication of his intention to have quality research personnel
in the Committee Sections.

6.12.

The presentation of the Service indicated that the members are suffering

from double jeopardy. First, the post of Joint Secretary, which was filled from combined
seniority of Directors from all the Services, was made Service specific after the Cadre
Review by IIM, Ahmedabad. Secondly, one of the two officers of LARRDIS promoted as
JS was arbitrarily allocated against the post of JS in LAFEAS keeping in view the early
retirement of that incumbent.

The presentation also mentioned about an Article ‘E -

Waste in India’ produced by the Service and published in Rail Bandhu magazine which
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got acclaim from a reader. Other members of the Service, mostly the group of 6 directly
recruited Assistant Directors, lamented about their bleak career prospects.

6.13.

The issue regarding speedy recruitment to the two vacant posts of Junior

Library Assistants(JLAs) was also raised because in the absence of JLAs, the promoted
Research Assistants have to perform the duties of JLA. Creation of one post of Library
Attendant was also advocated.

6.14.

Immediately after the Oral Evidence, Ms Ravinder Kaur met the

Committee and informed about her representation to Personnel Section in response to
the latter’s note dated 19.08.2014. She informed that currently JLA cadre officers are
holding one post each at the level of Joint Director, Deputy Director, Assistant Director,
Research Officer and two posts of Research Assistants. However, both the posts of JLA
being vacant, their job is being performed by promoted Research Assistants. She
argued for a separate Library Service distinct from LARRDIS.

6.15

During meeting with Jt. Secretary from LAARDIS, JS (LARRDIS) while

making comparison with the counterpart Service in Lok Sabha Secretariat opined that
Rajya Sabha Media Unit should be supervised by him. In view of intellectual ability and
writing skill of officers of his Service, it was suggested that the role, mandate given to
LARRDIS in Lok Sabha Secretariat should also be given to them. He wanted one
Department Related Parliamentary Standing Committee to be assigned to LARRDIS for
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secretarial assistance. In short, all the issues raised by service representatives during
written as well as oral evidence, were again pressed by him.

6.16. .

However, on further interaction at higher level and analysis of the past and

present performance of the Service, it transpired that the members of the Service,
especially those inducted at Group ‘A’ level are living in a world of make-believe. They
are suffering from narcissism. It is also difficult to ignore the fact that Parliament House
Library and the LARRDIS of the Lok Sabha Secretariat attached to it, has been
providing the required assistance – both to the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha.

B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee:

6.17.1.

Change of nomenclature of the LARRDIS as Research and Information

Service is not justified as the library function of the Service is also important howsoever
small its Library be. Further, providing research and reference service to MPs is not the
mandate of the Service.

6.17.2.

It is noted that the number of posts of Joint Secretary was very limited

prior to 2008 and none was earmarked for any service. After the first Cadre Review, 6
posts of Joint Secretary were created and one post each was allocated to specialized
Services, including LARRDIS. Further, LARRDIS is a Service with cadre strength of 37
as against LAFEAS which has cadre strength of 466. It is pertinent to mention that
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LARRDIS is similar to other specialized services like VRS, SIS, etc. Any change in
existing position may invite similar claims from other specialized services. Here, it is
relevant to mention that IIM, Ahmedabad, in the First Cadre Review Report, while
recommending one post of Joint Secretary to LARRDIS had observed that this
recommendation should be implemented with abundant caution. Structura lly, the
Parliament Library controlled by Lok Sabha has the mandate to provide research and
referencing services to Members of Parliament and maintain the library and hence the
role of LARRDIS has shrinked. Though there is enough scope for providing value added
service to the Rajya Sabha, the Service has not been doing so. Report of IIM,
Ahmedabad has given an opinion that as a pre-requisite to creating the post of JS, the
activity basket of the Service has to undergo change. The members of the Service use
the library books mainly for speech writing and rarely for reference. In their meetings
with the external customers, it was evident that LARRDIS in Rajya Sabha was not in
their frame of mind as a support mechanism and even a contributor in the Committee
work. These observations of 2007 are still relevant as the Service has not acquitted
itself well to deserve vertical mobility as also horizontal expansion.

6.17.3.

Expansion proposal of LARRDIS in ten wings is too ambitious, especially

when LARRDIS having been restructured into 8 units in 2008, all these units have not
become functional. LARRDIS in Rajya Sabha is much smaller Service than that in Lok
Sabha which has bigger mandate and the Parliament Library, etc.
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6.17.4.

Creation of Documentation wing and a Centre for Parliamentary Studies

and Information will duplicate the role of BPST in Lok Sabha. Present set up of
LARRDIS in Rajya Sabha already deals with documentation.

6.17.5.

Capacity building is taken care of by the Training Cell which lists domestic

and foreign trainings. Manpower planning is the function of Personnel Section.
However, the allocation of work to members within a Service is an internal matter. The
Personnel section should consult LARRDIS in posting of Research Assistants of
LARRDIS cadre to the Committees so that the Service does not suffer from shortage of
Research Assistants, especially when the role of Junior Library Assistants, both posts
being vacant, is also entrusted to Research Assistants.

6.17.6.

Stagnation at Joint Director level is prevalent in all Services due to the fact

that promotion to the post of Director is vacancy based. Time Scale Placement Scheme
of Lok Sabha Secretariat is not applicable to Rajya Sabha Secretariat because the
Secretariat as a policy, has sought to ensure that every employee gets at least four
promotions in his career. Accordingly, the in situ promotion scheme has been
introduced till the grade of Joint Director as a person joining the Secretariat at the
highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade would be ensured of getting
at least 4 promotions up till the grade of Joint Director. They cannot have both the
schemes simultaneously in operation along with combined cadre of two grades in the
Service which has created a disoriented pyramid having more persons in higher posts
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than lower posts. Promotions up to Joint Director have been unusually fast tracked
which is causing a feeling of stagnation.

6.17.7.

It is noted that there is no demarcation possible either on functional or

promotion basis between the direct recruits and promotees in the grade of Research
Assistants in a small Service like LARRDIS with sanctioned strength of 37 which has to
perform functions of library as well as research/ reference.

6.17.8.

Both the posts of Junior Library Assistants lying vacant, puts pressure on

Research Assistants. Recruitment Cell needs to be revamped to enable it to take
expeditious action for timely recruitment as is done by UPSC and SSC.

C.

Recommendations:

6.18.1.

Comparing LARRDIS with LAFEAS is not relevant in view of their

respective role and cadre strength. LARRDIS is a specialized Service like Verbatim
Reporting Service, Simultaneous Interpretation Service, Editorial & Translation Service,
etc. All these Services are of comparable size unlike LAFEAS which has the largest
cadre strength of 466. Therefore, increase in the number of posts of Joint Secretary in
the Service is not justified.
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6.18.2.

In the case of 6 directly recruited Assistant Directors , the condition of

stagnation is worse because, after two promotions, they reached the level of Joint
Director as compared to members of other services for whom it is their 4 th promotion or
even more. Two of these directly recruited are Directors and three are Joint Directors.
One is stated to be on deputation to UN. The only one post of Joint Secretary will fall
vacant in 2018. That will release one post of Director in chain. Age profile of three
Directors retiring in 2021, 2023 and 2028 suggests that they will sequentially become
Joint Secretary and posts of Director (filled in chain by promoted Joint Directors)
consequently will fall vacant in 2021, 2022, 2024. Thus , the junior most directly recruited
Assistant Director having become Joint Director in 2009 is likely to become Director in
2024, i.e. after 15 years as Joint Director.

6.18.3.

As noted above, LARRDIS has a sanctioned strength of 37. It was 24 at

the time of the First Cadre Review by IIM, Ahmedabad and that Report did not propose
any increase in sanctioned strength. The Report noted that the Service needed to be
given a new impetus, focusing more on research and publishing. SIU, in its Report in
2010, assessed the strength of LARRDIS as 20 (excluding 2 posts of Senior Executive
Assistant/ Executive Assistant). Therefore, the Service needs to increase the quality
output in terms of Background Papers, Occasional Research Papers and in support to
Departmental Committees before making tall claims for higher posts. To that extent, it
may be said in retrospect that recruitment of 6 directly recruited Assistant Directors in
1996 did not yield desired results .
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6.18.4

Time bound promotions across various grades in a Service fall in the

category of Flexible

Complementing

Scheme

Technological Departments for in-situ promotion

in operation in Scientific

and

of scientists/ technical personnel as

contained in Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 2/41/97 -PIC dated
9.11.1998 after duly examining the recommendations of the Fifth Central Pay
Commission. Similar time bound promotions are available in academic institutions
engaged in research and teaching. The eligibility/ residency period also varies from 3 to
5 years and not 3 years uniformly as has been done in all the services of the Secretariat
for Group ‘A’ posts. Thus, time bound promotion should not exist in LAARDIS and other
Services of the Secretariat. It will, therefore, be in fitness of things to have vacancy
based promotion at each level. Stagnation will be taken care of by the unique in situ
promotion scheme.

6.18.5.

Number of sanctioned posts at the level of Director at present is 3 i.e. 1 for

each of the three major Units viz. (a) Who’s Who, Library and Reference Unit; (b)
Media, Education and Audio Visual Unit; and (c) Research Unit. We do not find any
justification for any increase in the number of posts of Director. To make pyramid of
hierarchy of posts less inverted, 9 posts of erstwhile JD/DD are proposed to be split as
4 Addl. Director and 5 Joint Director. 8 Posts of erstwhile AD/ RO are proposed to be
increased to 10 and split further as 5 each in the grade of Deputy Director and
Research/ Reference Officer.

The total number of posts in the Service will thus

increase marginally to 39 so as to make the Service viable to fulfill the requirement of
research function in accordance with their potential and calibre. The Recruitment Cell
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should expedite recruitment at the entry level of Research Assistants and Library
Assistants. Keeping in view of qualifications prescribed in the existing Recruitment
Rules, the post of Jr. Library Assistant (which are vacant at present) should be
designated as Library Assistant in the pay-scale of Rs.9300-34800 + GP of Rs. 4600.
It may not lead to any benefit to any existing employee because the posts of Jr. Library
Assistant are lying vacant.

Increase in pay-scale and change of designation with

existing qualifications prescribed in the recruitment rules will facilitate the recruitment of
suitable candidates. Library has been provided a Library Attendant by SIU. This stand
alone post will have problem in fulfilling reasonable career progression. Lok Sabha has
Junior/ Senior Library Attendants who can move on through Departmental examination
as Junior Library Assistant. Since Rajya Sabha library is small, one post of Attendant in
Messenger Service can fulfill that requirement.

6.18.6.

Members of all services rue that while they carry the designations of Joint

Director and Deputy Director, their counterparts in the Lok Sabha Secretariat are
designated as Additional Director and Joint Director respectively in the same Pay Bands
and Grade Pay. The Committee feels that this anomaly should be removed in all the
Services in the Secretariat. Besides, in LARRDIS, Research Officer and Research
Assistant

should

be

designated

as

Research/Reference

Officer

and

Research/Reference Assistant as in Lok Sabha. This will justify their function in Who’s
Who, Library and Reference Unit as distinct from Research Unit.
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6.18.7.

With the above discussions, the assessment of posts and recommended

structure of the Service will be as given in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 respectively.
Table 6.3

Assessment of Posts under LARRDIS
S.
No.

Name of the
Post

I. Office of Hon’ble
Chairman
Assessed
Strength

1.

Director

Existing
Strength
-

2.

-

1

-

1

1

1

1

1

3.

Additional
Director
Joint Director

1

1

2

2

1

1

-

1

4.

Deputy Director

1

1

2

2

-

1

-

1

5.

Research/
Reference Officer
Research/
Reference Asstt.
Library Assistant
Attendant

-

-

2

-

-

2*

3

Sr. Executive
Asstt./ Executive
Asstt.
Sr./ Jr. Clerk

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II. Who’s Who,
Library and
Reference Unit
Existing Assessed
Strength Strength
1
1

III. Media, Education
and Audio Visual
Unit
Existing Assessed
Strength Strength
1
1

IV. General and
Committee based
Research Unit
Existing Assessed
Strength Strength#
1
1

-

2

3

5

1

2

3

4

-

-

2
-

2
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

2

-

-

-

-

1

1

1

1

1

1

*Including officer posted in Committee Section on Subordinate Legislation
#As and when the work is initiated in the officially sanctioned and notified Resear ch units the staff assessment can be reviewed
in Rajya Sabha Secretariat for augmentation of manpower.
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Table 6.4
Recommended Structure of
Library, Reference,Research, Documentation and Information Service
S.
No.
1.
2.

Name of the post &
Scale of Pay
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director (LARRDIS)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Mode of recruitment
Sanctioned

100% Promotion. By selection from the
grade of Additional Director with a
minimum of 3 years service in the grade
or 6 years combined service the grades
of Additional Director and Joint Director in
accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.

Number of Posts
Filled in Recommended

1

1

1

3

3

3

9

9
(8 JDs +
1 DD)

4

Provided that if none is found suitable,
the post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer from another service in
the Secretar iat or from the Government
or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 14 years experience in a
Group ‘A’ post in the required field.
4.

Additional Director
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.8000

100% Promotion. By selection from the
grade of Joint Director with a minimum of
3 years service in the grade or 6 years
combined service in the grades of Joint
Director and Deputy Director in
accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable,
the post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretariat or from
Government or State Legislature
Secretariat with a minimum of 11 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the
required field.

5.

Joint Director
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.7600

100% Promotion. By selection from the
grade of Deputy Director with a minimum
of 3 years service in the grade or 6 years
combined service in the grades of Deputy
Director and Research/ Reference Officer
in accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.

5

Provided that if none is found suitable,
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the post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer belonging to another
service in the Secretar iat or from the
Government or State Legislature
Secretariat with a minimum of 9 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the
required field.
6.

Deputy Director
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.6600

100% Promotion. By selection from the
grade of Research/ Reference Officer
with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 8 years combined service in the
grades of Research/ Reference Officer
and Research/ Reference Assistant in
accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.

7.

Research/ Reference
Officer
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.5400

100% Promotion. By selection from the
grade of Research/ Reference Assistant
with a minimum of 5 years service in the
grade or 15 years combined service in
the grades of Research/ Reference
Assistant and Junior Library Assistant in
accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.

8.

Research/ Reference
Assistant
Rs.19300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4800

25% For promotion –

8

8
(4 DDs +
4 ROs)

5

5

14

8

14

2

0

2

By selection from the grade of Junior
Library Assistant with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade and preferably
possessing the qualification of Master’s
Degree in one of the Social Sciences or
Law Degree or other Post Graduate
Degree.
75% For Direct Recruitment –
Through open competition from amongst
candidates possessing Master’s Degree
in any discipline or bachelor’s degree in
any discipline with Law degree.
Desirable: (i) Degree or diploma in L ibrary Science.
(ii)

9.

Library Assistant
Rs.19300-34800

Certificate in computer course
recognized by AICTE/DOEACC or
courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of
course as prescribed by DOEACC.

100% Direct Recruitment. Through open
Competitive Examination from amongst
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(PB-2) + Rs.4600

candidates
possessing
degree in Library Science.

Bachelor’s

Desirable:
Certificate in computer course recognized
by AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent
to ‘O’ level in ter ms of syllabus and
duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
Total

37

29

39

10.

Sr Executive Assistant#

1

2

11.

Sr Clerk/ Jr Clerk#

3

3

12.

Attendant*

1

#These posts have been shown against the sanctioned/ assessed strength of LAFEA Service.
* The post has been shown against the sanctioned/ assessed strength of Messenger Service
Note 1: In terms of C lause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promotion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.
Note 2:

10% Leave Reserve has been provided in the category of Research Assistant.

Note 3: The number of posts of Supervisory Officers at the level of Director, Additional/Joint Director has been assessed as
50% of the total assessed strength (26 in number) at the level of Deputy Director/ Research Officer, Research Assistant and
Junior Library Assistant put together. This has been done taking into account the nature of jobs/ responsibilities of the officers.
Note 4: In the Media, Education and Audio Visual Unit, the study team have assessed the Ministerial posts of Senior Executive
Assistant instead of Research Asstt., since the nature of work being handled in this Unit is not technical in nature and relates to
general correspondence/ coordination.

6.19.1.

Above structure of LARRDIS will enable the last directly recruited

Assistant Director (now being designated as Deputy Director) to get promoted as
Director in 2024.

6.19.2.

At the Additional Director level, the total strength of Additional Director will

become 8 against proposed sanctioned strength of 4. Four Additional Directors in
excess of sanctioned strength will continue against the sanctioned strength of five posts
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of Joint Director by upgradation of posts as personal to them. As and when the vacancy
arises in the grade of Additional Director, the post will revert to Joint Director level. In
terms of the age profile, one vacancy each ma y arise in the years 2018, 2021, 2022 and
2023. So the lone Joint Director promoted in 2014 and becoming eligible for further
promotion in 2017 as per the extant scheme will have to wait till 2024 or avail of in situ
promotion scheme whichever is earlier.

6.19.3.

At Joint Director level, senior most Deputy Director appointed in 2009 and

completing eligibility period for promotion in 2012, will get promotion in 2018. Other
three Deputy Directors have been appointed in 2012 and their turn for promotion will
arise in 2021, 2022 and 2023 when chain vacancies arise.

6.19.4.

At Deputy Director level, one additional post is proposed. Therefore, one

of the four Research/Reference Officers appointed in 2012 will get promotion on
becoming eligible while the remaining three will get promotion in 2018, 2021and 2022,
i.e., after a period of 3 and 5 years beyond eligibility period.

6.19.5.

At Research/ Reference Officer level, one additional post is proposed.

Therefore, two of the eight Research/Reference Assistants will get promotion as soon
as they become eligible in 2016. Others will have to wait for vacancies arising in 2018,
2021, 2022, 2023 and 2024. Promotions of eight Research/ Reference Assistants will
be faster with creation of two vacancies in chain, thanks to marginal increase proposed
in cadre strength from 37 to 39.
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6.19.6.

Above analysis shows that by splitting the combined cadre of two grades,

there may be a little longer waiting period for juniors in the grade and that promotions
will be well spaced out over service span. in situ promotion scheme will be available in
case of longer stagnation in isolated cases.
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Chapter – 7:

7.1.

Simultaneous Interpretation Service (SIS)

Simultaneous Interpretation Service is a highly skilled and specialized

service introduced in the Rajya Sabha in September, 1964. This Service provides the
simultaneous interpretation during the proceedings of the House and the Committees.
Simultaneous interpretation of the speeches made in the House or any of its Committee
meetings is provided for any of the twelve languages (Assamese, Bengali, English,
Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Odiya, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu and Urdu)
into English/Hindi. Simultaneous Interpretation into Hindi or English language is its
regular and primary feature for any sitting of the House or Committee but for other
languages mentioned above, facility is made available at the request of a Member of
House, duly permitted the Chairman for which advance notice is made by the
concerned.

7.2.

Thus, this Service is one of the core Services of Rajya Sabha Secretariat

for facilitating the functioning the House or its Committee. As per its nomenclature, onthe- spot interpretation is done in the House. At a time, there would be maximum 3
languages available to the Hon’ble Members including the floor language in which the
original speech is being made. The Service also provides translation of Regional
Languages documents received from various Sections of Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

7.3.

The present cadre structure of the Service is given below in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1
Simultaneous Interpretation Service
As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

Name of the
post and payscale
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) +
Rs.10000
Director
(Interpretation)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Mode of recruitment

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Joint
Director (Interpretation) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in the
grades of Joint Director (Interpretation) and Deputy
Director (Interpretation) in accordance with the seniority
in the higher grade.

Sanctioned
strength
1

No. of
posts
filled
1

2

2

19

19 (13
JDs
+6
DDs)

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of suitable officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 14 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in
the required field.
3.

Joint Director
(Interpretation)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.8000

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Deputy
Director (Interpretation) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in the
grades of Deputy Director (Interpretation) and
Parliamentary Interpreter in accordance with the seniority
in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 11 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in
the required field, failing which by direct recruitment.

4.

Deputy Director
(Interpretation)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.7600

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Parliamentary Interpreter with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in the
grades of Parliamentary Interpreter and Junior
Parliamentary Interpreter in accordance with the seniority
in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 9 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the
required field, failing which by direct recruitment.
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5.

Parliamentary
Interpreter
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.6600

6.

Junior
Parliamentary
Interpreter
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.5400

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Junior
Parliamentary Interpreter with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade.

9

5

100% Direct Recruitment
For Hindi/English Interpreters:
By selection through open competitive examination from
amongst the candidates possessing Master’s degree in
English with medium of Hindi Language upto degree level
or Master ’s degree in Hindi with medium of English
Language upto degree level.
Desirable:
(i) Experience in translation or interpretation work.
(ii) Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
For Regional Language Interpreters:
By Selection through open competitive examination from
amongst the candidates possessing Master’s degree in
any discipline with regional language (s) as recognized in
the Constitution of India upto degree level.
Desirable:
(i) Experience in translation or interpretation work in
Regional language or English/Hindi and degree in
English/Hindi.
(ii) Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
Note: The candidates so selected will have to undergo
training in interpretation for such period as may be
specified by the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. They will also
have to qualify in the Depar tmental test with such
proficiency in interpretation as may be prescribed.
Services of such persons who fail to qualify in the test will
be terminated without assigning any reason whatsoever.
They may be required to per for m non-interpretation duties
as may be assigned to them from time to time.
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Upper age limit: 30 years.

TOTAL

7.4.

31

27

IIM, Ahmedabad, in its Report in 2007 on first cadre review for Rajya

Sabha Secretariat, noted that the workload of SIS is sharply divided between EnglishHindi and Regional language interpretation. The former has higher workload, though it
is not the fault of latter group that there is less chance for them to contribute. The
Report recommended creation of two separate groups for English-Hindi and Regional
languages. Since work nature remains the same, it suggested combined cadre
approach with a strength of 28 which would ensure promotion opportunities till the level
of Joint Director. However, it envisaged stagnation at a later stage. It recommended
increased cadre strength from 27 to 31.

7.5.

SIU, in its Report in 2010 on the staff assessment of Rajya Sabha

Secretariat kept in view the nature of work and functional requirements of this Service,
projection of requirement of number of Interpreters for simultaneous interpretation of
proceeding in the House and Committees. Thus, the Report of SIU assessed the
strength of the Service as 30 on functional basis against the sanctioned strength of 31
and working strength of 27. It recommended reduction in the sanctioned strength at the
level of Deputy Director from 13 to 10 (which was the working strength at that time) and
increasing the posts in the lowest grade of Junior Parliamentary Interpreter.
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A.

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service/ Comments of Personnel
Section:

7.6

Two representations have been received by the Committee from the

members of the Service. One representation has been signed by Head of the Service
for considerable expansion of the strength of the Service.

Other representation

focuses on reorganization of the Service, especially for English-Hindi interpreters.
Several issues have been raised by the members of the Service. Personnel Section has
also provided comments on the issues. These are as below (copies of representations
and comments of the Personnel Section are collectively placed at Annexures A-7 and
B-7 respectively):

7.6.1.

Creation of a professional human resource in Interpretation skill, namely,

the Centre of Excellence for Interpretation in Indian Languages, to be headed by the
Director to look after training for skill development and recruitment in Simultaneous
Interpretation Service.
Comments:
Recruitment Cell of Rajya Sabha Secretariat is responsible for making
recruitment to various Services of the Secretariat and the Training Cell caters to the
training needs of the employees.

7.6.2.

Advertisement for vacancies to be disseminated widely through e-media to

attract best talent since given high standards of interpretation skills required. The
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Secretariat has many times not been able to recruit the right candidates even after
repeated attempts.
Comments:
Since formation of the Recruitment Cell of the Secretariat, it has made
only one recruitment so far. For that recruitment, advertisements were published
through DAVP in dailies and newspapers like Rashtriya Sahara, Amar Ujala, Dainik
Jagran, Times of India, Deccan Chronicle, Dinakaran, Vijay Karnataka and Employment
News, apart from the website of Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

7.6.3.

Training in Interpretation for officers in Simultaneous Interpretation

Service.
Comments:
The details of various kinds of training, both domestic and foreign,
provided to the officials of various services of the Secretariat is available. Presently
there is no specific training for the officials of SIS as such training facilities are not
available outside.

7.6.4.

Increase the number of Hindi-English Interpreters from the current twenty

to thirty and that of Regional Language Interpreters from eleven to twenty two to cover
all scheduled languages.
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Comments:
Presently there are eleven sanctioned posts for Regional Languages –
Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Kannada, Malayam, Marathi, Odiya, Punjabi, Tamil,
Telugu and Urdu. In case a Regional Language Interpreter is not available in this
Secretariat, the services of the concerned Language Interpreter are borrowed from the
Lok Sabha Secretariat and vice-versa. The remaining twenty one Interpreters belong to
the English-Hindi group.
As far as Regional Languages are concerned, it is occasional that
Members choose to speak in a Regional Language. The Regional Language
Interpreters therefore, do not have sufficient work most of the time.
Personnel Section has traced the sanctioned strength of SIS prior to and
post last cadre review, recommendation of SIU and comparative strength in various
grades of SIS in the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha.

7.6.5.

Creation of four more posts of Director to remove stagnation at the level of

Joint Director. Further, presently there are only two Directors looking after House duties,
Committee meetings and Indian Languages, Training and Recruitment related
requirements.
Comments:
There are separate units in the Secretariat for training and recruitment.
The SIU had assessed 2 posts of Director for the SIS.
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7.6.6.

Joint Director (Interpretation) may be upgraded to the grade of Director

(Interpretation) after four years as Joint Director. Since otherwise many of them would
retire after getting just two promotions after putting in twenty-five to thirty years of
service as Group ‘A’ officers.
Comments:
May be decided on merit by the Cadre Review Committee.
However, the grade of Joint Director in all Services of the Secretariat is
presently in PB-3 with Grade Pay of Rs.8000/-. Promotion to the next grade of Director
in all services is vacancy based. Personnel section has made available Statements
showing promotional prospects of the incumbents in the grade of Joint Director
(Interpretation).

7.6.7.

To bring parity in designation across the Secretariat, Junior

Parliamentary Interpreter and Parliamentary Interpreter be renamed as Executive
Officer (Interpretation) and Assistant Director (Interpretation) Parliamentary Interpreter
respectively.
Comments:
Based on the recommendations of First Cadre Review, the designations of
higher grades were changed in various Services. Earlier, designations were reflective of
work profile of the post.
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7.6.8.

The Service may therefore be re-organized on the basis of actual work

being handled by EHG (English-Hindi Group), in order to correct the lopsided
administration arrangement within the service.
Comments:
Since inception of the Simultaneous Interpretation Service in the
Secretariat, there has been a common cadre for both English-Hindi Language
interpretation and Regional Language Interpretation as they have the same work profile.
In the Lok Sabha Secretariat also the two groups have a common cadre.

7.6.9.

ACR/APAR writing of all English/Hindi interpreters must necessarily be

done only by experts in English/Hindi languages, so that English/Hindi interpreter
careers are not put to risk.
Comments:
The APAR of an officer is written by his next superior and reviewed by the
Sectional Head irrespective of whether they belong to English-Hindi stream or Regional
Language stream. This practice has been prevalent since beginning. It is felt that to
write APAR it is not necessary that Reporting Officer or Reviewing Officer should
necessarily have more expertise in the area than the officer reported upon.

7.7.

Oral evidence/hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

22nd May, 2015 (Verbatim Record of oral evidence is at Annexure C-7). S/Shri R.K.
Das, Joint Secretary, Smt. Nupur Goswami, Dr. Sumanta Kumar Bhowmick, Manjul
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Kumar Pandey, all Joint Directors and Rana Dhirendra Pratap Yadav, Deputy Director
and others made the first presentation. Another presentation was made separately by
Smt. Suman Mala Thakur, Director & Shri Krishna Menon, Joint Director.

7.8.

The thrust of the first presentation was on creation of four more posts of

Directors in addition to the sanctioned strength of two Directors in the Service. This will
enable the Service to look after various aspects of the job profile. The second issue
proposed was that PB-4 or the next grade pay should be given for motivational
purposes. The argument given was that a person joining the Service as senior Group A
Gazetted Officer in the pay scale of Under Secretary has a gloomy prospect of
retirement as Joint Director. Therefore, time scale placement should be given between
the grade of Joint Director. Besides, the Service representative also sought expansion
of Service from the sanctioned strength of 31 to 51, i.e. 4 additional posts of Directors
and 16 other posts at junior level.

7.9.

Second presentation focused on re-organization of the Service along

English-Hindi and Regional language group - Head of the Service to be appointed on
rotation basis as in Universities so that no group gets marginalized. Both the streams
should be managed by those who are specialist in that stream. Stagnation in the
Service was another issue highlighted. Creation of a full-fledged in-house training facility
was also proposed for improvement in quality of simultaneous interpretation.
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7.10

During the course of interaction with Joint Secretaries of all Services, Joint

Secretary (SIS) highlighted the difficulties in getting good quality interpreters. On the
issue regarding annual performance report raised by certain section of English/Hindi
Reporters, he pointed out that recruitment of Reporters irrespective of their la nguage, is
made on the basis of a common panel drawn after interviews etc., and thus, the
seniority issue becomes redundant.

He also referred to vacancies in Marathi and

Assamese language lying vacant for a pretty long time. Simultaneous interpreters are
available only in our Parliament and they are also deputed outside for NDC meetings,
Governors’ conferences, etc. Unlike in European countries, there are no university/
Institute in India offering specialized courses in simultaneous interpretation and as such,
our Simultaneous interpreters are self-trained. They need to be given exposure to
training abroad to familiarize themselves with latest technology in their field. Regional
language interpreters are also engaged in translation of documents and petitions in
respective language. Stagnation, especially at Joint Director level in the Service,
according to him, was having a demoralizing effect.

B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee:

7.11.1.

Creation of a separate post of Director for looking after training and

recruitment in the Simultaneous Service having a cadre strength of 31 will amount to
unproductive duplication of function entrusted centrally to the Recruitment Cell

and

Training Cell in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. However, the Recruitment Cell needs to
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be strengthened for timely selection of candidates and Training Cell needs to look into
centres for focused training for Interpreters within the country and outside.

7.11.2.

In view of increasing utilization of Interpreters outside Parliament and the

Committees, some increase in the strength of Interpreters from functional point of view
may be desirable. Cooperation in borrowing Regional Language Interpreter by Lok
Sabha Secretariat and Rajya Sabha Secretariat from each other is welcome for
optimization of work for Regional Language Interpreters themselves who otherwise are
under-employed.

7.11.3.

The Service being uni-functional headed by a Joint Secretary, the demand

of 4 more Directors is too high basically to reduce stagnation at Joint Director level in
the Service and indeed across all major Services. Though the Secretariat as a policy,
has sought to ensure that every employee gets at least four promotions in his career. till
the grade of Joint Director by introducing the in situ promotion scheme as a person
joining the Secretariat at the highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade
would be ensured of getting at least 4 promotions up till the grade of Joint Director, this
scheme appears lacking to the extent that in case of this service (or for that matter in
respect of all such services) of the Secretariat where entry level direct recruitment is
made at the Group A level, it does not seem possible to get at least four upgradation on
in situ basis during their service span. The Secretariat has also combined the cadre of
two or more posts in each Service for seamless and speedy promotion up to the grade
of Joint Director even at the cost of inverting the pyramid structure of the Service
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concerned. It did not consider adopting Time Scale Placement (TSP) scheme of Lok
Sabha Secretariat. The employees cannot have best of schemes in both the
Secretariats and in the government departments operating simultaneously as suits their
interest at a particular stage in the career.

7.11.4.

Parity in designations at higher levels has already been allowed as

recommended by the first Cadre Review Committee. At junior/ base level, designations
should reflect functionality of the post.

7.11.5.

Re-organization of Service into English-Hindi Group and Regional

Language Group will compartmentalize the Service. Lok Sabha Secretariat with larger
strength also is having a common cadre. Personnel Section has not commented on the
remarks of a representationist that the Service has been headed by Regional Language
Group Interpreter since 1991. In a Service, where English-Hindi Interpreters are double
the number of Regional Language Interpreters, the position at the top should be held by
both the streams in that proportion statistically. If above position is valid, then it needs
comment as to what factors- age profile, APAR, etc., are leading to this situation.

C.

Recommendations:

7.12.1.

Sanctioned cadre strength of the Service before first cadre review was 27

(with working strength of 20) distributed as one post each at Director and Joint Director
level, 8 posts at Deputy Director level 15 posts at Parliamentary Interpreter level and
two posts at Junior Parliamentary Interpreter level. Thus, except the junior most post,
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the pyramid of structure was on expected lines. The Cadre Review proposed increase
in the sanctioned strength to 31 but in order to address the stagnation aspect, proposed
combined cadre of 28 at the levels of Joint Director and below. Consequently, cadre
strength in the combined cadre of Joint Director/Deputy Director and that at
Parliamentary Interpreter/Junior Parliamentary Interpreter is 19 and 9 respectively,
distorting the service structure pyramid. All the posts in the combined cadre of Joint
Director/Deputy Director are occupied (13 Joint Director and 6 Deputy Director). In such
scenario, stagnation, instead of being dispersed across all grades, is concentrated at
Joint Director level.

7.12.2.

There being two posts of Director for 13 Joint Director, it has been

analysed that 9 Joint Directors will occupy the post of Director and 4 will retire as Joint
Director. In the current scenario of fast tracking of promotion up to Joint Director level, it
is fairly expected that not only the waiting period to become Director will be long but
some will retire at Joint Director.

7.12.3.

Time bound promotions across various grades in a Service fall in the

category of Flexible

Complementing

Scheme

Technological Departments for in-situ promotion

in operation in Scientific

and

of scientists/ technical personnel as

contained in Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 2/41/97 -PIC dated
9.11.1998 after duly examining the recommendations of the Fifth Central Pay
Commission. Similar time bound promotions are available in academic institutions
engaged in research and teaching. The eligibility/residency period also varies from 3 to
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5 years and not 3 years uniformly as has been done in the case of all the services of the
Secretariat for Group ‘A’ posts. Thus, time bound promotion should not exist in
Simultaneous Interpretation Service and other Services of the Secretariat.

It will,

therefore, be in fitness of things to have vacancy based promotion at each level. The
Secretariat as a policy, has sought to ensure that every employee gets at least four
promotions in his career. Accordingly, the in situ promotion scheme has been
introduced till the grade of Joint Director as a person joining the Secretariat at the
highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade would be ensured of getting
at least 4 promotions up till the grade of Joint Director.

7.12.4.

Members of all services rue that while they carry the designations of Joint

Director and Deputy Director, their counterparts in the Lok Sabha Secretariat are
designated as Additional Director and Joint Director respectively in the same Pay Bands
and Grade Pay. The Committee feels that this anomaly should be removed in all the
Services in the Secretariat. Besides, in the Simultaneous Interpretation Service,
Parliamentary Interpreter and Junior Parliamentary Interpreter may be designated as
Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-I and Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-II respectively
consistent with designations in the Lok Sabha Secretariat.

7.12.5.

It has been observed that vacancies against the direct recruitment posts of

Parliamentary Interpreters (Grade II) are not getting filled due to various reasons one of
which relates to absence of any Institution in the County providing courses on
simultaneous interpretation. This was also highlighted by the Joint Secretary concerned
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during interactions. In order to mitigate this difficulty, and also to encourage in-house
talent available, CRC recommends for ten percent departmental examination quota for
recruitment to the post of Parliamentary Interpreter-Grade II, on an experimental basis
from amongst the persons from Editorial and Translation Service having qualifications
as applicable to direct recruit.

7.12.6.

Keeping in view the existing strength of the Service at various grades, it is

not possible to correct the inverted pyramid of structure in the Service fully. However,
recommended structure of the Service is as in Table 7.2 below.
Table 7.2
Recommended Structure of Simultaneous Interpretation Service
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

Name of the
post and payscale
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) +
Rs.10000
Director
(Interpretation)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Mode of recruitment

Number of Posts
Sanctioned

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Joint Director (Interpretation) with a minimum of 3
years service in the grade or 6 years combined
service in the grades of Additional Director
(Interpretation) and Joint D irector (Interpretation) in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.

Recommended

1

Filled
in
1

2

2

3

19

19 (13
JDs
+6
DDs)

9

1

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of suitable officer from
the Government or State Legislature Secretariat
with a minimum of 14 years experience in a Group
‘A’ post in the required field.
3.

Additional
Director
(Interpretation)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.8000

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Joint Director (Interpretation) with a minimum of 3
years service in the grade or 6 years combined
service in the grades of Joint Director
(Interpretation) and Parliamentary Interpreter
Grade-I in accordance with the senior ity in the
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higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of a suitable officer from
the Government or State Legislature Secretariat
with a minimum of 11 years experience in a Group
‘A’ post in the required field.
4.

5.

6.

Joint Director
(Interpretation)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.7600

Parliamentary
Interpreter
Grade-I
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.6600
Parliamentary
Interpreter
Grade-II
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.5400

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-I with a minimum
of 3 years service in the grade or 6 years combined
service in the grades of Parliamentary Interpreter
Grade-I and Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-II in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of a suitable officer from
the Government or State Legislature Secretariat
with a minimum of 9 years experience in a Group
‘A’ post in the required field.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-II with a minimum
of 3 years service in the grade.
10% Departmental Examination. By Selection
through limited competitive examination from
amongst members of E&TS with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade of Translator, fulfilling the
educational/desirable qualifications for direct
recruits.

10

9

5
(all at
Grade
-II
level)

5

8

100% Direct Recruitment
For Hindi/English Interpreters:
By selection through open competitive examination
from amongst the candidates possessing Master’s
degree in English with medium of Hindi Language
upto degree level or Master’s degree in Hindi with
medium of English Language upto degree level.
Desirable:
(i) Experience in translation or interpretation work..
(ii) Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level
in terms of syllabus and duration of course as
prescribed by DOEACC.
For Regional Language Interpreters:
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By Selection through open competitive examination
from amongst the candidates possessing Master’s
degree in any discipline with regional language (s)
as recognized in the Constitution of India upto
degree level.
Desirable:
(i) Experience in translation or interpretation work in
Regional language or English/Hindi and degree in
English/Hindi.
(ii) Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level
in terms of syllabus and duration of course as
prescribed by DOEACC.
Note: The candidates so selected will have to
undergo training in interpretation for such period as
may be specified by the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.
They will also have to qualify in the Departmental
test with such proficiency in interpretation as may
be prescribed. Services of such persons who fail to
qualify in the test will be terminated without
assigning any reason whatsoever. They may be
required to per for m non-interpretation duties as
may be assigned to them from time to time.
Upper age limit: 30 years.
TOTAL

31

27

36

Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promot ion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

7.13.1

With the above structure of Simultaneous Interpretation Service, One

additional post of Director will be available. At the Additional Director level, one
Additional Director will move up as Director.

7.13.2.

After immediate promotion of one Additional Director, working strength of

Additional Director will become 12 against proposed sanctioned strength of 9. Three
Additional Directors in excess of sanctioned strength will continue against the
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sanctioned strength of 10 posts of Joint Director by upgradation of posts personal to
them. As and when the vacancy arises in the grade of Additional Director, the post will
revert to Joint Director level. In terms of the age profile, one vacancy may arise in the
years 2017 and three vacancies in 2018.

7.13.3.

Senior most Joint Director promoted in 2013 and becoming eligible for

further promotion in 2016, as per the extant scheme, will have to wait till 2018 (when the
fourth vacancy of Additional Director arises) to be promoted as Additional Director. Out
of five Joint Directors promoted in 2014 and becoming eligible for promotion in 2017,
two will get promotion in 2019, one in 2023 and remaining two in 2024. Thus, unlike
combined cadre of the two posts, the splitting will entail a waiting period of 2 years for
three Joint Directors and 6-7 years for the remaining three Joint Directors.

7.13.4.

There is no Parliamentary Interpreter Grade -I at present against

recommended sanctioned strength of 5 posts. Therefore, as soon as 5 Parliamentary
Interpreter Grade-II become eligible in 2017, they will get promotion.

7.13.5.

At present, there are five persons working as Parliamentary Interpreter

Grade-II. Sanctioned strength of eight posts has been recommended at this level.
Recruitment Cell will have to expedite selection so that supply side is maintained in the
Service in view of early retirements at higher levels and promotion of new entrants to
the Service to the posts of Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-I.
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7.13.6.

Above analysis shows that by splitting the combined cadre of two grades,

there may be a little longer waiting period for juniors in the grade and that promotions
will be well spaced out over service span.

7.13.7

RLG interpreters should be incentivized to be multi functional in terms of

language, i.e., they should have capability of interpreting floor debate in more than one
language so that their service is utilized optimally to the full extent.

Reverting to the Committee’s Observations in Para 7.11.3 supra, it is

7.13.8.

stated that the sanctioned strength of Director and Joint/Deputy Director in various
Services is as below:
S. No.

Services

Director

1.

LAFEAS

16

Joint
Director/ Total
Deputy Director
38
466

2

LARRDIS

3

9

37

3.

PSSS

1

14

112

4.

PSS

1(On deptn.)

13 (Incl. 1 Technical)

249

5.

VRS

2

31

48

6.

SIS

2

19

31

7.

P&PS

1

3

57

8.

E&TS

2

11

111

7.13.9

From the above table, it is evident that in each of services at Sl. No. 1 to 8,

post of Directors are available for promotion from the feeder grade except in the case of
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P.S.S. (S. No. 4) where the post of Director is meant for deputation mode. Further,
stagnation at the Jt. Director (now proposed to be designated as Additional Director)
level is prevalent in all services due to the fact that there are fewer number of posts at
Director level as compared to the combined cadre of Jt./Dy. Director.

In order to

alleviate the stagnation at this level, the Committee feels that a higher scale without
change in designation may be allowed to such Additional Directors stagnating for a
period of more than 8.5 years.

7.13.10.

It is, therefore, recommended that in line with the Scheme of in situ

promotion upto the level of Joint Director (re-designated as Additional Director), AFUS
for isolated posts, etc. a Non Functional Upgradation Scheme (NFUS) may be
introduced for those stagnating at Additional Director level, there being little or no (for
PSS) vacancy based promotion prospects. NFUS should be admissible on the pattern
of in situ scheme or AFUS, i.e. after holding the post of Additional Director for 8.5 years
and will allow only higher pay scale after screening of APARs for benchmark grading for
promotion to the next grade. Their designation and reporting scheme will not change.
The service in the higher pay-scale under N.F.U.S. will count in lower post substantively
held by the officer.
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Chapter – 8:

8.1.

Editorial and Translation Service (E&TS)

Editorial and Translation Service is also a specialized Service that

supports the House and the Committees. The Service is responsible for translation,
comparing and editing the proceedings of Rajya Sabha and also the various
Committees (including translation of Reports) and House related papers.

8.2.

Editorial and Translation Service is headed by a Joint Secretary level

officer who is assisted by 2 Directors and 11 Joint Directors/Deputy Directors, 52
Assistant Directors/Editors, 45 Translators and other supporting ministerial staff.
Sanctioned strength of the Service is 111 and working strength 91. The functions
performed by this Service have been divided into 10 Sections.

8.3.

Present Cadre structure of the Service is given in Table 8.1 below.
Table 8.1
Editorial and Translation Service

As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.

Name of the post
and pay-scale

1.

Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director (E&T)

2.

37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs. 8700

Mode of recruitment

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Joint
Director (E&T) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of Joint
Director (E&T) and Deputy Director (E&T) in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.

Sanctioned
strength
1

No. of
posts
filled
1

2

2

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
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minimum of 14 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in
the required field.

3.

Joint
(E&T)

Director

15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 8000

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Deputy
Director (E&T) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Deputy Director (E&T) and Assistant Director (E&T) in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.

11

11

52

52

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging to
another service in the Secretariat or from the Governmen t
or State Legislature Secretariat with a minimum of 11
years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field,
failing which by direct recruitment.

4.

Deputy
(E&T)

Director

15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs. 7600

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Assistant
Director (E&T) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Assistant Director (E&T) and Editor in accordance with
the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging Central
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 9 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the
required field, failing which by direct recruitment.

5.

Asstt.
Director
(E&T) -39100
(PB-3)+ Rs. 6600

6.

Editor
15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs. 5400

100% Promotion. By Selection from the grade of Editor
with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade or 8 years
combined service in the grades of Editor and Translator
in accordance with the seniority in the higher grade.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Translator with a minimum of 5 years service in the
grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by direct recruitment through open competition from
amongst candidates possessing the
following
qualifications and experience: (i) Master’s Degree in Hindi or English with English and
Hindi respectively as subjects at the Degree level; or
Master’s Degree in Sanskrit with Hind i and English as
subjects at the Degree level; and
(ii) Minimum experience of 7 years in translation/editing
work, preferably in legal and technical fields.
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Upper age limit: 35 years.

7.

Translator
9300-34800 (PB-3)
+ Rs. 4800

100% Direct Recruitment. By selection through open
competition from amongst candidates fulfilling the
following conditions -

45

20

111

91

(i) Master’s Degree in Hindi with English as a subject at
the Degree level; or Master’s Degree in English with H indi
as a subject at the Degree level; or Master’s Degree in
any subject with Hindi and English as subjects at the
Degree level; or Master’s Degree in any subject with
Hindi medium and English as a subject at the Degree
level; or Master’s Degree in any subject with English
medium and H indi as a subject at the Degree level; and
(ii) Diploma/Cer tificate Course in Translation from Hindi to
English and vice-versa from any University/Institute
recognised by the Government; or 2 years experience in
Translation wor k from Hindi to English and vice-versa in
Central/State Government Offices or State Legislature
Secretariats or Central/State Public Sector Under takings/
Autonomous Bodies/ Supreme Cour t of India/High
Courts.
Desirable:- Cer tificate in computer course recognised by
All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE)/
Department of Electronics Accreditation of Computer
Courses (DOEACC) or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
Upper age limit: 30 years.
TOTAL

8.4.

IIM, Ahmedabad in its cadre review Report of 2007 recommended

increase in cadre strength of the Service from 97 to111. It recommended 1 post of Joint
Secretary and 2 posts of Directors to take care of the career aspirations of Service
members and one Director each to be responsible for House related work and
Committee related work respectively. For better control of work, the Report proposed
adding two new sections against existing eight sections in E&T. Synopsis section is
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proposed to have one more additional person at that level by promotion through
selection from Assistant Director level. Creation of a Translation (Committee) – II has
been proposed so that additional work can be distributed. A new section named
Translation (OIH) has also been recommended to take care of increasing number of
questions in Hindi. Thus, the Report of IIM, Ahmedabad recommended combined cadre
strength of 11 at Joint Director/Deputy Director level against the earlier sanctioned
strength of 7 (1Joint Director and 6 Deputy Director). Similarly, in place of sanctioned
strength of 13 Assistant Directors and 31 Editors the Report, recommended combined
cadre strength of 52, i.e., an increase of 8 posts.

8.5.

SIU’s study team discussed the duties and responsibilities of the officers

and staff working in the ten sections of the Editorial and Translation Service. Data on
the number of pages/words translated and edited during the past one year was obtained
for scrutiny and analysis. Keeping in view the approved norms for editing/translation, the
study team assessed the workload of the posts of Editors/Translators. SIU noted that
many Assistant Directors were also performing the translation job and that both during
the Session and Inter-Session period, the functionaries of the ten Sections of the
Service help out each other for doing urgent work relating to translation/editing and
indexing and also for clearing the pending work. After assessment of all Sections, based
on workload and functional requirements, consolidated and assessed strength is as
below in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2
Consolidated Statement of Sanctioned, In Position and Assessed Strength of
Editorial and Translation Service
S.No.

Name of the Post

Sancioned Strength

In Position

Assessed Strength

1.

Joint Secretary

1

1

1 (Not Studied)

2.

Director (E&T)

2

1

2*

3.

Joint Director (E&T)

11

3

2*

4.

Deputy Director (E&T)

9

6

5.

Assistant D irector (E&T)

24

10

6.

Editor

23

32

7.

Translator

45

34

50

Total

111

95

83

#

20

21

8.

Sr./ Jr. Clerk

52

* One post assessed for Translation side and another post for Editing, Synopsis and Rajbhasha side.
# These posts have been shown against the sanctioned/ existing strength of LAFEA Service.

8.6.

Thus, SIU recommended drastic cut in the strength to 83 against the

sanctioned strength of 111 and working strength of 95. At the time of first cadre review
the sanctioned strength was increased from 97 to 111 which has been more than
reversed. The total number of the supervisory officers at the level of Assistant Director,
Deputy Director, Joint Director and Director put together has been assessed as 20 (25%
of the 80 assessed strength of both Translators and Editors) out of which 10 posts
Assistant Directors have been assessed for the ten units, above which 6 posts of
Deputy Director and 2 posts each of Joint Director and Director have been assessed.
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A.
8.7

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service & Comme nts of Personnel Section
Two

representations

have been received by the Cadre Review

Committee. The first representation, received in time, was addressing the limited issue
of grant of Grade Pay of Rs. 8700/- to Joint Director. The other representation signed by
Head of the Service has made several suggestions for expansion and strengthening of
the Service. The issues raised in the representa tions and comments of Personnel
Section thereon are given below (copies of representations and comments of Personnel
Section are collectively placed at Annexures A-8 and B-8 respectively).

8.7.1.

The posts of Deputy Director and Joint Director in Rajya Sabha

Secretariat carry the Grade Pay of Rs. 7600/- and Rs. 8000/- respectively in the Pay
Band-III. The gap in the Grade Pay between these two posts is just Rs. 400/- while the
gap in the Grade Pay of Assistant Director and Deputy Director is Rs. 1000/- though the
eligibility requirement is the same (three years) for both grades.

8.7.2.

Post of Joint Director may be given the Grade Pay of Rs. 8700/-.
Comments:
The Grade Pay of different posts is based on the report of Sixth Central

Pay Commission and Fourth Parliamentary Pay Committee.

8.7.3.

Enforcement of recommendations of the Cadre Review Committee from

the date of its constitution or 01.01.2015 to benefit larger chunk of employees.
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Comments:
The Cadre Review Committee may decide on merit.
8.7.4.

Translation (Committee) Section
(A)

Creation of a new Section, namely Translation (Committee) Section –III

with the following strength:
DD/JD – 1
AD/Editor – 2
Translator – 5
Sr./Jr. Clerk – 2
Attendant – 1

(B)

Augmentation of existing strength of Translation Committee section I & II

by 1 DD/JD and 1 Translator.

The workload of the Translation (Committee) Sections has increased manifold during
the last few years. The Section caters to all translation related work received from 22
Committees, for which it has a total staff strength of 20, whereas the Lok Sabha
Secretariat, which caters to the needs of 35 committees, has a total staff strength of 76.
The staff strength for translation of Committee Reports in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat is
very less in comparison to the Lok Sabha Secretariat while there is not much difference
in the number of reports translated.

8.7.5.

Translation Section
(A)

Creation of a new Section, namely, Translation Section – III with the

following strength:
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DD/JD – 1
AD/Editor – 2
Translator – 5
Sr./Jr. Clerk – 2
Attendant – 2
The Translation Section – I caters to the translation needs of all the Sections of Rajya
Sabha Secretariat except the Questions Branch and Committee Sections. It deals with
translation of urgent Parliamentary Papers as well as Publications like Who’s Who,
Sessional review, Reference notes etc.

Ever since the implementation of RTI Act,

2005, requiring translation of RTI application and appeals on priority basis, its work has
increased manifold. The Section also has been entrusted with some additional
translation work of Private members Bills which was previously dealt by Interpretation
Service. However, no corresponding increase in staff strength of this Section has been
made. The workload from the year 2005 to 2013 has almost doubled but no new staff
has been created for this Section for past several years. There are two different
Sections in Lok Sabha Secretariat for dealing separately the Parliamentary work and
the Publications.

Translation Section – II

8.7.6.
(A)

Augmentation of the Staff Strength of the Translation Section – II as

below:
DD – 1
Translators – 4
Sr./Jr. Clerks – 1
Attendant – 1
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Until the year 2007, there used to be only one Section in the E&T Service catering to
the needs of 5 Groups of the Questions Branch of the LAFEA Service. It was bifurcated
into two sections, namely, Translation Section – II and Translation (OIH) Section without
any commensurate increase in staff strength. This Section with its existing staff strength
is able to complete its work only by attending office on holidays also.

8.7.7.

Translation (OIH) Section
(A)

Augmentation of Staff Strength of translation (OIH) Section in the following

manner and make it independent and self- sufficient:
DD – 1
Translators – 5
Sr./Jr. Clerks – 1
Attendant - 1
This Section provides translation service to the Questions Branch in respect of
Questions and notices received originally in Hindi and need to be translated into English
at a very short notice. Also, this Section provides its services to the Editing (Hindi)
Section for translation and vetting of Parliamentary Debates during Inter-Session
Period.
8.7.8.

Rajbhasha Prabhag

The following additional posts may be created for this Prabhag to discharge its
responsibilities smoothly:
JD/ DD – 1
AD/ Editor – 1
Translator – 1
Sr./ Jr. Clerks – 1
Attendant – 2
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This Section was created for implementation of provisions of Official Language Act and
organizing various Seminars and workshops for promotion of Official Language. It also
conducts training programmes for officers and staff of the Secretariat. After the
constitution of a Hindi Salahkar Samiti in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat, the work of
Rajbhasha Prabhag has increased manifold.

8.7.9.

Synopsis Section

This Section brings out bilingual synopsis of the day to day proceedings of Rajya
Sabha. In the Inter-Session period, the Section prepares the bilingual Contents List. The
entire job of synopsis writing is done by Assistant Directors with the help of Sr./Jr.
Clerks (Typists) posted in the Section. This Section may be augmented as follows:
(i)

Strength of Assistant Directors (Synopsis Writers) be enhanced from 8 to
10 on the lines of recommendation of the Work Measurement Study
Report of IIM.

(ii)

Strength of Deputy Directors be enhanced from 1 to 4 as it is not
practically possible for one DD to vet the synopsis prepared by 10 Ads.

(iii)

Strength of Sr./Jr. Clerks be enhanced from existing 6 (3 Hindi + 3
English) to 10 ( 5 Hindi + 5 English) to take care of the delay in finalization
of Synopsis.

(iv)

Creation of a post of Director for guiding and supervising the job of
synopsis writing exclusively.

8.7.10.

Editing (Hindi) Section

The following new posts may be created for smooth functioning of this Section:
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AD/ Editors – 2
Translators – 3
Typists – 2
This Section is entrusted with the task of verbatim translation of the Rajya Sabha
debates in Hindi, preparation of Master Copies of the edited debates received from
Editing (English) Section and also preparation of Alphabetical Lists of Members of the
Rajya Sabha and Council of Ministers in Hindi. The existing strength of this Section is
not sufficient to cater to the needs of this Section.

8.7.11.

Enhancement in Cadre Strength of Various Grades

(i)

Translators: to be increased from 45 to 60 due to increased workload in
various sections.

(ii)

Editors/ADs: to be increased from 52 to 70 due to increased workload in
various sections.

(iii)

DDs/JDs: to be increase from 11 to 21 based on the increase in number of
Sections from 11 to 15.

(iv)

Directors: 4 new posts of Directors to be created based on the increase in
number of Sections from 11 to 15.

(v)

Joint Secretary: One additional post of JS on account of increase in the
number of Directors from 2 to 6 to streamline the wo rk.

(vi)

Additional Secretary: Creation of a post of AS for the E&T. SIS and VRS,
which is to be filled by promotion from among Joint Secretaries of these
three Services only. This will ensure better coordination and promotional
avenues.

Comments for Paras 8.7.1 to 8.7.11 :
SIU Report which conducted a study of workload of Services in the year
2010 recommended a total of 103 posts for all grades in this Service which was eight
posts less than the posts recommended by First Cadre Review Committee in 2007.
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SIU’s Report has given Section-wise recommendations in respect of the
ten Sections of E&T Service.
The ratio of staff in the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha Secretariat is
generally 2:1. It may also be stated that the Lok Sabha Secretariat caters to 16
Department Related Standing Committees while the Rajya Sabha Secretariat caters to
8 Department Related Standing Committees.

8.7.12.

Digitization and Hindi Web Updation Cells

The staff strength of this Section can be augmented as follows:
DD – 1
AD/ Editor – 3
Data Entry Operators – 5
Sr./Jr. Clerks – 1
Attendant – 1

The primary responsibility of this Section is digitization of debates and updation of the
Hindi website of the Rajya Sabha. The work of digitization is presently being performed
by five Data Entry Operators appointed by NIC on contract basis. However, it would be
desirable to have Secretariat’s own dedicated staff for this purpose.
Comments:
The Data Entry Operators in this Secretariat have been engaged directly
by the Secretariat on same fees as incurred by the Secretariat on engaging a Data
Entry Operator through NICSI. The Data Entry Operators have been engaged to offset
the shortage of Junior Clerks. Presently, there is a shortage of 2 Junior Clerks in E&T
Service which would be filled as and when direct recruits are available.
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8.7.13.
(i)

Editing (English) Section
May be provided with full and absolute sanctioned strength.

(ii)
Officers and typists may not be posted/deputed to other sections of E&T
Service during Session period as a routine.

Comments:
(i) The full and sanctioned strength would be provided as and when the
recruitment for the post of Translator is completed. In any case this is an administrative
matter and does not concern Cadre Review Committee.
(ii) The E&T Service has a total strength of 23 typists and in position
strength is 21. The posting of Clerks within the Sections of the service is an internal
arrangement of the E&T Service.

8.7.14.

English Debates Section

This Section was created in the year 2006 but actual work of this Section has not taken
off so far. Hence:
(i)

One more post of Translator to be created for this section to clear
pendency of debates which are pending since the creation of this Section.

(ii)

A new Section, namely, Translation (Indexing) Section may be created on
lines of Lok Sabha Secretariat with the following staff:

DD – 1
AD/ Editor – 1
Translator – 3
Sr./ Jr. Clerk – 1
Attendant – 1
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Comments:
The SIU Report had observed that the work of Translation was yet to be
started by this Section and the Section was presently simply helping other sections to
clear the pendency. They had not assessed any additional posts for this Section.
It was verified from JD (E&T) and has been confirmed that even now the
work of English Debates Section has not started due to shortage of Translators.

8.7.15.

Computerization of E&T Service

(i) The work of preparation CRC (Camera Ready Copy) of Hindi version of
various Parliamentary papers be entrusted to the Printing Section.
(ii) The development of software and its continued use, maintenance and
imparting training to users is a specialized job. Hence, a separate technical cell may be
created with the following staff strength:
DD – 1
AD/ Editors – 2
Translators – 2
Sr./ Jr. Clerks – 2
Attendant – 1

Comments:
(i) Cadre Review Committee may consider.
(ii) NIC

gives

technical

support for

software

development and

computerization for all Sections/ Services of the Secretariat; therefore creation of a
separate technical cell for the purpose may be considered by Cadre Review Committee.
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8.7.16.

The A.D. (I/C) of each section across the Services may be placed in a

higher Grade Pay to command respect from other A.Ds. Also he or she may be given
the power to write APARs of other A.Ds working under him/her.
Comments:
Two persons holding the same post cannot be given different grade pays
and hence this suggestion is not feasible.

8.7.17.

Change in Recruitment Rules

The existing rules for promotion to the post of Director should be amended as follows:
By selection from the grade of Joint Director (E&T) with a minimum of 3 yrs. of service
in the grade or 6 yrs. combined service in the grades of Joint Director (E&T) in
accordance with the seniority in higher grade
Or
14 years of regular service in Group ‘A’ post in the E&T Service or 25 years of regular
service as Translator and subsequent hierarchical posts in Group ‘A’ service in E&T, but
must have completed at least 6 months in the post of JD, whichever is earlier.
With regard to Translators, the eligibility criteria for the entry cadre of Translators should
be amended to exclude the clause of required experience in the field of translation and
make it desirable. Also to make the entry grade more attractive for experienced
candidates, the eligibility period for promotion under in situ scheme should be reduced
to six years from the present eight-and-half. Also the experienced candidates joining as
Translators could be placed in the Grade Pay of Rs. 4800/- while those without any
experience in the Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/-
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8.7.18.

In-Situ Scheme

(i) In-situ promotion scheme be extended for promotion up to the grade of Joint
Secretary.
(ii) A person holding a post in any grade may be promoted to the next higher
grade in his/ her line of promotion on in-situ basis on completion of one year more than
the minimum period of service prescribed in the grade in which he/ she is working.

8.7.19.

Promotional Avenues

Introduction of Time Bound Promotions or giving time-scales at all levels after
completion of period of eligibility plus one year for the promotional post. At present,
there are 38 ADs and 2 JDs in this Service, who have completed the eligibility period
plus one year for the next grade.

Comments on Paras 8.7.18 and 8.7.19:
The Secretariat as a policy has sought to ensure that every employee gets
at least four promotions in his career averaging 33 years. Accordingly, the in situ
promotion scheme has been introduced till the grade of Joint Director as a person
joining the Secretariat at the highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade
would be ensured of getting at least four promotions up till the grade of Joint Director.

8.7.20.

The Staff strength of E&T Service should be increased proportionately

whenever new Sections are created in other Services of the Secretariat.
Comments:
Cadre Review Committee may take a view.
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8.7.21.

Designations

In case the designations of officers working in LAFEA Service of this Secretariat are
revised, then parity should be maintained between officers working in the same pay
scale in all Services.
Comments:
Cadre Review Committee may take a view.

8.7.22.

Seating Arrangement

All the Sections of the E&T Service (including the ones that are proposed to be created)
to be accommodated under one roof, preferably in Parliament House Annexe as the
Sections that generate work for this Service, namely LAFEAS, P&P Service, LAARDIS,
that are located either in PH or PHA.
Comments:
Does not come under terms of reference of Cadre Review Committee.

8.8.

Oral evidence/ hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

29th May, 2015 (Verbatim Record of Oral Evidence is at Annexure C-8). Smt.
Sulakshna Sharma, Director, S/Shri R.V. Sharma, Joint Director, Sanjay Kumar
Khursija, Deputy Director, Raghavendra Rao and J.P. Naithani - both Assistant
Directors, made the presentation.

8.9.

The representationists argued

that due

to Departmental Related

Parliamentary Committees, the workload has increased considerably and persons
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working in other sections were deployed to complete the pending work of Committees.
Internal O&M study recommended additional posts but Personnel Section did not agree.
Even IIM, Ahmedabad could not study our increased workload during Session and the
Report took the annual average of workload and, thus, created very few posts. SIU’s
study team also followed their established

norms applicable in government

departments. They stressed that the Service has to complete their tasks in a time bound
manner in a matter of a few hours some time. Of late, after the new NDA government
took charge, a Background Note is sent with Private Member Bill or Government Bill.
There, the Service has to furnish translation. With the setting up Departmental Related
Committees, the Interpreters have transferred the work of translation of Private Member
Bill to E&T Service. Work of translation of speeches and publications also has
increased. As a result of shortage of manpower, the work in English Debate Section
could not be started due to demand for other time bound tasks. Hindi to English
translation has also been lying pending for the last two years.

8.10.

Linked to expansion of the Service in terms of strengthening the Sections,

the other demand during presentation was removal of stagnation by creation of posts at
higher levels of Director, Joint Secretary, etc. and Time Scale Placement as in Lok
Sabha Secretariat. Maximum stagnation is at AD level. This results in lower type of
amenities, such as, accommodation vis-a-vis their one time peers in other Services. The
presenters were asked whether they had studied the prospects of promotion in Central
Hindi Directorate. They showed familiarity with Official Language Cadre only, where
prospects were stated to be better up to the post of Director.
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8.11.

Another issue pressed during presentation related to creation of posts of

PA for Directors, Joint Directors as in other Services, i.e. one PA for each Director and
one PA for three JDs. The issue of not permitting the members of the Service applying
for posts outside to proceed on deputation was also raised. Further, E&T Service has to
send Camera Ready Copy (CRC) instead of manuscript. This has increased the
workload because CRC involves proof reading by translators/Editors. Lok Sabha
Secretariat has not adopted CRC so far.

8.12

During the course of interactions with the Joint Secretaries of all the

Services, Joint Secretary (E&TS) pointed out regarding acute shortage of Translators.
As a result, officers are compelled to do translation work. Lengthy recruitment process
takes years to recruit translators. By the time result of such recruitment process is
declared,, the candidates would have joined elsewhere, thus, negating the entire
exercise regarding recruitment process. He suggested campus interview/ walk-in
interview or a strict recruitment calendar to be drawn and enforced without fail. Shortage
of staff and stagnation are hampering the work.

B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee:

8.13.1.

As regards the representation for Grade Pay of Rs. 8700/- for Joint

Director in view of difference of only Rs. 400/- in Grade Pay of Deputy Director and Joint
Director, this is not logical. Already, in Rajya Sabha Secretariat, all Group ‘A’ posts have
eligibility period of 3 years for promotion to the next post unlike in Central Government
Group ‘A’ posts. Further, decision regarding date of implementation of the Cadre
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Review Committee Report is the prerogative of the administrative authority in the
Secretariat.

8.13.2.

The second representation from the E&T Service is very comprehensive

and raises the issues of creation of new Sections, strengthening the existing Sections
and creating more posts at all levels up to Additional Secretary. E&T Service has
currently 11 Sections as below:

(1) Translation-I: The primary function of this Section is to provide translation of
Parliamentary Papers directly related with the proceedings of the Rajya
Sabha such as Papers laid on the Table, List of Business, Parliamentary
Bulletin Part I and II etc. This Section also prepares Hindi version of various
publications and also translates the speeches of Chairman and Deputy
Chairman. According to representation, ever since the implementation of RTI
Act, 2005, requiring translation of RTI application and appeals on priority
basis, its work has increased manifold. The Section also has been entrusted
with some additional translation work of Private members Bills which was
previously dealt by Interpretation Service. However, no corresponding
increase in staff strength of this Section has been made. The workload from
the year 2005 to 2013 has almost doubled but no new staff has been created
for this Section for past several years. The application or appeal under RTI
Act should be processed and disposed of in the same language (Hindi or
English) in which it is received.
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(2) Translation-II: The Section has been entrusted mainly with the task of
providing Hindi translation of the Questions List to the Question Branch. In the
representation, it has been stated that this Section was bifurcated into two
sections, namely, Translation Section – II and Translation (OIH) Section
without any commensurate increase in staff strength.

(3) Translation Committee-I: Main function of this Section is to pro vide Hindi
version of Committee Reports, Action Taken Reports, Background Notes,
Status Notes, Notices of Meetings of Committees, Minutes of Meetings,
Memoranda, Questionnaires, Tour Programmes, Press Notes, etc. in respect
of Committees assigned to this Section.

(4) Translation Committee-II: Main function of this Section is to provide Hindi
version of Committee Reports, Action Taken Reports, Notices, Minutes of the
Meetings, Memoranda, Press Releases, Questionnaires, Tour Programmes,
letters, formulate Draft List of Business items, Publications etc. in respect of
Committees assigned to this Section.

(5) Translation (Original in Hindi): The Section has mainly been entrusted with
the task of providing English version of the Notices of Questions received
originally in Hindi (OIH) to Question Branch. Also, this Section provides its
services to the Editing (Hindi) Section for translation and vetting of
Parliamentary Debates during Inter-Session period.
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(6) Editing (English): The work of Editing (English) Section primarily involves
editing and preparation of the floor version of Parliament Debates as also the
preparation of Appendices and Indices to these debates.

(7) Editing (Hindi): Editing (Hindi) Section is primarily dealing with the verbatim
translation of Rajya Sabha Debates in Hindi, preparation of Master Copies of
the Edited Debates received from Editing(English) Section.

(8) English (Debate): The Section was set up in the year 2006 to translate the
Hindi version of Debates into English but the work of translation is yet to
commence and the Section is at present assisting other Sections to clear the
pendency.

(9) Rajbhasha: This Section is entrusted with the job of implementation of
Rajbhasha Act and its provisions. It is also assigned the job of organizing
Seminars, Competitions, Karyashalas and other functions to encourage the
functionaries for the use of Hindi in their da y to day working. According to the
members of the Service, after the constitution of a Hindi Salahkar Samiti in
the Rajya Sabha Secretariat, the work of Rajbhasha Prabhag has increased
manifold.

(10)

Synopsis: Synopsis Section carries out the job of preparing Synopsis in

Camera Ready Copy (CRC) form (both in English and Hindi) of the day to day
proceedings of the Rajya Sabha during Session period. Assistant Directors
working in the Section are put on duty in the House gallery for half -an-hour to
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cover the debate. They also receive five minutes slot of Reporters of their
half-an-hour turn. The slots are gone through and synopses are then
prepared. After typing/checking, the synopses are translated into English or
Hindi as the case may be. Synopses are uploaded on internet after vetting by
Assistant Director concerned and sent for printing in Printing Section. Printed
copies of the Synopsis are distributed in the House next day.

(11)

Digitization and Hindi Web Updation: The primary responsibility of this

Section is digitization of debates and updation of the Hindi website of the
Rajya Sabha. The work of digitization is presently being performed by five
Data Entry Operators appointed by NIC on contract basis in the absence of
Secretariat’s own dedicated staff for this purpose.

8.13.3.

SIU in its Report in 2010 had listed only 10 Section. Of those, it had

assessed ‘nil’ staff strength for English (Debate) Section because that Section never did
the job assigned to it. Thus, the Report assessed strength of 103 against the sanctioned
strength of 111. While it assessed higher strength for translators, it reduced the strength
of supervisory level of Assistant Director, Deputy Director and Joint Director by applying
the formula of 25% of the Translators/Editors.

8.13.4.

As the E&T Service failed to take up the job of English (Debate) Section

and the staff posted there was used for assisting other Sections to clear pendency, it
will not be desirable to create new Sections of Translation-III, Translation(Committee)III, Translation (Indexing) and Technical Cell. Instead, Translation Sections I & II.
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Translation (Committee) Sections I & II and English (Editing) Sections (now dealing with
Indexing) should be strengthened. As regards setting up of a Technical Cell in E&T
Service, NIC gives technical support for software development and computerization for
all Sections/ Services of the Secretariat. Therefore, duplication of that function will not
be desirable.

8.13.5

Regarding claimed increase in work-load, CRC had asked for certain data

from E&T Service during the course of their oral evidence. The data so provided vide
their Note dated 1-6-2015 (Annexure VII ) reveals the following picture:
Translation (Committees) Sections I and II
Statement showing No. of Reports (& their pages) translated during 2001-2014
Year

2001

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

No. of
Reports
No. of
pages

69

98

141

137

160

171

89

109

148

8887

5375

6240

7655

8239

9941

15091 17473 19933

Year

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

No. of
Reports
No. of
pages

91

163

172

184

179

108

22908

25141

31481

13275

14780 18845
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Translation Section-I and II
Statement showing the translation work handled during 2006-2014
Year

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

No. of
pages
Starred
Quest.
By
Sec.I
Unstar.
Quest.
By
Sec. II
Notices
OIH

14124

16387

14522

18475

24534

26876

24247 24721 25836

1180

1340

1000

1020

1460

1240

1384

1200

1165

6118

9747

7591

8532

11834

9610

11083 9717

8801

5133

4944

4015

5065

6499

6709

6021

4001

8.13.6.

2013

5129

2014

Figures regarding No. of questions handled either for translation or for

translation for OIH cannot be a justifiable ground for indicating the increase in work-load
as it is conditioned by the way the House functions. This is the primary reason for
fluctuating figures during different years. It can however be admitted that translation of
pages in respect of various reports (number of reports is not material) has shown a
continuous increase except the year 2014 for which the E&T Service has pointed out
towards short budget session due to elections, as the reason for the same. This
necessitates increase in the strength of Translators.

C.

Recommendations:

8.14.1.

Comparing Editorial & Translation Service with LAFEAS is not relevant in

view of their respective role and cadre strength. Editorial & Translation Service is a
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specialized Service like Verbatim Reporting Service, Simultaneous Interpretation
Service, etc. LAFEAS has the largest cadre strength of 466. Therefore, increase in the
number of posts of Joint Secretary in the Service is not justified.

8.14.2.

Time bound promotions across various grades in a Service fall in the

category of Flexible

Complementing

Scheme

Technological Departments for in-situ promotion

in operation in

Scientific

and

of scientists/ technical personnel as

contained in Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 2/41/97 -PIC dated
9.11.1998 after duly examining the recommendations of the Fifth Central Pay
Commission. Similar time bound promotions are available in academic institutions
engaged in research and teaching. The eligibility/ residency period also varies from 3 to
5 years and not 3 years uniformly as has been done in the case of all the services of the
Secretariat for Group ‘A’ posts. Thus, time bound promotion should not exist in Editorial
& Translation Service and other Services of the Secretariat. It will, therefore, be in
fitness of things to have vacancy based promotion at each level. Stagnation will be
taken care of by the unique in situ promotion scheme.

8.14.3.

Presently, number of sanctioned posts at the level of Director is 2. It is

proposed that the posts of Director may be increased to 3, i.e. 1 each for (a) Translation
side, (b) Editing/Synopsis/Rajbhasha side, and (c) Translation (Committee)/English
(Debate)/ Digitization/ Hindi Web Updation side. It will also take care of the stagnation to
some extent. Moreover, to make pyramid of hierarchy of posts less inverted, 11 posts of
erstwhile JD/DD are proposed to be increased to 13, to be split as 6 posts of Additional
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Director and 7 posts of Joint Director. 52 Posts of erstwhile AD/ Editor are proposed to
be increased to 55 and split further as 25 in the grade of Deputy Director and 30 in the
grade of Editor. Number of Translators is proposed to be increased from 45 to 55 so as
to cater to the increasing demand at the operational level The total number of posts in
the Service will, thus, increase from the current sanctioned strength of 111 to 127 to
make the Service viable to fulfill the increasing requirement of translation/ editing. The
Recruitment Cell should expedite recruitment at the entry level of Translator. Shortage
at this level compels the Secretariat to utilize the services of Data Entry Operator which
is not a satisfactory/healthy solution. Lok Sabha Secretariat has designated the Editor
level posts in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat as Assistant Editor and Deputy Director as
Editor. We consider adopting that designation may lower the self esteem of the current
incumbents of those posts in Rajya Sabha Secretariat and therefore do not favour it.

8.14.4.

Members of all services rue that while they carry the designations of Joint

Director and Deputy Director, their counterparts in the Lok Sabha Secretariat are
designated as Additional Director and Joint Director respectively in the same Pay Bands
and Grade Pay. The Committee feels that this anomaly should be removed in all the
Services in the Secretariat.
8.14.5.

The representationists have demanded time bound in situ promotion/ time

scale placement upto Joint Secretary levels. However, the Secretariat as a policy has
sought to ensure that every employee gets at least four promotions in his career
averaging 34 years. Accordingly, the in-situ promotion scheme has been introduced till
the grade of Joint Director as a person joining the Secretariat at the highest entry level
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of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade would be ensured of getting at least four
promotions up till the grade of Joint Director.

8.14.6.

Lok Sabha has a different Time Scale Placement Scheme (TSP) which

allows higher pay scale not amounting to in situ promotion, once a person has
completed one year in addition to the eligibility years. His service will count in lower post
and his further eligibility for promotion will commence once he gets the promotion
against a clear vacancy. Thus, for example, if a person X is holding post A for 4 years
against eligibility of 3 years for promotion to higher post B, he gets pay scale of the post
B. If he gets regular promotion after further 10 years, then he will have to wait for 4
more years to get pay scale of the still higher post C. Thus, incumbent of post A will
take total 18 years to get pay scale of the post C. In Rajya Sabha, he may get the post
B immediately after completion of eligibility if posts A and B have combined cadre and
the post C in 17 years on in situ basis under in situ promotion scheme. Lok Sabha
Secretariat does not have combined cadre of two or more posts to move up immediately
on completion of eligibility period. Thus, schemes in each Secretariat have their
strengths and weaknesses.

8.14.7.

With the above discussions, the assessment of posts and recommended

structure of the Service will be as given in Table 8.3 and Table 8.4 respectively.
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Table 8.3
Assessment of Posts under Editorial & Translation Service – Section Wise
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Name of Section

Dy. Director

Translation I
Translation II
Translation
(Committee) I
Translation
(Committee) II
Translation (OIH)
Editing (English)
Editing (Hindi)
English (Debate)
Rajbhasha
Synopsis
Digitization,
Hindi
Web Updation
Total

Editor

Translator

Sub-Total

Sr./ Jr. Clerk

3
2
2

3
3
1

9
10
4

15
15
7

4
3
3

2

2

8

12

2

2
3
3
2
2
3
1

2
6
4
1
1
9
-

6
1
12
2
2
1

10
10
19
5
5
12
2

1
5
3
1
1
2
5

25

32

55

112

30

Table 8.4
Recommended Structure of Editorial and Translation Service
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

Name of the
post and payscale
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) +
Rs.10000
Director (E&T)
37400-67000
(PB-4)
8700

+

Rs.

Mode of recruitment

Number of Posts
Sanctioned

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Additional Director (E&T) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Additional Director (E&T) and Joint
Director (E&T) in accordance w ith the seniority in the
higher grade.

Recommended

1

Filled
in
1

2

2

3

11

11

6

1

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may
be filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 14 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post
in the required field.
3.

Additional
Director (E&T)
15600-39100

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Joint Director (E&T) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Joint Director (E&T) and Deputy

(8
JDs+ 3
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(PB-3)
8000

+

Rs.

DDs)

Director (E&T) in accordance w ith the seniority in the
higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may
be filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging
to another service in the Secretar iat or from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 11 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post
in the required field.

4.

Joint
(E&T)

Director

15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs. 7600

7

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Deputy Director (E&T) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Deputy Director (E&T) and Editor in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may
be filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging
Central Government or State Legislature Secretariat
with a minimum of 9 years experience in a Group ‘A’
post in the required field.

5.

Deputy Director
(E&T) -39100
(PB-3)+
6600

6.

Rs.

Editor

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Translator with a minimum of 5 years service in the
grade.

15600-39100
(PB-3)+
5400

100% Promotion. By Selection from the grade of
Editor with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 8 years combined service in the grades of
Editor and Translator in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.

Rs.

52

52 (41
AD+
11
Editor)

25

32

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may
be filled by direct recruitment through open
competition from amongst candidates possessing
the following qualifications and experience: (i) Master’s Degree in Hindi or English with English
and Hindi respectively as subjects at the Degree
level; or Master’s Degree in Sanskrit with Hindi and
English as subjects at the Degree level; and
(ii) Minimum experience of 7 years in
translation/editing work, preferably in legal and
technical fields.
Desirable:- Certificate in computer course
recognised by All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE)/ Department of Electronics
Accreditation of Computer Courses (DOEACC) or
courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in ter ms of syllabus
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and duration of course as prescribed by DOEACC
Upper age limit: 35 years.
7.

Translator
9300-34800 (PB3) + Rs. 4800

100% Direct Recruitment. By selection through open
competition from amongst candidates fulfilling the
following conditions -

45

20

55

111

91

129

(i) Master’s Degree in Hindi with English as a subject
at the Degree level; or Master’s Degree in English
with Hindi as a subject at the Degree level; or
Master’s Degree in any subject with Hindi and
English as subjects at the Degree level; or Master’s
Degree in any subject with Hindi medium and
English as a subject at the Degree level; or Master’s
Degree in any subject with English medium and
Hindi as a subject at the Degree level; and
(ii) Diploma/Certificate Course in Translation from
Hindi to English and vice-versa from any
University/Institute recognised by the Government;
or 2 years experience in Translation work from Hindi
to English and vice-versa in Central/State
Government Offices or State Legislature
Secretariats or Central/State Public Sector
Undertakings/ Autonomous Bodies/ Supreme Cour t
of India/High Courts.
Desirable:- Certificate in computer course
recognised by All India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE)/ Department of Electronics
Accreditation of Computer Courses (DOEACC) or
courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in ter ms of syllabus
and duration of course as prescribed by DOEACC.
Upper age limit: 30 years.
TOTAL
8.

Sr./ Jr. Clerks

23

21

30 (To be
provided in
LAFEA Service)

9.

PS/PA

2

2

5 (1 for each
Director & 2 for
6 Addl Directors
combined – to
be provided in
PS&SS)
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Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promotion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

8.15.1.

With the above structure of Editorial and Translation Service, One

additional post of Director will be available. At the Additional Director level, one
Additional Director will move up as Director.

8.15.2.

After immediate promotion of one Additional Director, working strength of

Additional Director will become 7 against proposed sanctioned strength of 6. One
Additional Director in excess of sanctioned strength will continue against the sanctioned
strength of 7 posts of Joint Director by upgradation of post personal to him. As and
when the vacancy arises in the grade of Additional Director, the post will revert to Joint
Director level. In terms of the age profile, one vacancy has arisen on 1 st June 2015.
Thus, there would be no excess Additional Director be yond the sanctioned strength of
6.

8.15.3.

Senior most Joint Director promoted in 2013 and becoming eligible for

further promotion in 2016 as per the extant scheme will not have to wait as there is a
vacancy arising in December 2015. Further, two more Joint Directors promoted in 2014
and becoming due for promotion as Additional Director in 2017 will also have two
vacancies available for them.
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8.15.4.

At present, there are 41 persons working as Deputy Director against the

recommended sanctioned strength of 25 posts which is in excess by 16. These 16
Deputy Directors in excess of sanctioned strength will continue against the sanctioned
strength of 32 posts of Editor by upgradation of posts personal to them. As and when
the vacancy arises in the grade of Deputy Director, the post will revert to Editor level.
Thanks to increase in sanctioned strength at higher level, 3 posts will immediately be
available and two more posts arise due to retirement in 2015. Thus, 5 posts will
immediately revert to Editor level. This will leave an excess of 11 at Deputy Director
level. Further, 3 vacancies will arise in each of the 4 years from 2017 to 2020. Thus, by
2020 all incumbents will hold their posts at various levels as per the sanctioned
strength.

8.15.5.

At Editor level, there are 11 persons against the sanctioned strength of 32.

However, first vacancy for promotion to Deputy Director level will arise in 2020. Thus
out of 7 Editors promoted in 2013 and becoming eligible for in situ promotion in 2016,
may have to wait for promotion against vacancies. One vacancy may arise in 2020 and
6 vacancies arise in the following year 2021 to allow promotion of 7 Editors whose
waiting period will increase by 4-5 years. Out of the remaining 4 Editors promoted in
2014 and becoming eligible for further in situ promotion in 2017, three Editors may have
to wait for additional 5 years till 2022 to get promotion and one Editor may avail of in
situ promotion scheme.
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8.15.6.

Working strength of Translators is 20 as against the sanctioned strength of

55. Their promotions are vacancy based and will be faster due to creation of 8 posts at
higher levels. The Recruitment Cell will have to gear up its efforts to get 35 or more
Translators through direct recruitment expeditiously.

8.15.7.

Above analysis shows that by splitting the combined cadre of two grades,

there may be a little longer waiting period for juniors in the grade and that promotions
will be well spaced out over service span. In situ promotion scheme will be available in
case of longer stagnation in isolated cases.
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Chapter – 9:
9.1.

Verbatim Reporting Service (VRS)

The Verbatim Reporting Service is a specialist service. It is responsible for

recording the proceedings of the Rajya Sabha/ Parliamentary Committees/ Conferences
etc. in short-hand and reproducing/transcribing the same in the recorded-language i.e.
English or Hindi. The proceedings of the House are generally conducted both in Hindi
and in English which are recorded by officers who are expert in these languages. The
final proceedings issued merge both the Hindi and the English contributions.

9.2.

The structure of the Service is given in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1
Verbatim Reporting Service

As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

Name of the
post and payscale
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) +
Rs.10000
Director
(Reporting)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Mode of recruitment

100% Promotion by selection from the grade of Joint
Director (Reporting) with a minimum of 3 years service in
the grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Joint D irector (Reporting) and Deputy Director (Repor ting)
in accordance with the seniority in the higher grade.

Sanctioned
strength
1

No. of
posts
filled
0

2

2

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable Officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 14 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in
the required field.
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3.

Joint Director
(Reporting)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.8000

100% Promotion by selection from the grade of Deputy
Director (Reporting), with a minimum of 3 years service in
the grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Deputy Director (Reporting) and Parliamentary Reporter
in accordance with the seniority in the higher grade.

10

30 (27
JDs
+3
DDs)

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 11 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in
the required field, failing which by direct recruitment.
Note: In a case of officers who were upgraded as Deputy
Director (Reporting) consequent upon the merger of the
grade of Parliamentary Reporter Grade-I with Deputy
Director (Reporting) combined services of 6 years in the
grades of Deputy Director (Repor ting) and erstwhile
Parliamentary Reporter Grade-I will be applicable.
4.

Deputy Director
(Reporting)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.7600

100% by selection from the grade of Parliamentary
Reporter with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade
or 6 years of combined service in the grades of
Parliamentary Reporter and Junior Parliamentary
Reporter in accordance with the seniority in the higher
grade.

21

Provided that if none is found suitable the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the
Government or State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 9 years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the
required field, failing which by direct recruitment.
5.

6.

Parliamentary
Reporter
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.6600
Junior
Parliamentary
Reporter
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.5400

100% Promotion by selection from the grade of Junior
Parliamentary Reporter with a minimum of 3 years service
in the grade.

5

100% by selection through open competition from
amongst candidates possessing the following: -

9

3

(i) Bachelor’s degree in any discipline;
(ii)Minimum Shor thand speed of 160 w.p.m. in English/
Hindi;

Desirable:
Certificate in computer course recognized by
AICTE/DOEACC or cour ses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
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TOTAL

9.3.

48

35

Cadre Review Report of IIM, Ahmedabad had recommended bifurcation of

Verbatim Reporting Service into English and Hindi with respective sanctioned strength
of 27 and 20 respectively. However, this was not implemented.

9.4.

SIU in its Study Report in 2010, has, through the analysis of work sample,

worked out the assessment of staff strength of Reporters keeping in view the functional
and positional requirements. The assessment of strength by SIU is given in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2
Assessment of Strength for Verbatim Reporting Service
S. No.

Name of the Post

1.

Joint Secretary

2.

Director

3.

Sanctioned
Strength
1

In Position
1

Assessed
Strength
1

2

1

2

Joint Director

10

10

10

4.

Deputy Director

21

18

18

5.
6.

Parliamentary Reporter
Jr. Parliamentary
Reporter
Total

5
9

9
3

12

48

42

43

7.

Senior Clerk

*

2

8.

Junior Clerk

*

1

Remarks
Not studied

Includes 4 JDs
as Supervisors
Also includes
Leave Reserve

*Sanctioned
strength for
LAFEAS
indicated
separately
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9.5.

In effect, SIU recommended reduction of sanctioned strength at the level

of Deputy Director and Parliamentary Reporter/Jr. Parliamentary Reporter by 3 posts
and 2 posts respectively, thus, scaling down the total sanctioned strength from 48 to 43.

A.

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service/ Comments of Personnel Section

One consolidated representation has been submitted by Shri S. Sundararaman,
Director (Reporting) on behalf of the Service. Several issues have been raised in the
representation of the Service. Personnel Section has also provided comments on the
representations. These are as below (copies of representations and comments of
Personnel Section are collectively placed at Annexures A-9 and B-9):

9.6.1.

One Representative from each Service may be involved in the Second

Cadre Review Committee.
Comments:
May be considered on merit by the Cadre Review Committee.
9.6.2.

Creation of one post of Additional Secretary (exclusively for the Verbatim

Reporting Service).
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Comments:
At present there are two posts of Additional Secretary which are not
earmarked for any particular Service of the Secretariat and can be filled either by an
officer belonging to any of the services of the Secretariat or by an outsider.
The first Cadre Review Committee had recommended the creation of the
post of Secretary, and therefore felt that there was no necessity for creation of any more
posts in the grade of Additional Secretary. The Committee envisaged that the post of
Secretary and the two posts of Additional Secretaries would form a second line of
management to the Secretary General.

9.6.3.

Creation of two additional posts of Joint Secretary for the Verbatim

Reporting Service.
Comments:
Prior to the First Cadre Review, promotion to the grade of Joint Secretary
was made by selection by the Hon’ble Chairman. Therefore, until then, every service of
the Secretariat had promotional avenues upto the grade of Director. The First Cadre
Review Committee in 2007 recommended, inter alia, one post of Joint Secretary for the
Verbatim Reporting Services and also specified number of posts of JS for other
Services. In 2008, Chairman, Rajya Sabha apportioned the then eleven (now twelve)
existing posts of Joint Secretary as per recommendation of the Cadre Review
Committee among the various Services, one post each for the LAARDIS, E&T, VRS
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and SIS, and seven (now eight - including two posts to be filled by deputation) for the
LAFEA Service.
There has been no change in the cadre structure of various services in the
Secretariat and hence any change in the strength of JS in one Service would require
proportionate increase in other Services as well.

9.6.4.

Creation of seven additional posts of Directors in the Verbatim Reporting

Service to achieve a more scientific ratio of 1:2:7.
Comments:
May be decided on merit by the Cadre Review Committee.
It may however be added that in Verbatim Reporting Service, all grades
upto Joint Director (Reporting) are time bound except Deputy Director (Reporting).
Further, as number of posts in the combined grade of JD/ DD (Reporting) is 31 whereas
number of posts in the combined feeder grade Parl. Rep./ JPR is 14, so even vacancy
based promotion to the grade of DD (Reporting) is on time. Accordingly, a new recruit in
the grade of JPR is likely to become JD (Reporting) in nine years time.

9.6.5.

Introduction of time bound promotion at all levels.
Comments:
Time bound promotion after 3 years of service already exist in the Service

upto the grade of JD, barring the grade of DD which is vacancy based. Further, as the
number of posts in the combined grade of DD/ JD is more than the number of posts in
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the feeder grade, promotion to this grade also takes place immediately on completion of
qualifying service in the lower grade.
The Secretariat has also an in-situ promotion scheme upto the grade of
JD where an employee gets in-situ promotion to the next higher grade after completion
of 8.5 years in that grade or 13.5 years of combined service in that grade and the grade
immediately lower to that.

9.6.6.

Creation of fifteen posts of Junior Parliamentary Reporter (nine English

and six Hindi) to meet the existing and future workload which is increasing day by day.
Comments:
SIU Report which has conducted a study of workload of the Services in
the year 2010 has recommended a total of 43 posts including JS for all grades in this
Service.
With regards to the promotional prospects, Cadre Review Committee may
decide.

9.6.7.

Changing the present pattern of examination with the following

examination pattern for direct recruitment to the post of Junior Parliamentary Reporter in
the Secretariat.
a) Objective type examination/test consisting of General Knowledge and English.
b) Skill test @ 140 w.p.m.
c) Interview.
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Comments:
No comments except indicating the present pattern, in the Annexure, for
the grade of Junior Parliamentary Reporter consisting of four stages:
1. Preliminary Examination.
2. Skill Test @ 160 w.p.m.
3. Main Examination.
4. Interview.

9.6.8.

Filling up of vacant posts of Junior Parliamentary Reporter from

departmental shorthand test @ 140 w.p.m. for stenographers of the Secretariat having
five years regular service and creation of departmental quota of 25% for recruitment at
the level of Junior Parliamentary Reporter.
Comments:
Stenographers do not form a feeder grade for Reporters. They belong to a
different Service. Stenographers who have requisite skills can compete with other
candidates in the open direct recruitment examination of the Secretariat.
Rajya Sabha Secretariat employees can appear in open examination
conducted by the Secretariat without any age restriction.

9.6.9.

A Liaison Officer from the Verbatim Reporting Service to assist and liaise

with the Recruitment Cell.
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Comments:
Recruitment Cell is free to seek assistance from any Service in case it needs it.

9.6.10.

Preparation of an Examination Calendar charting out the time schedule for

ensuing examinations.
Comments:
Recruitment Cell decides Exam Calendar and time schedule for
conducting the direct recruitment and Departmental Examination.

9.6.11.

Need to upgrade the post of Joint Director of different Services of the

Secretariat to P.B. 4 + G.P. 8700/Comments:
May be examined on merit by the Cadre Review Committee.

9.7.

Oral evidence/hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

7th April, 2015 (Verbatim Record of the Oral Evidence is at Annexure C-9). S/Shri
Krishna Grampurohit, Udham Singh Yadav and Vinod Kumar, all Joint Directors were
seated in the Presentation Box. Mainly, Shri Udham Singh Yadav made the
presentation which was supplemented by Shri Krishna Grampurohit. During the
presentation, it was emphasised that there were only 30 working Reporters against the
sanctioned strength of 45, leaving aside the supervisors and Directors. The pace of
direct recruitment is slow. The upper age limit needs to be enhanced from 27 years to
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30 years and speed requirement needs to be reduced from 160 w.p.m. to 140 w.pm. as
has been done in Lok Sabha Secretariat. Rajya Sabha Secretariat has experienced
officers to train them to attain higher speed once they join. Many officers of the Service,
having joined as a Class I officer, face the prospect of retiring as Joint Director. The
representative of the Service also mentioned that the work has increased manifold since
2007 to justify the demand for more posts at the level of Director and above.

9.8.

After a couple of days, the Service representatives also provided the

Working Hours of the House and Committees during the period 2007 to 2015 (up to 7 th
April) which is tabulated at Table 9.3 below. The trend indicated in the Table shows
except for the years 2009 and 2014, when working hours of the House were very high
and very low respectively, the annual working hours of the House in remaining years
have been fluctuating over a range of 212 to 267 hours. Similarly, excepting the years of
2009 and 2010 when the working hours of the Committees were very low and very high
respectively, the working hours of the Committees in the remaining years have been
fluctuating between 213 and 393 hours. On the whole, the working hours for Reporters
have been in the range of 464 and 656 hours. Rather, in the years 2012 to 2014, the
total working hours are declining. Therefore, the contention of the representatives of the
Verbatim Reporting Service is not borne by the facts submitted by them.
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Table 9.3
Working Hours of the House and Committees
S. No.

Year

Working Hours of House

Working Hours of Committees

Total Hours

1.

2007

266H 55M

376H 20M

643H 15M

2.

2008

211H 45M

351H 31M

503H 16M

3.

2009

321H 27M

151H 07M

472H 34M

4.

2010

252H 12M

404H 12M

656H 24M

5.

2011

236H 11M

352H 55M

578H 06M

6.

2012

248H 25M

393H 48M

641H 13M

7.

2013

193H 39M

353H 01M

546H 40M

8.

2014

250H 31M

213H 32M

464H 03M

9.

2015 (upto

108H 26M

142H 49M

251H 15M

7April, ‘15)

H: Hours; M: Minutes

9.9.

As already stated in Chapter 8 of this Report, it also had interactions with

Joint Secretaries of various Services including Jt. Secretary (VRS).

During such

interaction, he attributed the acute stagnation at the level of Jt. Directors to the main
reason as fast tracking promotions by combining cadres of two distinct posts the Junior
Parliamentary Reporters and Parliamentary Reporters. As a result, the Reporters are
getting promoted as Joint Director within a time span of 12 years and thereafter, they
are stagnating. He also suggested to curtail the existing multiple stages recruitment
process to some extent to speed up the process. In addition, he also floated the idea of
reducing speed of typing from 160 wpm to 140 wpm with a condition that selected
candidates will need to qualify at typing speed of 160 wpm within a stipulated time
period in order to get increments, regularisation against the post and any promotion
thereafter.
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B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee

9.10.1.

Demand of one representative from each Service to be associated with

each Cadre Review, is neither desirable nor feasible, especially when the Committee
has entertained representations beyond the initial time limit and the Committee’s
willingness to hear each and every representationists.

9.10.2.1.

In view of the above Table 9.3, the demand of the Service for one post of

Additional Secretary, 2 posts of Joint Secretary and 7 posts of Director is clearly
exaggerated. Similarly, introduction of time bound promotion at all levels will allow all
entrants to the Service to reach the level of Director in 12 years and then face
stagnation for next 22 years, assuming 34 years of service span on an average.
Minimum eligibility years for promotion to higher post does not mean it is the maximum
period one should remain in that lower post. Promotions should be spaced to cover the
span of service. Further, upgradation of JD to Pay Band 4 and Grade Pay of Rs.8700/will reduce the number of stages of promotion and will create stagnation sooner than
later. This is equally applicable to all other Services of the Secretariat.

9.10.2.2.

Here, it is pertinent to mention that at present the posts of Joint Secretary

are available in 5 Services, namely, 8 in LAFEAS, and 1 each in LARRDIS, SIS, E&TS
and VRS. The latter four Services have been clamouring for more posts at Director,
Joint Secretary and even Additional Secretary level. It has also been argued that
officers in LAFEAS enter at Senior Assistant/Assistant and even lower levels as against
in other Services where entry level post is of Group ‘A’ level. However, members of
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LAFEAS steal a march over members of other Services. A comparative study of three
senior most incumbents in Group ‘A’ posts of these 5 Services was carried out by Dr.
Narmadeshwar Prasad, Joint Director attached to CRC. Outcome is in the Chart 9.1
below.

9.10.2.3.

It is noticed from the Chart 9.1 that number of years taken to reach Joint

Secretary level from equivalent levels of GP Rs. 8000 by senior most members in
LAFEAS, LARRDIS, SIS, E&T and VRS is approximately 11, 12, 8, 8 and 8 years
respectively. Further, similar promotion to Director level from the equivalent grade of GP
Rs. 7600 has taken place in respect of 3 senior most members in these 5 Services is 8
to 11 years in LAFEAS and LARRDIS, 6 to 8 years in SIS, 3 to 6 years in E&TS and 5
to 7 years in VRS. Joint Director level posts have been held after entry into GP Rs.
5400 in 8.5 years, 12 years, 13-19 years, 15-16 years and 17-18 years by 3 senior most
members of LAFEAS, LARRDIS, SIS, E&T and VRS respectively. Finally, the years
taken for promotion to the post of Deputy Director are 7-10 years, 6-8 years, 6 years, 6
years and 11-12 years respectively. Thus no advantage for members of LAFEAS
appears in career progression. If members of a Service (E&TS, VRS) are getting
promotion in the grades of Deputy Director and Joint Director in a longer period, they
are getting promotion to higher posts of Director and Joint Secretary faster. In view of
the above analysis, there is no merit in the demands of various Services to grant them
more posts at higher levels so as to draw parity with LAFEAS.
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Chart 9.1
Comparative Status of Senior Most Officers in Group ‘A’ Posts as on 30.10.2015
Post

S.
No.

Joint
Secretary

Director

Joint
Director

Deputy
Director

LAFEAS

LARRDIS

SIS

E&TS

VRS

Apptt. to
Rs. 12750
or GP Rs.
8000

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 12750
or GP Rs.
8000

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 12750
or GP Rs.
8000

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 12750
or GP Rs.
8000

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to Rs.
12750 or GP
Rs. 8000

Apptt. to
Present
Post

1

12.02.2001

02.03.2012

01.05.1996

17.04.2008

16.07.2007

28.04.2015

01.10.2006

18.06.2014

16.04.2008

05.05.2014

2

01.12.2001

01.05.2012

----

-----

-----

-----

-----

----

----

----

3

11.10.2002

01.07.2012

----

-----

-----

-----

-----

----

----

----

Apptt. to
Rs. 12000
or GP Rs.
7600

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 12000
or GP Rs.
7600

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 12000
or GP Rs.
7600

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 12000
or GP Rs.
7600

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to Rs.
12000 or GP
Rs. 7600

Apptt. to
Present
Post

1

16.08.1998

16.07.2009

22.12.1998

21.06.2007

16.07.2007

01.06.2013

16.07.2007

16.07.2010

19.09.2006

20.04.2011

2

01.12.2000

16.07.2009

25.11.2000

17.04.2008

16.07.2007

06.05.2015

25.06.2008

24.06.2014

16.07.2007

09.05.2014

3

03.01.2001

16.07.2009

31.08.2004

2015

----

----

----

----

----

----

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to Rs.
8000 or GP
Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

1

03.01.2001

16.07.2009

14.02.1996*

15.04.2008

29.12.1989*

26.02.2008

27.11.1992*

16.08.2008

13.03.1993

01.10.2010

2

03.01.2001

16.07.2009

14.02.1996*

21.06.2009

24.01.1991*

16.07.2009

22.11.1993*

11.10.2008

13.03.1993

01.08.2011

3

03.01.2001

16.07.2009

13.06.2000

16.07.2009

14.01.1991*

01.01.2009

30.11.1994*

22.12.2009

01.05.1994

08.09.2012

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to
Rs. 8000 or
GP Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

Apptt. to Rs.
8000 or GP
Rs. 5400

Apptt. to
Present
Post

1

19.11.2004

01.04.2014

16.02.2007

26.02.2014

03.08.2007

03.08.2013

30.03.2007

31.03.2013

29.11.2002

06.12.2013

2

22.02.2007

11.08.2014

17.09.2007

27.10.2015

30.04.2008

05.05.2014

19.08.2008

23.05.2014

29.11.2002

13.03.2014

3

23.03.2007

08.09.2014

20.05.2009

27.10.2015

14.08.2015

03.06.2008

23.05.2014

29.11.2002

21.05.2014

----

*Joined in GP Rs. 6600. Entry grade in VRS and SIS was GP Rs. 6600 before 2007

9.10.3.

Creation of posts of Junior Parliamentary Reporter can be considered,

especially when the pyramid of the Service as seen from JD/DD downwards cannot be
termed as a healthy one. However, the recruitment needs to be toned up by adjusting
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the age/speed and periodicity of exams as also tiers (Prelims/ Mains). In view of
shortage of Junior Parliamentary Reporter, the Secretariat may consider experimenting
with creating 10% quota for departmental promotion from amongst stenographers who
have put in 5 years of regular service and are able to qualify typing test with a speed of
140 wpm with the condition that after getting recruited through such departmental
examination, they would have to clear the speed test of 160 as provided under
recruitment rules, for getting their services regularized against the post concerned.
Such lowering of speed may also be examined and considered by the Secretariat in
case of Direct recruitment at the initial entry stage, on experimental basis.

9.10.4.

Recruitment Cell needs to be strengthened so that delivery of result at

direct recruitment level is ensured. Need to associate the representative of the Service
may be left to the Cell itself.

C.

Recommendations

9.11.1.

It is agreed that there is acute stagnation in the Verbatim Reporting

Service, particularly at the level of Joint Director (Reporting). Out of 26 Joint Directors,
one each was promoted in 2007 and 2008, 16 were promoted in 2009, 6 were promoted
in 2012 and 2 were promoted in 2013. Out of 4 Reporters left out at the level of Deputy
Director, 2 might get rank/pay of JD, having completed 3 years of eligibility period.
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9.11.2.

One post at the level of Deputy Director and 14 posts at the level of

Parliamentary Reporter/Jr. Parliamentary Reporter are lying vacant. This can be used in
correcting the distorted pyramid of the Service.

9.11.3.

It is noticed that the structure of the Service at the lowest 2 grades is an

inverted pyramid. There are 31 posts in the combined grades of Joint Director/ Deputy
Director whereas the feeder category of Parliamentary Reporter/Junior Parliamentary
Reporter has only 14 posts. After the grade of Joint Director, there are only 2 posts of
Director. The Service is, thus, heavy in the middle. However, it is not possible to
redistribute and reduce posts at the level of Joint Director/ Deputy Director considerably
because they are all filled in.

9.11.4.

Keeping in view the uni-functional nature of the Service wherein the nature

of work does not change as a person rises higher in the hierarchy, pyramid structure is
not much relevant. The function of supervision is mainly required to be exercised at the
level of Director or the Joint Secretary concerned.

9.11.5.

It may be pointed out that the recommendation of the first Cadre Review

Committee for time bound promotion up to the level of Joint Director contained the
seeds of present stagnation at the level of Joint Director in Verbatim Reporting Service
and other Services of the Secretariat. The stagnation in Verbatim Reporting Service is
more acute due to younger age profile of the members of the Service. The first Cadre
Review Committee had noted that in the proposed time bound promotions, all who were
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stagnating would receive immediate promotions and remaining would receive
promotions as and when they become eligible. That Committee further noted that over a
time they could expect that stagnation will come back into the Service since there would
be limited opportunities for upward mobility (Paras 6.4.8 and 6.4.10 of that Report refer).
Thus, we feel that problem of stagnation was not solved or addressed to properly by
keeping the principles of administrative structure in view at that time, rather, it was
postponed for the posterity to face and find solutions thereafter. Principles of teachingfaculty administration in a University or its department are different as there is absence
of principle of immediate direction, supervision and control of superiors. It appears that
IIM was guided by above maxim. And this applies to all the services of the Secretariat
where grouping of cadres was resorted to as a measure of addressing the stagnation
problem existing at that time.

9.11.6.

Time bound promotions across various grades in a Service fall in the

category of Flexible

Complementing

Scheme

Technological Departments for in-situ promotion

in operation in Scientific

and

of scientists/ technical personnel as

contained in Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 2/41/97 -PIC dated
9.11.1998 after duly examining the recommendations of the Fifth Central Pay
Commission. Similar time bound promotions are available in academic institutions
engaged in research and teaching. The eligibility/ residency period also varies from 3 to
5 years and not 3 years uniformly as has been done for all the services of the
Secretariat for Group ‘A’ posts. Thus, time bound promotion should not exist in the
Verbatim Reporting Service and other Services of the Secretariat. It will, therefore, be
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in fitness of things to have vacancy based promotion at each level. Stagnation will be
taken care of by the unique in situ promotion scheme introduced in the Secretariat in
2009.

9.11.7.

Number of sanctioned posts at the level of Director at present is 2. It is

proposed that the posts at this level may be increased to 3 to take care of the
stagnation. Resultantly, one vacant post of Deputy Director may be abolished. This will
not cause any problem because all the junior level posts of Parliamentary Reporter/
Junior Parliamentary Reporter are vacant. At these levels too, the number of posts are
proposed to be increased from 14(5+9) to 16(6+10). This will increase the number of
working Reporters to 47 against 30 presently available i.e. an increase of 56.67% over
and above the posts currently filled in. The total number of posts in the Service will
increase marginally from 48 to 50. The Recruitment Cell should expedite recruitment at
the entry level of Junior Parliamentary Reporter who after they become eligible will get
promoted as Parliamentary Reporter releasing vacancies for further recruitment.

9.11.8.

Members of all services rue that while they carry the designations of Joint

Director and Deputy Director their counterparts in the Lok Sabha Secretariat are
designated as Additional Director and Joint Director respectively in the same Pay Bands
and Grade Pay. The Committee feels that this anomaly should be removed in all the
Services in the Secretariat. Further, the designations of Junior Parliamentary Reporter
and Parliamentary Reporter are being proposed as Parliamentary Reporter-Grade II
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and Parliamentary Reporter-Grade I respectively in line with the designation prevalent in
Lok Sabha Secretariat.

9.11.9.

With the above discussions, the recommended structure of the Service will

be as given in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4
Recommended Structure of Verbatim Reporting Service
S.
No.
1.
2.

3.

Name of the post &
Scale of Pay
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director (Reporting)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.8700

Additional Director
(Reporting)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.8000

Mode of recruitment
Sanctioned

100% Promotion by selection from the
grade of Additional Director (Repor ting)
with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the
grades of Additional Director (Reporting)
and Joint Director (Reporting) in
accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable,
the post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable Officer from the Government or
State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 14 years experience in a
Group ‘A’ post in the required field.
100% Promotion by selection from the
grade of Joint Director (Repor ting), with a
minimum of 3 years service in the grade
or 6 years combined service in the
grades of Joint Director (Reporting) and
Parliamentary Repor ter in accordance
with the seniority in the h igher grade.

Number of Posts
Filled in Recommended

1

0

1

2

2

3

10

30 (27
JDs +3
DDs)

10

Provided that if none is found suitable,
the post may be filled by deputation of a
suitable officer from the Government or
State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 11 years experience in a
Group ‘A’ post in the required field.
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4.

5.

6.

Joint Director (Reporting)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.7600

Parliamentary ReporterGrade I
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.6600
Parliamentary ReporterGrade II
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3)+ Rs.5400

Note: In a case of officers who were
upgraded as erstwhile Deputy Director
(Reporting) consequent upon the merger
of the grade of Parliamentary Reporter
Grade-I with erstwhile Deputy Director
(Reporting) combined services of 6 years
in the grades of erstwhile Deputy Director
(Reporting) and erstwhile Parliamentary
Reporter Grade-I will be applicable.
100% by selection from the grade of
Parliamentary Reporter with a minimum
of 3 years service in the grade or 6 years
of combined service in the grades of
Parliamentary Reporter and Junior
Parliamentary Repor ter in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable the
post may be filled by depu tation of a
suitable officer from the Government or
State Legislature Secretariat with a
minimum of 9 years experience in a
Group ‘A’ post in the required field.
100% Promotion by selection from the
grade of Junior Parliamentary Reporter
with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade.
10% Departmental Examination. By
Selection through limited competitive
examination from amongst members of
PS&SS with a minimum 5 years service
in the grade of Personal Assistant and/or
with ten years service in the grade of
Stenographers, out of which a minimum
of 2 years in the grade of Personal
Assistant,
fulfilling
the
educational/desirable qualifications for
Direct Recruits..

21

5

9

20

3

6

10

90% by selection through open
competition from amongst candidates
possessing the following: (i) Bachelor’s degree in any discipline;
(ii)Minimum Shorthand speed of 140
w.p.m. in English/ Hindi; subject to the
condition mentioned in the Note below.
Desirable:
Certificate in computer course recognized
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by AICTE/DOEACC or courses
equivalent to ‘O’ level in terms of syllabus
and duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
Note: The direct-recruit candidates
appointed in the grade shall continue to
remain on probation and will not earn
their increments till such time they qualify
in shor t-hand speed of 160 w.p.m.
Candidates w ill not be entitled to second
increment unless they qualify above
mentioned test Further, the candidates,
who are unable to qualify in such a typing
test within 5 years from the date of their
appointment, shall be discharged from
the service of the Secretariat.
TOTAL
48
35
50
Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promot ion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

9.12.

The restructuring as recommended above will not harm any group and will

result in easing of stagnation as indicated below:

9.12.1.

Out of 27 Joint Directors (to be designated as Additional Director), one will

move up as Director. Thus there will be 16 Additional Directors in excess of the
recommended strength of 10 posts. These should be adjusted against 20 posts of
Deputy Director (to be designated as Joint Director) by upgrading 16 posts. As and
when the incumbents of the posts of Additional Director get promoted or retire, the
excess posts should be reverted to the post of Joint Director.

9.12.2.

Since one post of Joint Secretary is vacant and one post of Director has

been proposed to be created two Additional Directors would get promotion immediately.
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Two posts of Director (one existing incumbent and another to be promoted now to the
grade of Director) will retire in 2016.

Thus, two more Additional Directors will get

promotion in 2016.

9.12.3.

As above, four Additional Directors will move up. One Additional Director

will retire in the year 2016. One post each at the level of Additional Director will revert
as Joint Director due to retirement in the years 2018, 2019 and 2020. This will result in
eight out of 16 posts upgraded as Additional Director to get reverted as Joint Director by
2020. The three left out Joint Directors who otherwise become eligible in 2015, 2016
and 2017 may have to avail of in situ promotion scheme to get promotion as Additional
Director. If one of the three Deputy Directors who has become eligible on 13.8.2015,
gets promotion as per the present time bound scheme, only two Deputy Directors will be
left out to avail of in situ promotion scheme.

9.12.4.

Since all posts of Parliamentary Reporter (Parliamentary Reporter-Grade

I) numbering 6 and Junior Parliamentary Reporter (Parliamentary Reporter-Grade II)
numbering 10 are lying vacant, the new entrants will get their first two promotions as
soon as they complete eligibility period.
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Chapter – 10:

Private Secretaries & Stenographic Service

This Service provides Secretarial and Stenographic assistance to the Hon’ble

10.1.

Chairman, Hon’ble Deputy Chairman, Chairmen of various Parliamentary Committees serviced by
the Rajya Sabha Secretariat and officers of the Secretariat. The Service also provides Secretarial
assistance to Members of the Rajya Sabha for their official work through the Stenographers Pool.
The nature of work performed broadly includes taking dictation, transcription, typing, attend ing to
telephone calls and visitors, maintaining the meeting schedules of officers besides keeping
important and confidential records for the officer under whom they work. The sanctioned strength
of the service is 112 of which 105 posts are filled.
10.2.

Present Cadre structure of the Service is given in Table 10.1 below.
Table 10.1
Private Secretaries & Stenographic Service

As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.
1.

Name of the post
and pay-scale
Director (PSSS)
37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs. 8700

Mode of recruitment

Sanctioned
strength

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Joint
Director (PSS) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of Joint
Director (PSS) and Deputy Director (PSS) in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.

1

No. of
posts
filled
1

14

14

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the Central
or State Government with a minimum of 14 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field.
2.

Joint
(PSSS)

Director

15600-39100

100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of Deputy
Director (PSS) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Deputy Director (PSS) and Senior Private Secretary in
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(PB-3) + Rs. 8000

accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the Central
or State Government with a minimum of 11 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field.

3.

Deputy
(PSSS)

Director

15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 7600
4.

Senior
Private
Secretary
15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 6600

5.

Private Secretary
15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 5400

6.

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Senior
Private Secretary with a minimum of 3 years service in
the grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Senior Private Secretary and Private Secretary in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of Private
Secretary with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade
or 13 years combined service in the grades of Private
Secretary and Personal Assistant in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade

27

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Personal Assistant, with a minimum of 5 years service in
the grade or 15 years combined service in the grades of
Personal Assistant and Stenographer in accordance with
the seniority in the higher grade.

Personal Assistant

100% Promotion. For promotion -

9300-34800

50% by selection from the grade of Stenographer with a
minimum of 5 years service in the grade.

(PB-2) + Rs.4600

4 (in
situ)

27

20 (in
situ)

34

17
(incl. 7
in situ)

50% by selection on the basis of competitive
departmental examination limited to Stenographers who
have rendered 3 years continuous service in the grade
and possess a minimum speed of 120 words per minute
in English/H indi shor thand.
7.

Stenographer
9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4200

100% Direct Recruitment . By selection through open
competition from amongst candidates with a minimum
qualification of Graduation and possessing a minimum
speed of 80 words per minute in English/Hindi shor thand.

36

24

Preference may be given to those knowing both English
and Hindi stenography.
Desirable:
Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
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DOEACC.
TOTAL

10.3.

112

107

IIM, Ahmedabad in its cadre review Report of 2007 stated that Strength of

this Service is determined by the number of positions created in other Services, since
the role of PSSS is to support the decision makers. In Rajya Sabha. PSSS Service has
the additional responsibility of manning the Steno Pool meant for MPs during Session
time. The role of an efficient private secretary in enhancing executive/decision maker
effectiveness is well known. They are an integral part of any organization. It noted that
members of the Service have the opportunity to participate in departmental test and
shift to Verbatim Reporting Service (VRS) during early stages of their career. This is a
unique benefit available only for members of this Service.

10.4.

The Report suggested that the Secretariat considered hiring of some

PSSS Service members at Director, JD and DD levels. In most specialized Services,
there might be requirement for full time dedicated support. Stenographer’s pool number
may be retained at 12. Any additional short-term requirement might be filled by contract
appointment. During non-Session time, the services of pool members should be used to
clear pending work. The Report strongly recommended that 25% of vacancies at the
stenographer level be filled up through an internal department test that measure
secretarial skills. This will increase promotion opportunity for Junior Clerks and other
category of employees who look for a shift into office jobs. The structure and strength of
PSSS proposed by IIM, Ahmedabad in the cadre review was as below:
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S.No.

Designation

Sanctioned Strength
(In Position)
1(1)

Proposed
Strength
1

3(3)
5(5)

1.

Director (PSS)

2.
3.

Joint Director (PSS)
Deputy Director (PSS)

4.
5.

Senior Private Secretary
Private Secretary

12(12)
12(12)

6.

Personal Assistant

26(21)

Combined
Cadre Strength
of 14
Combined
Cadre Strength
of 27
34

7.

Stenographer

36(33)

36

Total

95(87)

112

10.5.

Recruitment/ Promotion
Pattern
100% P (Merit based
Selection)
100% P (Time Bound)
100% P (Merit based
Selection)
100% P (Time Bound)
100% P
(Departmental
Exam)
100% P
(Departmental
Exam)
25% from Junior Clerks/
others
through
Departmental Test;
75% Direct Recruitment

Thus, it recommended increase in cadre strength from 95 to 112 and

redistributed the posts by allocating 14 posts in the combined cadre of Joint Director
(PSSS) and Deputy Director (PSSS) instead of 5 posts each for Joint Director (PSSS)
and Deputy Director (PSSS). It also recommended allocating 27 posts in the combined
cadre of Senior Private Secretary and Private Secretary instead of 12 posts each
separately for these levels. Sanctioned strength of the post of Personal Assistant was
also recommended to be increased from 26 to 34.

10.6.

SIU’s study team studied the requirement of Private Secretaries/

Stenographers and made the assessment of posts in PSS Service for the Secretariat on
the basis of positional/ functional requirements. Assessment of posts in PSS Service by
SIU is given below:
S.No.
1.

Name & Designation of Posts
(Service-wise)
Office of the Hon’ble Chairman

2.
3.

Office of the Dy. Chair man
Office of the Secretary General

No. of Assessed Posts
in PSS Service
5
1
4

Remarks
Not studied. Deployed strength
has been indicated as assessed
strength
-do-do-
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Chairman of 16 Standing/ Depar tmental related
Committees
Secretary
For 2 AS and 12 JS
For 14 assessed Posts of D irector(LAFEA)
For 31 assessed Posts of JD/DD (LAFEA)
For 2 assessed Posts of D irector (Reporting)
For 2 assessed Posts of D irector (Interpretation)
Director (P&P)
For 2 assessed Posts of JD/DD (P&P)
For 2 assessed Posts of D irector (LARRDIS)
For 4 assessed Posts of JD/DD (LARRDIS)
For 2 assessed Posts of D irector (E&T)
JDs/DDs (E&T)
Director (Parliament Security)
JDs/DDs (Parliament Security)
Steno Pool
Total

Name of Post

Sanctioned Strength

Director (PSS)
JD/DD (PSS)
Sr. PS/ PS
PA
Steno
Total

01
14
27
34
36
112

16
2
14
14
16
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
8
93+9 (Leave Reserve)
=102
Working Strength
01
15
26
30
21
93

Assessed Strength
01
15
26
30
30
102

A.

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service/ Comments of Personnel
Section:

10.7.

The Committee has received 37 representations from the Service. Of

these, contents of 27 representations are similar. In another group of 7 representations,
again the contents are same. Contents of two representations are different from other
35 representations. Issues raised in the representations and comments of Personnel
Section thereon (copies of their representations and comments of Personnel Section,
collectively are at Annexures A-10 and B-10 respectively) are given below:
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10.7.1.

Gap in the manpower of Private Secretaries and Stenographic Service

officials vis-a-vis requirement – Requires immediate creation of at least 24 posts at the
level of PS and above.(Entitlement of officials taken as per DOP&T OM dated 28.10.05)
Comments:
DOP&T OM dated 28.10.2005 on the basis of which representationists
have projected the requirement for creation of posts at the level of PS and above has
not been adopted in this Secretariat. Further, the organizational structure of this
Secretariat is different from that of Ministries and therefore the requirement of PSSS
officials also differ. Senior officials of the level of Private Secretary and above are
usually provided to Office of dignitaries like HC, HDC, SG, Chairman of Parliamentary
Committees and officers of the rank of JS and Director while Stenos/ PAs are attached
with officers of the level of DD/ JD. Moreover, the Secretariat has many specialized
Services which may not have same requirement of Stenographic assistance as the
generalist officers in Central Secretariat. SIU Study conducted in the year 2010 has
assessed the requirements of officers of various grades of PSSS.

10.7.2.

Disproportionate posting of Private Secretaries and Stenographers

Service officials
Comments:
Posting is done as per requirement.
10.7.3.

Acute stagnation in the Service. There is no retirement in the Service till

2018. There is only one post of Director for the 13 JDs presently officiating in the
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Service. Further, stagnation is at its peak at the level of Private Secretaries. There are
presently 20 PS on in-situ basis who have to wait 6-9 years before getting regularized.
i. Creation of Posts
ii. Creation of Posts of JS for the Service who would be consulted in transfer/
posting of Private Secretaries and Stenographic Service officials and would be
responsible for identifying programme for the cadre staff and its monitoring.
Comments:
It is factually correct that there is no retirement in the Service till 2018.
The strength of this Service is determined by the positions created in other
Services since PSS is basically a supporting Service. SIU which conducted a work
study of the Secretariat in 2010 recommended a sanctioned strength of 102 for officials
for the PSS Service (including leave reserve). The post of Joint Secretary is a senior
managerial post and Cadre Review Committee may consider the request on merit.

10.7.4.

Extension of provision of scheme of in situ promotion up to the Director

level.
Comments:
The Secretariat as a policy, has sought to ensure that every employee
gets at least four promotions in his career. Accordingly, in situ promotion scheme has
been introduced till the rank of Joint Director as a person joining the Secretariat at the
highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade would be ensured of getting
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at least 4 promotions up till the grade of Joint Director. Regarding further promotional
prospects, the Cadre Review Committee may consider.

10.7.5.

Skill Development and Training Programme.

Comments:
There are in-house, domestic and foreign training programmes which
cover members of this Service.
10.7.6.

Re-designation of the post of Sr. P.S. as AD (PSS).

Comments:
The designation should appropriately reflect the job profile/ work contents
of the post. However, on the recommendation of FCRC, certain posts at higher levels
were designated as DD(PSS), JD(PSS), etc.

10.7.7.

Time Scale promotion at the level of Steno/ PA. Promotional avenues

have been provided for all Services of the Secretariat by making the promotion from the
entry grade to the next higher grade time bound. However, the grade of stenographer
has not been included.
Comments:
Cadre structure various Services shows different pattern of time bound or
vacancy based in various grades but beyond JD, it is uniformly vacancy based.
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Wherever a group of posts have been combined, the promotion is time bound. PSS and
LARRDIS have missing grades too.

10.7.8.

No departmental examination has been conducted for the post of PA in

spite of the fact that a number of posts in the grade are thus lying vacant. Request for
abolishing departmental exam for PA and filling up posts by regular promotion from the
grade of stenographer.
Comments:
Applications have been invited for the Departmental Examination and
exam will be held in due course of time.

10.7.9.

Rotation Policy in transfer/ posting.

Comments:
Issue does not come under the purview of the Cadre Review Committee.

10.7.10.

Switch over option – In CSSS cadre, the PS have the option to become

Section Officer after clearing a departmental examination conducted by UPSC . Such
option can be allowed to the PAs.
Comments:
There is no departmental exam for the grade of Executive Officer.
However, all regular employees of the Secretariat are eligible to appear without any age
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restriction in the direct recruitment examination conducted for various grades in this
Secretariat from time to time.

10.7.11.

Lack of functional space.

Comments:
Issue does not come under the purview of the Cadre Review Committee.

10.7.12.

Exemption from frisking for class-I officers.

Comments:
Issue does not come under the purview of the Cadre Review Committee.
It is however stated that this is linked to security requirements and is best left to security
agencies.

10.7.13.

Upgradation of at least 10 posts of Senior Private Secretary to the grade

of Deputy Director to reduce stagnation.
Comments:
In situ Scheme is already in operation up to the grade of Joint Director to
address stagnation in a grade. Cadre Review Committee may, however, consider on
merit.
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10.8.

Oral evidence/ hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

26th June, 2015 (Copy of verbatim record of hearing is at Annexure C-10). Smt. Usha
Dhingra, Director, Smt. Parvathy Venkitachalam, Smt. Saroj Bala Rikh, both Joint
Directors and Shri Gulshan, Sr. PS and others made the presentation.

10.9.

It was stated during the presentation that there was a definite gap in the

strength vis-à-vis the actual need, and, hence, growth opportunity should be looked into.
Further, there are 7-8 Joint Director level officers in the Service stagnating for more than
five years. In the absence of promotion, they might retire within 3-5 years. Finally, the
Stenographers Pool for providing service to the Members of Parliament is supervised by
a Joint Secretary from other Service. A post of Joint Secretary should be created in the
Service. It was also mentioned that Senior Private Secretary of 2007 are stagnating at
that level. They expect their promotion as Deputy Director after 11 years. Similar
stagnation is at Private Secretary level where it will take about 18 years to get regular
promotion. For Stenographers, departmental examination is not being held regularly in
spite of there being vacancies (50% vacancies are meant to be filled by departmental
examination). The departmental examination should be abolished and Time Scale
promotion should be granted to Stenographers to resolve the stagnation at that level. A
demand was also made for re-designating Senior Private Secretary as Assistant
Director. Besides the demand of a JS level post in PSSS, it was stressed that the Head
of the Service should be consulted before posting/ transfer of members of the Service.
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B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee

10.10.1.

As regards the PSSS is concerned, it is a specialized service meant for

providing secretarial assistance to Hon’ble Chairman, Deputy Chairman, SecretaryGeneral and senior officers of the Secretariat. Steno Pool provides similar service to
Members of Parliament. The Service is administered by Personnel Section as there is
no command structure within PSSS just like in some other specialized services. There
is, therefore, little justification for creation of a Joint Secretary level post in the Service.
Moreover, the matter regarding transfer/posting of officers of the level to which these
Stenographic Service personnel are attached for providing assistance as expected from
such personnel, is looked after by the Personnel Section only.

10.10.2.

Stagnation in the Service is more perceived than real one. One factor

contributing to this situation is abolition of one grade of post carrying Grade Pay of Rs.
4800/-. Another factor is combining the cadre of two posts of Senior PS/ PS and Joint
Director/ Deputy Director. This has allowed time bound promotion within these two
posts without requirement of vacancy in the higher grade. Thus, 8 grades in the Service
have been reduced to 5. In other words, a Stenographer has to wait for vacancy only at
the level of P.A., P.S., Deputy Director and Director. This is bound to result in stagnation
at feeder posts for promotion to these posts. Moreover, in situ promotion scheme
introduced by Rajya Sabha Secretariat provides for in situ promotion/ financial benefits
so that all get at least 4 promotions/ upgradations in a service span of 34 years.
Besides, eligibility period for promotion prescribes minimum number of years one has to
serve in a post before his/her consideration for promotion. This minimum period should
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not be construed as maximum period after which one stands to acquire a right for
promotion to the next post or else he/she will be deemed to be stagnating.

10.10.3.

The proposal to re-designate Senior Private Secretary as Assistant

Director (PSSS) is not justified because the designations should reflect the functionality
of the post. Only a few posts at higher level across various Services in Rajya Sabha
Secretariat have been given uniform designations. Parity with Lok Sabha Secretariat in
re-designating the posts has been kept in view. Accordingly, Joint Director (PSSS) and
Deputy Director (PSSS) in Rajya Sabha have been recommended to be re-designated
as Additional Director (PSSS) and Joint Director (PSSS) respectively. Functionally,
these two posts should have been named as Chief Principal Private Secretary and
Principal Private Secretary respectively, and Committee do recommend for such
change in designations.

C.

Recommendations

10.11.1.

Strength and structure of PSSS has to be in tandem with number of

functionaries utilizing their services. Stenographic assistance should be provided to the
officers on functional basis and not on the basis of designation simplicitor.

10.11.2.

Accordingly, the placement of members of PSSS has been recommended.

Stenographic assistance in the office of Hon’ble Chairman is to be given to 4 officers,
namely, Principal Secretary, OSD, PS and Media Adviser to Hon’ble Chairman. The
office may, in total have 5 members of the PSSS. In the office of the Hon’ble Dy.
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Chairman, stenographic assistance is to be provided to 2 officers, namely, Principal
Secretary and Private Secretary to Hon’ble Dy. Chairman. The office may have a total
of 3 members of PSSS. Chairmen of 20 Standing/ Departmental/ Ad hoc Parliamentary
Committees may be given the stenographic assistance as indicated in Table 10.3 below
Para 10.11.6.

10.11.3.

Secretarial assistance needs to be provided to all officers of the level of

Joint Secretary and above. There are 17 such posts - 1 post of Secretary-General, 1
post of Secretary, 2 posts of Addl. Secretary, 12 posts of Joint Secretary, and 1 post of
Chief Executive Officer, RSTV (though CEO, RSTV is not the strength of Rajya Sabha
Secretariat.

Thus, the post meant for that Office should be filled in on

transfer/deputation basis). The Secretary General may be provided with two members
of the Service and others one each as indicated in Table 10.3 below Para 10.11.6.

10.11.4.

Stenographers may be kept in general pool of stenographers to provide

stenographic assistance to the Members of Parliament and other officers, as and when
needed. Keeping in view the functional requirement, secretarial assistance in different
Services should be given as indicated in Table 10.2 below:
Table 10.2
Officers Recommended for Secretarial Assistance
Sl.
No.

1.
2.

Name of Services

Legislative, Financial, Executive &
Administrative Service (LAFEAS)
Library, Reference, Research,
Documentation & Infor mation Service

Officers recommended eligible for Secretarial Assistance

(i) Deputy Secretary, Additional Director and D irector
(ii) Under Secretary (On functional basis)
(i) Director
(ii) Additional Director
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3.

(LARRDIS)
Verbatim Repor ting Service (VRS)

(iii) Joint Director (On functional basis)
Director(Reporting)

4.

Simultaneous Interpretation Service (SIS)

Director (Interpretation)

5.

Editorial & Translation Service (E&TS)

6.

Printing & Publication Service (P&PS)

(i) Director
(ii) Additional Director
Director

7.

Parliament Security Service (PSS)

10.11.5.

(i) Director
(ii) Additional Director

The proposed entitlements of officers for secretarial assistance are

suggested as below:
a.

All Deputy Secretaries of LAFEAS 23 in number, be given secretarial
assistance in the ratio one stenographic assistance for 2 Deputy
Secretaries.

b.

10 of the 30 Under Secretaries be given secretarial assistance on
functional basis – not more than 4 Stenographers on sharing basis.

c.

All Additional Directors of LARRDIS (4 in number) be given Secretarial
assistance on sharing basis – 2 Stenographers for above 4.

d.

2 Joint Directors of LARRDIS be given secretarial assistance on a
functional and sharing basis.

e.

In the case of the Verbatim Reporting Service and the Simultaneous
Interpretation Service, secretarial assistance may be given to Directors
only.

f.

All Additional Directors of E&T S (six in number) be given secretarial
assistance on sharing basis-two Stenographers for above six.

10.11.6.

The Secretariat at present does not have any criterion regarding level of

PSSS officials to be deployed with different level of officers. However, there should be
criterion so developed that the level of PSSS Officer posted with an officer should be
according to the status of the officer. For example, PSSS officer posted with Secretary
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should be of the level of Joint Director etc. Accordingly, the distribution of members of
PSSS across various positions is suggested in Table 10.3 as below:

Table 10.3
Recommended Entitlement of Various Functionaries for Stenographic Service
Name of Office/Designation of the Officer
Office of Hon’ble Chairman
Office of Hon’ble Dy. Chairman
Office of Secretary-General
Chairman Parl Committees
Chairman, DRSCs
Chairman, Other/Ad hoc Committees

-4
-8
-8

Secretary
Two Addl. Secretary
Joint Secretary
Director

-12
-34

Recommended Entitlement of Secretarial
Assistance
(i) Addl.Dir.(PSSS) -1
(ii) PA
-4
(i) Addl. Dir.(PSSS)-1
(ii) P.A.
-2
Addl. Dir.(PSSS) -1
PA
-1
Addl. Dir.(PSSS) -4
Jt. Dir
-8
Jt. Dir
-2
Sr. PS
-6
Joint Dir.(PSSS) -1
Joint Dir.(PSSS) -2
Sr. PS
-12
Private Secretary -24
(Senior most 25 Directors)

Personal Assistant -10
Addl. Director
-33
Stenographer
-16
Deputy Secretary
-23
Stenographer
-11
Jt. Dir (LARRDIS) – on functional basis
Stenographer
-1
Under Secretary
-10
Stenographer
-4
Stenos Members’ Pool(including for CEO, RSTV & Leave (i) Director
-1
Reserve)
(ii) Addl. Dir
-1
(iii) PA
-9
(iv) Stenographer -7
Total
129

10.11.7.

As per recommendations as above, the Cadre Strength, Structure and

Mode of Recruitment in respect of PSSS is suggested in Table 10.4:
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Table 10.4
Recommended Structure of Private Secretaries & Stenographic Service
Sl.
No.
1.

Name of the
post and payscale
Director (PSSS)
37400-67000
(PB-4) + Rs.
8700

2.

Additional
Director (PSSS)
15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
8000

3.

Joint
Director
(PSSS)
15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
7600

4.

Senior
Private
Secretary
15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
6600

5.

Private Secretary
15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
5400

6.

Personal
Assistant
9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4600

Mode of recruitment

100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of
Additional Director (PSSS) with a minimum of 3
years service in the grade or 6 years combined
service in the grades of Additional Director (PSSS)
and Joint Director (PSSS) in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of a suitable officer
from the Central or State Government with a
minimum of 14 years experience in a Group ‘A’
post in the required field.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of
Joint Director (PSSS) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Joint Director (PSSS) and Senior
Private Secretary in accordance with the seniority
in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of a suitable officer
from the Central or State Government with a
minimum of 11 years experience in a Group ‘A’
post in the required field.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of
Senior Private Secretary with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Senior Private Secretary and Private
Secretary in accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of
Private Secretary with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 13 years combined service
in the grades of Private Secretary and Personal
Assistant in accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade
100% Pro motion. By selection from the grade of
Personal Assistant, with a minimum of 5 years
service in the grade or 15 years combined service
in the grades of Per sonal Assistant and
Stenographer in accordance with the seniority in
the higher grade.
100% Promotion. For promotion 50% by selection from the grade of Stenographer
with a minimum of 5 years service in the grade.
50% by selection on the basis of competitive
departmental examination limited to Stenographers
who have rendered 3 years continuous service in
the grade and possess a minimum speed of 120
words per minute in English/H indi shor thand.

Number of Posts
Sanctioned Filled
Recommended
in
1
1
1

14

27

34

14

8

4 (in
situ)

13

27

18

20 (in
situ)

24

17
(incl. 7
in situ)

26
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7.

Stenographer
9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.4200

100% Direct Recruitment . By selection through
open competition from amongst candidates with a
minimum qualification of Graduation and
possessing a minimum speed of 80 words per
minute in English/H indi shor thand.
Preference may be given to those knowing both
English and H indi stenography.
Desirable:
Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level
in ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as
prescribed by DOEACC.

TOTAL

36

24

39

112

107

129

Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promot ion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

10.12.1.

It is noticed that the members of this Service are attached to officers for

providing secretarial assistance. Their sanctioned strength is also determined on the
basis of number of officers in other services requiring secretarial assistance. In view of
the above, it is felt that their designations should reflect the functionality of the post held
by them. Accordingly, it is suggested that the designations of Joint Director (PSSS) and
Additional Director (PSSS) may be changed to Pri ncipal Private Secretary and Chief
Principal Private Secretary respectively.

10.12.2.

Based on the positions created in various Services, especially LAFEAS

which is the backbone of the Secretariat, there is bound to be corresponding increase in
the requirement of secretarial assistance for efficient and effective performance of
functionaries concerned. Accordingly, the cadre strength of the Service has gone up
from 112 to 129. It is expected that with additional space becoming available shortly,
increase in strength will get absorbed suitably in terms of space.
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10.12.3.

As in other Services, combining the cadre of two posts for time bound

promotion has been dispensed with so that promotions get dispersed at 5-6 levels in the
entire service span based on vacancies. In case of excessive stagnation at any of the
levels, in situ promotion scheme of the Secretariat can provide relief. In any case, time
bound promotions are covered under flexible complementing scheme applicable to
scientific and research related posts as has been discussed in earlier chapters.

10.12.4.

Analysis of the impact of recommended structure of the Service indicates

that there being no change in post available at Director level, Additional Director will get
promotion to the grade of Director on retirement of the incumbent in the post of Director.

10.12.5.

At Additional Director level, there are 14 members of the Service against

the proposed sanctioned strength of 8. This is in excess by six. However, two officers
are on deputation. For the remaining four officers, four posts from Joint Director will be
upgraded and on retirement chain vacancy, the post will revert to Joint Director level by
the year 2020.

10.12.6.

At Joint Director level, there are 4 incumbents on in situ basis against the

cadre strength of 13. Taking into account four posts upgraded to retain four incumbents
as Additional Director, there are 9 posts still available. So, all 4 in situ Joint Directors will
immediately hold regular post.
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10.12.7.

At Senior Private Secretary level, there are 27 incumbents against

recommended strength of 18. Thus, 9 incumbents will be in excess. However, 5 posts at
Joint Director level will be immediately available after regular promotion of 4 in situ Joint
Directors and four posts upgraded. One officer is on deputation. Thus, two Sr. PS will
occupy posts by upgrading posts of PS as personal to them. However, these two will
vacate the feeder post in 2018 on regular promotion. Thereafter, 11 Sr. PS will become
Joint Director in 2019(2), 2020(4), 2021(1), 2023(1), 2024(1), 2025(2) so on and so
forth.

10.12.8.

At Private Secretary level, there are 20 incumbents on in situ basis. The

recommended cadre strength being 24 at this level, all in situ PS will become regular
PS.

Taking into account three posts being upgraded as Sr.PS to accommodate

seniors, there will be 1 vacancy at PS level to speed up promotion of all PAs who are at
present 10 in number. Further, Private Secretaries after immediately becoming regular
will get further promotion against retirement of Sr. PS and chain vacancies. Thus, 20
Private Secretaries will get promotion as Sr. PS in 2019(3), 2020(8), 2021(3), 2023(1),
2024(2), 2025(3).

10.12.9.

At PA level, there are 10 incumbents against cadre strength of 26. While 8

PAs promoted during 2007 to 2010 will get promotion immediately, the remaining two
will get promotion in 2016 after becoming eligible.
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10.12.10.

Finally, there are 24 stenographers against the recommended strength of

39. As noted in the para above, there will be 37 vacancies in 2015. Out of 24
Stenographers, 21 will get promotion immediately but three Stenographers appointed in
2012 will have to wait till 2017 to be eligible for promotion.

10.12.11.

There being 31 vacancies arising immediately at Stenographer level,

Recruitment Cell will have to gear itself for expeditiously filling the large number of
vacancies at entry level in this service and all other Services of the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat.
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Chapter – 11:
11.1.

Parliament Security Service

The Parliamentary Security Service bears the over-all responsibility of

ensuring security not only of the persons visiting the Parliament House or its attached
buildings but also of the Complex itself which covers a very vast area as explained
hereinafter.

It consists of both – unarmed and armed personnel for providing such

security. The armed part of security of the Rajya Sabha is taken care of by the Delhi
Police and the Central Police Organizations. The frisking and search operations all the
entry points are carried out by the Delhi Police. A sanctioned strength of 438 in-house
security staff (256 – Lok Sabha and 182 – Rajya Sabha unit of PSS), 433 officials of
Delhi Police (Security & Traffic), 1540 personnel of Central Reserve Police Force as
Parliament Duty Group (PDG), 4 mobile Quick Action Teams of PDG and technical
assistance from National Security Guard (NSG), Border Security Force (BSF), Special
Protection Group (SPG) and the Intelligence Bureau (IB), comprise the elements of this
security set-up.

The Committee was informed that in addition to their regular

deployment, as and when required, additional staff is called from these organizations.
The Parliament Security Service consists of two Wings, namely, the Non-Technical
Wing and the Technical Wing.

11.2.

The Parliament House (PH) Complex has been broadly divided into the

following areas for the purposes of security control:(i)

The Inner Precincts of PH: Comprising of Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha
Chambers, Lobbies, Galleries, Central Hall, Committee Rooms and
connected corridors.
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(ii)

The Outer Precincts of PH: Comprising outer areas of Parliament i.e.
areas between Iron gates and Building gates, parking behind the Statue of
Mahatma Gandhi, Reception, Plot No.118 and ‘P’ Block (Old Kendriya
Bhandar – opposite Iron Gate No.8) parking area.

11.3.

(iii)

Parliament Library Building.

(iv)

Parliament House Annexe.

(v)

Parliament House Annexe Extension Building.

Joint Secretary (Security) is the overall in charge of the Service. He is

appointed by deputation mode from Indian Police Service and looks after the security
arrangements of both the Secretariats, namely, the Lok Sabha Secretariat and the
Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

11.4.

Non-technical Wing of Parliamentary Security Service in Rajya Sabha

Secretariat consists of grades of posts, sanctioned strength and incumbency as
indicated in Table 11.1.
Table 11.1
Non-technical Wing of Parliamentary Security Service in Rajya Sabha Secretariat
As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.

Name of the post

Mode of Recruitment

Sanctioned
strength

No. of posts
filled

1.

Drector(Secur ity)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) +G.P.
Rs.8900
Joint Director
(Security)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.

Deputation. By selection of a suitable officer of the rank of DIG
from the Indian Police Service.

1

1

2.

100% promotion by selection from the grade of Deputy
Director (Security) with a minimum of 3 years’ service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of Deputy
Director (Security) and Assistant Director (Security) in
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Rs.8000

3.

Deputy Director
(Security)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.7600

4.

Assistant D irector
(Security)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.6600
Security Officer/
Marshal
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.5400
Senior Security
Assistant
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4800
Security Assistant
Grade-I
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4600
Security Assistant
Grade-II
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4200

5.

6.

7.

8.

accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that one post from the combined cadre of Joint
Director (Security) and Deputy Director (Security) will be filled
by deputation at the level of Joint Director (Security) by
selection from IPS/ Para- military forces in the JAG/ Selection
Grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of Assistant
Director (Security) with a minimum of 3 years’ service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of Assistant
Director (Security) and Security Officer/ Marshal.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be filled
by deputation of a suitable officer with a minimum of 9 years
experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field, failing
which by direct recruitment.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of Security
Officer/ Marshal with a minimum of 3 years’ service in the
grade or 8 years combined service in the grades of Security
Officer and Senior Security Assistant in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of Senior Security
Assistant with a minimum of 5 years’ service in the grade or 10
years combined service in the grades of. Senior Security
Assistant and Security Assistant Grade-I in accordance with
the seniority in the higher grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of Security
Assistant Grade-I with a minimum of 5 years’ service in the
grade or 10 years combined service in the grades of. Security
Assistant Grade-I and Security Assistant Grade-II in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of Security
Assistant Grade-II with a minimum of 5 years’ service in the
grade.

12

12
(9 JD+3 DD)

23

28
(20 AD+3 SO
+5 SO in situ)

146

126

100% by selection through Open Competitive Examination
from amongst candidates possessing Bache/or's degree in
any discipline and possessing the following minimum physical
standards:Physical Standards:
Male: Height 167.5 cms. (relaxable by 2.4 cms. in case of Hill
area residents), Chest girth 76.5 cms and with a minimum
expansion of 4.5 cms.
Female: Height 154.6 cms. (relaxable by 2.4 cms. in case of
Hill area residents).
Vision: 6/12 in both eyes w ithout glasses.
Candidates should be free from physical defect, deformity and
diseases and should not suffer from colour blindness.
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Desirable:(i) 'C' Certificate in NCC or sportsmen of distinction who has
represented a State or the Country at the National or
International level in spor ts and athletics or who have
represented a University in recognized inter-university
tournament.
(ii) Certificate in computer course recognized by All India
Council for Technical Education (AICTE)/ Department of
Electronics Accreditation of Computer Cour ses(DOEACC) or
course equivalent to ‘O’ Level in ter ms of syllabus and duration
of course as prescribed by DOEACC.
Note:-.
TOTAL

11.5.

182

167

The Technical Wing of the Service is mainly concerned with managing

the infrastructural requirements relating to Security. It is common for the Lok Sabha and
the Rajya Sabha. The Cadre structure of Technical Wing of the Service is as indicated
in Table 11.2.
Table 11.2
Technical Wing of Parliamentary Security Service in Rajya Sabha Secretariat
As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.
1.

Name and Scale
of pay of the
post
Deputy Director
(Technical)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.7600

Mode of recruitment

Sanctioned
strength

On Deputation. By selection from persons from the Central/
State Police Organisations, Security Organisations, Intelligence
Organisations and Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officer s in PB-3 of Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs.
7600; (OR)
(ii) Officers with 3 years regular service in PB-3 of Rs. 1560039100 with Grade Pay of R s. 6600.
Essential Experience:
Knowledge/ experience of computer/ micro-processor based
access control system/ CCTV system/ anti-sabotage equipment

1

No. of
posts
filled
1
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2.

3.

Security Officer
(Technical)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.5400

Senior Security
Assistant
(Technical)
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4800

and management of large data-base.
Job Responsibility:
To supervise the effective operational functioning of the Central
Command Station and maintenance of proper documentation
.
Provided that if a person possessing the requisite qualifications
and experience is available in the Parliament Security Service
of the Secretariat, then he/ she may be considered for
appointment to the said post depending on his/ her suitability for
the job based on the repor ts of his/ her work and conduct by the
superior officers.
On Deputation. By selection from persons from the Central/
State Police Organisations, Security Organisations, Intelligence
Organisations and Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officer s in PB-3 of Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs.
5400; (OR)
(ii) Officer s with 5 years regular service in PB-2 of Rs. 930034800 with Grade Pay of R s. 4800;(OR)
(iii) Officer s with 10 years combined service in PB-2 of Rs.
9300-34800 with Grade Pay of R s. 4800 and Rs. 4600.
Essential Experience:
Knowledge/ experience of computer/ micro-processor based
access control system/ CCTV system/ anti-sabotage
equipment, handling of UNIX/ AIX based Main Frame Server
with Wide Area Network experience and Visual Basic and
Crystal Repor ts.
Job Responsibility:
1. High Volume Wide Area Network, Secur ity Roles, day -to-day
maintenance of Windows Server, IBM Server monitoring of
recourses, Back up Strategy, Disaster recovery etc.
2. To take regular backups (grandfather- father-son scheme) to
schedule the backup programs, to create and administer etc.
3. To update anti-virus software, install application software,
Database administration etc.
Provided that if a person possessing the requisite qualifications
and experience is available in the Parliament Security Service
of the Secretariat, then he/ she may be considered for
appointment to the said post depending on his/ her suitability for
the job based on the repor ts of his/ her work and conduct by the
superior officers.
On Deputation. By selection from persons from the Central/
State Police Organisations, Security Organisations, Intelligence
Organisations and Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officers in PB-2 of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs.
4800; (OR)
(ii) Officer s with 5 years regular service in PB-2 of Rs. 930034800 with Grade Pay of R s. 4600;(OR)
(iii) Officer s with 10 years combined service in PB-2 of Rs.
9300-34800 with Grade Pay of R s. 4600 and Rs. 4200.
Essential Experience:
Exposure in installation and maintenance of:-

1

1

7

2
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(i) Micro-processor based access control system; or
(ii) CCTV System; or
(iii) anti- sabotage equipment; or
(iv) computer controlled radio communication system and
electronic instruments; or
(v) exposure to latest operation systems such as Linux/Wndows
NT/ Novell and RDBMS in LAN/ WAN environment; and
(vi) handling of UNIX/ AIX based Main Frame Server with Wide
Area Network experience and Visual Basic and Crystal Repor ts.
Job Responsibility:
1. High Volume Wide Area Network, Security Roles, day-to-day
maintenance of Windows Server, IBM Server monitoring of
recourses, Back up Strategy, Disaster recovery etc.
2. To take regular backups (grandfather- father-son scheme) to
schedule the backup programs, to create and ad minister etc.
3. To update anti-virus software, install application software,
Database administration etc.

4.

Security Assistant
Grade-I
(Technical)
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4600

Provided that if persons possessing the requisite qualifications
and experience is available in the Parliament Security Service
of the Secretariat, then they may be considered for appointment
against posts not exceeding 25% of the sanctioned strength of
the grade depending on their suitability for the job based on the
reports of his/ her work and conduct by the superior officers.
On Deputation. By selection from persons from the Central/
State Police Organisations, Security Organisations, Intelligence
Organisations and Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officers in PB-2 of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs.
4600; (OR)
(ii) Officer s with 5 years regular service in PB-2 of Rs. 930034800 with Grade Pay of R s. 4200;(OR)
(iii) Officer s with 10 years combined service in PB-2 of Rs.
9300-34800 with Grade Pay of R s. 4200 and PB-1 of R s. 520020200 with Grade Pay of R s. 2800 .
Essential Experience:
Exposure in installation and maintenance of:(i) Micro-processor based access control system; or
(ii) CCTV System; or
(iii) anti- sabotage equipment; or
(iv) computer controlled radio communication system and
electronic instruments; or
(v) exposure to latest operation systems such as Linux/Wndows
NT/ Novell and RDBMS in LAN/ WAN environment; and
(vi) handling of UNIX/ AI X based Main Frame Server with Wide
Area Network experience and Visual Basic and Crystal Repor ts.
Job Responsibility:
1. High Volume Wide Area Network, Security Roles, day-to-day
maintenance of Windows Server, IBM Server monitoring of
recourses, Back up Strategy, Disaster recovery etc.
2. To take regular backups (grandfather- father-son scheme) to
schedule the backup programs, to create and administer etc.
3. To update anti-virus software, install application software,
Database administration etc.
Provided that if persons possessing the requisite qualifications

7

3
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and experience is available in the Parliament Security Service
of the Secretariat, then they may be considered for appointment
against posts not exceeding 25% of the sanctioned strength of
the grade depending on their suitability for the job based on the
reports of his/ her work and conduct by the superior officers.
TOTAL

11.6.

16

7

Besides the Non-Technical and Technical Wings of the Service, there is a

Sanitation Wing consisting of Group ‘C’ employees in 4 grades as indicated in Table
11.3.
Table 11.3
Sanitation Wing of Parliamentary Security Service in Rajya Sabha Secretariat
As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.

Name and Scale
of pay of the post

Mode of recruitment

Sanctioned
strength

No. of
posts
filled

1.

Sanitary Attendant
Grade-I
Rs.5200-20200
(PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2200
Sanitary Attendant
Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200
(PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2000
Sanitary Attendant
Grade-III
Rs.5200-20200
(PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.1900
Farash
Rs.5200-20200
(PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.1900

100% Promotion by selection from persons in the Grade of
Sanitary Attendant Grade-II with a minimum of 5 years service
in the grade or 10 years combined service in the Grades of
Sanitary Attendant Grade-II and Sanitary Attendant Grade-III/
Farash.
100% Promotion by selection from persons in the Grades of
Farash and Sanitary Attendant Grade-III with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade(s)

51*

51

2.

3.

4.

100 % Direct Recruitment by selection from amongst
candidates preferably possessing qualification of Middle
standard.
100 % Direct Recruitment by selection from amongst
candidates preferably possessing qualification of Middle
standard.

*It is a combined strength covering all the four grades. However, from the list of persons holding the
posts, it appears that in Gr. I, there are 41 persons, in Grade II, 8 persons and 2 persons against Farash.
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11.7.

IIM, Ahmedabad, in its cadre review report of 2007, noted that the strength

of Watch & Ward Service (now called Parliament Security Service) had been enhanced
after the attack on Parliament. Security being of paramount concern, it was necessary
that the service was properly staffed. The sanitation and door keeping employees
responsible for upkeep of the House was an area where multiple agencies were
operating, including CPWD and its outsourced agency. According to the Report, over a
time, this activity might also get outsourced and hence there was no requirement for any
additional intake at the levels. IIM, Ahmedabad while retaining the cadre strength of the
Service, recommended in the interest of providing career growth opportunities for the
service, combined cadres and recommended time scale based promotions within the
groups, subject to fitness for promotion. Change of group, which includes change in
work profile, should be made on merit. The basic eligibility conditions in terms of length
of service would remain the same. They also suggested creation of a new level i.e.
Sanitary Attendant Grade-I to take care of the promotional prospects of Sanitary
Assistant Grade-II. However, there would not be any increase in the total number of
posts. The relevance of this cadre would also reduce over a period of time, hence no
additional recruitment is required. Therefore, they combined cadre for groups of 2 or
more posts for seamless transition within the respective groups. They also increased
the posts at a higher group by reducing the posts at the lower group. Thus, sanctioned
strength of Joint Director (3) and Deputy Director (6) was combined and the combined
cadre strength was increased from 9 to 12. Sanctioned strength for Assistant Director
(8) and Security Officer (18) was combined and the combined strength was reduced
from 26 to 23. In the Non-Gazetted level, cadre of 3 categories of posts of Senior
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Security Assistant (34), Security Assistant Grade-I (47) and Security Assistant Grade-II
(65) has been combined as 146, thus, cadre strength of Non- technical wing remaining
at 182. This is unlike the Parliament Security Service of the Lok Sabha Secretariat
where the combined cadre concept is not present. On the Sanitary Attendants cadre,
sanctioned strength of the posts of Sanitary Attendant Grade-I (new), Sanitary
Attendant Grade-II (14), Farash (20) and Sanitary Attendant Grade-III (17) has been
combined.

11.8.

SIU team visited all the security points except Command and Control Unit

where nature of work was stated to be purely technical. Hence they assessed 10 posts
of SAs deployed therein without change. The team visited all the other points to assess
the positional and functional requirement of the security personnel. The Team assessed
the total requirements of SSA, SA Grade-I, SA Grade-II based on the peak time
deployment during the Session period. The leave reserve, training reserve and
manpower for miscellaneous activities was inbuilt in the assessment. The individual
strength of Senior Security Assistants, Security Assistant Gr.-I and Security Assistant
Gr.-II was recommended

by SIU in the ratio 20:30:50 of the assessed strength of

security personnel. The Study Team also looked into the supervisory requirement of
four levels of supervisors viz. Joint Director, Deputy Director, Assistant Director and
Security Officer. Assessment of the supervisors was based on the functional justification
and requirement of W&W services. The total number of supervisory officers was kept by
SIU at 25% of assessed strength of security personnel viz. SSA, SA-I and SA-II. Based
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on the above, SIU made manpower assessment of W&W Service (Parliament Security
Service) as below:
Sl. No.
Post
Sanctioned Strength
1.
Director(S)
1
2.
Joint Director(S)
12
3.
Deputy Director(S)
4.
Assistant D irector(S)
23
5.
Security Officer
6.
Deputy Director(Tech.)
1
7.
Security Officer(Tech.)
1
8.
Senior Security Assistant
146
9.
Security Assistant Gr.-I
10.
Security Assistant Gr.-II
11.
Sr. Security Assistant(Tech.)
7
12.
Security Assistant Gr.-I (Tech.)
7
13.
Junior/ Senior Clerk
#
* Covered in the assessment of Depur ty Director(S) and Security Officer(S).
#This post is covered in LAFEA Service.

A.

In Position
1
7
4
8
15
139

Assessment
1
4
6
8
16
*
*
137

2

2

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service/ Comments of Personnel

11.9.

Four representations

have been received by the Cadre Review

Committee, one of which was received after the deadline fixed by the Committee.
Besides, the Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association has also raised concerns
for this Service in their representation. Issues raised in the representations and
comments

of Personnel Section thereon are

given below (copies

of their

representations and comments of Personnel Section, collectively are at Annexures A10 and B-10 respectively):
11.9.1.

Creation of 105 posts in the following grades:

Joint Director(S)/Deputy Director(S) – 6
Assistant Director(S)/Security Officer – 42
Senior Security Assistant/ Security Assistant Grade-I/Security Assistant Grade-II – 57
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Comments:
The ratio with Lok Sabha Secretariat being 1:2, the total strength of 182
(Rajya Sabha PSS) against 256 (Lok Sabha PSS) in Non-Technical wing, is favourable.
Moreover, SIU’s recommendation is 172. However, a new Parliament Annexe extension
will require additional manpower. CRC may also address stagnation at the level of
Senior Security Assistant.

11.9.2.

Eligibility period for in situ promotion may be brought down to six years

instead of present eight and a half years and 10 years for combined service.
Comments:
The Secretariat aims at providing 4 promotions to an employee on an
average. The period of 8.5 years is based on formula 2.5*X+1, where X is eligibility
period in the feeder grade. Reduction of period for in situ promotion in one service
would invite claims from others.

11.9.3.

Since PSS does not have the post of Director, the incumbent after

completion of 15 years may be given the pay band of Director(S) under AFUS.
Comments:
Cadre Review Committee may consider on merit.

11.9.4.

Changes in the nomenclature of Security Assistant Grade-II, Security

Assistant Grade-I and Senior Security Assistant.
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Comments:
The designation should appropriately reflect the job profile/ work content
of the post.

11.9.5.

Welfare measures, viz. Risk Allowance, Corporate Medical Insurance,

Term Insurance.
Comments:
Cadre Review Committee may consider on merit.

11.9.6.

Filling up post of Director(S) by officers of Parliament Security Service

(PSS) instead of by deputation.
Comments:
At present, as per the Recruitment Rules, the post of Director (S) in both
the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha Secretariat is to be filled 100% by deputation of a
suitable officer of the rank of D.I.G. from the Indian Police Service.

11.9.7.

Deployment of PSS officials in the Technical Wing.

Comments:
Posts in the Technical Wing of the Parliament Security Service require
technical experience and expertise and therefore filled by deputation of suitable persons
from Central/ State Police or Security organizations etc. However, employees of the
Rajya Sabha Secretariat possessing the requisite qualifications and experience are also
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considered for appointment to the technical posts on deputation basis. Cadre Review
Committee may consider.

11.9.8.

Upgradation of scale of pay of Security Assistant.

Comments:
Pay scales are decided by Parliamentary Pay Committee. Cadre Review
Committee may take a view.

11.10.

Oral evidence/hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

19th June, 2015. S/Shri Rajeev Sharma, J.M. Bhardwaj, both Joint Director (S), Rahul
Kumar Singh, Security Assistant Grade-I, Lekhraj, Sanitary Assistant Grade-I and Smt.
Malti, Casual Sanitary Attendant made the presentation. (Copy of verbatim record of
hearing is at Annexure C-11).

11.11.

Presentation was initiated by Shri Rajeev Sharma, Senior most Joint

Director (S). He reminded of the attack on Parliament on 13 th December, 2001
whereafter security set-up has been enhanced considerably through installation of
modern gadgets but manpower shortage prevents their fuller use. This requires more
number of Security Assistants. Similarly, for facilitation of VVIPs, strength of supervisory
officers needs to be increased. The Service personnel remain engaged on Saturdays,
Sundays and Gazetted Holidays and alert in full uniform during summer heat of May,
June; during rains; and during the winter months of December, January as these are the
months when Parliament is not in session generally. The Service works with utmost
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dedication and in zero-error mode. For that, the members of the Service are deputed for
training with CISF, ITBP, NSG, etc. from time to time. It was stressed that age profile of
members inducted in the Service in1989 and 1993 batches is similar. Many members
inducted in 1993 stand to retire before those inducted in 1989. This is leading to
stagnation looming large and impacting morale. Therefore, Time Scale Placement
(TSP) being followed in Lok Sabha Secretariat allowing financial upgradation to Pay
Band-4 of Director with grade pay of Rs. 8700/- be adopted here too. Other issue
mentioned was about harmonization of designations in the two Secretariats, Term
Insurance, Risk Allowance, etc.

11.12.

The member of Sanitation Wing also lamented about their induction as

casual labourer and about their regularization only after 7 -8 years of working as casual
labourer. They have limited career progression from Grade Pay of Rs.1900 to 2200 in
their entire career. They are the first to reach office and last to leave for/after cleaning
the rooms. They may be allowed a special grade of Jamadar. On a query about the
area of sweeping and sanitation, it was mentioned that prevalent rule is that one
Safaiwala cleans 10-12 rooms and one Farash also looks after 10-12 rooms every day.
For new building, the norm would be 4 rooms per Safaiwala/ Farash. Another member
of the Service asked for merger of Grade Pay in Non-Gazetted posts to reduce three
tiers (Rs. 4200, 4600, 4800) to two tiers as in LAFEA, LARRDI and PS & Stenographers
Services. One casual labourer requested for regularization of 7 such persons by
creating vacancies/posts if vacancies are not available.
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B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee

11.13.1.

The Cadre Review Committee visited the Security points manned by the

Parliamentary Security Service, Rajya Sabha on 24 th, 25th June and 3rd July, 2015. The
visit was conducted and coordinated by Shri Rajeev Sharma, Joint Director (Security).
The Committee visited the Iron Gate (IG) No. 1 including Boom Barrier No. 1 (BB -1),
BB-2, Vehicle Tallying System (VTS). This Security point is under control of PSS, Rajya
Sabha. At Gate No. 8, part 8A is manned by PSS, Rajya Sabha. It was informed that
the reporting time of SAs for the above mentioned duty points is 0800 hours and they
have to remain present till the adjournment of House (Lok Sabha/Rajya Sabha), any
VIP Programme or till the presence of VVIPs/SGs in the complex. Reception to the
Parliament House, under control of the PSS, Lok Sabha, has SAs and AD from PSS
Rajya Sabha also for issuing entry passes to ministry officials, guests of the Mi nisters
and MPs, and other casual visitors as also conducting study tours for visitors authorized
by Rajya Sabha. AD (Reception Office) also attends to the operational matters
pertaining to Iron Gate No.8A involving Rajya Sabha SAs. Centralized Pass Issuing Cell
(CPIC) of PSS, Rajya Sabha is manned by SAs under supervision of AD. Gates no. 5
and 6 are also under control of Rajya Sabha, but they are generally contingency gates.
Iron Gate No. 7 and Iron Gate no. 7A are operational during Sessions only except on
occasions when some programme is organized in the Auditorium. Building Gate (BG)
No. 9 is under control of Rajya Sabha. BG No. 10 is exclusively for the Prime Minister
to enter Rajya Sabha and is also a contingency gate. However, Iron Gate No.5, 6, 7, 7A
and Building Gate No.9 & 10 are supervised by AD. Rajya Sabha Lobby, having 5 entry
points and 2 points in the Central Hall, Special Box and Official Gallery are manned by
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PSS, Rajya Sabha. Building Gate No. 1 is under joint command but supervised by Lok
Sabha. Building Gate No.12 (BG 12) is the most vital point of Rajya Sabha. There is
one Flap Barrier installed near Building Gate No.12 towards entrance to the Rajya
Sabha Lobby but it is not manned. Dharna Point at/near Mahatma Gandhi’s Statue PH
complex is claimed to be under the security jurisdiction of Rajya Sabha.

11.13.2.

Building Gate no. 11 of Parliament House is the entry point for Hon’ble

Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Secretary General, Rajya Sabha. This Gate along
with Chairman’s Chamber have SAs posted throughout the year. Token Point near the
Publication Counter, Rajya Sabha has one SA to keep valuables of visitors to the
Public Gallery/ Distinguished Visitors Gallery and give coupon to them and on return,
hand over their belongings. 3 Flap Barriers near Lift no. 6, near Staircase and opposite
galleries are defunct. Another defunct Flap barrier is installed at Exit Gate to the public
gallery and also at the entry point near Lift no. 5. This entry point is provided with a
Delhi Police staff and there is no deployment by the PSS, Rajya Sabha. Checking Point
1 at the Gallery entrance is entrusted with the task of cross-checking passes of the
visitors to various galleries and also to capture the photographs of all the visitors. SAs
are deployed at Press Gallery, Distinguished Visitors Gallery, Diplomatic Gallery, and
the Public Gallery. SA is also deployed at MP Canteen (Room No. 70) from 12 noon to
3 pm (at this point) to stop the entry of unauthorized persons and AD level officer is
deployed to attend to the operational matters pertaining to all the galleries of Rajya
Sabha and Room Nos. 63 & 70. Parliament Library Building (PLB) VIP Gate is under
control of Lok Sabha but on the GRG Road side PLB Iron Gate no. 1 is under control of
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Rajya Sabha. SA is deployed at the Boom Barrier, the Pedestrian entry and the BPST
entry gate. Committee Room G074 is also supervised by PSS, Rajya Sabha. Iron gate
No. 3 is under supervisory control of Lok Sabha, with deployment of SAs from Rajya
Sabha. At TKR 2, SA is deployed at the Reception Gate. In the Reception, one SA is
deputed to issue passes for the officials, guests of the officers/Chairman, ministry
officials etc. No SA has been provided at Vehicular Entry Point. At TKR 3, vehicle entry
is manned by Lok Sabha and pedestrian entry from the Annexe to the House is
manned by one SA of PSS Rajya Sabha. In the PHA, the staff gate is fully manned by
the PSS, Rajya Sabha.

11.13.3.

Out of five committee rooms namely A, B, C, D and E in PHA, committee

room ‘A’ is exclusively manned by PSS, Rajya Sabha. Main Committee Room (MCR)
has three excess points which are jointly manned by the personnel of PSS of Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha. VIP gate, PHA earlier manned by both Lok Sabha & Rajya
Sabha Security Personnel but due to paucity of staff, presently this gate is manned only
by Lok Sabha only. Further, Cadre Review Committee visited TKR-I (Talkatora Road).
This gate is manned by PSS, Rajya Sabha. The gate has three access points namely
Pedestrian, BB-I and BB-II. Pedestrian gate is meant for Men and Materials entry. The
gate is working round the clock and it is the only gate in Parliament House Complex
(PHC) through which access inside Parliament House Complex can be made in odd
Hours.
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11.13.4.

As regards the demands of the members of the Service, it has been

clarified to them that while 2:1 principle is followed generally in the Lok Sabha
Secretariat and Rajya Sabha Secretariat, the sanctioned strength in the Non-technical
wing of PSS, Rajya Sabha is 182 against 255 that of PSS, Lok Sabha which is 1.4:1.
Actual incumbency wise, it is more favourable to PSS, Rajya Sabha. The servicemembers’ view was that on Technical Wing side, their strength is a meager 16 against
more than 100 from Lok Sabha. However, when the representation of PSS, Rajya
Sabha was sent to Joint Security (Security) having operational command and control
over PSS, Rajya Sabha as well for his views, he has not agreed for any expansion in
Technical Wing of PSS, Rajya Sabha. Moreover, infrastructure and equipments
(gadgets) installed are of Lok Sabha Secretariat. Therefore, PSS, Lok Sabha
Secretariat has higher cadre strength in Technical Wing. Moreover, creation of posts at
Director level for insiders does not merit consideration as officers of IPS/ CPOs have a
stringent selection process and wide ranging experience, exposure and networking
capability which makes them suitable for senior posts of Director(Security)/ Joint
Director(Security). However, some expansion of the Non-Technical Wing may be
considered so that check points currently unmanned could be covered.

11.13.5.

As regards reduction in eligibility period for in situ promotion to ameliorate

the pains of stagnation, the Secretariat has formulated/adopted in situ promotion
scheme which is common for all Services. A comparison of PSS, Rajya Sabha where
entry point is Sub-Inspector level (designated as Security Assistant Grade-II) having
Grade Pay of Rs. 4200 will indicate that in Central Police Organizations(CPOs)
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promotions are slower than PSS, Rajya Sabha. Rather, by adopting combined cadre for
time scale promotion in Non-gazetted posts as also by grouping posts in Gazetted rank
as well, the members of the Service get faster promotion up to Joint Director level as
compared to their counterparts in PSS, Lok Sabha and in CPOs.

11.13.6.

Change in designations in line with those in PSS, Lok Sabha can be

considered as it has a justification. The designation at Non-gazetted level need not be
changed as they reflect the job profile . Welfare measures like Risk Allowance,
Corporate Medical Allowance and Term Insurance are not justified as the duties/
responsibilities in IB, CBI and other Security forces are vastly different. Moreover, the
members of the Service are getting a Parliamentary allowance. Similarly, merger of
posts in Non-Gazetted side to have only two levels as in LAFEA and some other
Services, it may be pointed out that in PSS, Rajya Sabha, there is only one entry point
and all other posts are promotion posts having 6 levels up to Joint D irector (S).
Reduction of levels will create more stagnation. The Service matches Printing and
Publication Service where also only one entry point exists with 8 levels of promotion
posts. This is not so with LAFEA and other Services where entry is at multiple points.

C.

Recommendations

11.14.1.

The Cadre Review Committee carefully considered the Report of IIM,

Ahmedabad which maintained the cadre strength of 182 but clubbed 2 or 3 posts for
combined cadre to facilitate time scale promotion within such group. It also increased
the posts at higher levels by reducing equal number at lower levels of Gazetted posts.
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SIU in its work study reduced the cadre strength from 182 to 172 and reduced posts at
higher levels and at the non-gazetted levels. In PSS, Lok Sabha, cadre strength is 255
but number of gazetted posts at the highest two levels is 9 corresponding to 12 in PSS,
Rajya Sabha and that too without any grouping of posts. It is also seen that grouping of
posts has inverted the pyramidal structure in the Service having 9 Joint Directors
against 3 Deputy Directors and 20 Assistant Directors against 3 Security Officers. In a
uniform-force where command and control is exercised on the basis of not only ranks
but sometimes also on the basis of seniority within the same ranks, this is not a
desirable structure and almost amounts to merger of posts thus, reducing the actual
levels of vacancy based promotions.

11.14.2.

During visit to various check points with PSS, Rajya Sabha, it was noticed

that there is one Flap Barrier installed near Building Gate No.12 towards entrance to the
Rajya Sabha Lobby but is not manned currently. Similarly, 3 Flap Barriers were noticed
near Lift no. 6, near Staircase and opposite galleries, which are defunct. Another
defunct Flap Barrier is installed at Exit Gate to the public gallery which also works as the
entry point near Lift no. 5. Further, no SA has been provided at Vehicular Entry Point at
TKR-2. VIP gate, PHA, was earlier manned by Rajya Sabha Security Personnel too.
However, due to paucity of staff, presently this gate is manned by Lok Sabha Security
Personnel only. In order to have fool proof security, non-gazetted personnel needs to be
posted there by increasing the cadre strength providing for reliever too. This will require
the strength of SSA/SA Gr-I/SA Gr-II to be increased from 146 to 158. Further,
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supervisory strength at 25% norm will be around 40 distributed among 4 levels in a
pyramidal structure without grouping them, like in PSS, Lok Sabha.

11.14.3.

In view of the above discussions, the recommended structure is as in

Table 11.4.
Table 11.4
Recommended Structure of Non-Technical Wing of Parliament Security Service
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

Name of the
post and payscale
Director(Security)
Rs.37400-67000
(PB-4) +G.P.
Rs.8900
Additional
Director
(Security)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.8000

3.

Joint Director
(Security)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.7600

4.

Assistant D irector
(Security)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.6600

5.

Security Officer/
Marshal
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.

Mode of recruitment

Deputation. By selection of a suitable officer of the
rank of DIG from the Indian Police Service or
suitable officer holding equalent or analogous
post/rank in the Central Police Organisations.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of
Joint Director (Security) with a minimum of 3 years’
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Joint Director (Security) and
Assistant Director (Security) in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that one post from the cadre of Additional
Director (Security) and Deputy Director (Secur ity)
will be filled by deputation at the level of Additional
Director (Security) by selection from IPS/ Paramilitary forces in the JAG/ Selection Grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of
Assistant Director (Security) with a minimum of 3
years’ service in the grade or 6 years combined
service in the grades of Assistant Director
(Security) and Security Officer/ Marshal.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of a suitable officer w ith
a minimum of 9 years experience in a Group ‘A’
post in the required field.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of
Security Officer/ Marshal with a minimum of 3
years’ service in the grade or 8 years combined
service in the grades of.Security Officer and Senior
Security Assistant in accordance with the seniority
in the higher grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of
Senior Security Assistant with a minimum of 5
years’ service in the grade or 10 years combined
service in the grades of. Senior Secur ity Assistant

Number of Posts
Sanctioned Filled
Recommended
in
1
1
1

4
12

12
(9
Addl
Dir +3
JD)

8

23

28
(20
AD+3
SO +5
SO in
situ)

12

18
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Rs.5400
6.

Senior Security
Assistant
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4800

7.

Security Assistant
Grade-I
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4600
Security Assistant
Grade-II
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4200

8.

TOTAL

and Security Assistant Grade-I in accordance with
the seniority in the higher grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of
Security Assistant Grade-I with a minimum of 5
years’ service in the grade or 10 years combined
service in the grades of. Security Assistant Grade-I
and Secur ity Assistant Grade-II in accordance w ith
the seniority in the higher grade.
100% promotion by selection from the grade of
Security Assistant Grade-II with a minimum of 5
years’ service in the grade.

146

126

40

50

100% by selection through Open Competitive
Examination from amongst candidates possessing
Bache/or's degree in any discipline and
possessing the following minimum physical
standards:Physical Standards:
Male: Height 167.5 cms. (relaxable by 2.4 cms. in
case of Hill area residents), Chest gir th 76.5 cms
and with a minimum expansion of 4.5 cms.
Female: Height 154.6 cms. (relaxable by 2.4 cms.
in case of Hill area residents).
Vision: 6/12 in both eyes w ithout glasses.
Candidates should be free from physical defect,
defor mity and diseases and should not suffer from
colour blindness.
Desirable:(i) 'C' Certificate in NCC or sportsmen of distinction
who has represented a State or the Country at the
National or International level in spor ts and
athletics or who have represented a University in
recognized inter-university tournament.
(ii) Certificate in computer course recognized by All
India Council for Technical Education (AICTE)/
Department of Electronics Accreditation of
Computer Courses(DOEACC) or course equivalent
to ‘O’ Level in ter ms of syllabus and duration of
course as prescribed by DOEACC.

68

182

167

200

Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promotion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

11.14.4.

On the Technical Wing side, as observed by Joint Secretary (Security), no

change in the cadre strength is recommended except change in designation for the
sake of uniformity. Thus, recommended structure is as in Table 11.5 below:
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Table 11.5
Recommended Structure of Technical Wing of Parliament Security Service
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

Name of the
post and payscale
Joint Director
(Technical)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.7600

Security Officer
(Technical)
Rs.15600-39100
(PB-3) +G.P.
Rs.5400

Mode of recruitment

On Deputation. By selection from persons from the
Central/ State Police Organisations, Security
Organisations, Intelligence Organisations and
Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officers in PB-3 of Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade
Pay of Rs. 7600; (OR)
(ii) Officers with 3 years regular service in PB-3 of
Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs. 6600.
Essential Experience:
Knowledge/ experience of computer/ microprocessor based access control system/ CCTV
system/ anti- sabotage equipment and management
of large database.
Job Responsibility:
Supervise the effective operational functioning of
the Central Command Station and maintenance of
proper documentation.
Provided that if a person possessing the requisite
qualifications and experience is available in the
Parliament Security Service of the Secretariat, then
he/ she may be considered for appointment to the
said post depending on his/ her suitability for the
job based on the reports of his/ her work and
conduct by the superior officers.
On Deputation. By selection from persons from the
Central/ State Police Organisations, Security
Organisations, Intelligence Organisations and
Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officers in PB-3 of Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade
Pay of Rs. 5400; (OR)
(ii) Officers with 5 years regular service in PB-2 of
Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4800;(OR)
(iii) Officers with 10 years combined service in PB2 of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4800
and Rs. 4600.
Essential Experience:
Knowledge/ experience of computer/ microprocessor based access control system/ CCTV
system/ anti-sabotage equipment, handling of
UNIX/ AIX based Main Frame Server with Wide
Area Network experience and Visual Basic and
Crystal Repor ts.
Job Responsibility:

Number of Posts
Sanctioned Filled
Recommended
in
1
1
1

1

1

1
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3.

Senior Security
Assistant
(Technical)
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4800

1. High Volume Wide Area Network, Security
Roles, day-to-day maintenance of Windows Server,
IBM Server monitoring of recourses, Back up
Strategy, Disaster recovery etc.
2. To take regular backups (grandfather- father-son
scheme) to schedule the backup programs, to
create and administer etc.
3. To update anti-virus software, install application
software, Database administration etc.
Provided that if a person possessing the requisite
qualifications and experience is available in the
Parliament Security Service of the Secretariat, then
he/ she may be considered for appointment to the
said post depending on his/ her suitability for the
job based on the reports of his/ her work and
conduct by the superior officers.
On Deputation. By selection from persons from the
Central/ State Police Organisations, Security
Organisations, Intelligence Organisations and
Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officers in PB-2 of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade
Pay of Rs. 4800; (OR)
(ii) Officers with 5 years regular service in PB-2 of
Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4600;(OR)
(iii) Officers with 10 years combined service in PB2 of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4600
and Rs. 4200.
Essential Experience:
Exposure in installation and maintenance of:(i) Micro-processor based access control system;
or
(ii) CCTV System; or
(iii) anti- sabotage equipment; or
(iv) computer controlled radio communication
system and electronic instruments; or
(v) exposure to latest operation systems such as
Linux/Wndows NT/ Novell and RDBMS in LAN/
WAN environment; and
(vi) handling of UNIX/ AIX based Main Frame
Server with Wide Area Network experience and
Visual Basic and Crystal Repor ts.
Job Responsibility:
1. High Volume Wide Area Network, Security
Roles, day-to-day maintenance of Windows Server,
IBM Server monitoring of recourses, Back up
Strategy, Disaster recovery etc.
2. To take regular backups (grandfather- father-son
scheme) to schedule the backup programs, to
create and administer etc.
3. To update anti-virus software, install application
software, Database administration etc.
Provided that if persons possessing the requisite
qualifications and experience is available in the
Parliament Security Service of the Secretariat, then

7

2

7
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4.

Security Assistant
Grade-I
(Technical)
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) +G.P.
Rs.4600

TOTAL

they may be considered for appointment against
posts not exceeding 25% of the sanctioned
strength of the grade depending on their suitability
for the job based on the repor ts of his/ her work
and conduct by the superior officers.
On Deputation. By selection from persons from the
Central/ State Police Organisations, Security
Organisations, Intelligence Organisations and
Autonomous Bodies fulfilling the following
conditions:
Essential Eligibility Condition:
(i) Officers in PB-2 of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade
Pay of Rs. 4600; (OR)
(ii) Officers with 5 years regular service in PB-2 of
Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4200;(OR)
(iii) Officers with 10 years combined service in PB2 of Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4200
and PB-1 of Rs. 5200-20200 with Grade Pay of
Rs. 2800 .
Essential Experience:
Exposure in installation and maintenance of:(i) Micro-processor based access control system;
or
(ii) CCTV System; or
(iii) anti- sabotage equipment; or
(iv) computer controlled radio communication
system and electronic instru ments; or
(v) exposure to latest operation systems such as
Linux/Wndows NT/ Novell and RDBMS in LAN/
WAN environment; and
(vi) handling of UNIX/ AIX based Main Frame
Server with Wide Area Network experience and
Visual Basic and Crystal Repor ts.
Job Responsibility:
1. High Volume Wide Area Network, Security
Roles, day-to-day maintenance of Windows Server,
IBM Server monitoring of recourses, Back up
Strategy, Disaster recovery etc.
2. To take regular backups (grandfather- father-son
scheme) to schedule the backup programs, to
create and administer etc.
3. To update anti-virus software, install application
software, Database administration etc.
Provided that if persons possessing the requisite
qualifications and experience is available in the
Parliament Security Service of the Secretariat, then
they may be considered for appointment against
posts not exceeding 25% of the sanctioned
strength of the grade depending on their suitability
for the job based on the repor ts of his/ her work
and conduct by the superior officers.

7

3

7

16

7

16

Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promot ion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.
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11.14.6.

Sanitary Wing of PSS, Rajya Sabha does not merit any change as

concluded in the earlier reports of IIM, Ahmedabad and SIU because, there is scope for
outsourcing the activity.

11.14.7.

The recommended structure of Non-Technical Wing with cadre strength of

4 Additional Director will now have 7 Additional Directors (one having retired in end
April, 2015 and another on deputation) which is in excess by 3. These excess officers
will continue against the posts of Joint Director upgraded as personal to them. As and
when the posts fall vacant, these will revert to the Joint Director level. Thus, 3 Joint
Directors being elder to Additional Directors will not have any vacancy except in situ
promotion scheme as prevalent in Rajya Sabha Secretariat.

11.14.8.

At Assistant Director level, the recommended strength is 12 but 20 officers

are occupying the post. Excess 8 officers will continue on this post by upgrading the
post of Security Officer as personal to them. As and when these upgraded posts fall
vacant, the posts will revert to the level of Security Officer. It is expected that excess
posts will revert fully by 2026 and thereafter only regular promotion of Security Officer
as Assistant Director will take place. However, in situ promotion scheme can benefit
them meanwhile. For those in non-gazetted posts, there will arise better prospects due
to increase of 7 posts in the sanctioned strength of Security Officer and 12 posts at nongazetted level.
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11.14.9.

A demand has been made by the members of PSS, Rajya Sabha for Time

Scale Placement scheme as is operational in Lok Sabha Secretariat. It is for Rajya
Sabha Secretariat to consider disbanding the in situ promotion scheme, because
multiple schemes cannot be implemented in the Secretariat. In that case, the scheme
of TSP will apply to those who have not availed of any other benefits under in situ
promotion scheme, etc.

11.14.10

Regarding demand for creation of equal number of posts of Sanitary

Attendant Gr.III so as to regularize the services of 7 or 8 Casual labourers employed on
compassionate grounds, the Committee does not favour any new creation of posts as it
is observed that the norms as laid down by the Government of India for making such
compassionate appointments were not adhered to – primary of which being that all such
compassionate appointments are made against a vacant post, and that too, subject to
fulfillment of eligibility conditions prescribed for concerned post/vacancy.

However,

looking into the humanitarian aspect as these persons have put in some years of
service, Committee would appreciate if they are considered for regularisation against
already vacant post of equivalent grade or level, however subject to their fulfilling the
eligibility conditions of that post except the age requirement. Similarly, the Committee
expects that norms laid down by the Govt. of India for making appointment of
compassionate grounds should be kept in view to avoid such situations/predicament in
future. It would also like to mention that their case should not be equated with the case
of Sessional Messengers who are also appointed on Casual employment basis only for
the Session period.
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11.14.11.

As mentioned in para 7.13.10 (chapter dealing with SIS), it is

recommended that in line with the Scheme of in situ promotion upto the level of Joint
Director (re-designated as Additional Director), AFUS for isolated posts, etc. a Non
Functional Upgradation Scheme (NFUS) may be introduced for those stagnating at
Additional Director level, there being little or no (for PSS) vacancy based promotion
prospects. NFUS should be admissible on the pattern of in situ scheme or AFUS, i.e.
after holding the post of Additional Director for 8.5 years and will allow only higher pay
scale after screening of APARs for benchmark grading for promotion to the next grade.
Their designation and reporting scheme will not change. The service in the higher payscale under N.F.U.S. will count in lower post substantively held by the officer.
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Chapter – 12:

12.1.

Printing & Publication Service

Printing and Publication Service is responsible for printing of various

Parliamentary papers including List of Business, Bulletins Part I & II, List of Papers to be
laid on the Table of the House, Bills, Question Chart/Lists, Synopsis of Debates,
Reports and Evidence of Standing/Department Related Committees, WHO’s WHO of
Members of Rajya Sabha, House-proceeding/Debates and their Appendices and
Indices, etc. and other publications of the Secretariat, brought out from time to time.
Although, all printing work of the Secretariat is done by the Government of India Press/
Private Press, all preparatory and coordination work including proof-reading, technical
advice, monitoring of progress etc. is done by this service. The service also arranges for
photocopying of papers required in large numbers, through in house facility. There are
two Sections, namely, Printing-I and II under this Service.

12.2.

Printing-I Section is entrusted with printing work of various items like (i)

provisional calendar of sittings, (ii) List of Business, (iii) List of Papers to be laid on the
Table, (iv) Question Chart, (v) Bulletin Part I & Part II, (vi) Bills (vii) Who’s Who, Rajya
Sabha, (viii) Appendices/ Indices to Debates, (ix) List of M.Ps with Address &
Telephone Nos., (x) Parking labels for M.Ps, Ex-M.Ps, Media and Staff, (xi) Casual
Entry Pass (xii) Annual Telephone Directory of Secretariat, (xiii) Registered Identity
Cards, forms, pamphlets and slip pads, and (xiv) processing of pre-receipted Bills of
Government of India and Private presses for payment, etc.
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12.3.

Printing-II Section is entrusted with printing work of various items/

publications such as (i) Question List, (ii) Debates / Synopsis of Debates, (iii) Report of
Standing/ Department related Parliamentary Committees, (iv) Processing for Sanction
of Budget for P&P Service, and (v) Processing of Pre-receipted Bills of Government
Presses / Private Printers.

12.4.

Present Cadre structure of the Service is given in Table 12.1 below.
Table 12.1
Printing and Publication Service

As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.

Name of the post
and pay-scale

Mode of recruitment

Sanctioned
strength

1.

Director(P&P)
Rs. 37400-67000
(PB-4) +Rs. 8700

1

2.

Joint
Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 8000

3

3

3.

Deputy
Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 7600

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Joint
Director (P&P) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of Joint
Director (P&P) and Deputy Director (P&P) in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable Officer belonging to
another service in the Secretariat or of State Legislature
or Central Government Service with a minimum of 14
years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Deputy
Director (P&P) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Deputy Director (P&P) and Assistant Director (P&P) in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that if none if found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer belonging to
another service in the Secretariat or of a State Legislature
or Central Government Service with a minimum of 11
years experience in Group ‘A’ post in the required field,
failing which by direct recruitment.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Assistant
Director (P&P) with a minimum of 3 years service in the
grade or 6 years combined service in the grades of
Assistant Director (P&P) and Pr inting Officer in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled by deputation of a suitable officer from the Central
Government or State Government with a minimum of 9
years experience in a Group ‘A’ post in the required field,

No. of
posts
filled
0
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failing which by direct recruitment.

4.

5.

Assistant
Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 6600
Printing Officer
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs. 5400

6.

Senior Printing
Assistant
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs. 4800

7.

Printing Assistant
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs. 4600

8.

Proof Reader
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs. 4200

9.

IBM Operator
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs. 4200

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Printing
Officer with a minimum of 3 years service in the grade or
8 years combined service in the grades of Printing Officer
and Senior Printing Assistant.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Senior
Printing Assistant with a minimum of 5 years service in
the grade or 10 years combined service in the grades of
Senior Printing Assistant and Printing Assistant, in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
Provided that if a suitable person is not available in the
grade of Senior Printing Assistant, the post may be filled
by deputation of a suitable officer from Central/State
Governments or State Legislature Secretariats or
Central/State Public Sector Underta kings/Autonomous
bodies, fulfilling the following conditions:Essential eligibility condition:
Officers holding analogous post with a minimum of 10
years experience in the relevant field.
Essential qualification:
Bachelor’s degree in any discipline and diploma in
Printing Technology from any Institute approved by
AICTE. OR
Degree in Printing Technology from any institute
approved by AICTE.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Printing
Assistant with a minimum of 5 years service in the grade
or 10 years combined service in the grades of Printing
Assistant and Proof Reader/IBM Operator in accordance
with the seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post may be
filled from amongst candidates with a minimum
qualification of Graduation and possessing technical
experience as Printer/Proof Reader in any of the large
Government of India or State Government Presses for a
period of at least 5 years.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grades of Proof
Reader and IBM Operator with a minimum of 5 years
service in the respective grade or 10 years combined
service in the grades of Proof Reader/IBM Operator and
Junior Proof Reader in accordance with the seniority in
the higher grade.
100% Promotion. By selection from persons in the grade
of Junior Proof Reader w ith a minimum of 5 years service
in the grade.
Note – Persons promoted as Proof Reader will have to
qualify in a departmental test with such standard of
proficiency in proof reading as may be prescribed by the
Secretariat to be eligible to draw initial and subsequent
increments in the scale of pay of Proof Reader.
100% Direct Recruitment. By selection from amongst
candidates with a minimum qualification of Graduation
and possessing a speed of at least 50-60 words per

5

5

24

23

5

5

2

0
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minute in English/H indi typewriting, preferably both.

10.

Junior Proof
Reader
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs. 2800

11.

Binder Grade-I
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs. 2800
Binder Grade-II
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs. 2400

12.

Total

12.5.

100% Direct Recruitment. By selection through open
competitive examination amongst candidates fulfilling the
following conditions:
Essential Qualification:(i) Bachelor’s degree in any discipline.
(ii) Diploma in Printing Technology or P.G. Diploma in
Book Publishing from any Institute approved by AICTE.
Essential Experience:5 years experience as Copy Holder in English and Hindi
in a Printing Press coming under the purview of Factor ies
Act, 1948 as amended.
Desirable:Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level in
ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as prescribed by
DOEACC.
Upper age limit: 32 years.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of Binder
Grade-II with a minimum of 5 years service in the grade.

15

0

1

1

100% Direct Recruitment. By selection from amongst
candidates possessing the following minimum
qualifications and experience: (i) Middle standard with good knowledge of English and
Hindi;
(ii) Ability to work on cutting, stitching and Per forating
Machines;
(iii) Ability to do folding, pasting, counting and sewing;
and
(iv) At least 5 years experience in binding work.
Provided that if a person possessing the above
qualifications is available in the Secretariat he may be
considered for appointment to the post.

1

0

57

37

IIM, Ahmedabad in its cadre review Report of 2007 recommended

increase in cadre strength from 52 to 53 and redistributed the posts - 3 posts in the
combined cadre of Joint Director (P&P) and Deputy Director (P&P) instead of one post
each for Joint Director (P&P) and Deputy Director (P&P). It also recommended creation
of the post of Assistant Director and recommended combined cadre of Assistant
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Director and Printing Officer with 5 posts. Similarly, posts of Senior Printing Assistant
having cadre strength of 5 posts and Printing Assistant 11 posts were recommended for
a combined cadre of 24 posts. Lastly, Proof Reader with cadre strength of 16 posts and
Junior Proof Reader with cadre strength of 12 were recommended to have combined
cadre strength of 20 posts. However, the Report observed that this service dealt with an
activity, where the scope for outsourcing to non- GOI agencies was high. Already, Delhi
has private facilities with internationally acceptable quality certification and security
clearances. They strongly felt that involving them also would help to distribute and
manage work better. Security/confidentiality concerns could be addressed through
proper planning and scheduling. Adopting modern printing prac tices and technology
(like camera ready copies, e-mail based file transfer etc.) would make traditional
activities like proof reading, physical carrying of plates etc. redundant over time. IIM,
Ahmedabad recommended that designations like IBM operators, Binder Grade-I, Binder
Grade-II could be slowly abolished, after alternate arrangements are put in place since
there was scope for progressively outsourcing the activity. They felt that the demand for
Proof Readers would reduce over time, since the relevance of that activity itself may
come down.

12.6.

SIU’s study team discussed the duties and responsibilities of the officers

and staff working in the two sections of the Service. Keeping in view the purely routine
nature of work, SIU recommended that the services rendered by the Binders may be
outsourced in a phased manner after the retirement of the present incumbents. The
Study Report assessed the strength of the Service as below:
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Consolidated Sanctioned, In Position and Assessed Strength of P&P Service
S. No.

Name of the Post

1.

Director (P&P)

2.

Joint Director/ Deputy
Director(P&P)
Assistant D irector(P&P)/
Printing Officer
Sr. Printing Assistant/ Printing
Assistant
Proof Reader/ Jr. Proof Reader
Sub-Total
IBM Operator
Binder Gr. I
Binder Gr. II
Total
Sr. Clerk/ Jr. Clerk

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A.

12.7.

Sanctioned
Strength
1

In Position
-

Assessed
Strength
1#

3

2

2*

5
24
20
53
2
1
1
57
-

7
(3 AD+4 PO)
24
10
43
1
1
45
2@

Remarks
# Common for Printing
I & II
*1 JD and 1 DD

6
24
10
43
1
44
2@

@ Posts Covered in
LAFEA Service

Demands/ Suggestions of the Service/ Comments of Personnel

Nineteen representations have been received by the Cadre Review

Committee. Seventeen representations are identical. Of these, three are from Printing
Officers, thirteen are from Printing Assistants, including a Senior Printing Assistant, and
one from a Proof Reader. Further, another representation received late has been signed
by three persons jointly. Besides, the Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association
has also raised some concerns for this Service in their representation. Issues raised in
the representations and comments of Personnel Section thereon are given below
(Copies of their representations & comments of the Personnel Section are placed
collectively at Annexure A-12 and B-12 respectively).
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12.7.1.

Posts of Proof Reader and Junior Proof Reader should be merged

because the required qualification for the post of Junior Proof Reader is very high and
the pay scale being low, eligible candidates are not interested.
Comments:
The eligibility conditions for the grade of Proof Reader require a
Bachelor’s Degree in any discipline, a Diploma in Printing Technology/ Book Publishing
as well as 5 years of experience. Due to such stringent conditions, the Secretariat has
been unable to get eligible candidates for this post. In Lok Sabha Secretariat, the
eligibility criterion for this post is either Diploma in Printing Technology or experience.
The solution of problem however may lie in making eligibility conditions more realistic.

12.7.2.

Merger of Printing Assistant and Senior Printing Assistant because both

are performing same duties and also in LAFEA Service both the posts have already
been merged.
Comments:
Merger of the grades of Senior Assistant and Assistants with 50% DR
quota in Senior Assistants was done in LAFEA Service to ensure that best available
talent becomes available under direct recruitment quota. In the Printing and Publication
Service, there is no provision of direct recruitment either in the grade of Printing
Assistant or Senior Printing Assistant nor is it required as the job in that Service is
experience driven and therefore there is no similarity between merger in LAFEA and
their demand. Moreover, the merger in LAFEA has already been challenged and matter
is sub-judice before the Hon’ble High Court of Delhi.
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12.7.3.

Post of Director (P&P) is always vacant due to stagnation at lower levels.

Therefore, period of in situ promotion should be reduced to six years because this long
period deters the opportunity of promotions at higher levels.
Comments:
The Secretariat aims at providing four promotions to an employee on an
average of 33 years of service. The number of years of service divided by 4 would be
approximately 8.5 years. Further three years of service in the feeder grade is the
eligibility requirement for promotion to the next higher grade in gazette posts of the
Secretariat. The period of 8.5 years is therefore calculated on the basis of the formula
2.5*X+1, where ‘X’ denotes the length of service prescribed for promotion from the
feeder grade or grades, as we presume that a person can be taken to stagnate in a
grade after he has rendered at least one year service over two and half times length of
service required for promotion for that grade. Reduction in length of in-situ service in
one grade would invite similar claims from other grades and services.

12.7.4.

Creation of new posts in various grades of P&P as given in the following

table:
Designation
Joint Director (P&P)
Assistant D irector (P&P)
Sr. Printing Assistant
Proof Reader

Sanctioned
Strength
3
5
24
20

Proposed increase
in strength
1
3
4
12

(Junior Proof Reader to be merged with Proof Reader).
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Comments:
SIU which conducted work study of various Services of the Secretariat in
2010 recommended reduction in the strength of Printing and Publication Service.

12.7.5.

Extend the benefit of length of service in lower grades to the persons in

the grade of Senior Printing Assistant for promotion to the grades of Printing Officer, on
the lines of LAFEA Service.
Comments:
Consequent to the merger of the grades of Executive Assistant and Senior
Executive Assistant, the grade of Senior Clerk became the feeder grade to Senior
Executive Assistant. Hence service in the grade of Senior Clerk had to be included in
the Recruitment Rules for promotion to the grade of Executive Officer. In case of
Printing and Publication Service, the grades of Printing Assistant and Senior Printing
Assistant have not been merged. Cadre Review Committee however may take a view in
the matter.

12.8.

Oral evidence/hearing of the representatives of the Service was held on

15th May, 2015. (Copy of verbatim record of these proceedings is at Annexure C-12).
Smt. Amrit Pal, Assistant Director, S/Shri Sohan Singh Rawat, Rattan Lal, both Senior
Printing Assistants and Manish Shrivastava, Proof Reader made the presentation.

12.9.

Presentation was initiated by Shri Ratan Lal, Senior Printing Assistant,

who listed three issues of the Service, i.e., stagnation, expansion and recruitment. It
was stated that there being 9 grades from the entry grade to reach the post of Director
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but most of them retire before being eligible for the post of Director. There are
vacancies at the entry level due to essential higher qualification for the post of Junior
Proof Reader. Either grade pay of the post be increased or the recruitment rules for the
post of Junior Proof Reader in Lok Sabha Secretariat be adopted. The question of
expansion of the Service was also raised which had not been agreed to in the earlier
Cadre Review by IIM, Ahmedabad or SIU’s Study Report.

12.10.

Shri Manish Shrivastava, Proof Reader, suggested direct recruitment at

higher level may yield results because at Junior Proof Reader level recruitment initiative
has not met with success. Shri Sohan Singh Rawat, Senior Printing Assistant
demanded that dispensation allowed for UDCs in LAFEA Service getting in situ
promotion be extended to this Service also. Smt. Amrit Pal, Assistant Director proposed
higher sanctioned strength at the level of Printing Officer/ Assistant Director and DD/JD
because present strength of 5 posts at Printing Officer/ Assistant Director is not able to
manage the work of publications.

B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee

12.11.1.

As regards the representation for merger of the posts of Proof Reader and

Junior Proof Reader, though the two posts are in different pay bands with grade pays of
Rs.2800 and Rs. 4200 respectively, it is felt that in view of difficulties experienced in
direct recruitment at the level of Junior Proof Reader and also the educational
qualifications prescribed for this post, the post of Junior Proof Reader may be
abolished. It is also learnt that this post was earlier carrying the designation of Copy
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Holder which function no longer exist. The existing strength of Junior Proof Reader may
be added to the existing strength of post of Proof Reader with qualification prescribed
for the post of Jr. Proof Reader. Thus, Direct Recruitment will take place at the level of
Proof Reader. As regards the apprehensions that candidate with diploma in printing
technology as mentioned in the existing recruitment rules, may not be available in
sufficient number, it has been found from the web site (http://targetstudy.com) that there
are about 14 colleges in India imparting education in printing technology (3-years
diploma). Contents of syllabus are also available on this site.

12.11.2.

As regards merger of Printing Assistant and Senior Printing Assistant, it

will delay one valuable promotion in the feeder grade as has been agitated by Sr. Clerks
in LAFEA Service. Moreover, unlike LAFEA Service, these posts are currently filled by
promotion only.

12.11.3.

It is true that the post of Director (P&P) has not been filled up because of

retirement of the incumbents at Joint Director level be fore becoming eligible for the post
of Director (P&P). However, that cannot be the ground for reduction in length of in situ
service in one grade. In fact, this is because of late entry into the Service and there
being 8 levels of promotion posts to reach the grade of Director. However, age profile of
incumbents in the feeder grades suggests reversal of this scene in near future.
Meanwhile, the Secretariat may consider, as a one-time measure, relaxation of eligibility
condition in the recruitment rules so that the senior-most post of Director in this service
does not remain unoccupied for a long period.
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12.11.4.

Expansion of cadre strength of the Service is not justified as most of the

printing and publishing work of the Secretariat is being carried out through Government
Press or by outsourcing. IIM, Ahmedabad in its cadre review Report had observed that
this service dealt with an activity, where the scope for outsourcing to non- GOI agencies
was high. Already Delhi has private facilities with internationally acceptable quality
certification and security clearances. They strongly felt that involving them also would
help to distribute and manage work better. Security/ confidentiality concerns could be
addressed through proper planning and scheduling. Adopting modern printing practices
and technology (like camera ready copies, e-mail based file transfer etc.) would make
traditional activities like proof reading, physical carrying of plates etc. redundant over
time. SIU also recommended phasing out of Binders by outsourcing their job. On
retirement of present incumbents, the posts need not be filled.

C.

Recommendations

12.12.1.

The Cadre Review Committee, agreeing with earlier Reports regarding

phasing out or outsourcing this activity in future, the present i ncumbents in various
positions, on the apprehensions of being found surplus or excess in this service, may be
encouraged to shift to other services in the Secretariat itself and later getting absorbed
in different Services, provided they fulfill the educational qualifications and experience
requirements prescribed under respective recruitment rules. Alternatively, some
departmental examination may be conducted to find their suitability in other services of
the Secretariat. A scheme of voluntary retirement can also be formulated for those not
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getting absorbed in other Services/ posts so as to incentivize them to seek career path
outside the Secretariat.

12.12.2.

Quantum of Work handled by the two Sections of the Service during the

years 2008 to 2013 as reflected in the Annual Reports of Rajya Sabha of the respective
years is as indicated in Table 12.2.
Table 12.2
Quantum of Work in Printing and Publication Service during 2008 to 2013
S.
No.

Years

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

12.12.3.

Printing-I Section
Volume of Work(Mss.
Volume of Work
Pages sent to Press
printed by Presses
25802
21457
31908
29107
32367
29505
27686
26408
34397
33461
30019
64147

Bills
280
345
341
286
352
-

Printing-II Section
Mss./ CRC Edited &
Number of
Transmitted to Press Printed Pages
147024
69241
114376
71050
103763
61812
120917
70756
106213
43115
103762
78661

The Table 12.2 shows fluctuation of workload from year to year. While

number pf pages printed by Presses has suddenly increased in the year 2013 but other
items like the pages sent to Press has shown a decline in 2013. On the whole, there is
no indication of the workload increasing considerably over the years. Since the scope of
outsourcing is evident, the Committee cannot justifiably consider increasing the
sanctioned strength of the Service keeping in view the workload.

12.12.4.

It is natural that an employee seeks career progression in a Service but

that cannot happen at the cost of organizational goals. However, some corrections in
the pyramidal structure of posts in the Service is desirable for smooth progression of
incumbents from lower to higher posts. The posts of Joint Director and Deputy Director
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have been recommended for re -designation as Additional Director and Joint Director
respectively consistent with such re-designation in other Services of the Secretariat.
The eligibility conditions for direct recruitment to the post of Junior Proof Reader have
been carried to the post of Proof Reader by abolishing the post of Jr. Proof Reader and
adding its sanctioned strength to the post of Proof Reader. The posts at the higher
levels are recommended to be increased to peg them at 25% for supervisory level.
Thus, for a total of 44 posts at Senior Printing Assistant (10), Printing Assistant(10),
Proof Reader(24), it is recommended that 11 posts be available at supervisory levels of
Director(1), Additional Director(2), Joint Director(2), Assistant Director(3) and Printing
Officer(3). Recommended structure of the Printing and Publication Service is as in
Table 12.3.
Table 12.3
Recommended Structure of Printing and Publication Service
Sl.
No.
1.

Name of the
post and payscale
Director(P&P)
Rs. 37400-67000
(PB-4) +Rs. 8700

Mode of recruitment

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Additional Director (P&P) with a minimum of 3
years service in the grade or 6 years combined
service in the grades of Additional Director (P&P)
and Joint Director (P&P) in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of a suitable Officer
belonging to another service in the Secretariat or of
State Legislature or Central Government Service
with a minimum of 14 years experience in a Group
‘A’ post in the required field.

Number of Posts
Sanctioned Filled
Recommended
in
1
0
1
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2.

Additional
Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
8000

3.

Joint
Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
7600

4.

Assistant
Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
6600
Printing Officer
Rs. 15600-39100
(PB-3) + Rs.
5400

5.

6.

Senior Printing
Assistant
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.
4800

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Joint Director (P&P) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Joint Director (P&P) and Assistant
Director (P&P) in accordance with the seniority in
the higher grade.
Provided that if none if found suitable, the post may
be filled by deputation of a suitable officer
belonging to another service in the Secretariat or of
a State Legislature or Central Government Service
with a minimum of 11 years experience in Group ‘A’
post in the required field.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Assistant Director (P&P) with a minimum of 3 years
service in the grade or 6 years combined service in
the grades of Assistant Director (P&P) and Printing
Officer in accordance with the seniority in the
higher grade.
Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled by deputation of a suitable officer
from the Central Government or State Government
with a minimum of 9 years experience in a Group
‘A’ post in the required field.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Printing Officer with a minimum of 3 years service
in the grade or 8 years combined service in the
grades of Printing Officer and Senior Printing
Assistant.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Senior Printing Assistant w ith a minimum of 5 years
service in the grade or 10 years combined service
in the grades of Senior Printing Assistant and
Printing Assistant, in accordance with the seniority
in the higher grade.
Provided that if a suitable person is not available in
the grade of Senior Printing Assistant, the post may
be filled by deputation of a suitable officer from
Central/State Governments or State Legislature
Secretariats or Central/State Public Sector
Undertakings/Autonomous bodies, fulfilling the
following conditions:Essential eligibility condition:
Officers holding analogous post with a minimum of
10 years experience in the relevant field.
Essential qualification:
Bachelor’s degree in any discipline and diploma in
Printing Technology from any Institute approved by
AICTE. OR
Degree in Printing Technology from any institute
approved by AICTE.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Printing Assistant with a minimum of 5 years
service in the grade or 10 years combined service
in the grades of Pr inting Assistant and Proof
Reader/IBM Operator in accordance with the
seniority in the higher grade.

3

3

2

2

5

5

3

3

24

23

10
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7.

Printing Assistant
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.
4600

8.

Proof Reader
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.
4200

9.

IBM Operator
Rs. 9300-34800
(PB-2) + Rs.
4200

10.

Junior Proof
Reader
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs.
2800
Binder Grade-I
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs.
2800
Binder Grade-II
Rs. 5200-20200
(PB-1) + Rs.
2400

11.

12.

Provided that if none is found suitable, the post
may be filled from amongst candidates with a
minimum qualification of Graduation and
possessing technical experience as Printer/Proof
Reader in any of the large Government of India or
State Government Presses for a period of at least 5
years.
100% Promotion. By selection from the grades of
Proof Reader and IBM Operator w ith a minimum of
5 years service in the respective grade or 10 years
combined service in the grades of Proof
Reader/IBM Operator and Junior Proof Reader in
accordance with the senior ity in the higher grade.
100% Direct Recruitment. By selection through
open competitive examination amongst candidates
possessing the following qualifications and
experience::
(i) Bachelor’s degree in any discipline.
(ii) Diploma in Printing Technology or P.G. Diploma
in Book Publishing from any Institute approved by
AICTE.
OR
5 years experience as Copy Holder in English and
Hindi in a Printing Press coming under the purview
of Factories Act, 1948 as amended.
Desirable:Certificate in computer course recognised by
AICTE/DOEACC or courses equivalent to ‘O’ level
in ter ms of syllabus and duration of course as
prescribed by DOEACC.
Upper age limit: 32 years.
100% Direct Recruitment. By selection from
amongst candidates with a minimum qualification
of Graduation and possessing a speed of at least
50-60 words per minute in English/Hindi
typewriting, preferably both.

10

5

5

24

2

0

0

Posts to be abolished

15

0

0

100% Promotion. By selection from the grade of
Binder Grade-II with a minimum of 5 years service
in the grade.

1

1

1

100% Direct Recruitment. By selection from
amongst candidates possessing the following
minimum qualifications and experience: (i) Middle standard with good knowledge of English
and Hindi;
(ii) Ability to work on cutting, stitching and
Perforating Machines;
(iii) Ability to do folding, pasting, counting and
sewing; and
(iv) At least 5 years experience in binding work.
Provided that if a person possessing the above

1

0

1
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qualifications is available in the Secretariat he may
be considered for appointment to the post.
Total
57
37
57
Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promotion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

12.13.

The recommended structure allowing more posts at supervisory levels will

improve promotion prospects of Assistant Director downwards as the waiting period for
promotion will get reduced. The post of Director will continue to remain vacant for some
years upto 2020-2022.. Thereafter, there will be persons in the Service becoming
eligible to hold the post before retirement. Similarly, the posts of Additional Director will
be available as soon as a Joint Director becomes eligible in 2016 and 2017. Similarly,
there will be vacancies available for Assistant Director from the year 2017. Thus, senior
most Assistant Director becoming eligible for promotion in 2015 may get promotion as
Joint Director in 2017 and further promotions as Additional Director and Director in 2020
and 2023 respectively. Further, out of three Printing Officers becoming eligible for
promotion in 2015, one may get promotion against creation of additional post as
Assistant Director in 2015 and other two may get promotion in 2016 on account of two
retirements. Fourth Printing Officer becoming eligible for promotion as Assistant Director
in 2017 may get promotion in that year itself.

12.14.

In the grade of Senior Printing Assistant, there being sanctioned strength

of 10 against the incumbency of 23, two Senior Printing Assistants may get promotion
by January 2016 as Printing Officer against the posts being available due to creation of
posts/ retirement. The excess 11 Senior Printing Assistants will continue to hold their
posts by upgradation of posts at lower levels as personal to them. As and when the
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vacancies arise in the grade having excess incumbents, the post will revert to the feeder
grade(s). An analysis of the age profile and recommended cadre structure shows that 2
posts in 2016, one post in 2017, 5 posts in 2018 and 2 posts in 2019 will arise in the
grade of Senior Printing Assistant and higher grades due to retirement and creation of
posts at higher levels. Thus by 2020, promotions from Senior Printing Assistant/ Printing
Assistant and Proof Reader to higher posts will commence in a speedier way.

12.15.

The posts at Proof Reader have been increased from 20 to 24 to correct

the pyramid structure of hierarchy. Modification in Recruitment Rules has been
suggested to attract candidates and ensure their timely promotion after gaining
experience. While CRC has proposed abolition of the post of Junior Proof Reader and
recommended direct recruitment at the level of Proof Reader, in case any candidate
joins the Service as Junior Proof Reader in the mean time, he may be promoted to
higher post of Proof Reader akin to the Assistants becoming Senior Assistant when the
post of Assistant was abolished. It will imply that for in situ promotion to still higher
grade of Printing Assistant, he will have a waiting period of 11 years or else he will have
to apply for the new post of Proof Reader for direct recruitment through open
competitive examination.

12.16.

It is noted that this is the only Service where top level posts have not been

filled up due to eligible candidates not being available. Moreover, the Service is having
all grades from PB-1(GP Rs. 2800), PB-2(GP Rs.4200, 4600, 4800), PB-3(GP Rs.
5400, 6600, 7600, 8000) and finally PB-4(GP Rs. 8700) unlike other Services e.g.
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LAFEAS, LARRDIS, PS&SS, etc. where one of the grades is missing. Further, for
historical reasons, those who joined in the initial grade of Junior Proof Reader had to
wait for promotion based on vacancy at each stage. As a result, they start retiring before
being eligible for the vacant posts of Additional Director and Director. The Committee
feels that in order to mitigate this situation, relaxation of recruitment rules as a one-time
measure should be resorted to by relaxing the eligibility condition so as to fill the
available vacancies. After 2020-22, this contingency will not arise.
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Chapter – 13:

I.

13.1.

Other Services (Drivers and Despatch Riders;
Reprographers; and Messengers)

Drivers and Despatch Riders Service

Rajya Sabha Secretariat is having a fleet of vehicles for the use of

Members and Senior Officers. In addition, the Secretariat is utilizing some vehicles for
the transportation of officers/staff who are required to perform duties at odd hours. The
Despatch Riders Service is used to distribute the dak and House related papers to
Members and others concerned. There are 9 Despatch Riders and 4 Cleaners -cumHelpers. Rajya Sabha has three-wheelers, motor-cycles and cycles for delivering
papers by vehicles for this purpose.
A.
13.2.

Staff Car Drivers
At present there are four grades of Driver as indicated in Table 13.1

below. The table also indicates mode of recruitment besides the strength.
Table 13.1
Staff Car Drivers
As on 1.1.2015
S.
No.
1.

Post and & Pay-scale

Mode of Recruitment

Staff Car Driver (Special
Grade)
(Group B, 9300-34800 +
4600)

100% promotion. 5 years service in the grade in the
grade of Staff Car Driver Grade – I or 10 years
combined service in grade(s) of Staff Car Driver
Grade-I and Staff Car Grade-II.

2.

Staff Car Driver Grade-I
(Group B, 9300-34800 +
4200)

3.

Staff Car Driver Grade-II
(Group C, 5200-20200 +
2800)
Staff Car Driver (Ordinary

100% pro motion. 05 years service in the grade of
Staff Car Driver Grade–II or 10 years combined
service in grade(s) of Staff Car Driver Grade-II and
Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade).
100% promotion. 5 years service in the grade of
Staff Car Driver (Ord. Gr.).

4.

50%

By departmental test by selection from

Sanctioned
Strength
4(3+1 DR post
of SCD(Ord
Grade)
upgraded wef
1.10.2012)
20

Existing
Strength
4

6

6

4(5-1 post

2

20
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Grade) (Group C, 520020200 + 2400)

Total

amongst regular employees of the Secretariat
possessing:(i) Matriculation or equiv.
(ii) A valid driving licence;
(iii) Skill & experience in driving.
50% Direct Recruitment. –
By open competition from amongst candidates
possessing:(i) Matriculation or equiv.
(ii) A valid commercial LMV/ HMV licence; &
(iii) Skill & experience in driving motor vehicles.

upgraded as
SCD(Spl
Grade))

34

32

Demands/Suggestions of the Representatives of the Service

13.3.

Suggestions made by the representatives of the Service and comments of

Personnel Section thereon are discussed below (copies of representations received
from this Service and comments of Personnel Section are at Annexures A-13.1.1 and
B-13.1.1 respectively and verbatim record of their presentation before CRC is at
Annexure C-13.1.1):
(a) The cadre of Staff Car Drivers has four grades. Promotions in the first three
grades are time-bound, i.e. on completion of five years in the feeder grade.
However, promotion to the grade of Staff Car Driver (Special Grade) is vacancy
based. Sanctioned strength of Staff Car Driver (Special Grade) is only four. The
incumbents holding the post of Special Grade would retire in August 2015, June
2017 and September 2020. However, by May 2017, nine Staff Car Drivers Gr-I
would become eligible for promotion to Staff Car Driver (Special Grade).

(b) Duties of Staff Car Drivers are same for all grades. Therefore, it is not justified
to have a vacancy based special grade. In Messenger Service, there is time-
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bound promotion in the first three grades while the grade of senior Chamber
Attendant is vacancy based. However, the duties of Senior Chamber Attendant
differ from those of the three lower grades of Attendant in the Messenger
Service.
Comments of Personnel Section (Annexure B-13.1.1)
(a) The Statements are factually correct. It is, however, stated that under in-situ
promotion scheme, those who do not get promoted on regular basis to the grade
of Staff Car Driver (Special Grade) may be promoted on in-situ basis to that
grade on completion of 8.5 years of service in Staff Car Driver (Grade-I) or 13.5
years of combined service in the grades of SCD (Grade-I) and SCD (Grade-II). If
however, a person retires before completion of requisite service, he may not get
that even on in-situ basis.
(b) Combined grades are not based on the nature of duties being the same. In
Simultaneous Interpretation and Verbatim Reporting Services, duties are same in
all grades but all the grades are not combined cadre.

Observations of the Cadre Review Committee:
(a) The Recruitment Rules for each of the grades surely provide number of posts
at each level of Staff Car Drivers of Ordinary Grade, Grade-II, Grade-I and
Special Grade. SIU, in its Report in June 2010, has assessed the strength as
19, 5, 5 and 3 respectively. Current incumbents are disproportionate to the
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normal pyramidal structure. Rather, pyramid is inverse, i.e., 2, 6, 20 in the first
three grades.

(b) Further, as informed, from amongst the officers entitled for staff car, 5 officers
are not availing of it for commuting between residence and office, though they
do ask for staff car during office hours.

(c) The in situ promotion scheme of allowing promotion after 8.5 years of service
in a post is quite liberal scheme for the financial benefits of the employees
and, therefore, no further change is justified.

(d) There is no stagnation in the Service even at the level of Staff Car Drivers
(Grade-I) because the Drivers from lower two grades move up in a timebound manner after 5 years service each, which is not the case either with
Despatch Riders or even Staff Car Drivers in Lok Sabha Secretariat.

B.
13.4.

Despatch Riders
The Despatch Riders basically deliver the letters issued by the Rajya

Sabha Secretariat to MPs and Officers at their residences etc. for which they have been
provided with Three-Wheelers, Motor-Cycles and Cycles. The post is in PB1 with GP of
Rs.2400/- and does not have any promotion avenues. Besides, there is post of Cleanercum-Helper. Sanctioned posts, Existing strength and mode of recruitment of Despatch
Riders and Cleaner-cum-Helper are as in Table 13.2 below:
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Table 13.2
Despatch Riders & Cleaner-cum-Helper
As on 1.1.2015
S.
No.
1.

2.

Post & pay scale

Mode of Recruitment

Despatch R ider
(Group C, 5200-20200 +
2400)

100% By selection from amongst candidates possessing:(i) Matriculation or equiv.
(ii) A valid driving licence; &
(iii) Skill & experience in driving two wheeler/ three wheeler
motor vehicles.
100% By selection from amongst candidates possessing:(i) High School/ Matric/ Tenth Pass
(ii) Working knowledge of English & Hindi;
(iii) Thorough knowledge of traffic regulations;
(iv) Ability to locate faults & carry out minor running repairs
in addition to usual jobs such asa. Changing of wheels,
b. Tyre pressure checking,
c. Radiator water level checking,
d. Wet & dry washing of the vehicles, etc.
Preference to persons holding commercial driving licence

Cleaner-cum-Helper
(Group C, 5200-20200 +
1900)

Total

Sanctioned
Strength
9(8+1 leave
reserve)

Existing
Strength
9

4(5+1 leave
reserve) - 2
posts
upgraded as
SCD(Ord
Grade) wef
2.1.2009

4

13

13

Demands/Suggestions of the Representatives of the Service

13.5.

Suggestions made by the representatives of the Despatch Riders and

comments of Personnel Section thereon (copies of representations and comments of
Personnel Section are at Annexures A-13.1.2 and B-13.1.2 respectively) are discussed
below:
(a) The Despatch Riders are a part of the Drivers and Despatch Riders Service.
(b) Staff Car Drivers (Ordinary Grade) having a G.P. of Rs. 2400/ - get a time
scale promotion after a gap of five years each, to the Staff Car Drivers Grade-II
(G.P. Rs. 2800/-) and Staff Car Drivers Grade-I (G.P. Rs. 4200/-). But Despatch
Riders are covered under the Assured Financial Upgradation Scheme and are
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upgraded to the Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/- after 8.5 years and Rs. 4200/- after a
total period of 17 years.
Comments of Personnel Section (Annexure B-13.1.2)
(a) The statement is factually correct.

(b) The grade of Despatch Riders is an isolated grade and there are no further
promotional avenues. Therefore, the grade of Despatch Riders, along with
other such isolated grades, has been included in the Assured Financial
Upgradation Scheme. Under this scheme, an employee is granted one
financial upgradation to the next Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/-. Two incumbents
have been given two financial upgradation to the Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-.
The senior most Despatch Rider has got three financial upgradation to the
Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/-.

(c) It was informed that in Lok Sabha Secretariat, there are no Despatch Riders
and this duty is performed by Drivers. Lok Sabha has provided Maruti Vans
for this purpose. In Rajya Sabha Secretariat, Despatch Riders face problem
at times, especially during rains in delivering papers.
13.6.

Four Despatch Riders met the Committee during the hearing on

25.02.2015 and stated that 15-16 years back Staff Car Drivers and Despatch Riders
had identical Recruitment Rules and they were attached together. Their posts carried
the same pay Scales.
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Observations of the Cadre Review Committee

13.7.

It is seen that Staff Car Drivers and Despatch Riders enter the same

service, viz. Drivers and Despatch Riders Service in the posts carrying identical pay
scales. Services of Despatch Riders in the Lok Sabha Secretariat are rendered by
Drivers for which Maruti Vans are available unlike in Rajya Sabha Secretariat, where
there are 9 Despatch Riders utilizing three-wheelers, motor-cycles and cycles.
Cleaners-cum-Helpers are made to accompany drivers during night duties for
occasional cleaning or to handle emergencies like puncture, etc. One Cleaner -cumHelper is performing driver duties for IT section. 3 casual labourers are made available
to be used as drivers.

13.8.

Promotional Avenues for the post of Despatch Riders may be created by

distributing the existing posts into Ordinary Grade(4), Grade-II(2), Grade-I(2) and
Special Grade(1) in the Service in the same way as in the case of Staff Car Drivers.
Alternatively, the isolated grade of Despatch Riders may be abolished and existing
incumbents of the post may be adjusted in the Grade of Staff Car Driver against the
respective grades as soon as they fulfill the eligibility conditions of having a valid
commercial LMV/ HMV licence and Skill/ experience in driving motor vehicles. In the
former scenario, Maruti Vans should replace three-wheelers/ motor-cycles and drivers
should perform duties of distribution of dak/ material as in Lok Sabha Secretariat. The
Committee prefers second alternative and incorporated the same in the structure of
service tabulated below.
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13.9.

Further, four posts of Cleaner-cum-Helper were created for maintaining

four Buses. It is learnt that the Buses are not being run. Just as Lok Sabha Secretariat
does not have such posts for accompanying drivers during night duties, Rajya Sabha
Secretariat can also manage without Cleaner-cum-Helper. Thus, this category of
Cleaner-cum-Helper may be abolished. However, the incumbents of the post may be
adjusted as Drivers on fulfillment of eligibility conditions for the post of Driver.
Alternatively, the incumbent may be merged with posts as Messengers depending on
fulfillment of eligibility condition of Messenger grade.

13.10.

In the event of merger, the total posts of Staff Car Drivers (including those

performing duties of Despatch Riders) will be 43. This excludes four Cleaners -cumHelpers, two of which can be adjusted against the currently vacant two posts of Staff
Car Drivers (Ordinary Grade) and others in chain vacancies arising on 1 st September,
2015 onwards subject to fulfillment of eligibility condition.

13.11.

At the time of Cadre Review by IIM, Ahmedabad in 2007, the sanctioned

cadre strength of Staff Car Drivers was 30 distributed as 2 in Special Grade, 10 in
Grade-I, 9 each in Grade-II and Ordinary Grade. IIM, Ahmedabad recommended 3
posts in Special Grade and combined the posts in remaining 3 grades as 28 thus
totaling 31 posts of Staff Car Drivers.
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13.12.

The Committee noted that SIU, in its Report of June 2010 mentioned that

5 Staff Car Drivers were deployed with the office of Hon’ble Chairman, 2 Staff Car
Drivers with Hon’ble Dy. Chairman, 1 with Leader of Opposition and 1 with Secretary
General. Further, 9 Drivers were deployed in MA Section for the use of Hon’ble MPs.
Taking into account deployment of these 18 Drivers, SIU had assessed the requirement
14 posts of Drivers for the Rajya Sabha Secretariat for general duties and also for
rendering services to higher officers. Thus, SIU assessed 32 posts of Staff Car Riders
distributed in different grades as 3 in Special Grade, 5 each in Grade-I and Grade-II and
19 in Ordinary Grade.

13.13.

SIU also mentioned that one post of Despatch Rider each had been

deployed in the Offices of Hon’ble Chairman and Secretary General. Further, for the
functional needs of Distribution Section, 6 posts of Despatch Rider had been assessed
based on the workload. Adding one post as Leave Reserve, total posts of Despatch
Rider had been assessed as 9.

13.14.

Currently, 5 Staff Car Drivers are deployed with the office of Hon’ble

Chairman, 3 Staff Car Drivers with Hon’ble Dy. Chairman, 1 with Leader of Opposition
and 2 with Secretary General. 9 Drivers are deployed with MA Section for the use of
Hon’ble MPs. Out of 9 drivers in MA Section, 8 drivers attend routine duties and 1
drivers is kept for emergency duty. There is a Joint Pool of cars of Lok Sabha + Rajya
Sabha in the ratio of 17 : 8 = 25 (2:1 ratio). This joint pool of cars is for ferrying MPs. No.
of Cars in Rajya Sabha Pool is 8 consisting of 7 Innova and 1 Qualis. Thus, out of
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sanctioned strength of 34 drivers, 14 drivers, as also assessed by SIU, remain for
general duties through Stores Section. There are 2 vacancies, which are well
compensated by utilizing services of 1 cleaner-cum-helper and 3 casual labourers as
drivers. Deployment of Despatch Riders remains same as noted by SIU (Para 13.13
supra).

13.15.

The Committee perused the Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Methods of

Recruitment and Qualifications for Appointment) Order issued in August 1958,
December 1974 and August 2009 as provided by Personnel Section. It is noted that in
1958, the qualifications required for Staff Car Drivers and Despatch Riders were
identical, i.e. “A candidate must have skill and experience in driving and possess a
valid driving licence.” This continued so in the Order of 1978 also. However, the Order
of 2009 prescribed separate and distinct qualifications

for Despatch Riders

distinguishing them from Staff Car Drivers.

Recommendations of Cadre Review Committee:

13.16.

The Committee recommends 43 posts of Drivers (including 8 posts

required for performing duties of Despatch Riders and 1 post as Leave Reserve). In
order to maintain pyramidal structure, the distribution of posts should be 6 in Special
Grade, 10 in Grade-I, 12 in Grade-II and 15 in Ordinary Grade. The promotional posts
should be filled on vacancy basis. In case, the vacancies do not arise at the time of
fulfillment of eligibility years, then the incumbent can avail of in situ promotion in terms
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of the in situ promotion scheme. It is admitted that the in situ promotion scheme in itself
is quite liberal.

13.17.

Those, who have availed of promotion under combined cadre of 30 posts

of Ordinary Grade, Grade-II and Grade-I of Staff Car Drivers, will not be disturbed.

13.18.

In view of the above analysis, the distribution of posts recommended

would be as in Table 13.3 below:
Table 13.3

Recommended Structure of Drivers/Despatch Riders Service
Sl.
No.

Name of the post
and pay-scale

1.

Staff Car Driver
(Special Grade)
(Group B, 930034800 + 4600)

2.

Staff Car Driver
Grade-I
(Group B, 930034800 + 4200)

3.

Staff Car Driver
Grade-II
(Group C, 520020200 + 2800)

Mode of recruitment

100% pro motion. 5 years service in the
grade in the grade of Staff Car Driver
Grade – I or 10 years combined service in
grade(s) of Staff Car Driver Grade-I and
Staff Car Grade-II.
100% pro motion. 05 years service in the
grade of Staff Car Driver Grade–II or 10
years combined service in grade(s) of
Staff Car Driver Grade-II and Staff Car
Driver (Ordinary Grade).
100% pro motion. 5 years service in the
grade of Staff Car Driver (Ord. Gr.).

Number of Posts
Sanctioned
Filled in Recommended
4(3+1 DR post of
SCD(Ord Grade)
upgraded wef
1.10.2012)

4

6

20

20

10

6

6

12
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4.

Staff Car Driver
(Ordinary Grade)
(Group C, 520020200 + 2400)

50% By depar tmental test by selection
from amongst regular employees of the
Secretariat possessing:(i) Matriculation or equiv.
(ii) A valid driving licence; (iii) Skill &
experience in driving.
50% Direct Recruitment. –
By open competition from amongst
candidates possessing:(i) Matriculation or equiv.
(ii) A valid commercial LMV/ HMV licence;
&
5.(iii) Skill & experience in driving motor
vehicles.

4(5-1 post
upgraded as
SCD(Spl Grade))

2

15

5.

Despatch R ider
(Group C, 520020200 + 2400)

9(8+1 leave
reserve)

9

Merged with
Staff Car Drivers

6.

Cleaner-cum-Helper
(Group C, 520020200 + 1900)

100% By selection from amongst
candidates possessing:(a) Matriculation or equiv.
(ii) A valid driving licence; &
(iii) Skill & experience in dr iving two
wheeler/ three wheeler motor vehicles.
100% By selection from amongst
candidates possessing:(i) High School/ Matric/ Tenth Pass
(ii) Working knowledge of English & Hindi;
(iii) Thorough knowledge of traffic
regulations;
(iv) Ability to locate faults & carry out minor
running repairs in addition to usual jobs
such asa. Changing of wheels,
b. Tyre pressure checking,
c. Radiator water level checking,
d. Wet & dry washing of the vehicles, etc.
Preference to persons holding commercial
driving licence

4(5+1 leave
reserve) - 2 posts
upgraded as
SCD(Ord Grade)
wef 2.1.2009

4

To be adjusted
as Staff Car
Drivers, subject
to eligibility or as
Messenger s.

Total
47
45
43
Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promot ion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.
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II.

Reprographers’ Service

13.19.

The main responsibility of the members of Reprographers’ Service is

photocopying and Xerox in case of large scale of such work.

13.20.

Currently, direct recruitment is for 9 posts of Reprographer Grade-II in the

Pay Band 1 (Rs.5200-20200) + Grade Pay Rs. 2400 by selection on the basis of
competitive Departmental Examination from persons in the Secretariat with a minimum
of 5 years of service and possessing minimum educational qualification of Higher
Secondary or Matriculation or Secondary School Certificate. There are 9 posts of
Reprographer Grade-I to be filled by promotion of persons in the grade of Reprographer
Grade-II with a minimum 5 years of service in that grade. The structure of the service is
indicated in Table 13.4.
Table 13.4
Reprographers Service
As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.
1.
2.

Post & Scale of Pay

Reprographer Grade-I
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1)
+P.B. Rs.2800
Reprographer Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1)
+P.B. Rs.2400

Total

Method of recruitment and qualification for
appointment

Sanctioned
strength

100% Promotion. by selection from the grade of
Reprographer Grade-II with a minimum of 5 years
service in the grade.
100% CDE by selection on the basis of competitive
departmental examination
from per sons in the
Secretariat with a minimum of 5 years regular service
in the Secretariat and possessing minimum
educational qualification of Matriculation (10 th Class
Pass)..

9

No. of
posts
filled
8

9

9

18

17
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13.21.

SIU in its Report in 2010 stated that keeping in view the purely routine

nature of work, it is recommended that the services rendered by the Reprographer,
Resograph Operator / Zerox Operator and Binder may be outsourced in a phased
manner after the retirement of the present incumbents.

13.22.

13 posts assessed for the category of Reprographer, Resograph

Operator/ Zerox Operator have been deployed as below:
8 Posts for Distribution Branch,
1 Post for Chairman Office,
1 Post for SG Office,
1 Post for Steno Pool,
1 Post for R&L Section,
1 Post for Reporter Section

13.23.

IIM, Ahmedabad, during cadre review in 2007 felt that activities like large

scale photocopying can be outsourced to an external agency, who will be available on
call and paid on performance. At the Sections, the already prevalent common practice
of self operating the photocopying machines, may be supplemented with tracking
mechanism and network connected high speed printers that can ensure that employees
themselves do the photocopying/ printing work. Only bulk works need to be transferred
to the Xerox (photocopying) unit. To take care of highly confidential work, a compact
photocopying cell can continue to function. While the existing employees may continue
till retirement in the unit, in future, a few messengers may be trained to handle the
machinery and they are posted on rotation to the cell.
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13.24.

Cadre review report of IIM, Ahmedabad further recommended that existing

employees at these levels can be offered internal career paths, through departmental
tests, if they qualify the entry level requirements. The recruitment rules could be
amended accordingly. Recruitment at Xerox operator level which is at present 100%
from Attendant can remain, till alternate arrangements are made.

13.25.

On the issues raised in the representations received from Reprographers’

Service about comparative loss in pay scale as compared with other similar posts, the
Personnel Section has commented that the issue of pay scales comes under the
Parliamentary Pay Committee and these are not included in the Terms of Reference of
the Cadre Review Committee.

Copies of representations received from this Service

are at Annexure A-13.2 collectively; and comments of Personnel Section at Annexure
B-13.2. They also informed that the entry grade is Reprographer Grade-II (Grade Pay
of Rs. 2400). Promotion to the next higher grade of Reprographer Grade-I (Grade Pay
of Rs. 2800) is vacancy based. It has been suggested that Cadre Review Committee
may consider recommending Reprographer Grade-II and Grade-I may have combined
cadre and a Reprographer Grade-II with 5 years of service in that grade to be eligible
for promotion as Reprographer Grade-I. Thereafter, Assured Financial Upgradation
Scheme (AFUS) may ensure 4 promotions to each employee.

13.26.

During oral evidence on 21 st April, 2015 (verbatim record of their

presentation before Cadre Review Committee at Annexure C-13.2), S/Shri Bhagwat
Singh, Shakeel Ahmed, Chandan Singh Rawat and Rajeev Kumar represented the
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Reprographers’ Service. It was argued that upto the year 1985, the Reprographers
(earlier called Xerox Operator) were in the pay scale of Rs. 330-480 and Rs. 330-560
which was the same as that of Junior Stenographer, Security Assistant (Grade II) and of
UDC. Thereafter the pay scale of these 4 categories of posts was Rs. 1200-1800 and
Rs. 1200-2040 upto the year 1995. Fifth Pay Commission merged these two pay scales
to the revised pay scale of Rs. 4000-6000. Parliamentary Pay Committee revised the
pay scale of Reprographers to Rs. 4500-7000 and that of other three categories of
posts to Rs. 5000-8000. With effect from 01.01.2006, as a result of Sixth Pay
Commission, Reprographers were placed at Pay Scale of Rs. 5200-20200 (Pay Band I)
+ Grade Pay of Rs. 2800 whereas other three posts were placed at Pay Scale of Rs.
9300-34800 (Pay Band 2) + Grade Pay of Rs. 4200. Subsequently, the Grade Pay of
Reprographers was further reduced to Rs. 2400 and thus pushed them 10 years behind
the other three posts with whom they drew parity earlier.

13.27.

It was also represented that in LAFEAS, PS&SS, Drivers Service,

Messenger Service, there are promotional avenues every 5 years. In LAFEAS, Grade
Pay of Rs. 4600 has been taken away but in Reprographers’ Service that Grade P ay is
still counted for career progression/ promotion.

13.28.

The representatives also stressed that the photocopying in Parliament is

of large scale and confidential too. Photocopier manufacturers do not provide any
training to Reprographers. Their engineers know only about hardware but know little
about operating the photocopying machine. Reprographers themselves learn and repair
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the digital photocopiers. However, the claim of the representatives does not stand the
scrutiny of such eligibility conditio ns being prescribed in the Recruitment Rules.

Observations of Cadre Review Committee:

13.29.

As regards the recommendations of the earlier Cadre Review Committee

in 2007 or SIU Study in 2010 for outsourcing the activity or absorbing the incumbents
elsewhere, it was argued that recruitments had been done in 2011 and the
Administration did not agree with the recommendation of First Cadre Review or SIU
Study.

13.30.

At present, out of 17 Reprographers, 8 are as Reprographer Grade-I and

9 are as Reprographer Grade-II. Out of 8 Reprographer Grade-I, 2 have less than 5
years of service left, 5 have a remaining service of 5 to 10 years and one Reprographer
Grade-I has more than 10 years of service left. Similarly, out of 9 Reprographer GradeII, one has a little less than 10 years of service left, 4 have 10 to 15 years of service and
remaining 4 have more than 15 years of service before superannuation.

13.31.

In Lok Sabha Secretariat, there are, additionally, posts at the level of

Senior Reprographer in Pay Band 2 (Rs. 9300-34800) + Grade Pay of Rs. 4200. That
allows Reprographers to get two promotions in their service and thereafter upgradation
to the Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 under Time Scale Placement Scheme - 2011 prevalent
there.
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Recommendations of Cadre Review Committee:

13.32.

As the Reprographers’ Service is still continuing to function, keeping in

view the age profile of the incumbents and their legitimate aspiration for career
progression, it is recommended that akin to Lok Sabha Secretariat , another higher
grade of Senior Reprographer in the pay scale of Rs.9300-34800 + Grade Pay of
Rs.4200 should be provided by upgrading some posts out of the existing cadre strength.
This post will be filled by vacancy-based promotion only. Reprographer Grade-I with 5
years of service in that grade will be eligible for promotion. For a pyramidal structure,
the 18 posts may be distributed as 9 posts at the level of Reprographer Grade-II, 5
posts at the level of Reprographer Grade-I and 3 posts at the level of Sr. Reprographer
Grade. Beyond that Assured Financial Upgradation Scheme (AFUS) will be applicable.
Thus, the recommended structure of the service is shown in Table 13.5.
Table 13.5
Recommended Structure of Reprographers Service
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

3.

Name of the
post and payscale
Senior
Reprographer
Rs.9300-34800
(PB-2) + G.P.
Rs.4200
Reprographer
Grade-I
Rs.5200-20200
(PB-1) + G.P.
Rs.2800
Reprographer
Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200
(PB-1) + G.P.
Rs.2400

Mode of recruitment

Number of Posts
Sanctioned Filled in Recommended

100% promotion by selection with 5 years’ service
in the grade of Reprographer Gr-I or 10 years
combined service in the grade of Reprographer
Grade-I and Reprographer Grade-II

-

-

3

100% Promotion. by selection from the grade of
Reprographer Grade-II with a minimum of 5 years
service in the grade.

9

8

6

100% by selection on the basis of competitive
departmental examination (CDE) from persons in
the Secretariat with a minimum of 5 years regular
service in the Secretariat and possessing
minimum educational qualification of Matriculation

9

9

9
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(10th Class Pass)..
Total

18

17

18

Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promotion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.

13.33.

In consonance with the recommendations made in earlier Report of first

Cadre Review Committee in 2007 and Study of SIU in 2010, the Committee
recommends that activity needs to be outsourced in future and existing incumbent be
adjusted elsewhere to get their career progression.

III.

Messenger Service

13.34.

The Messenger Service consists of the posts of Personal Attendant to

Chairman/ Senior Chamber Attendant, Attendant Grade-I/ Chamber Attendant,
Attendant Grade-II and Attendant Grade-III and Bearer. They are posted in the
Chamber/ Lobbies of the House during Session period for assisting/ attending to the
needs of Members. They are also posted to work with the officers and various sections
of the Secretariat to provide functional support and also to help office administration.

13.35.

At present, there are four grades in the Messenger Service with a

sanctioned strength of 299. Out of 299 posts in the Messenger Service (including one
ex cadre post of Attendant Grade-III), 295 posts are filled in and there is a vacancy of 4.
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Recruitment Rules for the posts in the Service along with sanctioned strength and
incumbency position are as indicated in Table 13.6 below:
Table 13.6
Messenger Service
As on 1.1.2015
Sl.
No.

Name of the post & Scale of
Pay

Method of recruitment and qualification for
appointment

1.

Personal Attendant to
Chairman
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2400

100% promotion by selection on the basis of
Interview from persons in the grade of
Attendant Grade-I/ Chamber Attendant and
Attendant Grade-II. If none suitable, person
from outside may be appointed on coter minus basis.

1

1

2.

Senior Chamber Attendant
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2400

100% promotion by selection on the basis of
Interview from the grade of Attendant Grade-I/
Chamber Attendant with a minimum of 5
years of service in the grade. Selection shall
be made by giving due consideration to
persons with experience of working as
Chamber Attendant for a minimum period of 2
years.

8

7

3.

Attendant Grade-I/ Chamber
Attendant
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2200

100% promotion by selection from the grade
of Attendant Grade-II with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade or 10 years
combined service in the grades of Attendant
Grade-II and Attendant Grade-III.

286
(154+36+96)

283
(154+36+93)

4.

Attendant Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2000

100% promotion by selection from the grade
of Attendant Grade-III with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade, provided he has
passed Middle Class.

5.

Attendant Grade-III
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.1900

100% by selection amongst candidates
possessing working knowledge of English and
Hindi of Middle standard, with preference to
Matriculates and persons knowing cycling or
holding driving license.

5A.

Attendant Grade-III (ex cadre)
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.1900
Bearer

1

1

3

3

6.

100% by selection through open competitive

Number of Post
Sanctioned
Filled in
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examination from amongst candidates
possessing Matriculation or equivalent
qualification and with a minimum experience
of one year in stewardship/ housekeeping/
catering from a recognized Institution/
Organisation.
TOTAL

13.36.

299

295

In addition to regular posts as indicated above, 57 posts of Sessional

Messengers/ Attendants were deployed in various Council Sections and other Sections
to take care of the increased workload during last Budget Session up to 13th May, 2015.
.During inter- Session period, besides services of 57 Sessional Messengers mentioned
above, 55 casual labourers were also being utilized throughout the year to meet the
requirement of the Messenger Service for attending to the officers in various grades of
the Services created by the Cadre Review Committee in 2007. In addition to above 112
Sessional Messengers/ Casual Labourers, 20 additional casual Labourers are engaged
only for the Session period. The requirement of Messengers in the Secretariat was
examined by SIU. It was noted that the requirement of Sessional Messengers/ casual
labourers were being met by the Secretariat by outsourcing/ hiring the services of
casual labourers from the panel maintained by the Secretariat. It is a prudent
arrangement because of which number of persons in the Service is not required to be
increased. This obviates the need of increasing the strength of Messenger Service.

13.37.

Members of the Service had made representations and issues raised

therein were deliberated during oral evidence on 12 th June, 2015.

Personnel

Section

furnished their comments on those issues (Copies of representations and comments of
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Personnel Section thereon are at Annexures A-13.3 and B-13.3 respectively) as listed
below (comments are in italics):

13.37.1.

Benefits of sessional service should be given by counting the sessional

service and increments for sessional service on regularization as permanent
messenger. This has been stopped since 2007.
Comments:
After 6th Central Pay Commission, pay fixation from 01.01.2006 onwards
is more beneficial by treating them as new recruits and, thereby giving Messengers
higher entry pay rather than treating them as existing employees. Lok Sabha Secretariat
has also followed the same practice.

13.37.2.

Time Scale promotion in every 3 years as per DOPT Circular dated

11.7.2015 till retirement. There is meager increase of Rs. 300/- in Grade Pay while
continuing as Attendant.
13.37.3.

At least 5 promotions should be provided during service.

Comments:
Attendant Grade-III get two promotions as Attendant Grade-II and
Attendant Grade-I. Thereafter, they can become Chamber Attendant/ Junior Clerk/
Reprographer by selection through interview/ Deptl. Exam. However, AFUS does not
cover Attendant Grade-I. The Cadre Review Committee may consider.
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13.37.4.

50 new posts of Xerox operators be created and these posts be filled by

promotion from Messenger Service.
Comments:
For Reprographer/ Xerox Operator, SIU recommended 13 posts against
the then existing 17. SIU recommended outsourcing of services of Reprographer/ Xerox
Operator, Binder. Further, Attendants of Messenger Service are not a feeder grade for
Reprographer.

13.37.5.

Compassionate appointment in the case of death in harness of a

messenger is limited to casual Labourer which does not cover medical and other
facilities.
Comments:
Compassionate appointments are not based on the designation of the
deceased employees but subject to availability of vacancies and qualifications of the
candidate. If there is no vacancy and the family is in dire need of assistance, a member
of the family is engaged as Casual Labour.

13.37.6.

In line with DOPT Circular dated 11.7.2014, recruitment of Junior Clerks

be abolished. 25% vacancies should be filled on the basis of departmental competitive
examination and 75% by promotion from Messenger Service.
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Comments:
Deserving Messengers, etc. can compete as open candidates for 75%
direct recruitment vacancies, as Junior Clerk apart from availing of departmental exam
for 25% vacancies. Moreover, DOPT circulars have no application in Rajya Sabha
Secretariat unless adopted.

13.37.7.

Fresh Casual Labourers, being under-graduates and working as Junior

Proof Readers may be given opportunity to justify their skills.
Comments:
If eligible, they can appear in open examination. On regularization, they
can appear in open exam without age restriction.

13.37.8.

Attendants, having Graduate and Post Graduate degree with computer

skills, should be given opportunity to become Junior Clerk.
Comments:
25% vacancies of Junior Clerk are filled by Departmental Examination in
which regular employees of the Secretariat, having Matriculation certificate and typing
speed of 40 words per minute, are eligible to apply. They can apply for remaining 75%
direct recruitment vacancies in open examination.
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13.37.9.

DOPT Circular dated 11.07.2014 for providing promotions and other

financial benefits should be implemented.
Comments:
DOPT Circular is not applicable to this Secretariat. Moreover, this
Secretariat has better promotional and financial upgradation Schemes than the CSS
cadre.

13.37.10.

Employees in the Messenger Service having typing skills may be

considered for appointment as Data Entry Operators.
Comments:
Deserving Messengers may appear for these posts, as and when
advertised.

13.37.11.

The number of Senior Chamber Attendants may be increased from

existing 9 to at least 25 as Lok Sabha Secretariat has 50 Senior Chamber Atte ndants.
Comments:
SIU has recommended the strength of Senior Chamber Attendant as 9,
i.e., equal to its present sanctioned strength.
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13.37.12.

Attendant Grade-I may be given Time Scale promotion to the Special

Grade post in the Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/- and Rs. 4200/- seniority wise irrespective of
Chamber or general duty.
Comments:
Attendant Grade-I has not been included in AFUS. Cadre Review
Committee may consider.

13.37.13.

Existing Grade Pay of Attendant Grade-III and Attendant Grade-II may be

merged to PB-1 and Grade Pay of s. 2000/.
13.37.14.

Existing Grade Pay of Attendant Grade I/ Chamber Attendant and Senior

Chamber Attendant may be merged to Grade Pay of Rs. 2400/- in Pay Band-1 to be
upgraded further to Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/Comments:
Grade Pay of different posts is based on report of 6 th Central Pay
Commission and 4th Parliamentary Pay Committee.

13.38.

During oral evidence on 12th June, 2015 (copies of verbatim record are at

Annexure C-13.3), members of Messenger Service argued for parity with number of
grades and grade pays applicable in Lok Sabha Secretariat. They also argued for
departmental examination for 25% posts of Junior Clerk regularly as is being done in
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Lok Sabha Secretariat. Another point made by them is about adopting the Time Scale
Placement (TSP) scheme of Lok Sabha Secretariat.

Observations and Recommendations of the Committee:

13.39.

The issues in representations, comments of Personnel Section and

deliberations during oral evidence were examined by the Committee. It was noted that
there is a Supreme Court Judgement of 2006 in Umadevi case (Secretary, State of
Karnataka and Ors. vs. Umadevi and Ors. (2006) 4 SCC 1: 2006 (3) SCR 953)
discouraging regularization of casual workers. Ratio of the judgement can apply to
Rajya Sabha Secretariat equally. Moreover, Casual labourers do not form part of
Messenger Service. If service rendered by Sessional Messengers was being counted
for the purpose of increment, pay fixation, etc. before 6 th Central Pay Commission, the
rationale of stopping it after 1.1.2006 has not been explained by Personnel Section
convincingly. However, this matter, as also the matter of perceived discriminati on in
compassionate appointment, is not within the purview of the Cadre Review Committee.

13.40.

Applicability of Assured Financial Upgradation Scheme is a point for

consideration. The Committee feels that since the Scheme is applicable to all isolated
posts, it should apply to Attendant Grade-I also. Alternatively, promotion posts should
be made available to Attendant Grade-I on par with Chamber Attendant. Chamber
Attendants have the higher posts of Senior Chamber Attendant available for promotion
through the process of interview. The incumbent in this grade of Chamber Attendant
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can avail of in situ promotion scheme in case of stagnation. In the same way, Attendant
Grade-I can also avail of in situ promotion in case of stagnation. Moreover, the
promotions in the entire career span of Attendant are presently limited to 2 grades
carrying Grade Pay of 2000 and 2200. With the posts of Senior Attendant/ Senior
Attendant (Special Grade) becoming available to Attendant Grade-I, AFUS will not be
applicable in their case. This will boost the morale of the Service as it is performing an
important function in the Secretariat. It is thus proposed to distribute the existing posts
into different grades as given in Table 13.7:
Table 13.7
Recommended Structure of Messenger Service
Sl.
No.

Name of the post and payscale

Mode of recruitment
Sanctioned

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended

1(a).

Senior Chamber Attendant
(Special Grade)
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2800

100% promotion by selection
from the grade of Senior
Chamber Attendant with a
minimum of 5 years service
in the grade.

0

0

4

1(b)

Senior Attendant (Special
Grade)
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2800

100% promotion by selection
from the grade of Senior
Attendant with a minimum of
5 years service in the grade.

0

0

6

2.(a)

Personal Attendant to
Chairman/ Senior Chamber
Attendant
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2400

100% promotion by selection
on the basis of Interview
from the grade of Attendant
Grade-I/ Chamber Attendant
with a minimum of 5 years of
service in the grade.
Selection shall be made by
giving due consideration to
persons with experience of
working
as
Chamber
Attendant for a minimum
period of 2 years.

9
(1+8)

8
(1+7)

12
(1+11)

For the post of Personal
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Attendant to Chair man, if
none suitable, per son from
outside may be appointed on
co-ter minus basis.
2(b)

Senior Attendant
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2400

100% promotion by selection
from the grade of Attendant
Grade-I with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade.

0

0

18

3.

Attendant Grade-I/ Chamber
Attendant
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2200

100% promotion by selection
from the grade of Attendant
Grade-II with a minimum of 5
years service in the grade or
10 years combined service
in the grades of Attendant
Grade-II and Attendant
Grade-III.

286

283
(154+36+93)

70

4.

Attendant Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.2000

100% promotion by selection
from the grade of Attendant
Grade-III with a minimum of
5 years service in the grade,
provided he has passed
Middle C lass.

85

5.

Attendant Grade-III
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.1900

100% by selection amongst
candidates
possessing
working
knowledge
of
English and Hindi of Middle
standard, with preference to
Matriculates and persons
knowing cycling or holding
driving license.

105*

6.

Attendant Grade-III (ex cadre)
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P.
Rs.1900
Bearer (ex cadre)

7.

TOTAL

100% by selection on
deputationfrom from the
category
of Attendants
possessing Matriculation or
equivalent qualification and
with a minimum experience
of one year in stewardship/
housekeeping/ catering from
a recognized Institution/
Organisation.

1

1

1

3

3

3

299

295

300
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Note: In ter ms of Clause 6(d) of ‘2009 Order’, irrespective of his/ her eligibility, no person shall be considered for promot ion to a
grade/ post unless he/ she has rendered a minimum of two years service in the immediate lower grade/ post.
* Includes 1 post for LARRDIS(Library) and 4 posts for deputation/ leave reserve.

13.41.

The Committee recommends that combined cadre system should be

replaced by post based promotion for the sake of spacing the promotions suitably over
the entire service career. However, those getting higher grades/ holding higher posts
exceeding the cadre strength should be allowed to continue in those positions as
personal to them till their promotion/ superannuation. In case of stagnation, in situ
promotion scheme will provide the relief.

13.42.

If TSP scheme of Lok Sabha Secretariat is to be adopted across the

various services and hierarchy of posts, then all specific schemes e.g. AFUS, in situ
promotion scheme, combined cadre for 2 or more posts for time bound promotion, etc.
should be done away with. It should be kept in view that multiple schemes for giving
financial upgradations to the same set of persons are not justified. The Secretariat
should opt for one of the schemes. This observation is not limited to Messenger Service
alone but to all Services.
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Chapter – 14:

14.1.

Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association

Representations have been received from the Rajya Sabha Secretariat

Employees Association.

CRC was informed that in Rajya Sabha Secretariat, there

exists a recognized employees association, namely the Rajya Sabha Secretariat
Employees Association. CRC was also informed that its office bearers are
democratically elected through established procedure for certain fixed tenure from time
to time. Accordingly, while inviting suggestions from representatives of various
Services/Cadres of the Secretariat, CRC also invited suggestions/representation from
above mentioned Association.

One representation dated 7-11-2014 signed by its

General Secretary Ms. Sunita Singh was received by the Committee in time. However,
one more representation which the Association had made to the Secretary General,
Rajya Sabha some time back, was also received by the Committee after the dead-line
fixed. This representation had been forwarded to the Committee by Personnel Section
as per directions of the Secretary-General.
representations.

CRC has looked into both these

Copies of these representations and comments received from

Personnel Section thereon are placed at Annexures A-14 and B-14 respectively.

14.2.

As a backgrounder, the Association has referred to its appeal made to its

members on ‘Rajya Sabha Day’ this year urging its members to follow certain ideals and
norms in their behavior towards the Organization enabling it to achieve the goals it
stands for.

The Association referring to the Study made by the IIM Ahmadabad,

generally referred to Report of the First Cadre Review Committee, has pointed out that
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its recommendations have not been implemented in totality though it worked as good
instrument in easing out the problem of stagnation in various services. However, over
the years, some deficiencies have cropped up in the system towards which the
Association has been drawing attention of the senior management at regular intervals.
As per the Association, employees have normal feeling that the working conditions of
the Secretariat are not very optimistic. It has also referred to the recommendation of the
Third Parliamentary Pay Committee recommending cadre review of both the
Secretariats after every five years. The Association has also referred to some meeting
with the Hon’ble Chairman, Rajya Sabha on 23 rd April, 2014 to discuss some issues
arising out of the First Cadre review but nothing concrete could be achieved except the
constitution of this Committee, and thus expected that CRC would look into its
grievances and issues with positivity. The Association has categorized its issues in
three categories – Establishment and service conditions related issues; Strength and
restructuring related issues; and Institutional issues. It may also be possible that some
of the issues raised by the Association, might have been raised by the respective
service also but such duplicacy was unavoidable as each Service might be interested in
projecting their myopic view whereas CRC expected from the Association to present a
holistic view taking also the grievances of various services in view while presenting their
case before CRC.

A.

14.3.

Demands/ Suggestions of the Association/ Comments of Personnel

The issues raised in the representations and comments of Personnel

Section thereon are as under:
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14.3.1.

Regularisation of temporary staff employed as Sessional messengers;

casual daily workers; and Sanitary attendants: About 119 employees, working as
Casual Labourers and Sessional messengers need regularisation as these are
discharging the same functions as the regular one. Some of these are stated to be
working since 2006 on daily-wages basis and thus devoid of various facilities like
medical etc. Similarly, about 8 sanitary attendants, mostly appointed on compassionate
grounds, are working on daily-wages – some of them since 2004. Association has
referred to certain guidelines of DOPT issued between August, 1988 and March, 1994.
Comments:
Casual Messengers and Casual Sanitary Staff are regularized against
regular vacancies of the Attendant Gr. III and Sanitary Attendant Gr.III/Farash
respectively.
Since regularisation depends on the availability of regular posts, unless
the sanctioned strength of respective grade changes, it is not possible to regularize
casual workers ahead of regular vacancies becoming available in ordinary course of
retirement, death, resignation, etc. It may however be stated that consequent upon the
report of SIU, 59 posts of Attendants Gr.III were created in the year 2010 which lead to
considerable improvement in regularisation of causal messengers as Attendant Gr. III.
However, as there has been no increase in the sanctioned strength of Sanitary
Attendants, the position of regularisation of casual sanitary staff has become worse visà-vis Attendants Gr.III. Cadre Review Committee may consider.
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14.3.2.

Non-implementation of AFUS-2010 in the case of Attendants/Chamber

Attendants; and introduction of new GP of 4200/- for Chamber Attendants, on the
analogy of the Lok Sabha Secretariat, so as to ensure that stagnation at this level is
removed.
Comments:
The Assured Financial Upgradation Scheme was introduced to provide
financial upgradation to incumbents of isolated grades. Attendant Grade I has not been
included in this Scheme as Attendant Grade I may appear in the Departmental
Examination to become Junior Clerks or may become Chamber Attendant. However,
those who do not wish to appear or fail to qualify the Departmental Examination and do
not become Chamber Attendant may stagnate in the grade as for them there would not
be any promotional avenues, though it is the effort of the Secretariat to provide at least
4 promotions to any employee who serves for 33 years in the Secretariat after
introduction of the AFUS. Cadre Review Committee may consider.

The scheme operational in Lok Sabha Secretariat is in place of combined
cadre Scheme, in-situ Scheme and AFUS operational in Rajya Sabha Secretariat and
hence comparison is totally misplaced.

The grade of Senior Chamber Attendant is included in the Assured
Financial Upgradation Scheme and the incumbents in this grade would get financial
upgradation as and when they become eligible.
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14.3.3.

Introduction of appropriate scheme of financial upgradation for the grades

of Jt. Director and above to remove stagnation at this level. There is no promotional or
upgradation scheme for this level officers after they start getting GP of 8000/Comments:
The Secretariat as a policy has sought to ensure that every employee gets
at least four promotions in his career averaging 33 years.

Accordingly, the in-situ

promotion scheme has been introduced till the grade of Joint Director as a person
joining the Secretariat at the highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade
would be ensured of getting at least four promotions up till the grade of Joint Director.
Cadre Review Committee may consider on merit.

14.3.4.

Removal of ban on adhoc promotions as vacancies are available and not

being filled up because of such ban.
Comments:
Ad hoc promotions are made for the administrative convenience and are
not matter of right of employees.

14.3.5.

Drawing up model calendar for holding meetings of DPC on regular basis

so as to fill up promotion vacancies as & when these arise.
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Comments:
We have been holding advance DPCs much ahead of date of vacancies
and there is no delay in holding DPCs. In fact, no organisation anywhere makes faster
promotions than this Secretariat.

14.3.6.

Framing of R/Rs for higher posts – Jt. Secretary and above as also

recommended by Ist Cadre Review Committee. Lok Sabha Secretariat has got such
R/Rs framed.
Comments:
The Rajya Sabha Secretariat has a very small set-up with a very few top
level posts with the onerous responsibility of assisting Hon’ble Chairman to run
proceedings of the Rajya Sabha and its Committees smoothly. Though 1957 Rules
regulate appointments to all posts in the Secretariat, in view of special requirements of
the Secretariat which may vary from time to time, it has, been considered prudent not to
lay down any rigid eligibility conditions for Additional Secretaries and two Joint
Secretaries out of an employee strength of 1518 where rigid eligibility conditions have
not been laid so as to give necessary flexibility with the Hon’ble Chairman to make
appointment of the most appropriate person depending upon the needs of the
Secretariat at the time the appointment is being made. Moreover, as Rules empower
Chairman, Rajya Sabha to prescribe eligibility conditions and he is also the appointing
authority for various posts in the Secretariat, no useful purpose would be served by
prescribing eligibility conditions for these six posts as Hon’ble Chairman would be
competent to change or relax them, if he so desires.
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14.3.7.

Acute shortage of Rajya Sabha pool residential accommodation leading to

gap between demand and supply upto 60%.
Comments:
Does not come under the terms of Reference of the Cadre Review
Committee.

14.3.8.

Secretariat has highly insufficient office space causing bad impact on

working environment. Locating offices in the basement is potentially health and life
hazard.
Comments:
Does not come under the terms of Reference of the Cadre Review
Committee.

14.3.9..

Absence

of

proper

Record

Room

Service

–

record

lying

in

Corridors/basement does not give good impression, in addition to improper upkeep of
records. Thus, need for creation of Departmental Record Room.
Comments:
Does not come under the Terms of Reference of the Cadre Review
Committee.
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14.3.10.

Need for work-assessment study for rationalisation of work distribution

among Sections etc. For this purpose, Association made an attempt to draw a proposal
for guidance of any work-study team, suggesting work-rationalisation of GA Branch.
Comments:
Cadre Review Committee may consider on merit.

SIU has in 2010

conducted a work study of the Secretariat.

14.3.11.

Strengthening of IT Cell by having its own programmers-experts and

professionals rather than having officials from general service.
Comments:
Presently, Secretariat depends on NIC for its programming needs. The
Secretariat directly or in consultation with NIC, also procures IT solutions from other
organisations, if so required.

14.3.12.

Reconsideration/review of R/Rs as conditions laid down therein is also

one of the factors leading to non-filling of vacancies. As Lok Sabha Secretariat has
relaxed some standards in respect of some posts, similar exercise is necessary in this
Sectt. Vacancy position is a matter of concern.

14.3.13.

Taking the help from expert organisation/agencies like UPSC and SSC for

providing suitable candidates for different posts in this Secretariat.
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14.3.14.

Secretariat is having acute shortage of staff at various working levels in

almost all the services as the Secretariat did not have effective recruitment for the last 6
years.
Comments on 14.3.12 to 14.3.14:
Vacancies for a recruitment year are identified at the beginning of the year
and intimated to the Recruitment Cell.
For making recruitment expeditiously, Rajya Sabha Secretariat has
created its o wn Recruitment Cell.

14.3.15.

Absence of institutionalized system of comprehensive induction training or

periodical/refresher training courses for the officials of this Sectt.
Comments:
Details of existing Training, being provided to officials of this Secretariat,
are at Annexure I (not being reproduced here but can be seen in the Annexure Folder
B).

14.3.16.

Absence of exposure due to discouragement for sending officials for

deputation or training courses abroad.

Demand for bringing Secretariat employees

under Central Staffing Scheme for deputation purposes.
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Comments:
The officers of Rajya Sabha Secretariat are allowed subject to exigencies
of work, to go on deputation to other organisations for posts for which they are eligible.

14.3.17.

Absence of any transparent transfer policy or rotation policy.

Comments:
The Secretariat has a transfer policy and transfers are being effected as
per requirements of office.

14.3.18.

No proper grievance redressal mechanism, present procedure or system

being non-judicious i.e. person against whom the grievance exist, cannot be the judge
in his own case. Need for setting up of Joint Consultative Machinery on the analogy of
Govt. of India, as also recommended by Third Parliamentary Pay Committee.
Comments:
This Secretariat has a grievance committee headed by an officer of the
Additional Secretary rank.

14.3.19.

Need

for

greater

interaction

between

the

Association

and

the

Administration.
Comments:
Issue does not pertain to Cadre Review Committee.
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14.4.

In their second representation forwarded to the Committee by Personnel

Section as per directions of the S.G., the Association has raised more or less similar
issues barring a few mentioned below along with the Comments of Personnel Section
thereon:

14.4.1.

Cadre of Sr. Clerks, by merger of posts of Assistant and Sr. Assistant into

one, have been put to a disadvantageous position in as much as qualifying service for
promotion to the post of Sr. Assistant has been increased; ratio of promotion has been
reduced to 50% from 66.67%; and there has occurred immediate financial loss of one
increment.
Comments:
Comments have been forwarded while submitting comments on the
representation received from cadre of Senior Clerks. (These can be been in the relevant
chapter dealing with LAFEAS).

14.4.2.

Issues pertaining to Printing & Publication Service, particularly stagnation

in the service and non-filling up of the post of Director.
Comments:
Comments have been forwarded while submitting comments on the
representation received from Printing & Publication Service (these can be seen in the
relevant chapter dealing wi th this Service).
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14.4.3.

Issues pertaining to Editorial and Translation Service – asking for creation

of 1 post of JS; 2 posts of Director; 11 posts of JD/DD; 52 posts of AD/Editor and 45
posts of Translators, on grounds of increase in the work load and stagnation in service.
Comments:
Comments have been forwarded while submitting comments on the
representation received from Editorial and Translation Service (these can be seen in the
relevant chapter dealing with this Service).

14.4.4.

Uneven allocation of work among JS/AS and Directors.

Comments:
Issue does not pertain to Cadre Review Committee.

14.5.

CRC intentionally decided to have oral hearing/presentation from the

Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association in the last as it wanted to have views
of various Services/Cadres that are also parts of the Association; and then have the
views of the Association since CRC expected a holistic view from it instead of
supporting individualistic view apparently having a narrow outlook and approach
professing their own causes/grievances. Thus, the Employees Association was heard
in person on 14th August, 2015. Copy of verbatim record of proceedings is at Annexure
C-14. Shri S.C. Dixit, President of the Association and Ms. Sunita Singh, General
Secretary of the Association represented the Association from the witness box though
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there were other Members of the Association present during the course of such oral
hearing.

14.6.

While emphasizing the need for having knowledgeable persons regarding

Constitutional provisions and parliamentary procedures, to serve the Secretariats, it
pointed out that role and responsibilities of personnel serving the Houses substantially
changed on adoption of Department Related Committee system as this system started
to examine the policies of Government. It was pointed out that there has been no
restructuring and reorganization of the Secretariat after 1974 when different
Services/Cadres were constituted. Ist Cadre Review Committee (I.I.M. Ahmadabad)
constituted in 2006 had made some recommendations and main grievance regarding
stagnation existing at that time was removed to some extent. But during this intervening
period, situation has again changed and there is urgent need to have to re-look on all
such grievances/issues/problems being faced by the Secretariat and its employees as a
whole.

14.7.

The Association reiterated all those points which had been raised by them

in their written representation, which we have highlighted above with comments
received from Personnel Section thereon, and thus, we do not think it desirable to
repeat the same here.

However, new issues/points raised in the hearing are

summarized hereunder.
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14.7.1.

While raising the issue of regularisation of casual staff, a reference was

made to the judgement of Hon’ble Supreme Court given on 17 th January, 1986 in case
of Shri Surinder Singh & others vs UOI wherein certain guidelines were laid down by the
Court for engagement/regularisation of casual staff/labourers. It also referred to some
policy of the Government made in 1993 granting temporary status of casual workers.

14.7.2.

While raising the issue of Attendant-Gr.I, it asked for direct promotion for

this category upto 70% in the grade of Clerks and 30% on the basis of a limited
departmental examination provided they meet other qualifications prescribed for the
said grade.

14.7.3.

Pay fixation issue pertaining to the grade of Assistants was also raised

asking for fixation of their pay in grade pay of Rs. 7450 as has been done across all the
departments in GOI including PAO in this Secretariat.

14.7.4.

It also asked for same scale of pay at the entry level in all the services to

bring some kind of parity.

14.7.5.

Demand for creation of two posts of Secretaries – one for House related

functions and the other for non-house related functions, was also raised. There is a
need for branch/Section wise study in order to have proper division of work, proper
staffing pattern etc. Reference to provisions of the Public Records Act, 1993 was also
made to highlight the need for proper Department Record Room. Demand for study of
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work-process in the Secretariat and bringing improvement therein through various
modern technologies, was also raised so as to ensure that delivery system becomes
faster and smooth. Need for some structured induction training course for new entrants
to the service was also emphasised. It was requested that services of Parliamentary
Secretariat may be notified as organized Group A service and included as participating
service in Central staffing Scheme. There should be a dedicated Section directly under
some senior head, looking after the needs for accommodation – both office and
residential so as to ensure that matters regarding allotment of land from land -owning
agencies or acquisition thereof are taken care of on regular basis and speeded up to
reach some concrete solutions.

14.7.6.,

Issue regarding framing of R/Rs as per norms or format prescribed by

DOPT was also raised. It was mentioned that R/Rs in the Secretariat are very brief and
do not contain certain relevant details as mentioned in 13 Col. format of the DOPT. It
also asked for relaxed standards in case of some category of posts e.g. Stenographers
as in Govt. of India, desirable speed is 120 w.p.m. as against 140 w.p.m. in the
Secretariat.

Need for a strong formal mechanism for ensuring effective interaction

between the Association and Administration was again highlighted.

B.

Observation of the Cadre Review Committee

14.8.

We must appreciate that the Association has made its sincere efforts in

placing such issues before CRC which encompass almost all the services/cadres of the
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Secretariat. Its approach appeared to be “Sarve bhavantu Sukhin”. While doing so, it
has raised certain those points, which as per comments of Personnel Section, are not
covered within the terms of Reference of the Cadre Review Committee. Some of these
issues pertain to lack of office space in Branches etc., lack of effective machinery for
redressal of employees’ grievances; proper division/allocation of work between Jt.
Secretaries etc.; and lack of transparency in R/Rs, particularly R/Rs for the higher posts
in the Secretariat.

14.9.

Committee has examined the representations made by the Association

and also considered the views expressed by it orally. Committee has given its views
and observations on all such matters which relate to a particular service/cadre in a
Chapter dealing with that Service, and accordingly, has not repeated here for the sake
of brevity. The issue of R/Rs. has also been examined in respect of each service and
mentioned in that chapter only. Similarly, the Committee has also expressed its views
regarding work division/allocation amongst Jt. Secretaries and above in the relevant
chapter.

14.10.

To some extent, we may tend to agree with the Personnel Section that

some issues raised by the Association as well as by Service Representatives, are not
included in the mandate of the Cadre Review Committee, but keeping in view the
impact some of these issues may cause on proper and effective communication system
of the organisation between the Administration and the Employees, we find for
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ourselves difficult to simply brush aside such issues on the ground that these are not
within the mandate of the Cadre Review Committee.

14.11.

We cannot deny that quality of output in any organisation is conditioned by

many factors – two of which have been hinted upon by the Association in its
presentation i.e. congenial work environment; and effective tool for better and cordial
relations between the Administration and the Employees.

14.12.

‘Quality’ is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention,

sincere effort, and skillful execution and last but not least the availability of conducive
working environment.

14.13.

It may not be out of context to quote Sir Winston Churchil when he says

that “we make a living by what we get, we make a life by what we give”– to get
something, one has to put in something. Therefore, the advice to the employers here is
to encourage them to create a conducive working environment for their employees. It is
worth the effort and investment. The return will be overwhelming.

Attempt should

therefore be in the directions that work atmosphere that has no detrimental effects on
the employees’ physical or mental wellbeing and is suitable for the tasks required, must
be created.
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14.14.

By visiting certain Sections/Branches, we tend to support the Association’s

cause that much needs to be done on the issue of providing good working space not
only to Sections and Branches but also to all its Officers of the level of Jt. Director and
above. We also find it difficult for ourselves in reconciling to the situation wherei n
certain Sections are located in the Basement of PH Annexe. It is not only a health
hazard but also involves a risk to the lives of employees working there. One should not
forget that our law-makers – Hon’ble Members of Parliament for whom all this mammoth
structure and paraphernalia has been made, do visit some of the Sections of the
Secretariat for their official work, and if we fail to provide even the basic requirement of
proper seating arrangement for them in these Branches/Sections, we would have to
conclude that we are not doing full justice to the cause. Situation of MA Section, to us,
appeared pathetic in this regard.

14.15.

Though a Welfare unit is supposed to be functioning in the GA Section of

the Secretariat in a skeleton form, but even there, we could not find any dealing hand
dealing with the subject. Matters are reported to be handled directly at the level of Dy.
Director concerned. The term ‘Welfare’ should not be limited to its narrow spectrum. In
the modern day concept of management, it takes care of all such activities which help
the employee in development of body and mind together. We were informed that there
is no ‘common room’ at least for its female employees though their strength exceeds
200 at present, and thus, they are compelled to use their office-sitting space as
meeting/common room. Crèche for working women, as per labour laws in force, has
been considered a necessity. There is no facility for any kind of indoor-games in the PH
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complex. There is no place for physical exercise or relaxation of body during recess or
after office hours, in other words, no gym etc. We may consider these as ‘luxury’ as per
traditional system of administration but not as such in modern era where indulgence in
such activities is considered necessary to de-stress oneself of work-tension and office
fatigue. However, these small gestures help employees to keep themselves physically
fit and mentally alert which further help them in improving their physical strength to cope
up with work-load and tension attached thereto. We were informed that during Sessionperiod, many Sections/Branches function much beyond office hours, even during night
sometimes, and IRCTC Canteen existing in PH Annexe does not operate during that
period. As a result, employees staying late in the office-complex find it difficult to have
refreshment/food. Problem is regular in case of personnel from Security. Thus, since
the Secretariat is going to have some space in the new building soon, it is high time for
the organisation to think in these lines and provide for such services in the new
complex. If there is will, ways & means can be located.

14.16.

Similarly, we need not over-emphasise the need for effective mechanism

that takes care of redressing the employees’ grievances. No doubt, such machinery, as
per comments of the Personnel Section, does exist in the Secretariat. But the issue is
how effective that machinery is being used on regular basis. Another issue would be
whether we have been able to gain confidence of our target group for which such
machinery had been envisaged. Grievance of the Employees Association that they are
not being provided adequate and effective platform on regular basis to ventilate their
grievances, seems to have some basis.
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14.17.

Maintaining a strong employer and employee relationship can be the key

to the ultimate success of an organisation, the results are advantageous. It is known
that if a strong relationship is in place employees will be more productive, more efficient,
create less conflict and will be more loyal.

Strong employment relations create a

pleasant atmosphere within the work environment; it increases the employee
motivation which can ultimately lead to increase in the productivity through improved
employee morale.
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Chapter – 15:

15.1.

General Observations of Cadre Review Committee

In various Chapters relating to different Services, including the posts of

Joint Secretary and above and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association
CRC have made their observations on various issues raised in the representations and
views expressed during oral evidence. We may reiterate some of the observations
impacting the implementation of our recomme ndations contained in various chapters.
Some of the demands of the members of the Services made either in writing or orally,
the Committee have felt, are not within the Terms of Reference of the CRC. However,
Committee, in its wisdom, wherever considered necessary, has made its observations
which the Administration may, in the interest of Organisation, consider. (Para 1.9 of
Chapter 1 refers).

15.2.

The issues, related to the upgradation/change of Grade Pay, are not

covered in the terms of reference of this Committee as these matters are considered by
the

Parliamentary

Pay

Committee.

Personnel/Administration Section too.

This

has

been

opined

by

the

There were also demands in a number of

instances for merger/upgradation to the next higher post which would automatically lead
to an increase in the Grade Pay and in some cases the Pay Band also. It would also
lead to doing away with or abolishing the lower post. The Committee has commented
on these in the relevant chapters. (Para 1.11 of Chapter 1 refers).
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15.3.

The issues of allocation of suitable space/rooms for various sections of

Rajya Sabha Secretariat are also not included in the mandate of this Committee.
Though these issues have not been considered by the Cadre Review Committee, yet
the CRC have, after visiting various Sections/Branches of the Secretariat and also after
having discussions with the officers of the General Administration Section of the
Secretariat, made certain observations for consideration of the appropriate authority in
the Secretariat. (Para 1.12 of Chapter 1 refers).

15.4.

Vacancies, wherever these exist, are at the lower level of that service,

reason being that due to combined cadre strength of two or more posts, promotions
from lower-level to next level is not linked to the vacancy in the next higher level but
totally subjected to completion of a fixed eligibility period/years of service. The eligibility
period for promotion to next higher post is 5 years from non-gazetted posts and 3 years
from gazetted posts. Secondly, combining cadre strength of the two-levels – lower level
and next level at particular stage of that service, appears to be the primary reason for
no-link between promotion to the next stage and the availability of vacancy. Analysis
reveals that at the higher level, thanks to combined cadre strength of two or more posts
coupled with in situ promotion scheme, actual strength exceeds the sanctioned strength
thereby causing a major grievance of stagnation as beyond a point, promotion has not
been linked to vacancy. Thus, the Committee have kept the above position before it in
view while examining each service in greater detail. (Para 3.13 of Chapter 3 refers).
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15.5.

In this regard (various Sections’ claim of increase in work-load), the

Committee would like to point out that increase in the work-load during Sessions cannot
be a justifiable bench-mark to examine the need for increase in the staff etc. While
agreeing to the point that during Sessions, work increases, but, in the absence of any
empirical study regarding data on work-load during intervening period between two
Sessions, the Committee could not get reasonable satisfactory/convincing information.
Thus, the Committee had to give a due weightage to the Report of the SIU on certain
aspects relating to staff and their assessed strength. It may be pointed out that SIU
proceeds to assess the strength of an organisation on the basis of an average workperformance during a year gone-by.

They have a well established system in this

regard. Thus, it was difficult for the Committee to summarily dismiss the SIU report.
(Para 3.15 of Chapter 3 refers.)

15.6

Diarizing (in Distribution Branch) here too amounts to duplication of work

and if web based online diarizing (DMIS) is adopted, the same diary number can be
used everywhere till the file is closed after due processing of the matter.

The

Committee observed that there are heavy-duty machines/ gadgets available in the
market having in-built stapling provisions. Installation/ use of these gadgets can save
time and energy. (Para 5.16.9 of Chapter 5 refers.)

15.7.

Work relating to RTI is highly centralized as only one PIO has been

notified for all kinds of work which obviously demands for prompt action for collection of
information from concerned Sections. This not o nly leads to delay in furnishing the
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requisite information but also leads to insensitivity amongst rest of staff towards RTI Act
as such. It is, therefore, suggested that Jt. Director in charge of Section should be
notified as PIO for that Branch or Section and concerned Jt. Secretary supervising the
work of that Jt. Director be notified as Appellate Authority. In case the issues raised in
RTI application pertain to more than one PIO, the RTI section will mark the application
to that PIO who is concerned with the thrust of the matter in the application. That PIO
will coordinate with other PIOs concerned for collecting requisite information, and
transmitting the consolidated information to the applicant. This would instill a sense of
responsibility and accountability towards provisions of the RTI Act besides speeding up
the process of furnishing the requisite information to the applicant. Application under
RTI should be received at a centralized point only as is being done now and the Officer
receiving the application would transfer the said application to PIO concerned under
intimation to the applicant with directions that the applicant would thereafter approach
that PIO only. (Para 5.16.14 of Chapter 5 refers).

15.8.

CRC feels that MA Section should have sufficient space as it entertains

MPs visiting it for various enquiries and approval for Medical, Telephones, etc. The
Committee is of the opinion that this Section issuing approval/sanction, should also
process the claims against such sanctions This will provide one-window service to the
MPs. and will be more effective in delivery of service. (Para 5.16.17 of Chapter 5
refers.)
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15.9.

Once the paper received from the MP is given a diary number, same

number should carry along wherever that paper goes and need not be diarised again till
its final disposal, as against the present practice of diarizing in each section. Rather,
unique no. already given to a paper at the initial stage of receipt must remain
unchanged so as to follow it properly. CRC is conscious of urgency and timely action
on papers received during the session in particular. Even then, process of accounting
the paper received in the Secretariat, whatever level it may be, should not be avoided
as each paper so received adds to work-load on the basis of which depends the staffstrength. (Para 5.17.1(b) refers),

15.10.

In the matter of promotion of Senior Assistant as E.O. after 11 years so as

not to give unintended and excessive benefit to Assistants after merger of Assistant with
Senior Assistant, the Committee feels that the argument is half baked. While both the
posts exist in Lok Sabha Secretariat what prompted merging feeder post with
promotional posts in Rajya Sabha Secretariat is inexplicable. Even so, service rendered
as Assistant short of 5 years in the event of merger of Assistant and Senior Assistant
could be added to each promotee Senior Assistant as before merger. Thus, prescribing
11 years uniformly could be avoided which has put Senior Assistants having longer
service as Assistants at a disadvantage vis-à-vis those who had just become
Assistants. Technically and legally, once two posts (in case of Assistant and Sr.
Assistant) are merged into one, the one – newly created post obliterates the other
completely – in other words, the other ceases to exist in records any more. Thus,
applying two different yard-sticks for persons holding same post or rank, to the
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Committee, appears unconvincing one. Moreover, this merger has not only taken away
a valuable promotion post for experience at that level but also rubbed salt in the wounds
of those seniors who had comparative loss.(Para 5.20 of Chapter 5 refers).

15.11.

Rajya Sabha Secretariat has grouped cadres of two consecutive posts

allowing them higher post with pay scale and causing the pyramid of hierarchy as funnel
shaped at many points. The Committee feels that it is because of such grouping of two
cadres at various levels in the hierarchy, the officers in the Secretariat reach Joint
Director level much faster, firstly on account of grouping of posts for a combined cadre,
and secondly due to adoption of in situ promotion scheme (irrespective of the fact
regarding existence of a vacancy at the higher level). It is different matter altogether that
ideal pyramidal structure in a service has been a casualty. (Para 5.22 of Chapter 5
refers.)

15.12.

Recruitment Cell needs to be revamped to enable it to take expeditious

action for timely recruitment as is done by UPSC and SSC. (Para 6.17.8 of Chapter 6
refers). Recruitment Cell needs to be strengthened for timely selection of candidates
(Para 7.11.1 of Chapter 7 refers).

The Recruitment Cell will have to gear up its efforts

to get 35 or more Translators through direct recruitment expeditiously. (Para 8.15.6 of
Chapter 8 refers). Creation of posts of Parliamentary Reporter-Grade II in Verbatim
Reporting Service can be considered, especially when the pyramid of the Service from
JD/DD downwards is not healthy-one. However, the recruitment needs to be toned up
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by adjusting the age/speed and periodicity of exams as also tiers of examination
process (Prelims/ Mains). Recruitment Cell needs to be strengthened so that delivery of
result at direct recruitment level is ensured. Need to associate the representative of the
Service may be left to the Cell itself. (Para 9.10.4 of Chapter 9 refers). There being 31
vacancies arising immediately at Stenographer level, Recruitment Cell will have to gear
itself for expeditiously filling the large number of vacancies at entry level in this service
and all other Services of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. (Para 10.12.11 of Chapter 10
refers.)

15.13.

We feel that problem of stagnation was not solved or addressed to

properly by keeping the principles of administrative structure in view at that time (i.e. at
the time when first Cadre Review was made). Rather, it was postponed for the posterity
to face and find solutions thereafter. Principles of teaching-faculty administration in a
University or its department are different as there is absence of principle of immediate
direction, supervision and control of superiors. It appears that IIM, Ahmedabad was
guided by above maxim. And this applies to all the services of the Secretariat where
grouping of cadres was resorted to as a measure of addressing the stagnation problem
existing at that time. (Para 9.11.5 of Chapter 9 refers.)

15.14..

The LARRDI Service needs to increase the quality output in terms of

Background Papers, Occasional Research Papers and in terms of support to
Departmental Committees before making tall claims for higher posts. To that extent, it
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may be said in retrospect that recruitment of 6 directly recruited Assistant Directors in
1996 did not yield desired results. (Para 6.18.3 of Chapter 6 refers.)

15.15.

It has been pointed out that the Simultaneous Interpretation Service has

been headed by Regional Language Group Interpreter since 1991. In a Service, where
English-Hindi Interpreters are double the number of Regional Language Interpreters,
the position at the top should be held by both the streams in that proportion statistically.
If the remark is valid, then it needs comment as to what factors- age profile, APAR, etc.are leading to this situation. (Para 7.11.5 of Chapter 7 refers.)

15.16.

As the E&T Service failed to take up the job of English (Debate) Section

and the staff posted there was used for assisting other Sections to clear pendency, it
will not be desirable to create new Sections of Translation-III, Translation(Committee)III, Translation (Indexing) and Technical Cell. Instead, Translation Sections I & II.
Translation (Committee) Sections I & II and English (Editing) Sections (now dealing with
Indexing) should be strengthened. As regards setting up of a Technical Cell in E&T
Service, NIC gives technical support for software development and computerization for
all Sections/ Services of the Secretariat. Therefore, duplication of that function will not
be desirable. (Para 8.13.4 of Chapter 8 refers).

15.17.

Minimum eligibility years for promotion to higher post does not mean it is

the maximum period one should remain in that lower post. Promotions should be
spaced to cover the span of service. (Para 9.10.2.1 of Chapter 9 refers.) This minimum
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period should not be construed as maximum period after which one stands to acquire a
right for promotion to the next post or else he/she will be deemed to be stagnating.
(Para 10.10.2 of Chapter 10 refers). These in fact should cover all the Services of the
Secretariat if a proper if not healthy pyramidal organisation structure is to be created.

15.18.

Since all posts of Parliamentary Reporter (Parliamentary Reporter -Grade

I) numbering 6 and Junior Parliamentary Reporter (Parliamentary Reporter-Grade II)
numbering 10 are lying vacant, the new entrants will get their first two promotions as
soon as they complete eligibility period. (Para 9.12.4 of Chapter 9 refers.)

15.19.

It is felt that their designations (in case of Stenographic Service) should

reflect the functionality of the post held by them. Accordingly, it is suggested that the
designations of Joint Director (PSSS) and Additional Director (PSSS) may be changed
to Principal Private Secretary and Chief Principal Private Secretary respectively. (Para
10.12.1 of Chapter 10 refers.)

15.20.

The sanctioned strength in the Non-technical wing of PSS, Rajya Sabha is

182 against 255 that of PSS, Lok Sabha which is 1.4:1. Actual incumbenc y wise, it is
more favourable to PSS, Rajya Sabha. (Para 11.13.4 of Chapter 11 refers.)
15.21.

. It is also seen that grouping of posts has inverted the pyramidal structure

in the Service having 9 Joint Directors against 3 Deputy Directors; and 20 Assistant
Directors against 3 Security Officers. In a uniform-force where command and control is
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exercised on the basis of not only ranks but sometimes also on the basis of seniority
within the same ranks, this is not a desirable structure and almost amounts to merger of
posts thus, reducing the actual levels of vacancy based promotions. (Para 11.14.1 of
Chapter 11 refers.)

15.22.

Regarding demand for creation of equal number of posts of Sanitary

Attendant Gr.III so as to regularize the services of 7 or 8 Casual labourers employed on
compassionate grounds, the Committee does not favour any new creation of posts as it
is observed that the norms as laid down by the Government of India for making such
compassionate appointments were not adhered to – primary of which being that all such
compassionate appointments are made against a vacant post, and that too, subject to
fulfillment of eligibility conditions prescribed for concerned post/vacancy. (Para 11.14.10
of Chapter 11 refers.)

15.23.

Expansion of cadre strength of the Printing and Publication Service is not

justified as most of the printing and publishing work of the Secretariat is being carried
out through Government Press or by outsourcing. (Para 12.11.4 of Chapter 12 refers).

15.24.

The Committee perused the Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Methods of

Recruitment and Qualifications for Appointment) Order issued in August 1958,
December 1974 and August 2009 as provided by Personnel Section. It is noted that in
1958, the qualifications required for Staff Car Drivers and Despatch Riders were
identical, i.e. “A candidate must have skill and experience in driving and possess a
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valid driving licence.” This continued so in the Order of 1978 also. However, the Order
of 2009 prescribed separate and distinct qualifications

for Despatch Riders

distinguishing them from Staff Car Drivers. (Para 13.15 of Chapter 13 refers.)

15.25.

Keeping in view the impact some of these issues may cause on proper

and effective communication system of the organisation between the Administration and
the Employees, we find for ourselves difficult to simply brush aside such issues on the
ground that these are not within the mandate of the Cadre Review Committee. (Para
14.10 of Chapter 14 refers).

15.26.

We cannot deny that quality of output in any organisation is conditioned by

many factors – two of which have been hinted upon by the Association in its
presentation i.e. congenial work environment; and effective tool for better and cordial
relations between the Administration and the Employees. (Para 14.11 of Chapter 14
refers).

15.27.

‘Quality’ is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention,

sincere effort, and skillful execution and last but not least the availability of conducive
working environment. (Para 14.12 of Chapter 14 refers).

15.28.

By visiting certain Sections/Branches, we tend to support the Association’s

cause that much needs to be done on the issue of providing good working space not
only to Sections and Branches but also to all its Officers of the level of Jt. Director and
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above. We also find it difficult for ourselves in reconciling to the situation wherein
certain Sections are located in the Basement of PH Annexe. It is not only a health
hazard but also involves a risk to the lives of employees working there. One should not
forget that our law-makers – Hon’ble Members of Parliament for whom all this mammoth
structure and paraphernalia has been made, do visit some of the Sections of the
Secretariat for their official work, and if we fail to provide even the basic requirement of
proper seating arrangement for them in these Branches/Sections, we would have to
conclude that we are not doing full justice to the cause. (Para 14.14 of Chapter 14
refers).

15.29.

The term ‘Welfare’ should not be limited to its narrow spectrum. In the

modern day concept of management, it takes care of all such activities which help the
employee in development of body and mind together. We were informed that there is
no ‘common room’ at least for its female employees though their strength exceeds 200
at present, and thus, they are compelled to use their office-sitting space as
meeting/common room. Crèche for working women, as per labour laws in force, has
been considered a necessity. There is no facility for any kind of indoor-games in the PH
complex. There is no place for physical exercise or relaxation of body during recess or
after office hours, in other words, no gym etc. We may consider these as ‘luxury’ as per
traditional system of administration but not as such in modern era where indulgence in
such activities is considered necessary to de-stress oneself of work-tension and office
fatigue. However, these small gestures help employees to keep themselves physically
fit and mentally alert which further help them in improving their physical strength to cope
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up with work-load and tension attached thereto. We were informed that during Sessionperiod, many Sections/Branches function much beyond office hours, even during night
sometimes, and IRCTC Canteen existing in PH Annexe does not operate during that
period. As a result, employees staying late in the office-complex find it difficult to have
refreshment/food. Problem is regular in case of personnel from Security. Thus, since
the Secretariat is going to have some space in the new building soon, it is high time for
the organisation to think in these lines and provide for such services in the new
complex. If there is will, ways & means can be located. (Para 14.15 of Chapter 14
refers). It has been suggested by some of the Joint Secretaries and higher officers that
Welfare unit should be taken out of GA Section and made an independent Cell. Welfare
measures like Gym, Crèche for children of working women, Common Room for working
women, sports activity, food court for the employees who sit pretty late beyond canteen
hours during Parliament Session, etc. should be considered. (Para 4.12 of Chapter 4
refers).

15.30.

Similarly, we need not over-emphasise the need for effective mechanism

that takes care of redressing the employees’ grievances. Another issue would be
whether we have been able to gain confidence of our target group for which such
machinery had been envisaged. Grievance of the Employees Association that they are
not being provided adequate and effective platform on regular basis to ventilate their
grievances seemed to have some basis. (Para 14.16 of Chapter 14 refers).
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15.31.

Maintaining a strong employer and employee relationship can be the key

to the ultimate success of an organisation, the results are advantageous. It is known
that if a strong relationship is in place, the employees will be more productive, more
efficient, create less conflict and will be more loyal. Strong employment relations create
a pleasant atmosphere within the work e nvironment; it increases the employee
motivation which can ultimately lead to increase in the productivity through improved
employee morale. (Para 14.17 of Chapter 14 refers).
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Chapter – 16:

16.1

Summary of Recommendations

CRC, in the beginning itself would like to make it clear and also

emphasize that our recommendations, wherever these relate to rightsizing the
pyramidal structure of various Services in the Secretariat by way of creation/upgradation
of posts or introduction of pay scales in between existing two scales or other
recommendations on service matters (including certain improvement in the recruitment
rules), should be treated as a complete package. In other words, either all the
recommendations on the above matters should be accepted or all the recommendations
should be kept in abeyance. The Committee would not appreciate any attempt to
dissect the recommendations in such a manner that the entire report loses its
thrust and relevance regarding improvements in structure of the organization to take it
towards, a healthy if not ideal, pyramidal structure.

16.2.

Perusal of recruitment rules of various posts in the Secretariat also reveals

that ‘deputation’ mode of recruitment in case of failure of main ‘promotion’ mode of
recruitment has also been prescribed for certain posts. In that case, a person appointed
on a post in the Secretariat on deputation basis, as per the Government of India
general guidelines/instructions, carries either his own scale of pay or opts for the pay
scale of the post. In case of promotion in his own organisation, he has to make a
choice either to return to his parent organisation for availing of his promotion, or
continue with the borrowing department forgoing his promotion in the parent
organisation. Further, in case he wants to avail of the promotional benefits of the
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borrowing organisation, he has first to forgo his lien in his parent department and seek
permanent absorption in the borrowing department, which the borrowing department
may, in its discretion, refuse or accept. However, CRC feels that since this being a small
organisation having various groups/service interests, it would be appropriate to
discourage such permanent absorption in respective Service as it blocks the
promotional avenue of officers in the feeder grade of that service.

16.3.

Other notable feature in the recruitment rules is that in the case of

promotion to higher post, a proviso of direct recruitment has been inserted if both
promotion mode and deputation mode fail. There could be some rationale in 1957 when
these recruitment rules were initially formulated and notified. It is, therefore, felt that
resorting to direct recruitment at middle level promotion posts will block promotion
prospects of officers awaiting promotion in the feeder grades and it will also not provide
adequate career progression to such directly recruited candidates at middle level. In
view of this, such stipulations in the recruitment rules have been modified in the
recommended recruitment rules. (Para 3.14 of Chapter 3 refers).

16.4.

There is a cadre strength of 1476 posts in Rajya Sabha Secretariat out of

which 128 posts are vacant as on 1 st January, 2015. This amounts to 8.67%. The
position of incumbency is satisfactory, thanks largely to in situ promotion scheme in
operation in Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 of Chapter 3 refers). It is
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nevertheless recommended that urgent steps should be taken for the filling up of the
vacancies expeditiously.

16.5.

It is suggested that for appointment to the post of Joint Secretary and

above, performance record of the entire service put in as Group ‘A’ Service by the
officers under consideration zone should be looked into. (Para 4.4 of Chapter 4 refers.)

16.6.

Department of Personnel and Training in Part I of its Guidelines on

Framing / Amendment / Relaxation of Recruitment Rules envisage that as soon as a
decision is taken to create a new post / service or to upgrade any post or restructure
any Service, action should be taken immediately to frame Recruitment Rules/ Service
Rules therefor. Recruitment Rules should be framed for all posts which are likely to last
for one year or more. This is applicable to the Administrative Ministry / Department
concerned in the Government of India. Nevertheless, as in the case of several other
instructions being implemented by Rajya Sabha Secretariat, these guidelines should
also be implemented by framing recruitment rules for the sake of transparency and
judicial scrutiny of all appointments. (Para 4.18 of Chapter 4 refers).

16.7.

For 10 posts of Joint Secretary, which are filled in by promotion mode and

which are distributed as one each for LARRDIS, SIS, VRS, E&TS and 6 posts for
LAFEAS (excluding 2 posts of LAFEAS which are filled in by deputation mode), there
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might be some criteria for promotion being followed in the Secretariat. That needs to be
formalized. (Para 4.19 of Chapter 4 refers).

16.8.

We do not intend to make any comments on either the recruitment rules or

the process for filling up remaining 6 posts of Secretary-General, Secretary, Additional
Secretary (2) and Joint Secretary (2) as the present system appears to be working well.
(Para 4.20 of Chapter 4 refers).

16.9.

There are two posts of Additional Secretary in the Rajya Sabha

Secretariat. It is suggested that these posts should be filled by deputation of officers
from Government/ State Legislature from outside the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.
However, if at all it is considered by the Chairman as administratively necessary and
expedient in the interest of continuity, not more than one post should be filled up by
selection from amongst officers belonging to LAFEA Service because this Service has
the cadre strength of almost one-third size of the total cadre strength of all services in
Rajya Sabha Secretariat. Moreover, it is observed that members of LAFEAS serve
almost all the Sections whether Council/House related including various Committees of
the House, and thus acquire rich and good experience of ha ndling matters which help in
smooth functioning of the House through Hon’ble Chairman. (Para 4.21 of Chapter 4
refers.)
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16.10.

At the Joint Secretary level, the officer of LAFEA Service only has the

necessary experience in handling different areas in the Secretariat, as this Service
consists of about 40 Sections serving the House, Committees, and deals with
administrative, financial matters. Thus Joint Secretary from LAFEA Service alone
appears to fulfill the requirements for incumbents to be promoted to the next higher
grade of Additional Secretary. (Para 4.24 of Chapter 4 refers).

16.11.

The post of Secretary should be filled by deputation only. The incumbent

of the post should have sufficient exposure of not only functioning of Parliament but
Government as a whole too. (Para 4.25 of Chapter 4 refers.)

16.12.

Span of control at Secretary-General level is very large. The major load of

work is being borne by the Secretary-General. It would be appropriate if we suggest
that the Secretary-General, by delegating some of his functions to the Secretary, can
fruitfully achieve two objectives – one - optimum use of experience, time and energy of
Secretary immediate below; and second, he may get time to devote his full attention to
House related matters and matter of policy requiring his intervention. Rajya Sabha
Secretariat is a very close-knit office like a family and downward delegation is possible
without sacrificing the quality, efficiency and control mechanism in the discharge of
official responsibilities. (Para 4.29 of Chapter 4 refers).

16.13.

Number of Posts of Secretary, Additional Secretary and Joint Secretary

should remain unchanged.

However, CRC would appreciate if the system being
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followed by the Secretariat for filling up the posts at Joint Secretary level is given a
formal shape to bring in transparency and legitimacy to the system as such. (Para 4.31
of Chapter 4 refers).

16.14.

CRC visited this Section (O&M Section) and had inter-action with

concerned Jt. Director in charge. During discussions, it transpired that O&M Section
has not engaged itself effectively in studying the work -processes so as to bring about
improvements therein with the objectives of avoiding/cutting delays, duplicities, and
irrelevancy in the system as a whole. Shortage of staff and non-availability of expertise
with O&M may be the reasons for this. We do not deny this. However, as suggested by
the Employees Association in its representation in writing as well as orally, this aspect
does need proper attention. It is therefore suggested that Secretariat may like to either
augment the strength of present O&M Section by providing some experts to assist it or
alternatively, entrust this job, as one time measure, to some experts in the field,
preferably such retired persons who had earned name and recognition while working in
the Secretariat in the past. Such team should be specifically assigned this job with a
clear mandate that they would study each Section of the Secretariat and submit report
next day for that Section to O&M Section. O&M Section must act as a nodal Section for
coordination etc. (Para 5.16.11 of Chapter 5 refers.)

16.15.

It is felt that nature of training courses need to be more diversified so as to

cater to the needs of all the services of the Secretariat. For that purpose, if need be,
employees should be encouraged for undergoing foreign training courses.

The
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argument of shortage of staff/officers should not work as blockade for such outside
exposure. (Para 5.16.12 of Chapter 5 refers). Training Cell needs to look into centres for
focused training for Interpreters within the country and outside. (Para 7.11.1 of Chapter
7 refers.)

16.16.

The complaints (regarding computer maintenance) are received in the

Section (IT) and the Section prioritizes deputing the Engineers provided by the
outsourced company for resolving the problems. The Committee felt tha t the AMC
Engineers could be contacted by the users directly which would save time for the
Section for other work provided that the IT Section keeps the user well-informed of such
AMCs (Annual Maintenance Contracts) and concerned agency details to whom suc h
AMC has been awarded. IT Section should entertain complaints in this regard only
when the User has failed in its attempts in getting the complaint attended to……. CRC
is of the opinion that there are software applications available for routine activities like
file movement, receipt diarizing, Service Book maintenance, GPF account, Leave
records, APAR, etc. which are already standardized and time-tested in various
organisations of the Government. Through appropriate training, the processes of these
software applications may be fully internalized. This will save a lot of time and energy
and facilitate location of files and receipt etc. (Para 5.16.13 of Chapter 5 refers.)

16.17.

The Recruitment Cell of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat has not been able to

recruit the required number of qualified candidates. There are 128 vacancies, mostly
relating to entry level and Direct Recruit quota.

The Committee, after visiting
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Recruitment Cell, felt that in certain category of posts where recruitment is done by Staff
Selection Commission (SSC), the candidates selected by SSC could be offered jobs to
save on time and effort in recruitment by the Cell. It is also necessary that the Cell
should have functional autonomy under a separate senior officer of the level of JS/ AS
dedicated for recruitment process from the start to end. The existing strength of
Recruitment Cell of Rajya Sabha Secretariat needs to be augmented. Alternatively, it
may be explored how to entrust the job of making recruitment to various posts in the
Rajya Sabha Secretariat to suitable professional agencies so as to avoid the
coordination and functional problems in operating the Recruitment Cell within the
Secretariat. (Para 5.16.15 of Chapter 5 refers). Also refer to Para 15.6 of Chapter 15.

16.18.

The Committee feels that missing grade concept has been discriminately

applied on Senior Clerks which denies them faster promotion channel as available to
equivalent grade officers in LARRDIS and PSSS in moving to the next higher grade
after merger of the grades. ……. In order to set right the loss partially, it is suggested
that they should be given higher grade of GP Rs. 4600 in their own post after 5 years by
designating that bridge post as Senior Clerk (Selection Grade).

Thereafter, promotion

to Senior Assistant will be vacancy based after completion of further eligibility period of
5 years’ service as Senior Clerk (Selection Grade). (Para 5.18 of chapter 5 refers).

16.19.

It is recommended that change of designation should be carried out to

have uniformity with similar grades in the Lok Sabha Secretariat in respect of all such
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posts/grades as have been recommended by the Committee while dealing with that
particular service or cadre (Para 5.24.2 of Chapter 5 refers).

16.20,

Time bound promotion should not exist in any of the Services of the

Secretariat. It will, therefore, be in fitness of things to have vacancy based promotion at
each level. (Para 5.24.3 of Chapter 5 refers.) Time bound promotion should not exist in
LAARDIS and other Services of the Secretariat. It will, therefore, be in fitness of things
to have vacancy based promotion at each level. Stagnation will be taken care of by the
unique in situ promotion scheme. (Para 6.18.4 of Chapter 6 refers.) Thus, time bound
promotion should not exist in Simultaneous Interpretation Service and other Services of
the Secretariat.

It will, therefore, be in fitness of things to have vacancy based

promotion at each level. (Para 7.12.3 of Chapter 7 refers.) Time bound promotion
should not exist in Editorial & Translation Service and other Services of the Secretariat.
It will, therefore, be in fitness of things to have vacancy based promotion at each level.
Stagnation will be taken care of by the unique in situ promotion scheme. (Para 8.14.2 of
Chapter 8 refers.) Time bound promotion should not exist in the Verbatim Reporting
Service and other Services of the Secretariat. It will, therefore, be in fitness of things to
have vacancy based promotion at each level. Stagnation will be taken care of by the
unique in situ promotion scheme introduced in the Secretariat in 2009. (Para 9.11.6 of
Chapter 9 refers.)

16.21.

In order to attract and encourage the talent already existing in the service;

and also to gain benefit from their experience, some recruitment through a departmental
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examination should be made at the level of E.O. CRC also feels that Syllabus of such
examination should, besides general knowledge & social environment issues, cover all
function-related subjects pertaining to the jobs they are expected to perform. (Para
5.24.4 of Chapter 5 refers.)

16.22.

With recommended structure of LAFEA Service (as per Table 5.3 and

Table 5.4 of Chapter 5), the overload of work in some Sections will be eased out. The
officers will be able to pay greater attention on quality and efficiency. (Para 5.25 of
Chapter 5 refers).

16.23.

Change of nomenclature of the LARRDIS as Research and Information

Service is not justified as the library function of the Service, howsoever small its Library
be, is also important. Further, providing research and reference service to MPs is not
the mandate of the Service. (Para 6.17.1 of Chapter 6 refers).

16.24.

It is pertinent to mention that LARRDIS is similar to other specialized

services like VRS, SIS, etc. Any change in existing position may invite similar claims
from other specialized services. Here, it is relevant to mention that IIM, Ahmedabad, in
the First Cadre Review Report, while recommending one post of Joint Secretary to
LARRDIS had observed that this recommendation should be implemented with
abundant caution. Structurally, the Parliament Library controlled by Lok Sabha has the
mandate to provide research and referencing services to Members of Parliament and
maintain the library and hence the role of LARRDIS has shrunk. Though there is
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enough scope for providing value added service to the Rajya Sabha, the Service has
not been doing so. Report of IIM, Ahmedabad has given an opinion that as a prerequisite to creating the post of JS, the activity basket of the Service has to undergo
change. The members of the Service use the library books mainly for speech writing
and rarely for reference. In their meetings with the external customers it was evident
that LARRDIS in Rajya Sabha was not in their frame of mind as a support mechanism
and even a contributor in the Committee work. These observations of 2007 are still
relevant as the Service has not acquitted itself well to deserve vertical mobility as also
horizontal expansion. (Paras 4.8 of Chapter 4 & 6.17.2 of Chapter 6 refer).

16.25.

Creation of Documentation wing and a Centre for Parliamentary Studies

and Information will duplicate the role of BPST in Lok Sabha. Present set up of
LARRDIS in Rajya Sabha already deals with documentation. (Para 6.17.4 of Chapter 6
refers).

16.26.

Comparing LARRDIS with LAFEAS is not relevant in view of their

respective role and cadre strength. LARRDIS is a specialized Service like Verbatim
Reporting Service, Simultaneous Interpretation Service, Editorial & Translation Service,
etc. All these Services are of comparable size unlike LAFEAS which has the largest
cadre strength of 466. Therefore, increase in the number of posts of Joint Secretary in
the Service is not justified. (Para 6.18.1 of Chapter 6).
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16.27.

Keeping in view of qualifications prescribed in the existing Recruitment

Rules, the post of Jr. Library Assistant (which are vacant at present) should be
designated as Library Assistant in the pay-scale of Rs.9300-34800 + GP of Rs. 4600.
It may not lead to any benefit to any existing employee because the posts of Jr. Library
Assistant are lying vacant.

Increase in pay-scale and change of designation with

existing qualifications prescribed in the recruitment rules will facilitate the recruitment of
suitable candidates. Library has been provided a Library Attendant by SIU. This stand
alone post will have problem in fulfilling reasonable career progression. Lok Sabha has
Junior/ Senior Library Attendants who can move on through Departmental examination
as Junior Library Assistant. Since Rajya Sabha library is small, one post of Attendant in
Messenger Service can fulfill that requirement. (Para 6.18.5 of Chapter 6 refers.)

16.28.

In order to mitigate this difficulty (of not getting the posts filled in by direct

recruitment), and also to encourage in-house talent available, CRC recommends for ten
percent departmental examination quota for recruitment to the post of Parliamentary
Interpreter-Grade II, on an experimental basis from amongst the persons from Editorial
and Translation Service having qualifications as applicable to direct recruit. (Para 7.12.5
of Chapter 7 refers.)

16.29.

In order to alleviate the stagnation at this level (at Jt. Director’s level-now

proposed to be re-designated as Additional Director), the Committee feels that a higher
scale without change in designation may be allowed to such Additional Directors
stagnating for a period of more than 8.5 years. It is, therefore, recommended that in line
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with the Scheme of in situ promotion upto the level of Joint Director (re-designated as
Additional Director), AFUS for isolated posts, etc. a Non Functional Upgradation
Scheme(NFUS) may be introduced for those stagnating a t Additional Director level,
there being little or no (for PSS) vacancy based promotion prospects. NFUS should be
admissible on the pattern of in situ scheme or AFUS, i.e. after holding the post of
Additional Director for 8.5 years and will allow only higher pay scale after screening of
APARs for benchmark grading for promotion to the next grade. Their designation and
reporting scheme will not change. The service in the higher pay-scale under N.F.U.S.
will count in lower post substantively held by the officer. Para 7.13.9 & 7.13.10 of
Chapter 7 refers.)

In fact, this recommendation should apply to all Services of the

Secretariat where such situation exists.

16.30.

Comparing Editorial & Translation Service with LAFEAS is not relevant in

view of their respective role and cadre strength. Editorial & Translation Service is a
specialized Service like Verbatim Reporting Service, Simultaneous Interpretation
Service, etc. LAFEAS has the largest cadre strength of 466. Therefore, increase in the
number of posts of Joint Secretary in the Service is not justified. (Para 8.14.1 of Chapter
8 and paras 9.10.2.1, 9.10.2.2 & 9.10.2.3 of Chapter 9 refer).

16.31.

There is no merit in the demands of various Services to grant them more

posts at higher levels so as to draw parity with LAFEAS. (Paras 9.10.2.1, 9.10.2.2 &
9.10.2.3 of Chapter 9 refer).
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16.32.

In view of shortage of Junior Parliamentary Reporter, the Secretariat may

consider experimenting with creating 10% quota for departmental promotion from
amongst stenographers who have put in 5 years of regular service and are able to
qualify typing test with a speed of 140 wpm with the condition that after getting recruited
through such departmental examination, they would have to clear the speed test of 160
as provided under recruitment rules, for getting their services regularized against the
post concerned. Such lowering of speed may also be examined and considered by the
Secretariat in case of Direct recruitment at the initial entry stage, on experimental basis.
(Para 9.10.3 of Chapter 9 refers.)

16.33.

The proposal to re-designate Senior Private Secretary as Assistant

Director (PSSS) is not justified because the designations should reflect the functionality
of the post. Only a few posts at higher level across various Services in Rajya Sabha
Secretariat have been given uniform designations. Parity with Lok Sabha Secretariat in
re-designating the posts has been kept in view. (Para 10.10.3 of Chapter 10 refers).

16.34.

Stenographic assistance should be provided to the officers on functional

basis and not on the basis of designation simplicitor. (Para 10.11.1 of Chapter 10

16.35.

The proposed entitlements of officers for secretarial assistance are

suggested as below:
a.

All Deputy Secretaries of LAFEAS 23 in number, be given secretarial
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assistance in the ratio one stenographic assistance for 2 Deputy
Secretaries.
b.

10 of the 30 Under Secretaries be given secretarial assistance on
functional basis – not more than 4 Stenographers on sharing basis.

c.

All Additional Directors of LARRDIS (4 in number) be given Secretarial
assistance on sharing basis – 2 Stenographers for above 4.

d.

2 Joint Directors of LARRDIS be given secretarial assistance on a
functional and sharing basis.

e.

In the case of the Verbatim Reporting Service and the Simultaneous
Interpretation Service, secretarial assistance may be given to Directors
only.

f.

All Additional Directors of E&T S (six in number) be given secretarial
assistance on sharing basis-two Stenographers for above six.

(Para 10.11.5 of Chapter 10 refers).

16.36.

The Secretariat at present does not have any criterion regarding level of

PSSS officials to be deployed with different level of officers. However, there should be
criterion so developed that the level of PSSS Officer posted with an officer should be
according to the status of the officer. (Para 10.11.6 of Chapter 10 refers.)

16.37.

The designation at Non-gazetted level in Parliament Security Service

(PSS) need not be changed as they reflect the job profile. Welfare measures like Risk
Allowance, Corporate Medical Allowance and Term Insurance are not justified as the
duties/ responsibilities in IB, CBI and other Security forces are vastly different.
Moreover, the members of the Service are getting a Parliamentary allowance (Para
11.13.6 of Chapter 11 refers).
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16.38.

Sanitary Wing of PSS, Rajya Sabha does not merit any change as

concluded in the earlier reports of IIM, Ahmedabad and SIU because, there is scope for
outsourcing the activity. (Para 11.14.6 of chapter 11 refers).

16.39.

In view of difficulties experienced in direct recruitment at the level of Junior

Proof Reader and also the educational qualifications prescribed for this post, the post of
Junior Proof Reader may be abolished.

It is also learnt that this post was earlier

carrying the designation of Copy Holder which function no longer exist. The existing
strength of Junior Proof Reader may be added to the existing strength of post of Proof
Reader with qualification prescribed for the post of Jr. Proof Reader.

Thus, Direct

Recruitment will take place at the level of Proof Reader. (Para 12.11.1 of Chapter 12
refers.)

16.40.

While CRC has proposed abolition of the post of Junior Proof Reader and

recommended direct recruitment at the level of Proof Reader, in case any candidate
joins the Service as Junior Proof Reader in the mean time, he may be promoted to
higher post of Proof Reader akin to the Assistants becoming Senior Assistant when the
post of Assistant was abolished. It will imply that for in situ promotion to still higher
grade of Printing Assistant, he will have a waiting period of 11 years or else he will have
to apply for the new post of Proof Reader for direct recruitment through open
competitive examination. (Para 12.15 of Chapter 12 refers.)
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16.41.

The Committee feels that in order to mitigate this situation (relating to non-

filling up of posts at higher level – Director or Additional Director in Printing &
Publication Service), relaxation of recruitment rules as a one -time measure should be
resorted to by relaxing the eligibility condition so as to fill the available vacancies. After
2020-22, this contingency will not arise. (Para 12.16 of Chapter 12 refers).

16.42.

Promotional Avenues for the post of Despatch Riders may be created by

distributing the existing posts into Ordinary Grade(4), Grade-II(2), Grade-I(2) and
Special Grade(1) in the Service in the same way as in the case of Staff Car Drivers.
Alternatively, the isolated grade of Despatch Riders may be abolished and existing
incumbents of the post may be adjusted in the Grade of Staff Car Driver against the
respective grades as soon as they fulfill the eligibility conditions of having a valid
commercial LMV/ HMV licence and Skill/ experience in driving motor vehicles. (Para
13.8 of Chapter 13 refers).

16.43.

This category of Cleaner-cum-Helper may be abolished. However, the

incumbents of the post may be adjusted as Drivers on fulfillment of eligibility conditions
for the post of Driver. Alternatively, the incumbent may be merged with posts as
Messengers depending on fulfillment of eligibility condition of Messenger grade. (Para
13.9 of Chapter 13 refers.)

16.44.

As the Reprographers’ Service is still continuing to function, keeping in

view the age profile of the incumbents and their legitimate aspiration for career
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progression, it is recommended that akin to Lok Sabha Secretariat, another higher
grade of Senior Reprographer in the pay scale of Rs.9300-34800 + Grade Pay of
Rs.4200 should be provided by upgrading some posts out of the existing cadre strength.
This post will be filled by vacancy-based promotion only. Reprographer Grade-I with 5
years of service in that grade will be eligible for promotion. (Para 13.32 of Chapter 13
Refers).

16.45.

The Committee feels that since the Scheme (AFUS) is applicable to all

isolated posts, it should apply to Attendant Grade-I also. Alternatively, promotion posts
should be made available to Attendant Grade-I on par with Chamber Attendant.
Chamber Attendants have the higher posts of Senior Chamber Attendant available for
promotion through the process of interview. The incumbent in this grade of Chamber
Attendant can avail of in situ promotion scheme in case of stagnation. In the same way,
Attendant Grade-I can also avail of in situ promotion in case of stagnation…. With the
posts of Senior Attendant/ Senior Attendant (Special Grade) becoming available to
Attendant Grade-I, AFUS will not be applicable in their case. (Para 13.40 of Chapter 13
refers.)

16.46.

The Committee recommends that combined cadre system should be

replaced by post based promotion for the sake of spacing the promotions suitably over
the entire service career. However, those getting higher grades/ holding higher posts
exceeding the cadre strength should be allowed to continue in those positions as
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personal to them till their promotion/ superannuation. In case of stagnation, in situ
promotion scheme will provide the relief. (Para 13.41 of Chapter 13 refers.)

16.47.

If TSP scheme of Lok Sabha Secretariat is to be adopted across the

various services and hierarchy of posts, then all specific schemes e.g. AFUS, in situ
promotion scheme, combined cadre for 2 or more posts for time bound promotion, etc.
should be done away with. It should be kept in view that multiple schemes for giving
financial upgradations to the same set of persons are not justified. The Secretariat
should opt for one of the schemes. This recommendation is not limited to Messenger
Service alone but to all Services. (Para 13.42 of Chapter 13 refers.)

16.48.

Time Scale Placement Scheme of Lok Sabha Secretariat is not applicable

to Rajya Sabha Secretariat because the Secretariat as a policy, has sought to ensure
that every employee gets at least four promotions in his career. Accordingly, the in situ
promotion scheme has been introduced till the grade of Joint Director as a person
joining the Secretariat at the highest entry level of Senior Assistant or equivalent grade
would be ensured of getting at least 4 promotions up till the grade of Joint Director..
They cannot have both the schemes simultaneously in operation along with combined
cadre of two grades in the Service which has created a disoriented pyramid having
more persons in higher posts than lower posts. Promotions up to Joint Director have
been fast tracked which is causing a feeling of stagnation (Para 6.15.6 of Chapter 6
refers).

This recommendation equally applies to all the services/cadres in the

Secretariat.
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16.49.

The Cadre Review Committee took into account several factors for the

expansion of the staff strength. These factors are the sanctioned posts, working
strength, the workload, creation of pyramidal structure after abolition of the concept of
grouping of posts, the posts where acute stagnation in career progression has set in
etc. The final structure and staff strength of various Services of the Secretariat is as
exhibited in Statement-I attached to this Chapter.

(S. K. Lohani)
Member

(Parkash Chander)
Chairman
Cadre Review Committee, Rajya Sabha Secretariat,
Parliament of India, New Delhi
_____ November, 2015
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Statement – I
Recommended Structure and Staff Strength
of Services of Rajya Sabha Secretariat

Group Wise Recommended Structure in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4

Group
Code
A
B
C
TOTAL

Sanctioned
Strength
374
655
447
1476

Actual
Strength
359
493
408
1260

In situ
57
29
2
88

Recommended Increase in
Strength
Strength(% )
441
17.91
665^
1.53
516*
15.44
1622
9.89

^ 2 posts of Sr. Assistants for LARRDIS and 33 posts of Sr. Clerks – 3 for LARRDIS and 30 for E&TS – have been added.
* 1 post of Attendant GR.III for LARRDIS has been added.
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Service Wise Recommendations in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat

Sl. Service
No.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

LAFEAS
LARRDIS
Simultaneous
Interpretation
Editorial &
Translation
Verbatim
Reporting
PS &
Stenographer
Parliament
Security
Printing &
Publication
Messenger
Staff Car
Drivers/
Despatch
Riders
Joint Director
(Media)
Total

Sanctioned Actual
Strength
Streng
th
466
381
37
29

In situ

Increase in
Strength(% )

53
0

Recomm
ended
Strength
553^
39

18.67
8.11

31

27

0

36

16.13

111

91

0

129

16.22

48

35

0

50

4.17

112

76

31

129

15.18

249

225

0

268

7.63

75

52

4

75

0.00

299

295

0

300*

0.33

47

45

0

43

(-) 8.51

1

1

0

Not
Assessed

0.00

1476

1258

88

1622

9.89

^ 2 posts of Sr. Assistants for LARRDIS and 33 posts of Jr. Clerks – 3 for LARRDIS and 30 for E&TS –have been added.
*1 post of Attendant GR.III for LARRDIS has been added.
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Recommended Structure of Legislative, Financial, Executive
and Administrative Service (LAFEAS)
S. No.
1.

Name of the post &
Scale of Pay

Sanctioned
8

Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.10000
2.
Director
15
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.8700
3.
Director (Finance)
1
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.8700
4.
Additional Director
38
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs.8000
5.
Deputy Secretary/ Pay & Accounts Officer
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs.7600
6.
Under Secretary
56
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs.6600
7.
Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive Officer
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs.5400
8.
Senior Legislative/ Committee/ Protocol/ Executive
160
Assistant
Rs.19300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs.4800
9.
Sr. Clerk (Selection Grade)
Rs.19300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs.4600
10.
Sr. Clerk
124
Rs.19300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs.4200
11.
Jr. Clerk
64
Rs. 5200-20200 (PB-1) + Rs.2400
TOTAL
466
^ 2 posts of Sr. Assistants for LARRDIS have been added
* 33 posts ofSJr. Clerks – 3 for LARRDIS and 30 for E&TS – have been added

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
8
8
14

19

1

1

34

22

4

23

56

30

32
(in situ)
132
(111+
21 in situ)

35
182^
123*

124
30

110

435

553
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Recommended Structure of Library, Reference,
Research, Documentation and Information Service
S. No.

Name of the post & Scale of Pay
Sanctioned

1.
2.
4.
5.

Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000(PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director (LARRDIS)
Rs.37400-67000(PB-4) + Rs.8700
Additional Director
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3) + Rs.8000
Joint Director
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3) + Rs.7600

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended

1

1

1

3

3

3

9

9
(8 JDs +
1 DD)

4

8
(4 DDs +
4 ROs)

5

8

14

0

2

29
1
3

39
2
3
1

6.

Deputy Director
8
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3) + Rs.6600
7.
Research/ Reference Officer
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3) + Rs.5400
8.
Research/ Reference Assistant
14
Rs.19300-34800(PB-2) + Rs.4800
9.
Library Assistant
2
Rs.19300-34800(PB-2) + Rs.4600
TOTAL
37
10.
Sr Executive Assistant#
11.
Sr Clerk/ Jr Clerk#
12.
Attendant#
#These posts have been added in the cadre strength of respective Services.

5

5

Recommended Structure of Simultaneous Interpretation Service
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name of the post and pay-scale
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director (Interpretation)
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.8700
Additional Director (Interpretation)
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.8000
Joint Director (Interpretation)
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.7600
Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-I
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.6600
Parliamentary Interpreter Grade-II
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.5400
TOTAL

Sanctioned
1

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
1
1

2

2

3

19

19 (13 JDs +6
DDs)

9
10

9

31

5
(all at Grade-II
level)

5

27

36

8
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Recommended Structure of Editorial and Translation Service
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name of the post and pay-scale
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director (E&T)
37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs. 8700
Additional Director (E&T)
15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 8000
Joint Director (E&T)
15600-39100 (PB-3)+ Rs. 7600
Deputy Director (E&T)
15600-39100 (PB-3)+Rs. 6600
Editor
15600-39100 (PB-3)+Rs. 5400
Translator
9300-34800 (PB-3) + Rs. 4800
TOTAL

Sanctioned
1

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
1
1

2

2

3

11

11 (8JDs +3
DDs)

6
7

52

52 (41AD + 11
Editor)

25
32

45

20

55

111

91

129
30 (Provided in
LAFEA Service)
5 (1 for each
Director & 2 for 6
Addl Directors
combined –
provided in PS&SS)

8.

Sr./ Jr. Clerks

23

21

9.

PS/PA

2

2

Recommended Structure of Verbatim Reporting Service
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name of the post & Scale of Pay
Joint Secretary
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.10000
Director (Reporting)
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs.8700
Additional Director (Reporting)
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.8000
Joint Director (Reporting)
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.7600
Parliamentary Reporter
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.6600
Junior Parliamentary Reporter
Rs.15600-39100(PB-3)+ Rs.5400
TOTAL

Sanctioned
1

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
0
1

2

2

3

10

30 (27 JDs +3
DDs)

10

21
5

20
3

9
48

6
10

35

50
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Recommended Structure of Private Secretaries & Stenographer Service
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name of the post and pay-scale
Director (PSSS)
37400-67000 (PB-4) + Rs. 8700
Additional Director (PSSS)
15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 8000
Joint Director/ (PSSS)
15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 7600
Senior Private Secretary
15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 6600
Private Secretary
15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 5400
Personal Assistant
9300-34800(PB-2) + Rs.4600
Stenographer
9300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs.4200
TOTAL

Sanctioned
1
14

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
1
1
14

8

4 (in situ)

13

27

18

20 (in situ)

24
26

36

17
(incl. 7 in situ)
24

112

107

129

27

34

39

Recommended Structure of Non-Technical Wing of Parliament Security Service
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name of the post and pay-scale
Director(Security)
Rs.37400-67000 (PB-4) +G.P. Rs.8900
Additional Director (Security)
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) +G.P. Rs.8000
Joint Director (Security)
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) +G.P. Rs.7600
Assistant D irector (Security)
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) +G.P. Rs.6600
Security Officer/ Marshal
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) +G.P. Rs.5400
Senior Security Assistant
Rs.9300-34800 (PB-2) +G.P. Rs.4800
Security Assistant Grade-I
Rs.9300-34800 (PB-2) +G.P. Rs.4600
Security Assistant Grade-II
Rs.9300-34800 (PB-2) +G.P. Rs.4200
TOTAL

Sanctioned
1
12

23

146

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
1
1
12
(9 Addl Dir +3
JD)

4

28
(20 AD+3 SO
+5 SO in situ)

12

126

40

8

18

50
68
182

167

200
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Recommended Structure of Technical Wing of Parliament Security Service
Sl. No.
1.

Name of the post and pay-scale
Joint Director (Technical)
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) +G.P. Rs.7600
Security Officer (Technical)
Rs.15600-39100 (PB-3) +G.P. Rs.5400
Senior Security Assistant (Technical)
Rs.9300-34800 (PB-2) +G.P. Rs.4800
Security Assistant Grade-I (Technical)
Rs.9300-34800 (PB-2) +G.P. Rs.4600
TOTAL

2.
3.
4.

Sanctioned
1

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
1
1

1

1

1

7

2

7

7

3

7

16

7

16

Recommended Structure of Sanitation Wing of Parliamentary Security Service
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name and Scale of pay of the post
Sanitary Attendant Grade-I
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2200
Sanitary Attendant Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2000
Sanitary Attendant Grade-III
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.1900
Farash
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.1900
TOTAL

Sanctioned
51

51

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
51
51

51

51
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Recommended Structure of Printing and Publication Service
Sl. No.

Name of the post and pay-scale
Sanctioned

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Director(P&P)
Rs. 37400-67000 (PB-4) +Rs. 8700
Additional Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 8000
Joint Director(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 7600
Assistant D irector(P&P)
Rs. 15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 6600
Printing Officer
Rs. 15600-39100 (PB-3) + Rs. 5400
Senior Printing Assistant
Rs. 9300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs. 4800
Printing Assistant
Rs. 9300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs. 4600
Proof Reader
Rs. 9300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs. 4200
IBM Operator
Rs. 9300-34800 (PB-2) + Rs. 4200
Junior Proof Reader
Rs. 5200-20200 (PB-1) + Rs. 2800
Binder Grade-I
Rs. 5200-20200 (PB-1) + Rs. 2800
Binder Grade-II
Rs. 5200-20200 (PB-1) + Rs. 2400
Total

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended

1

0

1

3

3

2
2

5

5

3
3

24

23

10
10

5

5

24

2

0

0

15

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

57

37

57
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Recommended Structure of Drivers and Despatch Riders Service
Sl. No.

Name of the post & Pay scale

1.

Staff Car Driver (Special Grade)
(Group B, 9300-34800 + 4600)

2.

Staff Car Driver Grade-I
(Group B, 9300-34800 + 4200)
Staff Car Driver Grade-II
(Group C, 5200-20200 + 2800)
Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade) (Group C, 520020200 + 2400)

3.
4.

5.
6.

Despatch R ider
(Group C, 5200-20200 + 2400)
Cleaner-cum-Helper
(Group C, 5200-20200 + 1900)

Total

Sanctioned
4(3+1 DR
post of
SCD(Ord
Grade)
upgraded wef
1.10.2012)
20

Number of Posts
Filled in
Recommended
4
6

20

10

6

6

12

4(5-1 post
upgraded as
SCD(Spl
Grade))
9(8+1 leave
reserve)
4(5+1 leave
reserve) - 2
posts
upgraded as
SCD(Ord
Grade) wef
2.1.2009
47

2

15

9

Merged with Staff
Car Drivers
To be adjusted as
Staff Car Drivers,
subject to eligibility
or as Messengers.

4

45

43

Recommended Structure of Reprographers Service
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.

Name of the post & Scale of Pay
Senior Reprographer
Rs.9300-34800 (PB-2) + G.P.. Rs.4200
Reprographer Grade-I
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2800
Reprographer Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2400
Total

Sanctioned
-

Number of posts
Filled in
Recommended
3

9

8

6

9

9

9

18

17

18
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Recommended Structure of Messenger Service
Sl. No.
1(a).

Name of the post & Scale of Pay
Sanctioned
0

Number of Post
Filled in
Recommended
0
4

Senior Chamber Attendant (Special Grade)
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2800
1(b).
Senior Attendant (Special Grade)
0
0
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2800
2(a).
Personal Attendant to Chair man/ Senior Chamber
9
8
Attendant
(1+8)
(1+7)
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2400
2(b).
Senior Attendant
0
0
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2400
3.
Attendant Grade-I/ Chamber Attendant
286
283
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2200
(154+36+93)
4.
Attendant Grade-II
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.2000
5.
Attendant Grade-III
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.1900
6.
Attendant Grade-III (ex cadre)
1
1
Rs.5200-20200 (PB-1) +G.P. Rs.1900
7.
Bearer (ex cadre)
3
3
TOTAL
299
295
*1 post of Attendant GR.III for LARRDIS and 4 posts for leave/deputation reserve have been added.

6
12
(1+11)
18
70
85
105*
1
3
300
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Annexure - I

RAJYA SABHA SECRETARIAT
(PERSONNEL SECTION)
PARLIAMENT HOUSE ANNEXE
NEW DELHI
No. RS/48/2014-Perl.

Dated the 4th September, 2014
CIRCULAR

The Hon'ble Chairman has been pleased to constitute a Committee to
undertake the second Cadre Review of various Services of the Secretariat.
Shri Prakash Chandra, IAS (Retd.) former Chairman, Staff Selection
Commission, shall be the Chairman of the Committee and Shri S.K. Lohani,
Joint Secretary (Retd.), Ministry of Finance, its Member.
2.
The 'Terms of Reference' of the Committee are at Annexure of this
Circular. The Committee has been asked to submit its report within a period
of 9 months.
3.
The Committee, in due course of time, would invite representations
and interact with Officers and employees of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat and
hear their presentations/views etc.
(S. RANGARAJAN)
JOINT DIRECTOR
To
All Officers/Sections/P.S.s/P.A.s
Copy for information to:
1. Office of the Hon'ble Chairman, Rajya Sabha.
2. Office of the Secretary General.
3. President, Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees' Association.
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ANNEXURE
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF SECOND CADRE REVIEW OF RAJYA
SABHA SECRETARIAT
1. To review and define the role and functions of various Services of the
Secretariat and suggest appropriate designations of various posts in
each Service of the Secretariat.
2. To suggest a suitable hierarchical structure of each Service of the
Secretariat including number of posts at each level having regard to
workload, efficiency, optimal use of manpower and legitimate career
aspirations of the members of the Services so as to bring congruence
between the existing and future functional needs of the Secretariat and
the legitimate career aspirations of the members of each Service of the
Secretariat. In doing so, SIU Report of the Secretariat and instructions
of Government of India on cadre review may be taken into account.
Different grades of a Service should reflect distinctly different levels
of duties and responsibilities.
3. To lay down duties and responsibilities of various posts in each
Service.
4. To examine prevailing promotional schemes in the Rajya Sabha
Secretariat and the Lok Sabha Secretariat and suggest suitable
promotional schemes for the Secretariat in order to enhance efficiency
and motivation of the employees of the Secretariat.
5. To study Recruitment & Conditions of Service Order, 2009 and
amendment made thereto from time to time and suggest changes so as
to make it a more effective instrument of achieving efficiency,
multitasking, merit based promotions and optimal utilization of
available manpower.
6. To examine the direct recruitment system of the Secretariat and
suggest changes if any, required to make the system more transparent
and effective in recruiting the most appropriate persons for various
posts in the Secretariat.
-2410
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7. Identification of areas/services/posts which can be phased out in a
systematic manner or outsourced to outside agencies to achieve
economy in expenditure and increased efficiency. In doing so,
requirements of parliamentary work would be kept in view.
8. Identification of areas of work where computerization can be
introduced and suggest blueprint for transition from manual to
computer based system in such areas.
9. To suggest the effective use of technological and managerial
advancements to make the officers and employees of the Secretariat
more result oriented, productive, effective and efficient.
10. Any other issue referred to the Committee by the Hon'ble Chairman or
the Secretary General, Rajya Sabha from time to time.
/
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Annexure - II
TOTAL REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED

Service Name

No. of Representations

LAFEA – (Non-Gazetted) -Sr. Clerks & Jr. Clerks

23

LAFEA – (Non-Gazetted) -Sr. Assistants

81

LAFEA – JS, EO & Above Level officers

97

LAARDI Service

8

Simultaneous Interpretation Service

2

Editorial & Translation Service

2

Verbatim Reporting Service

1

Private Secretaries & Stenographic Service

38

Parliament Security Service

4

Printing & Publication Service

20

Drivers’ & Despatch Riders

29

Reprographers’ Service

16

Messengers’ Service

78

Rajya Sabha Employees’ Association

2

Total

401
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – LAFEA– Non Gazetted (Sr. Clerks & Jr. Clerks)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Sh. P.P.S. Bisht, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Sanjay Kumar, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Manoj Kumar Prajapati, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Ghanshyam Kumar, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Shailendra Kumar, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Suneet Kumar, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Rattan Lal, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Rabindra Kr. Bharti, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Prakash Kumar, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Vinod Kumar, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Dhyan Singh, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Dhyani Ram Arya, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Laxmi Prasad M., Sr. Clerk
Sh. S.S. Bisht, Sr. Clerk

Joint Representation by
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Sh. Siddharth, Jr. Clerk
Sh. Amit Anand, Jr. Clerk
Sh. Anuj Verma, Jr. Clerk
Sh. Ravish Kumar, Jr. Clerk
Sh. Tufail Ahmad, Jr. Clerk
Ms. Jyoti, Jr. Clerk
Ms. Kusum Barthwal, Jr. Clerk
Sh. Pradeep Singh, Jr. Clerk
Sh. Vijay Kumar, Sr. Clerk
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – LAFEA Service – Non Gazetted (Sr. Assistants)
Combined representation by
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Sh. Rajesh Sharma, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Rakesh Kumar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Bhavesh N. Vij, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Satish Kumar, Sr. Asstt.
Smt. Poonam Sud, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Prabhakar Singh, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Sanjay M. Bhavsar, Sr. Asstt.
Sh. Amit Dutta, Sr. Executive Asstt.
Sh. Naresh Kumar, Sr. Executive Asstt.
Sh. Laxman Singh Negi, Sr. Clerk
Sh. Manot Kr. Prajapat

Combined Representation by
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)

Sh. Roshan Lal, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. J.S. Negi, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Rajni Grover, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. J.K. Madan, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Neelam Prem Arora, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Krishan Kr. Bhardwaj, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Manender Singh Bisht, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. K.V. Ramana Rao, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Anita Batra, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Vandana Mathur, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Ningombam Shyamkishore Sing, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. N. Romesh Singh, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Anamika Das Bora, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Vijay Rai, EO
Sh. Kuldip Singh, EO
Sh. Deepak Bhora, EO
Sh. Sanjay Kumar, EO
Smt. Rashmi Choudhary, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Kennedy, EO
Sh. Raumon, EO
Sh. Sunil Tripathi, Sr. Executive Assistant
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33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)

Smt. Renu Gulati, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Harkesh Kumar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. D.D.Kukreti, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Nirmala Verma, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Diwakar Nautiyal, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Umadevi N., Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Madhu Dhyani, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Suman Khurana, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Seema Poddar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. N.K. Kukreti, Sr. Executive Assistant

Combined representation by –
43)
44)
45)
46)
47)
48)

49)
50)
51)
52)
53)
54)
55)
56)
57)

Sh. N. Shyamkishwor Singh, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Sunil Tripathi, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. N. Romesh Singh, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Vijay Kumar Rai, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Anamika Das Bora, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Renu Shreekant, Sr. Executive Assistant

Sh. Kamal Kishore, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. D.S. Bisht, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Kuldeep K. Vats, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. D.S. Bisht, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Raj Kumar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Anju Nayar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Umesh Chandar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Neelam Verma, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Raj Nath, Sr. Executive Assistant

Combined representation by –
58)
59)
60)
61)
62)
63)
64)

Sh. Prabhakar Singh, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Rashmi Chaudhary, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Amit Kumar Dutta, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Naresh Kumar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Rakesh Kumar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Rohit Kumar Mishra, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Abhishek Yadav, Sr. Executive Assistant
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65)
66)
67)
68)
69)
70)
71)
72)
73)
74)
75)
76)
77)
78)
79)
80)
81)

Sh. Naveen, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Harish Kumar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Thangzasiam Paite, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. J.S. Negi, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. K.V. Ramana Rao, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. K.K. Bhardwaj, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Kuldeep Chand, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Raghubir Singh, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Darwan Singh, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Neena Bajaj, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Renu Bhandari, Sr. Executive Assistant
S.K. Guleria, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Harinder Kumar Verma, Sr. Executive Assistant
Smt. Rachna Dogra, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Manender Singh Bisht, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Umesh P. Chandekar, Sr. Executive Assistant
Sh. Ashwani Kumar Sharma, Sr. Executive Assistant
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – JS, EO & Above

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Sh. Mukul Pande, JS
Sh. Deepak Goyal, JS
Sh. N.K. Singh, JS
Sh. S.K. Tripathi, Director
No name – only signatures
Sh. Sandeep Pandey, E.O.
Sh. K. Singh, E.O.
Sh. Deepak Bhoria, E.O.
Sh. Shivesh Kumar Jha, E.O.
Sh. Ranajit Chakaraborty
Sh. Anil Kumar Bhatia, EO (in-situ)
Smt. Manjula Harit, EO (in-situ)
Sh. Rajesh Harit, EO (in-situ)
Sh. Rajender Kumar, EO (in-situ)
Sh. Devashish Sen, EO.
Sh. P.P. Raumon, EO
Sh. R.K. Sharma, EO
Ms. Pushpa Rani,
Smt. Satinder Kaur Gulati, EO
Sh. Arun Bakshi, EO
Ms. Madhu Mangla
Sh. Pratap Shenoy
Ms. Leela Sarna, CO
Sh. Ajin J.R.,
Sh. Ashish Desh Raj, EO
Ms. Kalpna Girdhar, EO
Sh. Bhawani Shankar Sharma, EO
Sh. Sanjay Kumar, EO (in-situ)
Smt. Neelam Bhatt, EO
Sh. Rajiva Srivastava, JD
Sh. Rakesh Anand, JD
Sh. K. Sudhakaran, JD
Sh. Ravinder Kumar, JD
Sh. Narendra Kumar, JD
Sh. K.N. Earendra Kumar, JD
Sh. A.K. Mallick, JD
Sh. D.K. Juneja, JD
Sh. J.K. Mallick, JD
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39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Sh.R.S. Rawat, JD
Sh. Rakesh Naithani, JD
Sh. Rakesh Prasad, JD
Sh. V.S.P.Singh, JD
Sh. D.K. Mishra, JD
Sh. T.N. Pandey, JD
Sh. P. Narayanan, JD
Sh. Roshan Lal, JD
Sh. Sanjeev Chandra, JD
Sh. Prem Singh, JD
Sh. R.P. Tiwari, JD
Smt. Arpana Mendiratta, JD
Sh. B.M.S. Rana, JD
Sh. Narmadeshwar Prasad, JD

Late Receipts
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

Sh. Anil Kumar Saini, AD
Ms. Monica Baa, AD
Sh. R.P. Shukla, DD
Sh. Dinesh Singh, DD
Sh. Madan Mohan, EO
Sh. T.N. Pandey, JD
Ms. Nidhi Chaturvedi, AD
Sh. A.K. Sahoo, JD
Sh. K.N. Earendra Kumar, JD
Sh. Amit Kumar, AD
Sh. Gautam Kumar, AD
No name – only signatures
No name – only signatures
Sh. A.K. Mallick, JD
Sh. Rakesh Naithani, JD
Sh. Rakesh Prasad, JD
Sh. Narmadeshwar Prasad, JD
Sh. Amit Kumar, AD
No name – only signatures
Ms. A.S. Chakravani, AD
Sh. Arun Sharma, Director
Sh. Swarab ji, JD
Smt. Arpana Mendiratta, JD
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76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

. Rajiva Srivastava, JD
Ms. Oindrila Roy, AD
Ms. Himanshi Arya, AD
Sh. Ravinder Kumar, JD
Sh. Narendra Kumar, JD
Sh. Sanjay Kumar, EO
Sh. Har Prateek Arya, AD
Sh. Praveen Kumar, AD
Dr. Sunita Singh, AD
Sh. Rajesh Harit, EO
Sh. Dinesh Singh, DD
Sh. K.N. Earendra Kumar, JD
Sh. S.C. Dixit, JD
Sh. A.K. Sahoo, JD
Sh. T.N. Pandey, JD
Sh. P. Narayanan, JD
Sh. G.S. Prasad, JD
Sh. Prem Singh, JD
Sh. Sanjeev Chandra, JD
Sh. Rakesh Anand, JD
Sh. Sameer Suryapani, JD
Sh. Vinay Shankar Singh, JD
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – LAARDI Service
1.

Consolidated representation by Sh. S.D. Nautiyal, Director

2.
3.
4.
5.

Sh. Pawan Kumar, JD
Smt. Rosey Sailo Damodarann, JD
Sh. D.S. Prasanna Kumar, JD
Smt. Ravinder Kaur, RO

Combined Representation by –
6.
7.
8.

Smt. Vandana Singh, DD
Smt. Asha Singh, AD
Smt. HM Lamneichong Kom, RA

REPRESENTATIONISTS – Simultaneous Interpretation Service

1.
2.

Ms. Suman Mala Thakur, Director
Ch. R.K. Das, Joint Secretary

REPRESENTATIONISTS – Editorial & Translation Service
1.

Sh. Jugal Kishor, JD

Representations received after due date –
2.

Consolidated representation by Sh. C.S. Mishra, JS (E&T)

REPRESENTATIONISTS – Verbatim Reporters’ Service
1.

Consolidated Representation by Sh. S. Sundararaman, Director (R)
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – Private Secretaries and Stenographic Service
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Smt. Parvathy Venkitachalam, JD
Smt. Neel Kamal, Sr. PS
Smt. Anjana Verma, PS
Sh. Suresh Kumar, Sr. PS
Sh. Rajiv Kathpal, Sr. PS
Sh. Manoj Kumar, Stenographer
Ms. Jyoti Rawat, Stenographer
Sh. Kotipalli Vijaya Kumar, PA
Sh. Harjit Singh, PA
Sh. Charan Singh, PA
Sh. Gulshan Mutreja, Sr. PS
Smt. Usha Dhingra, Director (PSSS)
Sh. Satish Kumar Satija, PA
Ms. Ruby, Stenographer
Smt. Lalitha Venkatesan, Sr. PS
Smt. Rajni Juneja, PS
Sh. Rakesh Kumar, PA
Sh. Anil Chopra, Sr. PS
Smt. Alka Saini, Sr. PS
Sh. Rupesh Kumar Duggal, PS
Sh. Sudhir Batra, PA
Smt. Pushpa Sabharwal, Sr. PS
Laxmi Kant, Stenographer
Sh. Vivek Kumar, Stenographer
Sh. Bal Krishna Kumar Sinha, PA
Sh. Sanjeev Kumar, PA
Sh. Ranbir Singh, PS
Sh. V.K. Malik,PS
Sh. Raghubir Singh, PS
Sh. Komal Bhatnagar, JD
Sh. S.K. Jain, Dy. Director
Smt. Kamaljeet Kaur, Sr. PS
Smt. Neera Agarwal, DD
Sh. Vineet Midha, PS
Smt. Santosh, PS
Sh. B.S. Kataria, PA
Smt. Veena Nagpal, PS
Sh. Niranjan Ram, PA
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – Parliament Security Service
1.

Consolidated Representation by Sh. J.M. Bhardwaj, J.D.(S)

2.

Consolidated Representation by Sh. Rajeev Sharma, J.D.(S)

Late Receipts
3.
4.

Sh. Rajeev Sharma, JD(S)
Sh. Rahul Kumar Singh, SA Gr. – I

REPRESENTATIONISTS – Printing & Publication Service
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Sh. Neeraj Kumar Upadhayay, Printing Officer
Sh. Munshi Singh, Printing Officer
Ms. Vinod Kumari, Printing Officer
Sh. Vijay Kumar, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Smt.Vinita Saxena, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Ashok Kumar Dharni, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Aloka Biswas, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Prakash Chandra Baluni, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Prem Singh Gusain, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Yogendra Kumar, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Rattan Lal, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Praveen Kumar, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Deepender Rawat, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Mister Lal, Proof Reader
Sh. Dharmander Kumar, Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Hem Prakash Joshi, Sr. Prtg. Assistant
Sh. Manish Kumar Mishra, Sr. Prtg. Assistant

Representations received after due date –
18.
19.
20.

Sh. Sohan Singh Rawat, Sr. Prtg. Asstt.
Sh. Vijay Kumar, Sr. Prtg. Asstt.
Smt. Vinita Saxena, Sr. Prtg. Asstt.
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – Drivers’ & Despatch Riders Service
1.

Combined representation by 23 signatories

Combined representation by
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sh. Vijender Singh
Sh. Krishan Gopal
Sh. S.P. Sandhu
Sh. Anil Thakur
Sh. Afasar Alli
Sh. Gurpreet Singh

REPRESENTATIONISTS – Reprographers’ Service

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Sh. Shakeel Ahmed
Sh. Padmadutt Joshi
Sh. Swantantra Kumar
Sh. Bhagwat Singh
Sh. Kailash Chandra Mishra
Sh. Mohan Singh
Sh. Chandan Singh Rawat
Sh. Vinod Kumar-1
Sh. Rajeev Kumar
Sh. Ashok Kumar Joshi
Sh. Kuldeep
Sh. Mansingh
Sh. Umesh Ram
Sh. Vinod Kumar II
Sh. Rameshwar Prasad
Sh. Bir Singh
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – Messengers’ Service
1. Sh. Sriram Bhagat, Attd. Gr. III
2. Sh. Ganesh Kumar, Attd. Gr. II
3. Sh. Manoj Kumar, Attd. Gr. I
4. Sh. Narender Singh, Attd. Gr. III
5. Sh. Nagashetty, Attd. Gr. I
6. Sh. Mukesh Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
7. Sh. Sanjay Kumar Bhatnagar, Attd. Gr. III
8. Sh. Dharmendar Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
9. Sh. Devendra Prasad Bardhwal, Attd. Gr. III
10. Sh. Anand Negi, Attd. Gr. II
11. Sh. Dinesh Pathak, Attd. Gr. II
12. Sh. Rajesh Kumar, Attd. Gr. II
13. Sh. Hoshiyar Singh, Attd. Gr. II
14. Sh. Gangesh Kumar Nirala, Attd. Gr. III (SM)
15. Sh. Manoj Gahlot, Attd. Gr. III
16. Sh. Ashok Pandey, Attd. Gr. III
17. Sh. Navi Mohammad,
18. Sh. Vipin Kumar Raghav, Attd. Gr. III
19. Sh. Sunil Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
20. Sh. Sunil Singh Rawat, Attd. Gr. III
21. Sh. Deepak Bhatt, Attd. Gr. III
22. Sh. Chandramohan Singh, Attd. Gr. III
23. Sh. Pawan Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
24. Sh. Ashish, Attd. Gr. III
25. Sh. Om Prakash, Attd. Gr. I
26. Sh. Manoj Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
27. Sh. Mohammed Aamin, Attd. Gr. II
28. Sh. V.S. Negi, Attd. Gr. I
29. Sh. Manoj Kumar Bhanwal, Attd. Gr. II
30. Sh. Yogendra Pal Singh, Attd. Gr. II
31. Sh. Saeed Ahmad Khan, Ch. Attd. I
32. Sh. Sushil K. Mishra, Attd. Gr. I
33. Sh. Bhupendra Singh, Attd. Gr. III
34. Sh. M.D. Panthri, Attd. Gr. I
35. Sh. Umesh Paswan, Attd. Gr. I
36. Sh. Manmohan Singh, Attd. Gr. I
37. Sh. Manoj Kr. Pandey, Attd. Gr. II
38. Sh. Yashwant Pal, Attd. Gr. I
39. Sh. Deep Singh, Attd. Gr. I
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40. Sh. Bhushan Kumar Aswal, Attd. Gr. III
41. Sh. Girish Rawat, Attd. Gr. III
42. Sh. Harvansh Singh, Attd. Gr. III
43. Sh. Vinod Pandey, Attd. Gr. I
44. Sh. Pramod Singh, Attd. Gr. II
45. Sh. Surender Kumar, Attd. Gr. I
46. Sh. Thakur Das Mandal, Attd. Gr. I
47. Sh. Permod Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
48. Sh. Bhubal Singh, Attd. Gr. I
49. Smt. Reena Ghosh, Attd. Gr. I
50. Sh. Davender Singh, Attd. Gr. III
51. Sh. Shiv Chander Rai, Attd. Gr. I
52. Sh. Ashutosh Sharma, Attd. Gr. III
53. Sh. Saleem Khan, Attd. Gr. III
54. Sh. Rakesh Nijhawan, Attd. Gr. III
55. Sh. Mohan Singh, Attd. Gr. III
56. Sh. Dharmi Dhar Pandev, Attd. Gr. III
57. Sh.Sanjay Kumar Singh, Attd. Gr. III
58. Sh. Ajay Kumar, Attd. Gr. I
59. Sh. Pawan Kumar, Attd. Gr. I
60. Sh. Ajay Sah, Attd. Gr. I
61. Sh. Raghubir Singh, Attd. Gr. III
62. Sh. Ramniwas, Attd. Gr. III
63. Sh. Sunil Bhaskar Singh, Attd. Gr. III
64. Smt. Sundari Devi, Attd. Gr. III(SM)
65. Sh. Sanjiv Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
66. Sh. Kheem Singh, Attd. Gr. III
67. Sh. Deshraj, Attd. Gr. III (SM)
68. Sh. Suresh Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
69. Sh. Rajesh Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
70. Sh. Angad Kumar, Attd. Gr. III
71. Sh. Ram Kumar, Attd. Gr. I
72. Sh. Lalchand Meena, Attd. Gr. I
73. Sh. Madan Lal, Attd. Gr. II
74. Sh. Naresh Bhardwaj, Attd. Gr. II
75. Sh. Rajendra Prasad, Attd. Gr. III
76. Sh. Mohan Singh Meena, Attd. Gr. III
77. Sh. Rajpal, Sr. Chamber Attd.
78. Sh. Padam Singh, Sr. Chamber Attd.
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Representationationists – Rajya Sabha Employees’ Association

1. Consolidated representation by Dr. (Smt.) Sunita Singh, General Secretary
2. Consolidated representation by Dr. (Smt.) Sunita Singh, General Secretary
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REPRESENTATIONISTS – Sessional Messengers’ Service
1.
Sh. Govind Singh
2.
Sh. Mahesh Sharma
3.
Sh. Yespal Sharma
4.
Sh. Satish Kashyap
5.
Sh. Yogesh Sharma
6.
Sh. Gangesh Kumar Nirala
7.
Sh. Jitender
8.
Sh. Vikas Saxena
9.
Sh. Satish Kumar
10.
Sh. Pramod Kumar Samri
11.
Sh. Manmohan Singh
12.
Sh. Naresh Kumar
13.
Sh. Vineet Chaudhary
14.
Sh. Ramesh Kumar
15.
Sh. Dhanpal Singh
16.
Sh. Deshraj
17.
Sh. Mohd. Iqbal
18.
Sh. Pawan Kumar
19.
Sh. Surender Kumar
20.
Sh. Sonu Deswal
21.
Sh. Gautam Das
22.
Sh. Jitender Kumar
23.
Smt. Shobha Rani
24.
Sh. Satyajit Bera
25.
Sh. Himanshu Routh
26.
Sh. Amrish
27.
Sh. Mohd. Irfan
28.
Sh. Chirau Sharma
29.
Sh. Ambedkar
30.
Sh. Sehdev Kumar
31.
Sh. Amit Kumar Verma
32.
Sh. Naresh Kumar
33.
Sh. Mukesh Kumar
34.
Sh. Bhovan Prasad Sharma
35.
Sh. Rajender Singh Bisht
36.
Sh. Dhyan Singh
37.
Sh. Binod Kumar Ray
38.
Sh. Sanjay Kumar
39.
Sh. Ravinder Kumar
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Annexure - III
SECTION-WISE LIST OF DISCUSSIONS HELD WITH SECTION INCHARGE
DURING CADRE REVIEW COMMITTEE’S VISIT TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SECTION
1.

Legislative Section (3 p.m. Wednesday on 15 th July, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Vijay Kumar, D.D.

2.

Dr. Saket Kumar, A.D.

The Cadre Review Committee interacted with the Officers present and asked
them about the main work transacted in the Section. The Committee was informed that
the main work included summoning/prorogation of the House, processing Short
Duration Discussion Notices, processing Resolutions and Calling Attention Notices.
The Committee was informed that they also assisted the Committees, namely,
Committee on Privileges and Rules Committee. The Committees work during the intersession period whereas other above mentioned functions relate to Session period.
Besides, they also service Publication Counter which is on the Ground Floor. The
Committee wanted to know about the allocation of work in the Section to which it was
replied that the allocation of work was informally done. Further, it was informed that the
file movement is not on line.
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2.

Bill Office (4 p.m. Wednesday on 15 th July, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Vijay Kumar, D.D.

2.

Shri Vivek Chandra, A.D.

3.

Shri Sreejith V., A.D.

The Committee wanted to know about the procedure of processing the Bills both
Government as well as Private. The Committee was informed that there is a check list
prepared which has various parameters which are used to examine a Bill before it is
listed. They also furnished a copy of the check list. They said that generally 50 to 60
Bills are received in every Session and as of now there are 97 Private Member Bills are
pending.

3.

Table Office (3 p.m. Thursday on 16 th July, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri K. Sudhakaran, J.D.

2.

Ms. Chitra G., A.D.

The Committee visited the Table Office in order to understand the functioning of
Table Office in relation to the House. The Committee was informed about various
activities undertaken by the Table Office during Session as well as inter Session period.
The Chairman pointed out that Bulletin Part-I, prepared by Table Office, could be used
to indexing the participation of Members in the proceedings of the House, which can be
useful for Members who demand CDs of their participations in the House.
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4.

Notice Office (4 p.m. Thursday on 16th July, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri K. Sudhakaran, J.D.

2.

Shri Pushpender Kumar Verma, A.D.

The Committee wanted to know the main functions undertaken by Notice Office.
It was informed that the Notice Office, as the name suggests, receives all types of
notices from the Members and diarise them and after giving the serial number
dispatches them to various concerned Sections. The Section also works as a guide to
new Members of Rajya Sabha. The Committee noted that the computers placed in the
Notice Office suffer from functional inefficiency as all the operators cannot work on the
computers at the same time.
5.

IT Section (3 p.m. Monday on 20 th July, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Rajiv Srivastava, J.D.

2.

Mohd. Salamuddin, D.D.

3.

Shri Har Prateek Arya , A.D.

The Committee visited IT Section in order to understand the various functions
undertaken by the IT Section. It was informed that the Section has two parts – one
looks after hardware and software. For software designing, NIC is the main Section
which provides software assistance. The Section also deals with AMC of the hardware
as well as guarantee period of the computers.

The complaints are received in the

Section and as per the priority decided the Engineers provided by the outsourced
company are sent for resolution. The Committee noted that if the AMC Engineers are
directly contacted by the users, it will save time for the Section which can be used for
other work. The Committee also wanted to know about the Budget allocation to which
IT Section informed that they got Rs.2.5 crore from the Secretariat Budget and Rs.1.2
crore from Members’ Budget. The Committee also pointed out that there is a need for egovernance training of the Personnel Section as well as all the personal staff given to
senior officers of the Secretariat.
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6.

O&M Section (3 p.m. Tuesday on 21 st July, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Girija Shankar Prasad, J.D.

2.

Shri Sundip Mesra, A.D.

The Committee visited O&M Section to find out the role it has been mandated. It
was informed that no Review Study for work assessment has been done for the last two
to three years. The Committee felt that the internal work study unit or cell should be
part of the O&M which should be exclusively designated fo r the assessment of work as
well as staff strength. The Committee also asked O&M Section why the DMIS has not
been started in all the Sections. It was informed that they did start DMIS in couple of
Sections but due to functional problem at the higher level like non closing of files at the
higher level it was not successful. And therefore, it could not be continued in those
Sections where it was started and hence could not be replicated in all the Sections. The
Committee said that now, there is flexibility in the DMIS where owner of the file has
been given the key to close the file at his level even if the file has not been closed at the
higher level. The Committee also felt that a compactor room was a necessity for Rajya
Sabha on the lines of Lok Sabha, to keep the functional record room.
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7.

Distribution Branch (12 Noon Thursday on 23 rd July, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Swarabji B., J.D.

2.

Shri Lal Chand, A.D.

3.

Shri Madho Prasad, A.D.

The Cadre Review Committee visited Distribution Branch with a view to
understand the distribution mechanism in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. The Committee
was provided with a list of staff strength (Appendix-I) and was informed that the dispatch
is done with the help of three motor bikes, three auto rickshaws and 14 cycles. All
these vehicles are provided by the Secretariat. There are 9 Reprographers. Though
they belong to Printing and Publication Service but they report in the Distribution
Branch. The Committee was informed that during inter -session, all the Reprographers
work during the day as the workload is low. However, during Session period, half of
them are put on night duty, as most of the reprography work is done in the night. As far
as the supervision of the sets or the papers to be dispatched is concerned, one Senior
Assistant level official is posted during the day and night whose job is to verify that all
the paper sets are correct. Though he does not certify to this effect. The Chairman
observed that there is no procedure laid down to verify the sets of documents. It is
done in the good faith. The Committee visited the area where photocopier machines
are kept The Committee was informed that Lok Sabha Secretariat has more
modernised machines which can take heavier loads of photocopying. The Committee
wanted to know about the volume of receipts received in the Section and also dispatch
(Appendix-III). It was noted that primary diarising is done here before it is sent to the
concerned Section where again it is diarized. Thus, it amounts to duplication and it was
felt that if web based online diarization is adopted the same diary number can be used
everywhere till the file is closed. The Committee also noted that sets are prepared
automatically; however, stapling is done manually. The Committee said that there are
machines available which have in built stapling provisions, though will be a bit costly.
However, it will save a lot of human resources and also minimize human error.
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Appendix-I

Staff strength of Distribution

Name of Post

Sanctioned Posts

Posted as on

Staff shortage

22.07.2015
Executive Officer/ A.D.

2

3

+1

Sr. Exe. Assistant

2

4

+2

Sr./Jr. Clerk

11

5

-6

Total

15

12

-3

Reprographer

9

9

-

Despatch Rider

6

6

-

Attendants

24

23

-1

Casual Labourers

-

4

+4

Total

39

42

+3

Shortage of Senior Executive Assistant and Senior Clerk combined together - 4 (out of
13)
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8.

M.A. Section (2.30 P.M. Tuesday on 25 th August, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Prem Singh, J.D.

2.

Ms. Sreeja V., A.D.

3.

Shri Pritam Kumar , A.D.

The Committee visited M.A. Section. It was informed by the A.D. the mandate of
the Section which mainly provides accommodation; provide transport; telephone
facilities and medical facilities to MPs. It also services House Committee. It informed
the Committee that it had got the strength of 11 for a long time which included 2 ADs, 4
Sr. Assistants; 1 Assistant; 2 Senior Clerks and 2 Messengers.

On being asked

whether recommendation of SIU which had recommended to increase the staff by one
has been implemented to which the AD was replied in negative. It also informed the
Committee that during Session period a lot of coordination work is required when many
Members visit the Section quite often and the Section faces lot of difficulty in handling
the work pressure due to inadequate staff. They also informed the Committee they
spend considerable time in briefing the Chairman about the accommodation issues to
the Members of Parliament.
The Committee wanted to know whether they use software to process the files to
which they informed the Committee that no such software is there and the file
movement is manually done.
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9.

Committee on Subordinate Legislation

Section (11.45 A.M. Wednesday,

th

16 September 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Dr. R.S.Rawat , J.D.

2.

Mr. Rakesh Anand, J.D.

3.

Shri R.P. Shukla , D.D.

The Cadre Review Committee visited Committee I Section. The Chairman was
keen to know as to on a particular day how many sub-ordinate legislations i.e. Rules
and Regulations were being considered/examined in the Section to which he was told
that no such data was kept. The Officers informed the Committee that there were mainly
three types of scrutiny were undertaken by the Section: i. Rules/regulations yet to be
framed as envisaged by the Parent act; ii. Whether rules/regulations already framed
were in conformity with the Act; and iii. Whether rules/regulations framed are laid on the
Table of the House. The Committee wanted to know the number of notifications laid on
the Table of the House in a particular Session and whether they were properly
examined by the Committee Section. It was informed that in the last Session there were
as many as 514 notifications laid however, only a few could be taken up for examination
as there is a huge shortage of staff at desk level. The Committee wanted to know how
many staff dealing with the examination of notifications had legal background. It was
informed that one dealing hand and the Director in the Committee were law graduates.
The Committee felt that the Committee on Subordinate Legislation has a very important
function of scrutinising the making of rules and regulations for proper implementation of
the intent of the Principal Act and therefore the Committee Section should be properly
equipped with the assignment.
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Sanctioned Strength and Present Position of the Committee Section (Subordinate
Legislation)
At Section Level

Sanctioned Strength

Present Position

1 Officer in the Rank of E.O./A.D.

No Officer in the Rank of E.O./A.D.

4 Senior Assistants

3 Senior Assistants

4 Junior/Senior Clerk

3 Junior/Senior Clerk

2 Messengers

2 Messengers

The Chairman wanted to know whether there is any check list prepared for
scrutinising the notifications. He was informed that they have a set of guidelines which
they follow while scrutinising, but they do not have a check list. The Chairman also
wanted to know the pendency of the examination of rules and regulations and whether
the information was maintained year. He was informed that the information was
maintained session wise.
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10. Committee on Government Assurances Section (12.30 Noon, Wednesday, 16th
September 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Mr. Sameer Capoor , A.D.

2.

Mrs. Leela Sarna, A.D.

The Cadre Review Committee interacted with the officers of Committee on Govt.
Assurances. On the issue of staff strength the Committee was informed that they had
one staff less than the sanctioned strength. As far as the number of pending assurances
is concerned, up to the Budget Session 2015, there were 1910 assurances pending.
The Committee wanted to know the trend of assurances being dropped/implemented
and added during the last few years with a view to ascertain the work pressure even if
the number of pending assurances remained static. It was informed that no such
analysis of trend was available with the section. The Committee also wanted to know
whether the Section maintained the names of officers accompanying the Committee on
its study tours. It was informed that this detail was maintained.
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11. MS&A Section ( 2.30 P.M. Wednesday, 16 th September 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Mr. S. Dikshit, J.D.

2.

Mrs. Indra Chaturvedi, A.D.

The Cadre Review Committee visited the MS&A Section. On the issue of staff
strength it was informed that there was a shortage of 2 staff from the sanctioned
strength. The Committee was also informed that there was a duplication of work as far
as Members’ Amenities (MA) Section was concerned mainly on two accounts; namely
CGHS facilities and telephone connections. As the CGHS card is issued by the MA
Section and the medical reimbursement is done by MS&A section. Simi larly, telephone
connections are provided by the MA Section and the account is maintained by the
MS&A Section. And sometimes a lack of communication between these two sections in
the event of any alteration in facilities, results in mismatch of accounts. The Committee
wanted to know whether the issuing section auto-sent the information to the user
section in order to avoid any mismatch. It was informed negative. On this the Committee
felt that these two sections should be electronically linked and in the event of any
change in data the amendment should be automatically reflected. The Committee was
informed that MS&A section was responsible for maintaining the budget of entire
Secretariat if it was any way related to Members. It was suggested by the Section t hat
The Budget Section and the Finance cell should be entrusted with the responsibilities of
preparing the financial statement and maintain the ledger, as the MS&A section has
already as many as 32 defined responsibilities ( a copy of mandate and the quant um of
work done by the Section is enclosed).
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Main functions: Members’ Salaries and Allowances (MS&A) Branch has the mandate to deal with:
i)

Preparation of monthly Salary bills of Hon’ble Chairman, Hon’ble Deputy Chairman, Hon’ble Leader
of Opposition (LoP), all the Members of Rajya Sabha and also of Personal Assistants appointed by
each of the Members. Recovery of CGHS contribution, licence fee of Government accommodation,
installments of conveyance advance and miscellaneous charges from the salary bills as the case may be,
except those of the PAs of the members.

ii)

Preparation of TA/DA bills of Hon’ble Deputy Chairman, Hon’ble Leader of Opposition and Members,
Rajya Sabha pertaining to their domestic travel.

iii)

Preparation of TA/DA bills pertaining to non-official witnesses appearing before parliamentary
Committees.

iv)

Issue of Exchange Orders to Members.

v)

Settlement of Airlines invoices and Railway debit claims

vi)

Settlement of Airlines invoices pertaining to the foreign travel performed by Indian Parliamentary
delegations.

vii)

Reimbursement of medical expenses incurred by the Hon’ble Chairman, Hon’ble Deputy Chairman,
Hon’ble Leader of Opposition and Members on their own treatment and their family members.

viii)

To provide assistance to Joint Committee on Salary and Allowances of Members of Parliament which
is being serviced by the Lok Sabha Secretariat by attending meetings, expressing views on various
matters, supplying information/material to the Committee and Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs
whenever required and by implementing the decisions of the Committee. Matters requiring advice from
the Joint Committee are placed before the Committee by way of Memoranda.

ix)

Preparation of Budget estimates and Supplementary Demands and Control of expenditure under the
budgetary heads of the Hon’ble Chairman, Hon’ble Deputy Chairman, Hon’ble LoP and Members,
Rajya Sabha.

x)

Preparation of bills pertaining to printing & publication.

xi)

Settlement of Refreshment bills in respect of Hon’ble Chairman & Hon’ble LoP, Rajya Sabha.

xii)

Grant of Conveyance advance to Members.

xiii)

Settlement of Water and Electricity bills of Members.

xiv)

Settlement of Telephone bills of Members.

xv)

Grant of Pension to former Vice-Presidents of India and former Members of Rajya Sabha including
family pension and correspondence with State Legislatures in respect of Members who became
MLAs/MLCs.

xvi)

Final Settlement of accounts of Members on the expiry of their terms /death/resignations.

xvii)

Issue of ID Cards to Members and their spouses.

xviii)

Taking Declaration from newly elected Members regarding their usual place of residence.

xix)

Issue of Parliamentary Bulletins on the issues pertaining to the Section for information of Members.

xx)

Undertaking miscellaneous works like revision of “Rajya Sabha at Work”,
Members” and providing other information sought by different sections.

xxi)

Updating and Printing of:-

“Hand

Book for
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(a) Salary, Allowances and Pension of Members of Parliament Act, 1954.
(b) Salaries and Allowances of :-

xxii)

I.

Officers of Parliament Act, 1953 and Rules Made Thereunder;

II.

Leaders of Opposition in Parliament Act, 1977 and Rules made Thereunder;

III.

The Leaders and Chief Whips of recognized Parties and Groups in Parliament (Facilities)
act, 1998 and rules made thereunder; and

IV.

The Vice-President’s Pension Act, 1997 and Rules made thereunder.

Distribution of cheques pertaining to:a)

Salary of PAs to Members of Rajya Sabha;

b) TA/DA of Non-Official witness appearing before the Committees;
c)

Government Press for printing charges; and

d) Other Government and private agencies.
xxiii)

Assisting Members in filling arrival/departure journey report forms.

xxiv)

Providing certificates to members regarding Salary, DA, TA, Incidental charges etc.

xxv)

Providing Salary Certificates to PAs to Members.

xxv i)

Court Cases.

xxv ii)

Settlement of bills relating to study visits of Parliamentary Committees.

xxv iii)

Reimbursement of expenses incurred by the Members for purchasing computer equipments.

xxix)

RTI cases referred to the Section.

xxx)

Weeding out of records.

xxxi)

Upgradation of eMSA software.

xxxii)

Updating of website.

The highlights and analysis of the work performed by the Branch during the year 2014 are as under:
i)

Monthly salary bills in respect of HC, HDC, LoP and Members (225 approx.), Rajya Sabha and
Monthly Salary bills of PAs (375 approx.) of various Members were prepared and submitted to P&AO.

ii)

60 TA/DA claims in respect of HDC and LoP and 5101 TA/DA claims of Members, Rajya Sabha were
settled during the year.

iii)

19 TA/DA bills of non-official witnesses were settled during the period.

iv)

A total of 2550 Exchange orders were issued.

v)

2649 invoices received from Air India were settled during the year.
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vi)

17 Invoices pertaining to foreign travel and 03 railway debit claims were received and settled during

vii)

The Branch settled 166 medical bills during the year.

viii)

Six sittings of the Joint Committee on MS&A were held on 21st and 29th January, 2014, 26th
September, 2014, 20th October, 2014, 17 th November, 2014 & 15 th December, 2014, which were
represented by Rajya sabha Secretariat.

ix)

Budget Allocation of Member related heads was done satisfactorily during the year 2014.

x)

57 printing and publication bills were received and settled.

xi)

21 refreshment bills pertaining to Offices of the Hon’ble Chairman, Hon’ble Deputy Chairman,
Hon’ble LoP and Members, Rajya Sabha were settled.

xii)

Conveyance Advance to two Members was granted.

xiii)

32 bills pertaining to electricity and water were settled.

xiv)

144 telephone bills (consolidated) of Members were settled.

xv)

04 Grant-in-aid bills were settled during the year 2014.

xvi)

246 contingent bills relating to Members received from other sections were settled.

xvii)

Pension was sanctioned to 45 Ex-MPs, Family Pension was sanctioned in 09 cases and 17 Cases of
stoppage of pension were dealt with during the year.

xviii)

80 cases of final settlement of accounts of Members on expiry of their terms/death/ resignations were
settled.

xix)

265 Identity Cards-cum-Railway Passes were issued to Members and their spouses in the year.

xx)

The Branch received 85 declarations from newly elected Members regarding their usual place of
residence.

xxi)

37 Parliamentary Bulletins for information of Members were issued during the year 2014

xxii)

The information as sought by various Sections of the Secretariat was provided.

xxiii)

No amendments in the Acts and Rules took place in 2014. Hence, no updation and printing has been
carried.

xxiv)

a)

Approximately 21 self-cheques of PAs to various MPs were distributed per
month.

b)

19 cheques of non-official witnesses who appeared before various Committees were
distributed.

c)

57 cheques pertaining to Government Press for printing charges were issued.

the year.

xxv)

200 certificates of Members regarding their salary, DA, TA etc were issued.

xxv i)

117 Salary certificates were issued to the PAs to various Members.
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xxv ii)

Requisite information as sought by the Standing Counsel in the case of CW(P) 4912/1998 Krishak
Bharat Vs. UoI were provided from time to time. Five Affidavits were filed during the year.

xxv iii)

32 Study visit bills were received and settled during the year 2014.

xxix)

78 cases of purchase of computer equipment for Members were settled during the year 2014

xxx)

138 RTI cases were dealt in the year 2014.

xxxi)

219 Files & Folders that expired the retention period were weeded out.

The Committee was informed that the Branch also assisted the Joint Committee on Salary and Allowances of Members of
Parliament serviced by the Lok Sabha Secretariat by attending Meetings, expressing views on various matters and
supplying information/material to the Joint Committee.
Further the Branch also introduced uploading of salary slip, TA/DA bills, Telephone usage, water and electricity
consumption processed through eMSA software on to the Login Page of the Members.

******************
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12.

Question Branch (12.00 Noon Wednesday, 23 rd September, 2015)

Officers Present:

1.

Shri T.N. Panday, J.D.

2.

Shri Rakesh Prasad, J.D.

3.

Shri Shashi Bhushan, J.D.

4.

Shri Sanjeev Chandra, J.D.

5.

Shri V.K. Pathak, D.D.

6.

Shri Basudeb Chakraborty, A.D.

7.

Shri Sandeep Pandey, E.O.

Post

Sanctioned Strength

Present Strength

JS/AS
(Overall in-charge, Question
Branch)
Director

1

1

5

4

Joint Director/ Deputy
Director
Assistant Director/
Executive Officer
Executive Officer (in-situ)/
Senior Executive Assistant

5

5

5

6

15

14

10

11

4

4

Senior Executive Assistant
(in-situ)/ Senior Clerk/Junior
Clerk
Attendant

The Committee visited the Question Branch. The Committee wanted to know
how the distribution of Ministries among the five groups is done. It was told that the
distribution is done in such a way that every group gets around similar number of
questions notices for processing and the answer day of a Ministry is not the same both
in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha. It was also informed that diary of the question notices
is done at two stages: first at the Notice Office and second at Question Branch. The
Committee wanted to know whether the number one question in the Starred List is the
most important question and it is deliberately done. To this, it was informed that Lok
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Sabha Secretariat decides the questions to be listed on the basis of the content out of
the admitted Starred questions of the Members whose name appeared in the Ballot List
whereas in the Rajya Sabha the question of the Starred List is done either on the lowest
diary basis or the preference indicated by the Member on the notice of questions. Thus,
Rajya Sabha does not go by the content of the question while deciding the questions of
the Starred List. The Committee wanted to know whether there is an induction level
training of the staff. It was informed that in House training on the functioning of Rajya
Sabha including Question Hour is given to the staff. Besides, there is a Sectional
Manual giving the minute details of examination of notices of questions.

The staff

posted get on the job training and they learn while working. On the issue of adequacy
of staff in the processing/examining the questions the Committee was informed that
every group is manned by three dealing hands which is supposed to do the basic
examination and each dealing hand has to process/examine 170 to 200 questions in
two days time besides attending to other miscellaneous issues, like queries from
Members and Ministries, facts received on the notices and processing of notices for Half
an hour discussions and Short Notice Questions.

Therefore, he cannot do proper

justice with the examinations of questions. Therefore, the strength of dealing hand in
each group should be increased to at least 5 per group. However, the Committee was
informed that the alternative could be that we can create dedicated separate Groups for
Ballot and other miscellaneous issues on the lines of Lok Sabha Secretariat. This will
provide adequate time to the dealing hands for examination of the questions. The
Committee was also informed that typing work during the Session is very high.
Therefore, the strength of Typists should be increased by at least two. The Committee
was also informed that the Section wanted to have software specially for listing the
questions and they have had deliberations with NIC for the last three months but finally
NIC has said that listing of questions is a complicated exercise. Therefore, it is not
possible to make software.
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13. Recruitment Section (2.30 pm Wednesday 23 rd September, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri M. Jason, Director

2.

Shri Ravinder Kumar, A.D.

CRC visited the Recruitment Section and interacted with the Director and Asst
Director. It wanted to know the advantages after the Section got separated from JRC. It
was informed that Rajya Sabha has developed its own schemes and system with slight
deviation from the JRC, especially the interview system in all the examinations held by it
which has done away with the Lok Sabha. The Member CRC said that in the present
times generally interviews are taken off with a view to reduce element of subjectivity in
the selection. To which it was informed that the interviews carry very little weightage
ranging from 10-15 percent.
The Committee said that there are about 120 vacancies at entry level and
wanted to know whether the Recruitment Section had any plans to fill it up at the
earliest. The Committee was informed that the role of the section was limited to
conducting the examinations as and when asked by the Secretary. The Committee felt
that the section should have functional autonomy.
The Committee also wanted to know whether the section has any plans to use
the candidates selected by SSC etc. for non-gazetted posts. It was answered in
negative.
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14. Committee Section (Home Affairs), 3.30 pm Wednesday 23 rd September,
2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Bhaskar, Deputy Director

2.

Shri Anurag Ranjan , A.D.

Sanctioned Strength -

8:

CO-1/Sr Asst-2/Clerks-3/Attendants-2

Existing Strength -

7:

AD-1/Sr Asst-1/Clerks-3/Attendants-2

The

Committee

visited

the

Section

servicing

the

Department-related

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Home Affairs which actually services two
ministries, namely: Home Affairs and DONER. These two ministries together have 6
departments with 6 Secretary level officers and 10 divisions. The Committee was
impressed upon the fact that the Department-related Committees are under-staffed
because of which the justice is not being done to the work. It was informed that The
Committee hold around 25-30 meetings in a year besides, visiting many places in the
country. It was also informed that as many as 9 topics of national importance including
Police Reforms were selected last year from the Annual Report of teh Ministry and other
current and issues of topical importance, however, very few could be taken up due t5o
lack of human resources in the section. The Committee was suggested that an
exclusive JS level officer and at least 2 Directors looking after each ministry should be
given the task of running the committee.
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15. G.A. Section (03.00 P.M. Thursday on 24 th September, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri Ajay Kumar Mallick, J.D.

2.

Shri Arun Kumar, A.D.

Officers/staff

Sanctioned

Existing

A.D./E.O.

1

2

Sr. Assistant

2

6

Sr. Clerk

2

1

Jr. Clerk

1

1

The Committee visited the G.A. Section and interacted with officers. The
Committee wanted to know the position of sitting space for the officers/staff in the
Secretariat and whether enough effort has been made to mitigate that. The Committee
was informed that in the building next to the Annexe, two floors are being allotted to
Rajya Sabha Secretariat which will up to a large extent take care of space problem in
the near future. The Committee wanted to know whether G.A. Section is making any
effort to create record room and making space for Rajya Sabha Library. The Committee
was told that as of now the priority is on accommodating officers/staff. The Committee
was also told about the staff crunch in the G.A. Section and to complete the work
invariably staff is being called on Saturdays and Sundays.

The Committee was

impressed upon with an example that only one dealing hand is there for maintaining
over 500 quarters which is under the control of the Rajya Sabha and only one dealing
hand is looking after medical bills for the entire Secretariat.
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16.

Personnel Section (03.50 P.M. Wednesday on 7 th October, 2015)
Officers Present:

1.

Shri S. Rangarajan, J.D.

2.

Smt. Subha Chandrashekar, A.D.

Officers/staff

Sanctioned

Existing

A.D./E.O.

2

1

Sr. Assistant

6

5

Sr. Clerk

2

1

Jr. Clerk

7

4

The Committee interacted with officers in the Personnel Section and wanted to
know the major area of work done by the Section. It was told that the Section deals with
APAR, vigilance and court cases, transfer, promotion and posting and projection of
vacancies. The Committee wanted to know the number of court cases pending with the
Section and whether there was any contempt of court case. The Committee was also
informed that there were 20 cases pending and there was no court case.
The Committee wanted to know whether dossier of all the officers/employees
are scanned.

It was informed that they have a photocopy out of which APAR is

circulated to members of its staff but they do not have anything scanned.

The

Committee wanted to know the definition of Board of Inquiry in the disciplinary cases in
the light of the fact that only one Inquiry Officer is appointed instead of a Board. The
Committee was informed that it has actually been interpreted as Inquiry Officer in the
Secretariat. The Committee also wanted to know as to how many and what types of
complaints are received in the Personnel Section. The Committee was informed that
around 3 to 4 cases are received every month which are mainly related to unauthorised
absence and some of them are related to domestic violence. The Committee posed a
question whether it was proper to have disciplinary authority with appointing authority
and whether it should be separated. Further, the Committee said that in case a Group
‘B’ Officers, the Secretary General is disciplinary authority

and Chairman is the
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Appellate Authority

whereas in the case of Group ‘A’ Officers, Chairman is the

disciplinary authority and a Reviewing Authority and in this scenario, they do not have
any Appellate Authority. The Committee wanted the Section to show any format in
which they send the requirement of vacancy position to the Recruitment Cell. It was
informed that they do not have any format. They send the requirement through note.
They informed the Committee that projection of vacancies for both direct recruitment
and new recruitment is made in January for the whole year.

However, when the

Chairman of the Committee wanted to see a communication he was shown a
communication sent to Recruitment Cell dated August, 2015 conveying the projection till
December, 2015. The Committee observed that this is a grey area because the delay
in assessment/projection of vacancies results in delay in the recruitment which hampers
the functioning of the Secretariat.

The Committee also wanted to know about the

transfer policy and time frame of a fixed tenure for staff/officers to be posted in particular
Section. It was told that there is a transfer policy but there is no fixed time frame. The
Committee wanted to know whether they prepare and put up a list for transfer of officers
and staff after three years or 5 years, it was answered in negative.
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Annexure - IV
SERVICE-WISE LIST OF OFFICERS / ASSOCIATION/ INDIVIDUALS WHO MADE
PRESENTATION BEFORE THE CADRE REVIEW COMMITTEE DURING ORAL
EVIDENCE/ HEARINGS.
********
Representatives of LAFEA/Junior and Senior Clerks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Shri Sanjay Kumar
Shri Vijay Kumar
Shri Gautam Kumar Singh
Shri Laxman Singh Negi
Shri Sailendra Kumar
Shri Manoj Verma
Ms. Anju Tamang
Shri Sunit Kumar
Shri Sanjay Kumar Sahani
Shri Hari Shankar Gupta
Shri Mohammad Akram
Shri Ratan Lal & others

Representatives of Senior Assistance Service:
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Shri Sanjay Kumar, in situ E.O.
Shri Sunil Tripathi, Assistant
Shri N. Shyamkishwor Singh, Sr. Assistant
Shri Prabhakar Singh, Sr. Assistant
Shri K.V. Raman Rao, Sr. Assistant

Representatives of LAFEA (Gazetted):
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Shri T.N. Pandey, Joint Director
Shri Ashok Kumar Sahoo, Joint Director
Shri Rakesh Naithani, Joint Director
Shri R.P. Shukla, Deputy Director
Shri Gautam Kumar, Assistant Director
Shri Har Prateek Arya, Assistant Director

Representatives of the LARRDI Service:
24.
25.

Shri S. D. Nautiyal
Shri Raghab P. Dash
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26.
27.
28.
29.

Shri Virender Singh
Shri Pawan Kumar
Shrimati Vandana Singh
Dr (Shrimati ) Rosey Sailo Damodaran and others

Simultaneous Interpretation Service:
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Shri R.K. Das, Joint Secretary
Smt. Nupur Goswami, Joint Director
Dr. Sumanta Kumar Bhowmick, Joint Director
Shri Manjul Kumar Pandey, Joint Director
Shri Rana Dhirendra Pratap Yadav, Deputy Director

Editorial and Translation Service:
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Shrimati Sulakshna Sharma, Director
Shri R.V. Sharma, Joint Director
Shri Sanjay Kumar Khursija, Deputy Director
Shri Raghavendra Rao, Assistant Director
Shri J.P. Maithani, Assistant Director

Representatives of the Verbatim Reporting Service:
40.
41.
42.

Shri Krishna Grampurohit, Joint Director
Shri Udham Singh Yadav, Joint Director
Shri Vinod Kumar, Joint Director

Representatives of Private Secretaries and Stenographic Service:
43.
44.
45.
46.

Shrimati Usha Dhingra, Director
Shrimati Parvathy Venkitachalam, JD
Shrimati Saroj Bala Rikh, JD
Shri Gulshan Mutreja, Sr. Private Secretary and others

Parliament Security Service & Sanitation Service:
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Shri Rajeev Sharma
Shri J.M. Bhardwaj
Shri Rahul Kumar Singh
Shri Lekhraj
Shrimati Malti
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Printing and Publications Service:
52.
53.
54.
55.

Shri Ratan Lal, Senior Printing Assistant
Shri Sohan Singh Rawat, Senior Assistant
Shrimati Amrit Pal, Assistant Director
Shri Manish Srivastava, Proof Reader

Representatives from Drivers’ & Despatch Riders Service:
56.
57.
58.
59.

Shri Raj Babu Rai
Shri Kuldeep Singh Solanki
Shri Ravinder Singh
Shri Darshan Singh Kataria

Representatives of the Reprographers’ Service:
60.
61.
62.
63.

Shri Bhagwat Singh
Shri Shakeel Ahmed
Shri Chandan Singh Rawat
Shri Rajeev Kumar

Representatives of Messenger Service:
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Shri Padam Singh
Shri Kameshwar Bhagat
Shri Sunil Kumar
Shri Ganesh
Shri Ram Bhagat & Others

Representatives of Rajya Sabha Secretariat Employees Association:
69.
70.

Shri S.C. Dixit, Joint Director & President
Ms. Sunita Singh, General Secretary
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Annexure - V
STAFF LIST (AS ON 01/01/2015)
Sl.No.

Designation

1
2
3

Secretary -General
Secretary
Additional Secretary

4
5
6
7

Joint Secretary
Director
Director (Finance)
Joint Director and
Deputy Director
Assistant Director and
Executive Officer
Senior Legislative/Executive/Committee/
Protocol Assistant
Senior Clerk and
Junior Clerk

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

21
22

Joint Secretary
Director (R & L)
Joint Director and
Deputy Director
Assistant Director and
Research Officer
Research Assistant
Junior Library Assistant

No. of Posts

1
1
2

8
15
1
38
56
160
188

1
3
9
8
14
2

Joint Secretary
Director (Reporting)
Joint Director (Reporting) and
Deputy Director (Reporting)
Parliamentary Reporter and
Junior Parliamentary Reporter

1
2
31

Director (PSS)
Joint Director (PSS) and
Deputy Director (PSS)

1
14

14

Pay Scale

Group

Rs. 90000 (Fixed)
Rs. 80000 (Fixed)
HAG Scale (Rs. 6700079000)

A
A
A

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

37400-67000+ 10000
37400-67000+ 8700
37400-67000+ 8700
15600-39100+ 8000
15600-39100+ 7600
15600-39100+ 6600
15600-39100+ 5400
9300-34800+ 4800

B

Rs. 9300-34800+ 4200
Rs. 5200-20200+ 2400

C

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

37400-67000+ 10000
37400-67000+ 8700
15600-39100+ 8000
15600-39100+ 7600
15600-39100+ 6600
15600-39100+ 5400
9300-34800+ 4800
9300-34800+ 4200

A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

37400-67000+
37400-67000+
15600-39100+
15600-39100+
15600-39100+
15600-39100+

A
A
A
A
A
A

10000
8700
8000
7600
6600
5400

Rs. 37400-67000+ 8700
Rs. 15600-39100+ 8000
Rs. 15600-39100+ 7600
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

49

Senior Private Secretary and
Privat e Secretary
Personal Assistant
Stenographer

27

Joint Secretary
Director (Interpretation)
Joint Director (Interpretation) and
Deputy Director (Interpretation)
Parliamentary Interpreter and
Junior Parliamentary Interpreter

1
2
19

Director (P&P)
Joint Director (P&P) and
Deputy Director (P&P)
Assistant Director (P&P) and
Printing Officer
Senior Printing Assistant and
Printing Assistant
Proof Reader and
Junior Proof Reader
IBM Operat or
Reprographer Grade-I
Binder Grade-I
Reprographer Grade-II
Binder Grade-II

34
36

9

1
3
5
24
20
2
9
1
9
1

Joint Secretary
Director (E & T)
Joint Director (E& T) and
Deputy Director (E& T)
Assistant Director (E& T) and
Editor
Translat or

1
2
11

Director (S)
Joint Director (S) and
Deputy Director (S)
Assistant Director (S) and
Security Officer
Senior Security Assistant,
Security Assistant Grade-I and
Security Assistant Grade-II
Sanitary Attendant Grade-I,
Sanitary Attendant Grade-II,
Faras h and

1
12

52
45

23
146

51

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

15600-39100+ 6600
15600-39100+ 5400
9300-34800+ 4600
9300-34800+ 4200

A
A
B
B

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

37400-67000+
37400-67000+
15600-39100+
15600-39100+
15600-39100+
15600-39100+

A
A
A
A
A
A

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

37400-67000+ 8700
15600-39100+ 8000
15600-39100+ 7600
15600-39100+ 6600
15600-39100+ 5400
9300-34800+ 4800
9300-34800+ 4600
9300-34800+ 4200
5200-20200+ 2800
9300-34800+ 4200
5200-20200+ 2800
5200-20200+ 2800
5200-20200+ 2400
5200-20200+ 2400

A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
C
B
C
C
C
C

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

37400-67000+ 10000
37400-67000+ 8700
15600-39100+ 8000
15600-39100+ 7600
15600-39100+ 6600
15600-39100+ 5400
9300-34800+ 4800

A
A
A
A
A
A
B

Rs. 37400-6700+8900
Rs. 15600-39100+ 8000
Rs. 15600-39100+ 7600
Rs. 15600-39100+ 6600
Rs. 15600-39100+ 5400
Rs. 9300-34800+ 4800
Rs. 9300-34800+ 4600
Rs. 9300-34800+ 4200
Rs. 5200-20200+ 2200
Rs. 5200-20200+ 2000
Rs. 5200-20200+ 1900

A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
C
C
C

10000
8700
8000
7600
6600
5400
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50
51
52
53

54
55

56
57

58

Sanitary Attendant Grade-III
Deputy Director (Technical)
Security Officer (Technical)
Senior Security Assistant (Technical)
Security Assistant Grade-I (Technical)

1
1
7
7

Staff Car Driver (Special Grade)
Staff Car Driver Grade-I,
Staff Car Driver Grade-II and
Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade)
Despatch Rider
Cleaner-cum-Helper

3
31

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

5200-20200+ 1900
15600-39100+ 7600
15600-39100+ 5400
9300-34800+ 4800
9300-34800+ 4600

C
A
A
B
B

9
4

Rs. 9300-34800+4600
Rs. 9300-34800+4200
Rs. 5200-20200+ 2800
Rs. 5200-20200+ 2400
Rs. 5200-20200+ 2400
Rs. 5200-20200+ 1900

B
B
C
C
C
C

9

Rs. 5200-20200+ 2400

C

1
3

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

C
C
C
C
C

60
61

Personal Attendant to Chairman/Sr. Chamber
Attendant
Attendant Grade-I/Chamber Attendant,
Attendant Grade-II and
Attendant Grade-III
Attendant Grade-III (ex-cadre)
Bearer

62

Joint Director (Media)

1

Rs. 15600-39100+ 8000

A

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Director (Finance & Accounts)
Director (Co-ordination)
Joint Director (Administration)
Deputy Director (Finance & Accounts)
Assistant Director (Administration)
Executive Officer (Finance & Accounts)
Executive Officer
Accounts Officer
Assistant (Finance & Accounts)
Assistant (Administration)
Assistant (RSTV)
Cashier
Junior Clerk (Finance & Accounts)
Junior Clerk (A dmn.)

1
1
2
1
3
1
3
1
3
9
1
1
3
9

Rs. 15600-39100+ 8700
Rs. 15600-39100+ 8700
Rs.15600-39100+ 8000
Rs.15600-39100+ 7600
Rs.15600-39100+ 6600
Rs.15600-39100+ 5400
Rs.15600-39100+ 5400
Rs.15600-39100+ 5400
Rs. 9300-34800+4600
Rs. 9300-34800+4600
Rs. 9300-34800+4600
Rs. 5200-20200+2400
Rs. 5200-20200+2400
Rs. 5200-20200+2400

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
C
C
C

59

TOTAL

286

5200-20200+
5200-20200+
5200-20200+
5200-20200+
5200-20200+

2200
2000
1900
1900
1900

1518
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Annexure - VI
“LIST” of Rules & Orders for Recruitment and Conditions of Rajya Sabha
furnished by Personnel Section
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

17.

Items
Rajya Sabha Secretariat (Recruitment & Conditions of Service) Rules,
1957
Creation/Reduction of temporary gazette and non-gazetted posts in the
Rajya Sabha Secretariat dated 25.06.2007
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order dated 25.06.2007 (Revised
designations of various posts in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order dated 25.06.2007 (Merger of
the post of parliamentary Reporter Grade-I with the post of Sr.
Parliamentary Reporter {newly designated as DD(R)}
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order dated 25.06.2007 (Methods
of Recruitment and Qualifications for appointment to various posts of the
Rajya Sabha Secretariat)
Report on Cadre Review for Rajya Sabha Secretariat, March, 2007
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 3/2009 dated 25.05.2009
(Classification of posts in the Rajya Sabha Secretariat)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 4/2009 dated 25.08.2009
(Methods of Recruitment and Qualifications for Appointment)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No.5/2009 dated 26.11.2009
(Scheme of In situ Promotion)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 1/2010 dated 15.01.2010
(Assured Financial upgradation Scheme)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 2/2010 dated 30/9/2010
(Methods of Recruitment and qualifications for appointment to various
posts of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 3/2010 dated 30.09.2010
(Methods of Recruitment and qualifications for appointment to various
posts of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat)
Recruitment and conditions of Service order No. 4/2010 dated 24.11.2010
(Amendment to the Rajya Sabha Secreta riat [Methods of Recruitment and
qualifications for appointment] order, 2009)
Report of Staff inspection Unit (SIU) on the Staff Assessment of Rajya
Sabha Secretariat, June, 2010 (Report No. 1002)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 1/2011 dated 23/02/2011
(Special Incentive Scheme for non-gazetted employees of the Rajya
Sabha Secretariat)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 2/2011 dated 8.10.2011
(Amendment to the Rajya Sabha Secretariat [Methods of Recruitment and
qualifications for appointment])
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 2/2012 dated 26.09.2012
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18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

(Merger of the post of Legislative/Committee/Protocol/Executive Assistant
with the post of Sr. Legislative/Committee/Protocol/Executive Assistant
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 3/2012 dated 26.09.2012
(Methods of Recruitment and qualifications for appointment to various
posts of the Rajya Sabha Secretariat.)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No.4/2012 dated 26.09.2012
(Amendment to the scheme on in situ promotion)
Recruitment and Conditions of Service order No. 1/2013 dated 11.03.2013
(Amendment to the scheme of in situ promotion)
Staff List as on 15.09.2014
Points to be followed by the Cadre Controlling Authorities while formulating
proposals for cadre review of Group 'A' Services
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Annexure - VII

EDITORIAL & TRANSLATION SERVICE
Sub: Submission of data regarding work done by different Sections during the
year 2014 - regarding.
This is with reference to the request made during the meeting of the
Cadre Review Committee with the representationists of the Editorial and
Translation Service by the Chairman of the Committee on 29.05.2015 regarding
the data of work done during the year 2014.
In this connection the data for the year 2014 is submitted below in
respect of those Sections of the E&T Service whose work related data was
provided in the detailed note submitted to the Cadre Review Committee.

TRANSLATION (COMMITTEES) SECTIONS-I & II:
Table No.3
Statement showing increase in workload of
Translation (Committees) Sections I& II
Year
No. of
Reports

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

69

98

141

137

160

171

89

5375

6240

7655

8239

9941

15091

No. of pages 8887
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Year
No. of
Reports
No. of
pages

2007

2008

109

148

17473

19933

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

91

163

172

184

179

108

14780

18846

22908

25141

31481

13275

TRANSLATION SECTION-I:
Table No.4
Statement regarding the work dealt with by the Translation Section -I during the
past few years.
S.No.

Year

No. of pages translated

1

2005

11099

2

2006

14124

3

2007

16387

4

2008

14522

5

2009

18475

6

2010

24534

7

2011

26876

8

2012

24247

9

2013

24721

10

2014

25836
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TRANSLATION SECTION -II:
Table No.5

Comparative figures showing the number of Starred and Unstarred Questions
handled by this Section over the past seven years.
Year

2006

2007 2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013 2014

No. of
Starred
Questions
dealt with

1180

1340 1000 1020

1460

1240

1384

1200 1165

No. of
Unstarred
Questions
dealt with

6118

9747 7591 8532 11834 9610 11083

9717 8801

TRANSLATION (OIH) SECTION:
Table No.6
Comparative figures showing the number of OIH Notices handled per year
during the past few years
Year

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total
No. of
OIH
dealt
with

5133

4944

4015

5065

6499

6709

6021

5129

4001
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It may kindly be noted that the figures for the year 2014 are
lower than those for the previous year because the Budget Session of the
Rajya Sabha, which is normally the longest and busiest session of any year,
was not held last year because of the general elections to the Lok Sabha.

For any further information regarding the work done by the
individual Sections of the E&T Service kindly refer the Annual Administrative
Reports of this Service uploaded on the intranet site of Rajya Sabha
Secretariat.
Submitted for information.

(R.V. Sharma)
Joint Director (E&T)

Chairman,
Cadre Review Committee,
Rajya Sabha Secretariat
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